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KOD
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Marka

Model

W/O Approval

RP od

RP do

"CENA
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zawiera
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23% vat)"

WALUTA

OBOWIĄZUJE OD

14.07.2022r.

801528

Hoodie Akrapovič Alpinestars S (heavier
fabric)

A zip-front rib-panelled hoodie with an Akrapovič and Alpinestars embroided logos on the front and big Akrapovič logo on the
back. Heavier fabric, lined with fleece, made of 80% cotton and 20% polyester. Available in XS, S, M, L, XL, and XXL.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

Hoodie

81

EUR

801746

Hoodie Akrapovič Black Red Men's S

94% cotton 6% elastan black hoodie with red hood. Featuring Akrapovič logo on front pocket and large rear logo. Made in
Slovenia.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

Hoodie

70,2

EUR

801747

Hoodie Akrapovič Black Red Men's M

94% cotton 6% elastan black hoodie with red hood. Featuring Akrapovič logo on front pocket and large rear logo. Made in
Slovenia.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

Hoodie

70,2

EUR

801748

Hoodie Akrapovič Black Red Men's L

94% cotton 6% elastan black hoodie with red hood. Featuring Akrapovič logo on front pocket and large rear logo. Made in
Slovenia.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

Hoodie

70,2

EUR

801749

Hoodie Akrapovič Black Red Men's XL

94% cotton 6% elastan black hoodie with red hood. Featuring Akrapovič logo on front pocket and large rear logo. Made in
Slovenia.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

Hoodie

70,2

EUR

801750

Hoodie Akrapovič Black Red Men's XXL

94% cotton 6% elastan black hoodie with red hood. Featuring Akrapovič logo on front pocket and large rear logo. Made in
Slovenia.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

Hoodie

70,2

EUR

801615

Knited Black Cap

Heavy ribbed knit beanie, pull-on style. Made of 100% Soft-Touch Acrylic.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

Others

17,01

EUR

801710

Baseball Cap New –
Universal

A sporty and classic cap with a sandwich shield construction and adjustment strap for a perfect fit. We embroidered the logo
on the front and a discrete red scorpion on the back. It is made of 100% cotton. One size fits all.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

Others

22,41

EUR

801711

Baseball Cap Flat Universal

Baseball cap with a flat shield and adjustment strap for a perfect fit. We embroidered the logo on the front and a discrete red
scorpion on the back. It is made of 100% cotton. One size fits all.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

Others

22,41

EUR

800475

Beanie cap

W/O Approval

Stylish and sporty! This is a high quality fine knit cap made of 50% wool and 50% acryl for a perfect fit and comfort in chilly
weather. Featuring a scorpion jacquard graphic and Akrapovic patch on each side.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

Others

22,41

EUR

W/O Approval

The Akrapovič co-branded ORIGINAL BUFF® is a multifunctional tubular accessory that's ideal for all kinds of sports and
leisure activities. It's also the perfect accessory for every motorcycle racing enthusiast!It's made from lightweight, breathable,
microfiber fabric that offers protection against various weather conditions and is extremely comfortable to wear.Featuring the
Akrapovič logo.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

Others

20,52

EUR

W/O Approval

The Akrapovič co-branded ORIGINAL BUFF® is a multifunctional tubular accessory that's ideal for all kinds of sports and
leisure activities. It's also the perfect accessory for every motorcycle racing enthusiast!It's made from lightweight, breathable,
microfiber fabric that offers protection against various weather conditions and is extremely comfortable to wear.Featuring the
Akrapovič logo.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

Others

20,52

EUR

W/O Approval

The Akrapovič co-branded ORIGINAL BUFF® is a multifunctional tubular accessory that's ideal for all kinds of sports and
leisure activities. It's also the perfect accessory for every motorcycle racing enthusiast!It's made from lightweight, breathable,
microfiber fabric that offers protection against various weather conditions and is extremely comfortable to wear.Featuring the
Akrapovič logo.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

Others

18,36

EUR

W/O Approval

The Akrapovič co-branded ORIGINAL BUFF® is a multifunctional tubular accessory that's ideal for all kinds of sports and
leisure activities. It's also the perfect accessory for every motorcycle racing enthusiast!It's made from lightweight, breathable,
microfiber fabric, combined with a Gore® Windstopper® fleece fabric, that offers protection against various weather
conditions and is extremely comfortable to wear.Featuring the Akrapovič logo.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

Others

39,96

EUR

Men ‘s cargo pants - 46

Heavy duty cargo pants with two large side pockets, one back pocket and two front pockets providing sufficient storage place.
They are made of 100% cotton.Size chart:SIZE WAIST (cm) HIPS (cm) TOTAL LENGHT (cm)46
90
106
10648
92
108
10750
96
110
10752
100
114
11054
108
118
111

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

Pants

53,89

EUR

801443

Men ‘s cargo pants - 48

Heavy duty cargo pants with two large side pockets, one back pocket and two front pockets providing sufficient storage place.
They are made of 100% cotton.Size chart:SIZE WAIST (cm) HIPS (cm) TOTAL LENGHT (cm)46
90
106
10648
92
108
10750
96
110
10752
100
114
11054
108
118
111

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

Pants

53,89

EUR

801444

Men ‘s cargo pants - 50

Heavy duty cargo pants with two large side pockets, one back pocket and two front pockets providing sufficient storage place.
They are made of 100% cotton.Size chart:SIZE WAIST (cm) HIPS (cm) TOTAL LENGHT (cm)46
90
106
10648
92
108
10750
96
110
10752
100
114
11054
108
118
111

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

Pants

53,89

EUR

801445

Men ‘s cargo pants - 52

Heavy duty cargo pants with two large side pockets, one back pocket and two front pockets providing sufficient storage place.
They are made of 100% cotton.Size chart:SIZE WAIST (cm) HIPS (cm) TOTAL LENGHT (cm)46
90
106
10648
92
108
10750
96
110
10752
100
114
11054
108
118
111

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

Pants

53,89

EUR

801605

Men ‘s cargo pants - 54

Heavy duty cargo pants with two large side pockets, one back pocket and two front pockets providing sufficient storage place.
They are made of 100% cotton.Size chart:SIZE WAIST (cm) HIPS (cm) TOTAL LENGHT (cm)46
90
106
10648
92
108
10750
96
110
10752
100
114
11054
108
118
111

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

Pants

53,89

EUR

801650

Women's Akrapovič Polo
Shirt - S

100% cotton pique with embroidered Akrapovic chest and back of neck logo.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

Polo

32,4

EUR

801651

Women's Akrapovič Polo
Shirt - M

100% cotton pique with embroidered Akrapovic chest and back of neck logo.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

Polo

32,4

EUR

801652

Women's Akrapovič Polo
Shirt - L

100% cotton pique with embroidered Akrapovic chest and back of neck logo.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

Polo

32,4

EUR

801653

Women's Akrapovič Polo
Shirt - XL

100% cotton pique with embroidered Akrapovič chest and back of neck logo.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

Polo

32,4

EUR

801654

Women's Akrapovič Polo
Shirt - XXL

100% cotton pique with embroidered Akrapovič chest and back of neck logo.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

Polo

32,4

EUR

801634

Men‘s Akrapovič Polo Shirt S

100% cotton pique with embroidered Akrapovic chest and back of neck logo.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

Polo

32,4

EUR

801635

Men‘s Akrapovič Polo Shirt M

100% cotton pique with embroidered Akrapovic chest and back of neck logo.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

Polo

32,4

EUR

801636

Men‘s Akrapovič Polo Shirt L

100% cotton pique with embroidered Akrapovic chest and back of neck logo.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

Polo

32,4

EUR

801637

Men‘s Akrapovič Polo Shirt XL

100% cotton pique with embroidered Akrapovic chest and back of neck logo.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

Polo

32,4

EUR

801638

Men‘s Akrapovič Polo Shirt XXL

100% cotton pique with embroidered Akrapovic chest and back of neck logo.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

Polo

32,4

EUR

801639

Men‘s Akrapovič Polo Shirt 3XL

100% cotton pique with embroidered Akrapovic chest and back of neck logo.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

Polo

32,4

EUR

801514

Mens Poloshirt AkrapovičAlpinestars XS

W/O Approval

Perfectly tailored black Polo T-shirt made of out 100% polyester featuring the Akrapovič and Alpinestars logo embroided on
the chest and back.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

Polo

52,92

EUR

801525

T-shirt Men's AkrapovičAlpinestars XS

W/O Approval

A fine jersey made of 60% cotton and 40% polyester featuring the Akrapovič and Alpinestars logo printed on the chest and
back. Available in XS, S, M, L, XL, and XXL.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

26,91

EUR

801206

T-shirt Men's Akrapovič
Logo Black S

W/O Approval

100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on chest and back.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

26,91

EUR

801207

T-shirt Men's Akrapovič
Logo Black M

W/O Approval

100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on chest and back.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

26,91

EUR

801208

T-shirt Men's Akrapovič
Logo Black L

W/O Approval

100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on chest and back.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

26,91

EUR

801209

T-shirt Men's Akrapovič
Logo Black XL

W/O Approval

100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on chest and back.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

26,91

EUR

801210

T-shirt Men's Akrapovič
Logo Black XXL

W/O Approval

100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on chest and back.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

26,91

EUR

801211

T-shirt Men's Akrapovič
Logo Black 3XL

W/O Approval

100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on chest and back.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

26,91

EUR

801212

T-shirt Men's Akrapovič
Logo Black 4XL

W/O Approval

100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on chest and back.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

26,91

EUR

801213

T-shirt Men's Akrapovič
Logo Black 5XL

W/O Approval

100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on chest and back.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

26,91

EUR

801219

T-shirt Men's Akrapovič
Logo Grey S

W/O Approval

100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on chest and back.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

26,91

EUR

801220

T-shirt Men's Akrapovič
Logo Grey M

W/O Approval

100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on chest and back.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

26,91

EUR

801221

T-shirt Men's Akrapovič
Logo Grey L

W/O Approval

100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on chest and back.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

26,91

EUR

801222

T-shirt Men's Akrapovič
Logo Grey XL

W/O Approval

100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on chest and back.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

26,91

EUR

801076

801078

801079

801090

801442

Buff Akrapovič Logos White

Buff Akrapovič Logos Black

Buff Akrapovič

Buff Cyclone Akrapovič

T-shirt Men's Akrapovič
Logo Grey XXL

W/O Approval

100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on chest and back.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

26,91

EUR

801224

T-shirt Men's Akrapovič
Logo Grey 3XL

W/O Approval

100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on chest and back.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

26,91

EUR

801758

Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh Men's
Blue-Grey S

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

30,13

EUR

801759

Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh Men's
Blue-Grey M

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

30,13

EUR

801760

Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh Men's
Blue-Grey L

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

30,13

EUR

801761

Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh Men's
Blue-Grey XL

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

30,13

EUR

801762

Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh Men's
Blue-Grey XXL

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

30,13

EUR

801763

Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh Men's
Blue-Grey 3XL

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

30,13

EUR

801767

Lifestyle T-shirt Red Strip
Men's Blue-Grey S

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

30,13

EUR

801768

Lifestyle T-shirt Red Strip
Men's Blue-Grey M

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

30,13

EUR

801769

Lifestyle T-shirt Red Strip
Men's Blue-Grey L

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

30,13

EUR

801770

Lifestyle T-shirt Red Strip
Men's Blue-Grey XL

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

30,13

EUR

801771

Lifestyle T-shirt Red Strip
Men's Blue-Grey XXL

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

30,13

EUR

801772

Lifestyle T-shirt Red Strip
Men's Blue-Grey 3XL

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

30,13

EUR

801773

Lifestyle T-shirt Race
Proven Men's Grey S

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

30,13

EUR

801774

Lifestyle T-shirt Race
Proven Men's Grey M

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

30,13

EUR

801775

Lifestyle T-shirt Race
Proven Men's Grey L

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

30,13

EUR

801776

Lifestyle T-shirt Race
Proven Men's Grey XL

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

30,13

EUR

801777

Lifestyle T-shirt Race
Proven Men's Grey XXL

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

30,13

EUR

801778

Lifestyle T-shirt Race
Proven Men's Grey 3XL

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

30,13

EUR

801752

Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh Men's
Black S

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

30,13

EUR

801753

Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh Men's
Black M

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

30,13

EUR

801754

Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh Men's
Black L

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

30,13

EUR

801755

Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh Men's
Black XL

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

30,13

EUR

801756

Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh Men's
Black XXL

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

30,13

EUR

801757

Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh Men's
Black 3XL

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt men

30,13

EUR

801782

Lifestyle T-shirt Pure
Performance Women's Grey
L

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt
women

30,13

EUR

801764

Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh
Women's Blue-Grey S

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt
women

30,13

EUR

801765

Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh
Women's Blue-Grey M

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt
women

30,13

EUR

801766

Lifestyle T-shirt Mesh
Women's Blue-Grey L

100% cotton single jersey featuring the lifestyle motif on the chest and the Akrapovič logo on the back. Made in Slovenia.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt
women

30,13

EUR

801225

T-shirt Women's Akrapovič
Logo Grey S

Clothing

T-Shirt
women

26,91

EUR

801226

T-shirt Women's Akrapovič
Logo Grey M

W/O Approval

100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on chest and back.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt
women

26,91

EUR

801227

T-shirt Women's Akrapovič
Logo Grey L

W/O Approval

100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on chest and back.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt
women

26,91

EUR

801228

T-shirt Women's Akrapovič
Logo Grey XL

W/O Approval

100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on chest and back.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt
women

26,91

EUR

801229

T-shirt Women's Akrapovič
Logo Grey XXL

Clothing

T-Shirt
women

26,91

EUR

801214

T-shirt Women's Akrapovič
Logo Black S

W/O Approval

100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on chest and back.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt
women

26,91

EUR

801215

T-shirt Women's Akrapovič
Logo Black M

W/O Approval

100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on chest and back.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt
women

26,91

EUR

801216

T-shirt Women's Akrapovič
Logo Black L

W/O Approval

100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on chest and back.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt
women

26,91

EUR

801217

T-shirt Women's Akrapovič
Logo Black XL

W/O Approval

100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on chest and back.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt
women

26,91

EUR

801218

T-shirt Women's Akrapovič
Logo Black XXL

26,91

EUR

800939

Leather Zip Notebook (M)
red

800940

Leather Zip Notebook (M)
black

800941

Leather Zip Notebook (S)
red

800942

Leather Zip Notebook (S)
black

801223

W/O Approval

W/O Approval

100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on chest and back.

100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on chest and back.

Accessories

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Accessories & Promot

100% cotton single jersey featuring Akrapovič logo print on chest and back.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Clothing

T-Shirt
women

W/O Approval

Elegant red leather zip notebook is branded with imprinted Akrapovič logo.Dimensions: 233 x 163 mm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Leather
goods

Default

98,1

EUR

W/O Approval

Elegant black leather zip notebook is branded with imprinted Akrapovič logo.Dimensions: 233 x 163 mm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Leather
goods

Default

98,1

EUR

W/O Approval

Small and elegant red leather zip notebook is branded with imprinted Akrapovičlogo. Dimensions: 165 x 120 mm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Leather
goods

Default

71,31

EUR

W/O Approval

Small and elegant black leather zip notebook is branded with imprintedAkrapovič logo. Dimensions: 167 x 123 mm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Leather
goods

Default

71,31

EUR

Promotional
Material

W/O Approval

800943

Leather Pencile sleeve - red

W/O Approval

Elegant red leather pencile sleeve is branded with imprinted Akrapovič logo. The leather sleeve comes without a
pencile. Dimensions: 153 x 33 mm.

Accessories & Promot

Leather
goods

Default

19,55

EUR

800944

Leather Pencile sleeve black

W/O Approval

Elegant black leather pencile sleeve is branded with imprinted Akrapovič. The leather sleeve comes without a
pencile. Dimensions: 153 x 33 mm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Leather
goods

Default

19,55

EUR

800946

Leather Crayons case black

W/O Approval

Elegant black leather crayons case is branded with imprinted Akrapovič.Dimensions: 110 x 35 mm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Leather
goods

Default

19,55

EUR

800947

Square Leather Keychain red

W/O Approval

Red leather square keychain is fashionable accessory for your s et of keys.Dimensions: 55 x 55 mm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Leather
goods

Default

19,55

EUR

800948

Square Leather Keychain black

W/O Approval

Black leather square keychain is fashionable accessory for your set of keys.Dimensions: 55 x 55 mm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Leather
goods

Default

19,55

EUR

800949

Travel Luggage Tag - red

W/O Approval

Equip your luggage with Akrapovič leather tag. Dimensions: 190 x 65 mm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Leather
goods

Default

19,55

EUR

Equip your luggage with Akrapovič leather tag. Dimensions: 190 x 65 mm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Leather
goods

Default

19,55

EUR

800950

Travel Luggage Tag - black

800951

Round Leather Keychain red

W/O Approval

W/O Approval

Red leather round keychain is fashionable accessory for your se t of keys.Dimensions: D 60 mm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Leather
goods

Default

19,55

EUR

800952

Round Leather Keychain black

W/O Approval

Black leather round keychain is fashionable accessory for your set of keys.Dimensions: D 60 mm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Leather
goods

Default

19,55

EUR

800953

Leather Loop Keychain red

W/O Approval

Red leather loop keychain is fashionable accessory for your set of keys.Dimensions: 110 x 20 mm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Leather
goods

Default

19,55

EUR

800966

Leather Zip Keychain - red

W/O Approval

Red leather zip keychain is fashionable accessory for your set of keys. In zippedpocket you can keep your change or credit
card. Dimensions: 115 x 60 mm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Leather
goods

Default

26,69

EUR

800956

Leather Zip Keychain black

W/O Approval

Black leather zip keychain is fashionable accessory for your set of keys. In zippedpocket you can keep your change or credit
card. Dimensions: 115 x 60 mm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Leather
goods

Default

26,69

EUR

800958

USB Key pocket - black

W/O Approval

USB Key pocket is there to protect your USB Key and always have it around,chained on your keys. Dimensions: 80 x 35 mm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Leather
goods

Default

17,77

EUR

800959

Business Card Holder - red

W/O Approval

Make others business cards valuable the way you store it.Dimensions: 110 x 80 mm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Leather
goods

Default

40,08

EUR

800960

Business Card Holder black

W/O Approval

Make others business cards valuable the way you store it.Dimensions: 110 x 80 mm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Leather
goods

Default

40,08

EUR

801724

Leather Pencil Case yellow

Dimensions (in cm): 18,5 x 5Elegant leather pencile case is branded with imprinted Akrapovič logo. The leather case comes
with four graphite pencils. Available in red, black and yellow.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Leather
goods

Default

34,78

EUR

801725

Leather Pencil Case - red

Dimensions (in cm): 18,5 x 5Elegant leather pencile case is branded with imprinted Akrapovič logo. The leather case comes
with four graphite pencils. Available in red, black and yellow.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Leather
goods

Default

34,78

EUR

801726

Leather Pencil Case - black

Dimensions (in cm): 18,5 x 5Elegant leather pencile case is branded with imprinted Akrapovič logo. The leather case comes
with four graphite pencils. Available in red, black and yellow.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Leather
goods

Default

34,78

EUR

801727

Leather Headphones Case yellow

Dimensions (in cm): 9,5 x 8 (max width) x 2,5Designed to keep your headphones safe and protected. With imprinted
Akrapovič logo. Available in red, black and yellow.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Leather
goods

Default

27,22

EUR

801728

Leather Headphones Case red

Dimensions (in cm): 9,5 x 8 (max width) x 2,5Designed to keep your headphones safe and protected. With imprinted
Akrapovič logo. Available in red, black and yellow.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Leather
goods

Default

27,22

EUR

801729

Leather Headphones Case black

Dimensions (in cm): 9,5 x 8 (max width) x 2,5Designed to keep your headphones safe and protected. With imprinted
Akrapovič logo. Available in red, black and yellow.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Leather
goods

Default

27,22

EUR

801730

Leather Memo Notepad yellow

Dimensions (in cm): 10 x 9,5 x 7Leather Memo Notepad is designed to be both stylish as well as useful. Enables you to
quickly take down notes while working at your desk. Comes with block of memo sheets. With imprinted Akrapovič
logo. Available in red, black and yellow.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Leather
goods

Default

32,29

EUR

801731

Leather Memo Notepad red

Dimensions (in cm): 10 x 9,5 x 7Leather Memo Notepad is designed to be both stylish as well as useful. Enables you to
quickly take down notes while working at your desk. Comes with block of memo sheets. With imprinted Akrapovič
logo. Available in red, black and yellow.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Leather
goods

Default

32,29

EUR

801732

Leather Memo Notepad black

Dimensions (in cm): 10 x 9,5 x 7Leather Memo Notepad is designed to be both stylish as well as useful. Enables you to
quickly take down notes while working at your desk. Comes with block of memo sheets. With imprinted Akrapovič
logo. Available in red, black and yellow.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Leather
goods

Default

32,29

EUR

801733

Leather Desk Valet - yellow

Dimensions (in cm): 22 x 11 x 4Leather desk valet works great as a place where you keep your everyday items neatly
organized. Perfectly designed as stylish desk accessory, with imprinted Akrapovič logo. Available in red, black and yellow.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Leather
goods

Default

64,69

EUR

801734

Leather Desk Valet - red

Dimensions (in cm): 22 x 11 x 4Leather desk valet works great as a place where you keep your everyday items neatly
organized. Perfectly designed as stylish desk accessory, with imprinted Akrapovič logo. Available in red, black and yellow.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Leather
goods

Default

64,69

EUR

801735

Leather Desk Valet - black

Dimensions (in cm): 22 x 11 x 4Leather desk valet works great as a place where you keep your everyday items neatly
organized. Perfectly designed as stylish desk accessory, with imprinted Akrapovič logo. Available in red, black and yellow.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Leather
goods

Default

64,69

EUR

801740

Leather Car Key Case black

Keep your car keys in this fashionable leather accessory. Available in black.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Leather
goods

Default

42,34

EUR

801852

BMW Car Exhaust Flyer
2019

Folded flyer, featuring the latest car exhaust systems for the BMW cars. Ideal for giveaways or dealer use. This useful flyer
(21 × 15 cm folded, 63 × 15 cm unfolded) comes folded, ideal for giveaways or dealer use.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Literature
Car

Default

0,38

EUR

801894

Mercedes-AMG Car
Exhaust Flyer 2020

Folded flyer, featuring the latest car exhaust systems for Mercedes-AMG cars. Ideal for giveaways or dealer use. This useful
flyer (21 × 15 cm folded, 42 × 15 cm unfolded) comes folded, ideal for giveaways or dealer use.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Literature
Car

Default

0,38

EUR

801919

BMW Car Exhaust Flyer
2021

Folded flyer, featuring the latest car exhaust systems for BMW cars. Ideal for giveaways or dealer use. This useful flyer (21 ×
15 cm folded, 42 × 15 cm unfolded) comes folded, ideal for giveaways or dealer use.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Literature
Car

Default

0,38

EUR

801900

Akrapovič Lifestyle
Magazine, Issue 28/29-EN,
May 2021

For the most loyal fans and everyone, who wants to know more about Akrapovič.Digital
version: www.akrapovic.com/en/multimedia/magazine

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Magazine

Default

1,93

EUR

801901

Akrapovič Lifestyle
Magazine, Issue 28/29-DE,
May 2021

For the most loyal fans and everyone, who wants to know more about Akrapovič.Digital
version: www.akrapovic.com/en/multimedia/magazine

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Magazine

Default

1,93

EUR

801949

Akrapovič Lifestyle
Magazine, Issue 31-EN,
December 2021

For the most loyal fans and everyone, who wants to know more about Akrapovič.Digital version:
www.akrapovic.com/en/multimedia/magazine

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Magazine

Default

1,93

EUR

801950

Akrapovič Lifestyle
Magazine, Issue 31-DE,
December 2021

For the most loyal fans and everyone, who wants to know more about Akrapovič.Digital version:
www.akrapovic.com/en/multimedia/magazine

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Magazine

Default

1,93

EUR

MX Stand

Our MX motorcycle stands, used by factory teams at motocross, enduro and supermoto World Championships, are now also
available to you. The stand is made from our exclusive thin-wall titanium tubes, which is reflected in the unique racing look as
well as very low weight and high strength. The stand is fortified with two rubber crossbars with a logo on top in order to
ensure that the motorcycle remains securely on the stand.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Others

Default

319,57

EUR

Bottle

This 0,5 liter glass water bottle is meant for users with an active lifestyle who wish to drink water while taking care of their
health and the environment. The Akrapovič designed sleeve protects the already robust bottle in the event of falls and
bumps. Made in EU.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Others

Default

42,12

EUR

801914

USB Key Rubber 3.0 64GB

Your photos, texts, or video shots can easily be stored on this Akrapovič-branded USB key (64 GB). It's small, easy to use,
compatible with all hardware, and comfortable to carry in any pocket, 69,5x20 mm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Others

Default

15,01

EUR

801547

Notebook

Hardcover notebook with lined pages. Enriched with illustrations of exhaust systems.Dimensions: 13 x 21 cm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Others

Default

22,41

EUR

801607

USB Key Rubber 16GB
45x48

Your photos, texts, or video shots can easily be stored on this Akrapovič-branded USB key (16 GB). It's small, easy to use,
compatible with all hardware, and comfortable to carry in any pocket,45x48 mm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Others

Default

11,88

EUR

801663

Keyholder - vertical new

Be seen and attach your keys to this Akrapovič key holder—it’s convenient for any pocket or bag. A special advantage of the
Akrapovič key holder is its rubber material to keep your bike or car from getting scratched.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Others

Default

7,11

EUR

801662

Keyholder - horizontal new

Be seen and attach your keys to this Akrapovič key holder—it’s convenient for any pocket or bag. A special advantage of the
Akrapovič key holder is its rubber material to keep your bike or car from getting scratched.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Others

Default

7,11

EUR

800594

Pen roler black

W/O Approval

Want your handwriting to have a special flair with style? Use this Akrapovič black roller pen for sophisticated impressions and
signatures. It’s a special idea for a present for your partners.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Others

Default

40,5

EUR

800613

Lanyard

W/O Approval

Stop worrying where your keys or phone are—just put them on your Akrapovič lanyard and never hunt for them again! This
lanyard is made from strong material and it's washable.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Others

Default

7,11

EUR

800621

Pencil graphite

W/O Approval

Draw sketches of your upgraded bike or car and write notes with this fashionable Akrapovič pencil. It will never run out of ink
and it’s light to carry around in your bag or pocket. To erase notes written with the Akrapovič pencil, just use an eraser.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Others

Default

2,6

EUR

W/O Approval

Every second counts when changing the exhaust system during a pit stop. That's why the spring hook is an indispensable
tool for every team. If you decide to replace the exhaust system on your two-wheeler yourself, you've simply got to have our
metal spring hook with a rubber handle for the best grip. It's the best tool for changing your system quickly, easily, and
safely.

Others

Accessories & Promot

Others

Default

26,9

EUR

P-CM-SPDMX/1

801915

P-CMSP

Spring Hook

W/O Approval

XX - Other

W/O Approval

XX - Other

801204

Umbrella Custom

W/O Approval

Rain or shine, this umbrella will offer you constant protection.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Others

Default

53,89

EUR

801205

Umbrella Make your own
sound

W/O Approval

Rain or shine, this umbrella will offer you constant protection.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Others

Default

53,89

EUR

801534

Umbrella Corpo

W/O Approval

Rain or shine, this umbrella will offer you constant protection.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

Others

Default

53,89

EUR

W/O Approval

You can express your Akrapovič brand loyalty with this Akrapovič badge. Just pin it to your clothes and show that you
appreciate the pure power of Akrapovič.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Pins/Badges

Default

2,25

EUR

Elegant copper pin with swelling Akrapovič sign. Can be used on T-shirts andother clothing. Dimensions: 14 x 13 mm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Pins/Badges

Default

3,3

EUR

800623

800903

Badge

Copper pin - medium

W/O Approval

800904

Brass pin - medium

W/O Approval

Elegant brass pin with swelling Akrapovič sign. Can be used on T-shirts andother clothing. Dimensions: 14 x 13 mm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Pins/Badges

Default

3,3

EUR

800905

Silver pin - medium

W/O Approval

Elegant silver pin with swelling Akrapovič sign. Can be used on T-shirts and other clothing. Dimensions: 14 x 13 mm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Pins/Badges

Default

3,3

EUR

800983

Copper/silver/brass pin set medium

W/O Approval

Collection of copper, silver and brass pin with swelling Akrapovič sign. Can beused on T-shirts and other clothing.
Dimensions: 14 x 13 mm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Pins/Badges

Default

8,83

EUR

800900

Copper pin - large

W/O Approval

Elegant copper pin with embossed Akrapovič sign. Can be used on T-shirts andother clothing. Dimensions: 17 x 15 mm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Pins/Badges

Default

3,3

EUR

800901

Brass pin - large

W/O Approval

Elegant brass pin with embossed Akrapovič sign. Can be used on T-shirts andother clothing. Dimensions: 17 x 15 mm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Pins/Badges

Default

3,3

EUR

800902

Silver pin - large

W/O Approval

Elegant silver pin with embossed Akrapovič sign. Can be used on T-shirts and other clothing. Dimensions: 17 x 15 mm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Pins/Badges

Default

3,3

EUR

800982

Copper/silver/brass pin set large

W/O Approval

Collection of copper, silver and brass pin with embossed Akrapovič sign. Can be used on T-shirts and other clothing.
Dimensions: 17 x 15 mm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Pins/Badges

Default

8,83

EUR

Copper pin with cut Akrapovič sign. Can be used on T-shirts and other clothing.Dimensions: 16 x 14 mm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Pins/Badges

Default

3,3

EUR

Brass pin with cut Akrapovič sign. Can be used on T-shirts and other clothing.Dimensions: 16 x 14 mm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Pins/Badges

Default

3,3

EUR

Silver pin with cut Akrapovič sign. Can be used on T-shirts and other clothing. Dimensions: 16 x 14 mm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Pins/Badges

Default

3,3

EUR

W/O Approval

Red pin with cut Akrapovič sign. Can be used on T-shirts and ot her clothing.Dimensions: 16 x 14 mm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Pins/Badges

Default

3,3

EUR

W/O Approval

Collection of copper, silver and brass pin with cut Akrapovič sign. Can be usedon T-shirts and other clothing. Dimensions: 16
x 14 mm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Pins/Badges

Default

8,83

EUR

Promotional
Material

800906

800907

800908

Cut copper pin

W/O Approval

Cut brass pin

W/O Approval

Cut silver pin

800909

Cut red pin

800984

Cut copper/silver/brass pin
set

W/O Approval

800910

Copper sign badge

W/O Approval

Copper sign badge with two screws in backside for proper fixing on leatherclothing and other clothes. Dimensions: 60 x 17
mm.

Accessories & Promot

Pins/Badges

Default

7,95

EUR

800911

Brass sign badge

W/O Approval

Brass sign badge with two screws in backside for proper fixing on leatherclothing and other clothes. Dimensions: 60 x 17 mm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Pins/Badges

Default

7,95

EUR

800912

Silver sign badge

W/O Approval

Silver sign badge with two screws in backside for proper fixing on leatherclothing and other clothes. Dimensions: 60 x 17 mm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

Pins/Badges

Default

7,95

EUR

801157

Bag 250 x 380 x 90

W/O Approval

Akrapovič bag. Suitable for delivering presents to customers and business partners. 100% paper, available in black only.
Dimensions: 250 x 380 x 90 mm

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

1,89

EUR

801075

Bag 360 x 260 x 140

W/O Approval

Akrapovič bag. Suitable for delivering presents to customers and business partners. 100% paper, available in black
only.Dimensions: 360 × 260 × 140 mm

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

2,7

EUR

801158

Pull Up Banner MC and Car

W/O Approval

Akrapovič Banner. Suitable for indoor and outdoor events without wind. Applicable for all segments. Banner with the
Akrapovič logo, Pure Power slogan, and website address.Dimensions: 85 × 215 cm

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

76,68

EUR

P-CM-CTBASE

Car tree base (77cm)

W/O Approval

The bottom part of the stand is combined with the custom upper part to create a complete promotional stand. This unique
base is made from tubing and a carbon-fiber disc, which lends the presentation of the exhaust system additional grace and
an air of quality. The bottom part of the system can be combined with different upper parts, expanding your options for using
different promotional stands. All you need to do to put it together is add the upper part and an exhaust system. 77 cm
diameter.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

297

EUR

800360

Flag * size 140 × 52

W/O Approval

Akrapovič flag. Suitable for indoor and outdoor events. Pin onto walls or connect it to a pole to wave. Very versatile to attach
and resistant to all sorts of weather conditions.Dimensions: 140 × 52 cm

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

27

EUR

801538

Cable US

W/O Approval

Alternate cable for the US market. Lenght: 3 m.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

10,8

EUR

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

322,92

EUR

801415

LED Advertising Board

W/O Approval

The LED Advertising Board is a illuminated Akrapovič sign intended for external and internal use for branding purposes at
Akrapovič retailers, shops, promotional events, etc.It is made of PMMA plastic, available with a power charger and basic
connection cable suitable for EU standards or with an alternate cable for the U.S. (product code 801538).Installation
instructions are included.The LED Advertising board is certified (CE, IP67).You can view product’s Declaration of Conformity
(DoC) at: http://www.akrapovic.com/docs/LED_Outdoor_Sign/CECertification.pdfBoard Dimension: (L) 1,000 x (W) 287 x (D)
20 mmWeight: 4,5 KgOperating temperature: −20 to +40 °C. Country of origin: China.

801430

Promotional Counter

W/O Approval

This portable Akrapovič promotion counter, which can be used as a trade-show accessory or promotion stand, provides a
reception point, workspace, and place to showcase flyers and brochures. The siding is constructed of plastic and aluminium,
and the base, shelf, and counter are made of wood. Fast and simple assembly: the Akrapovič promotional counter just takes
a few minutes to set up and break down. Packaging included. Dimensions: Height: 94 cm Diameter: 87 cm × 49 cm

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

356,4

EUR

801431

Lam Wall

W/O Approval

The LAM wall with Akrapovič top-quality printing is a fully modular, superlight structure. It is an easy-to-use, quick-toassemble promotion system. Setting it up and breaking it down takes just a few minutes – no tools needed. It uses very little
space (wall-to-wall setup). It is made of high-quality aluminium and stainless-steel parts for durability, strength, and
resistance to breakage. Packaging included. Dimensions: Height: 200 cm Length: 200 cm

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

323,78

EUR

801439

Self-standing flag set with
tent flag kit

W/O Approval

The big advantage of Akrapovič
flag is the robust “telescopic” Flagpole made of strong Aluminium.The telescopic-function of the pole is adjustable from 4 m
to 6 m by just a snap-button. At the bottom of the pole is a “rotator” which is allowing the pole to turn 360°.The set includes
accessories of a flag stand, holder for the tent-leg and a sturdy carry bag. This flag is an excellent ad on for the Akrapovič
professional tent.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

399,6

EUR

801440

Self-standing flag set

W/O Approval

The big advantage of Akrapovič flag is the robust “telescopic” Flagpole made of strong Aluminium.The telescopic-function of
the pole is adjustable from 4 m to 6 m by just a snap-button. At the bottom of the pole is a “rotator” which is allowing the pole
to turn 360°.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

334,8

EUR

801433

Easy Lock Floor Tiles

W/O Approval

Floordeck® Modular floors are very well suited to produce a professional appearance and are an ideal solution for mobile
floors for fairs and events.The Floordeck® floor tiles are easy to clean and, therefore, very hygienic. The floor tiles are lightweight, easy to transport or to store and easy to install due to an ingenious snap-in system.Dimension:Floordeck® tiles are
available in a set for Akrapovič tent flooring to cover the surface size of 4,5 m X 3 m with edge profiles and corner pieces

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

702

EUR

801441

Akrapovic Tent

W/O Approval

Expotent foldable tents – easy to build and with weather protection for any kind of event. This foldable tent guarantees you
additional attention at fairs and events due to its huge printable advertising space.The tent is combined with numerous
accessories - wheel-sets, printed sidewalls, connecting bars, weight-plates (4 x 15 kg), carry bag for tent and sidewalls.It can
be assembled in 15 minutes. Dimension: 4,5 X 3 m

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

2430

EUR

801604

Akrapovič Logo Sticker Front Adhesive 40 x 11,5
cm 

XX - Other

Front - side adhesive sticker with horizontal Akrapovič logotype, for applying on the inside of the window of a store.
Dimension: 40 x 11,5 cm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

10,8

EUR

801603

Akrapovič Logo Outdoor
Sticker 40 x 11,5 cm

XX - Other

Sticker with horizontal Akrapovič logotype, suitable for outdoor use. Can be used on all smooth surfaces. Dimension: 40 x
11,5 cm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

10,8

EUR

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

864

EUR

P-CM-CTBASE4

Car tree base (115cm) new

XX - Other

The bottom part of the stand is combined with the custom upper part to create a complete promotional stand. This unique
base is made from tubing and a carbon-fiber disc, which lends the presentation of the exhaust system additional grace and
an air of quality. The bottom part of the system can be combined with different upper parts, expanding your options for using
different promotional stands. All you need to do to put it together is add the upper part and an exhaust system. 115 cm
diameter.

P-CM-CT20

Car tree BMW M2

XX - Other

The upper part of the promotional stand was developed especially to display the front end of Evolution Line (Titanium) system
for the BMW M2. This stand, made of black steel tubing, really shows off the exhaust system. This unique way of presenting
the exhaust system is sure to attract attention because it offers a really close-up view of the system. All you need to do to put
it together is add the bottom part - P-CM-CTBASE4. The stand comes with a label with the name and hard facts of the
system.&nbsp;Products fitted on the tree are not included.The system that fits on the tree is the further part of ME-BM/T/8H Evolution Line (Titanium), the following codes:Muffler: M-BM/T/10HTailpipes:2x TP-CT/40/1&nbsp;2x TP-CT/40/2Clamps:2X PR672X P-R102Optionally you can add the diffuser:DI-BM/CA/3/M or DI-BM/CA/3/G

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

432

EUR

801587

Self standing beach flag set
- small

Self-standing beach flag, 2.5 metres tall. Comes with a cross-shaped base, a tote bag, and a counterweight sandbag. For
indoor or outdoor use.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

124,2

EUR

801602

Akrapovič Logo Outdoor
Sticker 120 x 34,5 cm

XX - Other

Sticker with horizontal Akrapovič logotype, suitable for outdoor use. Can be used on all smooth surfaces. Dimension: 120 x
34,5 cm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

23,76

EUR

XX - Other

The upper part of the promotional stand was developed especially to display the Slip-On Line (Titanium) system for the
McLaren 540C/570S/570S SPIDER / 570GT. This stand, made of black steel tubing, really shows off the exhaust system. This
unique way of presenting the exhaust system is sure to attract attention because it offers a really close-up view of the system.
All you need to do to put it together is add the bottom part - P-CM-CTBASE4. The stand comes with a label with the name
and hard facts of the system. Products fitted on the tree are not included.System code that fits to a tree:S-MC/TI/3 - Slip-On
Line (Titanium)

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

486

EUR

P-CM-CT21

Car tree McLaren
540C/570S/570 GT

801457

Bag 450 x 120 x 385

Akrapovič bag. Suitable for delivering presents to customers and business partners. 100% paper, available in black
only.Dimensions: 450 x 120 x 385 mm

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

3,56

EUR

Pull Up Banner
CAR&MOTO

Akrapovič CAR&amp;MOTO pull up banner with the end cap and tail pipe design. Suitable for indoor and outdoor events
without wind. Comes with construction and graphics.Dimensions: 100 x 200 cmSee manual (under product documents) for
further information and set-up possibilites.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

86,4

EUR

801814

801822

LAM Wall CAR – GTR
tailpipe

Comes with construction and one graphic. The LAM wall with Akrapovič top-quality printing is a fully modular, superlight
structure. It is an easy-to-use, quick-to-assemble promotion system. Setting it up and breaking it down takes just a few
minutes – no tools needed. It uses very little space (wall-to-wall setup). It is made of high-quality aluminium and stainlesssteel parts for durability, strength, and resistance to breakage. Packaging included.Dimensions: 200 x 200 cmSee manual
(under product documents) for further information and set-up possibilites.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

421,2

EUR

801827

LAM Wall Graphics CAR –
GTR tailpipe

Printed graphics with Nissan GTR tail pipe design. To be used with LAM Wall construction.Dimensions: 200 x 200 cmSee
manual (under product documents) for further information and set-up possibilites.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

102,6

EUR

P-CM-CDC/1

Counter Display with
sample tail pipe set and
carbon diffuser (high gloss) new

This counter display is designed for displaying the sample tail pipe set and diffuser, which are included in the box. Use the
counter display to showcase the same quality materials and attractive design as the real systems.Please note: The sample
tail pipe set and diffuser are for display use only and cannot be mounted on any vehicle.The counter display should be
secured to the exhibition surface using double-sided tape (included in the box) or, if possible, two self-tapping screws.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

405

EUR

801921

LAM Wall Graphics CAR Audi RS 6 / RS 7

Printed graphics with Close Up Tail Pipe of Audi RS 6 / RS 7. Must be used with LAM Wall construction 801978, or with
existing LAM Wall constructions, that come with product codes 801819 - 801823. Dimensions: 200 x 200 cm

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

102,6

EUR

801922

LAM Wall Graphics CAR Corvette C8

Printed graphics with Close Up Tail Pipe of Corvette C8.To be used with LAM Wall construction 801978, or with existing LAM
Wall constructions, that come with product codes 801819 - 801823. Dimensions: 200 x 200 cm

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

102,6

EUR

801923

LAM Wall Graphics CAR F8 Tributo

Printed graphics with Close Up Tail Pipe of Ferrari F8 Tributo.To be used with LAM Wall construction 801978, or with existing
LAM Wall constructions, that come with product codes 801819 - 801823. Dimensions: 200 x 200 cm

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

102,6

EUR

801927

LAM Wall Graphics CORPO
- ZX-10RR & F8 Tributo

Printed graphics with Exhaust System of Kawasaki ZX-10RR and Close Up Tail Pipe of Ferrari F8 Tributo.To be used with
LAM Wall construction 801978, or with existing LAM Wall constructions, that come with product codes 801819 801823. Dimensions: 200 x 200 cm

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

102,6

EUR

801928

Pull Up Banner CAR - Audi
RS 6 / RS 7

Akrapovič pull up banner with Close Up Tail Pipe of Audi RS 6 / RS 7. Suitable for indoor and outdoor events without
wind.Comes with construction and graphics.Dimensions: 100 x 200 cm

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

86,4

EUR

801929

Pull Up Banner CAR Corvette C8

Akrapovič Pull Up Banner with Close Up Tail Pipe of Corvette C8. Suitable for indoor and outdoor events without wind. Comes
with construction and graphics.Dimensions: 100 x 200 cm

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

86,4

EUR

801930

Pull Up Banner CAR - F8
Tributo

Akrapovič Pull Up Banner with Close Up Tail Pipe of F8 Tributo. Suitable for indoor and outdoor events without wind.Comes
with construction and graphics.Dimensions: 100 x 200 cm

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

86,4

EUR

801934

Pull Up Banner CORPO ZX-10RR & F8 Tributo

Akrapovič Pull Up Banner with Exhaust System of Kawasaki ZX-10RR and Close Up Tail Pipe of Ferrari F8 Tributo. Suitable
for indoor and outdoor events without wind. &#65279;Comes with construction and graphics.Dimensions: 100 x 200 cm

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

86,4

EUR

P-CM-LPSSETCAR2

Car graphics set for Large
POS Stand - new

Change the old graphic set on your Large POS stand with new one to make a stand refreshed and even more attractive. The
set includes two back and two front magnet stickers and graphic panels.For first orders of complete Large POS stand please
see the list of items you need and how to order under description of Large POS Stand.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

135

EUR

P-MF865

Brand case Car

XX - Other

We have created a unique Brand Case to support a host of car marketing activities such as recruiting dealers, presenting to
the media, for sales presentations and for use at customer and other events. The Brand Case is a very high quality
presentation tool and comes fully equipped and ready to use with the following features:• Externally and internally branded.•
Easy to transport, fits in airplane overhead bins in most airlines, has wheels and extendable handle for easy pulling.•
Extremely rugged heavy duty material to take extensive knocks.• Includes a range of our car components to demonstrate our
technical features and quality of design and manufacture.• Includes a secret compartment suitable for our FlyerThis code
contains the full brand case.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

918

EUR

P-MF867

Brand case Car - Internal

XX - Other

This code contains only the interior foam and components, and can fit into existing brand case boxes. You should only order
this code if you already have a brand case.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

637,2

EUR

P-CM-CDC/2

Counter Display with BMW
M3/M4 sample tail pipe sets

XX - Other

This counter display is designed for displaying two different sample tail pipe sets, which are included in the box. Use the
counter display to showcase the same quality materials and attractive design as the real systems.Please note: The sample
tail pipe sets are for display use only and cannot be mounted on any vehicle.The counter display should be secured to the
exhibition surface using double-sided tape (included in the box) or, if possible, two self-tapping screws.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

642,6

EUR

801978

LAM Wall construction

The LAM wall with Akrapovič top-quality printing is a fully modular, superlight structure. It is an easy-to-use, quick-toassemble promotion system. Setting it up and breaking it down takes just a few minutes – no tools needed. It uses very little
space (wall-to-wall setup). It is made of high-quality aluminium and stainless-steel parts for durability, strength, and
resistance to breakage. Packaging included.Dimensions: 200 x 200 cm

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

356,4

EUR

P-CM-CT22

Car tree Toyota Supra /
BMW Z4 M40i

The upper part of the promotional stand was developed especially to display the Slip-On Line (Titanium) systems for the
Toyota Supra (A90) and BMW Z4 M40i (G29). This stand, made of black steel tubing, really shows off the exhaust system.
This unique way of presenting the exhaust system is sure to attract attention because it offers a really close-up view of the
system. All you need to do to put it together is add the bottom part - P-CM-CTBASE4. The stand comes with two labels
(Toyota Supra or BMW Z4) with the name and hard facts of the system.Products fitted on the tree are not included.System
codes that fits to a tree:BMW Z4 M40i (G29): S-BM/T/9H - Slip-On Line (Titanium)Toyota Supra (A90): S-TY/T/1H - Slip-On
Line (Titanium)

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS Car

Default

486

EUR

801978

LAM Wall construction

The LAM wall with Akrapovič top-quality printing is a fully modular, superlight structure. It is an easy-to-use, quick-toassemble promotion system. Setting it up and breaking it down takes just a few minutes – no tools needed. It uses very little
space (wall-to-wall setup). It is made of high-quality aluminium and stainless-steel parts for durability, strength, and
resistance to breakage. Packaging included.Dimensions: 200 x 200 cm

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

356,4

EUR

P-CM-LPSSETMOTO2

Moto graphics set for Large
POS Stand - new

Change the old graphic set on your Large POS stand with new one to make a stand refreshed and even more attractive. The
set includes two back and two front magnet stickers and graphic panels.For first orders of complete Large POS stand please
see the list of items you need and how to order under description of Large POS Stand.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

135

EUR

801934

Pull Up Banner CORPO ZX-10RR & F8 Tributo

Akrapovič Pull Up Banner with Exhaust System of Kawasaki ZX-10RR and Close Up Tail Pipe of Ferrari F8 Tributo. Suitable
for indoor and outdoor events without wind. &#65279;Comes with construction and graphics.Dimensions: 100 x 200 cm

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

86,4

EUR

801931

Pull Up Banner MOTO - ZX10RR

Akrapovič Pull Up Banner with Exhaust System of Kawasaki ZX-10RR. Suitable for indoor and outdoor events without
wind.Comes with construction and graphics.Dimensions: 100 x 200 cm

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

86,4

EUR

801932

Pull Up Banner MOTO - Z
H2

Akrapovič Pull Up Banner with Exhaust System of Kawasaki Z H2. Suitable for indoor and outdoor events without
wind.&#65279;Comes with construction and graphics.Dimensions: 100 x 200 cm

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

86,4

EUR

801933

Pull Up Banner MOTO Tenere 700

Akrapovič Pull Up Banner with Exhaust System of Yamaha Tenere 700. Suitable for indoor and outdoor events without
wind.Comes with construction and graphics.Dimensions: 100 x 200 cm

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

86,4

EUR

801927

LAM Wall Graphics CORPO
- ZX-10RR & F8 Tributo

Printed graphics with Exhaust System of Kawasaki ZX-10RR and Close Up Tail Pipe of Ferrari F8 Tributo.To be used with
LAM Wall construction 801978, or with existing LAM Wall constructions, that come with product codes 801819 801823. Dimensions: 200 x 200 cm

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

102,6

EUR

801924

LAM Wall Graphics MOTO ZX-10RR

Printed graphics with Exhaust System of Kawasaki ZX-10RR.To be used with LAM Wall construction 801978, or with existing
LAM Wall constructions, that come with product codes 801819 - 801823. Dimensions: 200 x 200 cm

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

102,6

EUR

801925

LAM Wall Graphics MOTO Z H2

Printed graphics with Exhaust System of Kawasaki Z H2.To be used with LAM Wall construction 801978, or with existing LAM
Wall constructions, that come with product codes 801819 - 801823. Dimensions: 200 x 200 cm

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

102,6

EUR

801926

LAM Wall Graphics MOTO Tenere 700

Printed graphics with Exhaust System of Yamaha Tenere 700.To be used with LAM Wall construction 801978, or with existing
LAM Wall constructions, that come with product codes 801819 - 801823. Dimensions: 200 x 200 cm

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

102,6

EUR

801812

Pull Up Banner 6 Reasons
Why - MOTO

Akrapovič 6 Reasons Why pull up banner. Suitable for indoor and outdoor events without wind. The banner gives 6
highlighted benefits of Akrapovič.Comes with construction and graphics.Dimensions: 100 x 200 cmSee manual (under
product documents) for further information and set-up possibilites.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

86,4

EUR

801825

LAM Wall Graphics MOTO hexagonal

Printed graphics with hexagonal muffler shape design. To be used with LAM Wall construction.Dimensions: 200 x 200 cmSee
manual (under product documents) for further information and set-up possibilites.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

102,6

EUR

801826

LAM Wall Graphics MOTO GP mesh

Printed graphics with GP muffler shape design. To be used with LAM Wall construction.Dimensions: 200 x 200 cmSee
manual (under product documents) for further information and set-up possibilites.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

102,6

EUR

801814

Pull Up Banner
CAR&MOTO

Akrapovič CAR&amp;MOTO pull up banner with the end cap and tail pipe design. Suitable for indoor and outdoor events
without wind. Comes with construction and graphics.Dimensions: 100 x 200 cmSee manual (under product documents) for
further information and set-up possibilites.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

86,4

EUR

801815

Pull Up Banner MOTO hexagonal

Akrapovič pull up banner with a hexagonal muffler shape design. Suitable for indoor and outdoor events without wind. Comes
with construction and graphics.Dimensions: 100 x 200 cmSee manual (under product documents) for further information and
set-up possibilites.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

86,4

EUR

801820

LAM Wall MOTO hexagonal

Comes with construction and one graphic. The LAM wall with Akrapovič top-quality printing is a fully modular, superlight
structure. It is an easy-to-use, quick-to-assemble promotion system. Setting it up and breaking it down takes just a few
minutes – no tools needed. It uses very little space (wall-to-wall setup). It is made of high-quality aluminium and stainlesssteel parts for durability, strength, and resistance to breakage. Packaging included.Dimensions: 200 x 200 cmSee manual
(under product documents) for further information and set-up possibilites.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

421,2

EUR

801821

LAM Wall MOTO - GP mesh

Comes with construction and one graphic. The LAM wall with Akrapovič top-quality printing is a fully modular, superlight
structure. It is an easy-to-use, quick-to-assemble promotion system. Setting it up and breaking it down takes just a few
minutes – no tools needed. It uses very little space (wall-to-wall setup). It is made of high-quality aluminium and stainlesssteel parts for durability, strength, and resistance to breakage. Packaging included.Dimensions: 200 x 200 cmSee manual
(under product documents) for further information and set-up possibilites.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

421,2

EUR

801457

Bag 450 x 120 x 385

Akrapovič bag. Suitable for delivering presents to customers and business partners. 100% paper, available in black
only.Dimensions: 450 x 120 x 385 mm

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

3,56

EUR

XX - Other

XX - Other

W/O Approval

801602

Akrapovič Logo Outdoor
Sticker 120 x 34,5 cm

Sticker with horizontal Akrapovič logotype, suitable for outdoor use. Can be used on all smooth surfaces. Dimension: 120 x
34,5 cm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

23,76

EUR

801587

Self standing beach flag set
- small

Self-standing beach flag, 2.5 metres tall. Comes with a cross-shaped base, a tote bag, and a counterweight sandbag. For
indoor or outdoor use.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

124,2

EUR

801603

Akrapovič Logo Outdoor
Sticker 40 x 11,5 cm

XX - Other

Sticker with horizontal Akrapovič logotype, suitable for outdoor use. Can be used on all smooth surfaces. Dimension: 40 x
11,5 cm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

10,8

EUR

801604

Akrapovič Logo Sticker Front Adhesive 40 x 11,5
cm 

XX - Other

Front - side adhesive sticker with horizontal Akrapovič logotype, for applying on the inside of the window of a store.
Dimension: 40 x 11,5 cm.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

10,8

EUR

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

2430

EUR

XX - Other

801441

Akrapovic Tent

W/O Approval

Expotent foldable tents – easy to build and with weather protection for any kind of event. This foldable tent guarantees you
additional attention at fairs and events due to its huge printable advertising space.The tent is combined with numerous
accessories - wheel-sets, printed sidewalls, connecting bars, weight-plates (4 x 15 kg), carry bag for tent and sidewalls.It can
be assembled in 15 minutes. Dimension: 4,5 X 3 m

801433

Easy Lock Floor Tiles

W/O Approval

Floordeck® Modular floors are very well suited to produce a professional appearance and are an ideal solution for mobile
floors for fairs and events.The Floordeck® floor tiles are easy to clean and, therefore, very hygienic. The floor tiles are lightweight, easy to transport or to store and easy to install due to an ingenious snap-in system.Dimension:Floordeck® tiles are
available in a set for Akrapovič tent flooring to cover the surface size of 4,5 m X 3 m with edge profiles and corner pieces

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

702

EUR

801440

Self-standing flag set

W/O Approval

The big advantage of Akrapovič flag is the robust “telescopic” Flagpole made of strong Aluminium.The telescopic-function of
the pole is adjustable from 4 m to 6 m by just a snap-button. At the bottom of the pole is a “rotator” which is allowing the pole
to turn 360°.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

334,8

EUR

801439

Self-standing flag set with
tent flag kit

W/O Approval

The big advantage of Akrapovič
flag is the robust “telescopic” Flagpole made of strong Aluminium.The telescopic-function of the pole is adjustable from 4 m
to 6 m by just a snap-button. At the bottom of the pole is a “rotator” which is allowing the pole to turn 360°.The set includes
accessories of a flag stand, holder for the tent-leg and a sturdy carry bag. This flag is an excellent ad on for the Akrapovič
professional tent.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

399,6

EUR

801431

Lam Wall

W/O Approval

The LAM wall with Akrapovič top-quality printing is a fully modular, superlight structure. It is an easy-to-use, quick-toassemble promotion system. Setting it up and breaking it down takes just a few minutes – no tools needed. It uses very little
space (wall-to-wall setup). It is made of high-quality aluminium and stainless-steel parts for durability, strength, and
resistance to breakage. Packaging included. Dimensions: Height: 200 cm Length: 200 cm

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

323,78

EUR

801430

Promotional Counter

W/O Approval

This portable Akrapovič promotion counter, which can be used as a trade-show accessory or promotion stand, provides a
reception point, workspace, and place to showcase flyers and brochures. The siding is constructed of plastic and aluminium,
and the base, shelf, and counter are made of wood. Fast and simple assembly: the Akrapovič promotional counter just takes
a few minutes to set up and break down. Packaging included. Dimensions: Height: 94 cm Diameter: 87 cm × 49 cm

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

356,4

EUR

801415

LED Advertising Board

W/O Approval

The LED Advertising Board is a illuminated Akrapovič sign intended for external and internal use for branding purposes at
Akrapovič retailers, shops, promotional events, etc.It is made of PMMA plastic, available with a power charger and basic
connection cable suitable for EU standards or with an alternate cable for the U.S. (product code 801538).Installation
instructions are included.The LED Advertising board is certified (CE, IP67).You can view product’s Declaration of Conformity
(DoC) at: http://www.akrapovic.com/docs/LED_Outdoor_Sign/CECertification.pdfBoard Dimension: (L) 1,000 x (W) 287 x (D)
20 mmWeight: 4,5 KgOperating temperature: −20 to +40 °C. Country of origin: China.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

322,92

EUR

801538

Cable US

W/O Approval

Alternate cable for the US market. Lenght: 3 m.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

10,8

EUR

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

175,55

EUR

P-CM-CDM

Counter Display with
sample muffler

W/O Approval

This counter display is designed for displaying the sample muffler, which is included in the box. The sample muffler features
a titanium outer sleeve and carbon-fibre end cap, made to showcase the same quality materials and attractive design as the
real systems.Please note: The sample muffler is for display use only and cannot be mounted on any motorcycle.The Counter
Display should be secured to the exhibition surface using double sided tape (included in the box) or even two self-tapping
screws if possible.Height:600 mmWidth: 350 mmDepth: 310 mm

800360

Flag * size 140 × 52

W/O Approval

Akrapovič flag. Suitable for indoor and outdoor events. Pin onto walls or connect it to a pole to wave. Very versatile to attach
and resistant to all sorts of weather conditions.Dimensions: 140 × 52 cm

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

27

EUR

P-CM-SPDM/1

Modular standup
promotional display

W/O Approval

Please notice: Modular standup promotional display: P-CM-SPDM/1 now includes MC Road/Offroad exhaust fitting kit: PHF667.Is made from 52 mm stainless steel tubes and offers two possibilities of displaying our exhaust systems – either 2
muffles at the same time, by using a lower configuration (for placement on a table) or 3 mufflers, if the rack is placed on the
floor.The rack also contains plates a promotional flyer holder.

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

129,6

EUR

P-HF667

MC Road/Offroad exhaust
fitting kit

W/O Approval

For modular standup promotional display P-CM-SPDM/13 pieces

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

25,92

EUR

801158

Pull Up Banner MC and Car

W/O Approval

Akrapovič Banner. Suitable for indoor and outdoor events without wind. Applicable for all segments. Banner with the
Akrapovič logo, Pure Power slogan, and website address.Dimensions: 85 × 215 cm

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

76,68

EUR

P-HF796

Counter Display Fitting kit
MP3

W/O Approval

With this fitting kit additional exhauts system can be mounted on the counter display 801030.Exhaust system which can be
used:-Piaggio MP3: S-PI4SO3-HRSSBL , S-PI4SO3-HRSSProducts fitted on the counter display are not included.

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

8,64

EUR

801075

Bag 360 x 260 x 140

W/O Approval

Akrapovič bag. Suitable for delivering presents to customers and business partners. 100% paper, available in black
only.Dimensions: 360 × 260 × 140 mm

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

2,7

EUR

Promotional
Material

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

95,04

EUR

1,89

EUR

801030

Counter Display

W/O Approval

This Counter display is designed for displaying the majority of Akrapovič exhaust mufflers in the Motorcycle segment.
Display comes without exhaust system.The Counter Display should be secured to the exhibition surface using double sided
tape (included in the box) oreven two self-tapping screws if possible.Below some exhaust system are listed which can be
used:-Ducati Multistrada: S-D12SO1-HAPT-BMW S1000RR: S-B10SO1-HASZ-BMW RnineT: S-B12SO13-HCZT -BMW C650
Sport: S-B6SO2-HZSS-BMW C650 GT: S-B6SO1-HZSS-Piaggio BEVERLY: S-PI3SO6-HRSS-YAMAHA X-MAX125: SY125SO4-HRSS-HONDA CBR250R:S-H25SO1-ZC or S-H25SO1-HRSS-HONDA CBR500R: S-H5SO2-HRSS or S-H5SO2HRC-KAWASAKI KX250F:S-K2SO6-BNTA-KAWASAKI NINJA 300:S-K3SO1-ZC or S-K3SO1-ZT-KAWASAKI Z800: S-K8SO2HRC or S-K8SO2-HRT-KAWASAKI Z800e: S-K8SO1-HRC or S-K8SO1-HRT-SUZUKI RM-Z250: S-S2SO4-DTA-HONDA
INTEGRA: S-H7SO1-HT-HONDA CROSSTOURER: S-H12SO3-HRTAdditional fitting kits for other models are optional
available.Height:600 mmWidth: 350 mmDepth: 200 mm

801157

Bag 250 x 380 x 90

W/O Approval

Akrapovič bag. Suitable for delivering presents to customers and business partners. 100% paper, available in black only.
Dimensions: 250 x 380 x 90 mm

Accessories

Accessories & Promot

POS MC

Default

TP-CS/1

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

OP - Optional part

The tailpipes are the most visible part of the exhaust system, and that’s why we dedicate particular attention to them at
Akrapovič. In order to satisfy the most discriminating tastes, we’ve created handcrafted carbon-fibre tailpipes. To make our
tailpipes stand out from the rest even more, in addition to selecting the finest materials, we also made them larger.

Hot Hatch

Car

Abarth

500/500C

2008

2017

730,6

EUR

TP-T/S/2

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

The tailpipes are the most visible part of the exhaust system, and that’s why we dedicate particular attention to them at
Akrapovič. In order to satisfy the most discriminating tastes, we’ve created special titanium-alloy tailpipes. To make our
tailpipes stand out from the rest even more, in addition to selecting the finest materials, we also made them larger.

Hot Hatch

Car

Abarth

500/500C

2008

2017

716,95

EUR

M-FI/SS/1H

Slip-On Line (SS)

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

Add a stainless steel Slip-On exhaust system and make the Abarth (1.4 16V T Jet) even faster, even more responsive, and
give it an even more striking look and that unmistakable sporty Akrapovič sound. The biggest difference compared to stock is
most noticeable when the optional Akrapovic sound kit for adjustable sound is used. When the exhaust valve is open, the
sound becomes significantly deeper and tastefully louder, but still entirely without droning. Performance facts apply to the
performance exhaust with the Akrapovic sound kit and open valves. The system without the Akrapovic sound kit has a pointwelded block in the link pipe that prevents bypassing the muffler. Please note: when the bypass is unblocked, the EC type
approval is not valid. Complete the look with a set of exquisite 115 mm tailpipes in either titanium or carbon fibre.Warning:
This product will not fit on US spec Abarth.

Hot Hatch

Car

Abarth

500/500C

2008

2017

958,58

EUR

P-HF876

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.Pictures are
symbolic.

Hot Hatch

Car

Abarth

500/500C

2008

2017

744,55

EUR

TP-T/S/2

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

The tailpipes are the most visible part of the exhaust system, and that’s why we dedicate particular attention to them at
Akrapovič. In order to satisfy the most discriminating tastes, we’ve created special titanium-alloy tailpipes. To make our
tailpipes stand out from the rest even more, in addition to selecting the finest materials, we also made them larger.

Hot Hatch

Car

Abarth

595/595C
Pista/Comp
etizione

2012

2018

716,95

EUR

TP-CS/1

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

OP - Optional part

The tailpipes are the most visible part of the exhaust system, and that’s why we dedicate particular attention to them at
Akrapovič. In order to satisfy the most discriminating tastes, we’ve created handcrafted carbon-fibre tailpipes. To make our
tailpipes stand out from the rest even more, in addition to selecting the finest materials, we also made them larger.

Hot Hatch

Car

Abarth

595/595C
Pista/Comp
etizione

2012

2018

730,6

EUR

M-FI/SS/1H/1

Slip-On Line (SS)

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

Add a stainless steel Slip-On exhaust system and make the Abarth even faster, even more responsive, and give it an even
more striking look and that unmistakable sporty Akrapovič sound. Complete the look with a set of exquisite 115 mm tailpipes
in either titanium or carbon fibre.Warning: This product will not fit on US spec Abarth.

Hot Hatch

Car

Abarth

595/595C
Pista/Comp
etizione

2012

2018

958,58

EUR

P-HF876

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.The system MFI/SS/1H/1 was homologated in open valve position. Pictures are symbolic.

Hot Hatch

Car

Abarth

595/595C
Pista/Comp
etizione

2012

2018

744,55

EUR

P-HF876

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.The system MFI/SS/1H/1 was homologated in open valve position. Pictures are symbolic.

Hot Hatch

Car

Abarth

595/595C/T
urismo

2012

2020

744,55

EUR

M-FI/SS/1H/1

Slip-On Line (SS)

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

Add a stainless steel Slip-On exhaust system and make the Abarth even faster, even more responsive, and give it an even
more striking look and that unmistakable sporty Akrapovič sound. Complete the look with a set of exquisite 115 mm tailpipes
in either titanium or carbon fibre.Warning: This product will not fit on US spec Abarth.

Hot Hatch

Car

Abarth

595/595C/T
urismo

2012

2020

958,58

EUR

TP-CS/1

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

OP - Optional part

The tailpipes are the most visible part of the exhaust system, and that’s why we dedicate particular attention to them at
Akrapovič. In order to satisfy the most discriminating tastes, we’ve created handcrafted carbon-fibre tailpipes. To make our
tailpipes stand out from the rest even more, in addition to selecting the finest materials, we also made them larger.

Hot Hatch

Car

Abarth

595/595C/T
urismo

2012

2020

730,6

EUR

TP-T/S/2

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

The tailpipes are the most visible part of the exhaust system, and that’s why we dedicate particular attention to them at
Akrapovič. In order to satisfy the most discriminating tastes, we’ve created special titanium-alloy tailpipes. To make our
tailpipes stand out from the rest even more, in addition to selecting the finest materials, we also made them larger.

Hot Hatch

Car

Abarth

595/595C/T
urismo

2012

2020

716,95

EUR

Featuring a muffler and collector with a resonator made from lightweight titanium and link pipes made of high-grade stainless
steel, the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system fits directly onto the Giulia Quadrifoglio’s stock downpipes. The system
includes parts cast in the company’s in-house foundry, such as the valve housing and X-part in the muffler, which is perfectly
formed to allow exhaust gases to mix at a precisely defined mixing ratio.Developed to deliver both power and torque gains
throughout the range and significantly reduce back pressure, it is finished with handcrafted carbon-fibre and titanium
tailpipes to enhance the visual enjoyment of the exhaust.In-depth engineering has produced a deep and sporty sound with
no unwanted drone, perfectly suitable for everyday use. It is distinctly different from the stock system, especially during
partial load, when shifting, and at higher rpms, where it delivers a pure racing sound.The system is a simple plug-and-play
operation to fit, and it has been designed to meet ECE type approval. The optional downpipe set and Akrapovič Sound Kit are
also available.Because of packaging requirements, the EVO system has been split into two codes. Please be aware that both
part numbers (S-AR/TI/1H and E-AR/T/1) must be ordered.EC type-approval is valid for engine type 670050436.

Sports Coupe

Car

Alfa Romeo

Giulia
Quadrifoglio

2016

2020

4720,05

EUR

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.Akrapovič Sound Kit is also compatible with cars equipped with Alfa Romeo first fit or
accessory Akrapovič exhaust.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

Alfa Romeo

Giulia
Quadrifoglio

2016

2020

523,91

EUR

Because of packaging requirements, the EVO system has been split into two codes. Please be aware that both part numbers
(S-AR/TI/1H and E-AR/T/1) must be ordered.

Sports Coupe

Car

Alfa Romeo

Giulia
Quadrifoglio

2016

2020

1416,94

EUR

Downpipe Set w/o Cat (SS) was tested and developed together with Slip-On Line (Titanium) system or Evolution Line
(Titanium).For the ultimate in weight reduction, tuning potential, and racing sound, Akrapovič offers stainless steel, cat-less
downpipes to make the Giulia Quadrifoglio an even more powerful machine. This setup is intended for dedicated track-day
cars and enthusiasts, and it will also add to the overall experience of what’s already a stunning performance car for any
discerning driver. Delivering great sound, without creating unwanted cabin noise, these beautifully-crafted downpipes offer an
upgrade to Akrapovič’s Evolution exhaust system.When installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional down pipes, which are
developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU is mandatory, in order to prevent potential »check engine light«
warning signals.Fitment notice: Optional downpipes only fit to vehicles with engine number ≥5074. For vehicles with lower
engine numbers, additional adapter P-X227 is needed.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

Alfa Romeo

Giulia
Quadrifoglio

2016

2020

1059,73

EUR

S-AR/TI/1H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

P-HF1160

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

E-AR/T/1

Evolution Link Pipe Set
(Titanium)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

ECE Type Approval

DP-AR/SS/2

Downpipe Set w/o Cat (SS)

OP - Optional part

P-X227

Fitting kit (for optional
downpipes)

OP - Optional part

Fitting kit for mounting the optional downpipes to vehicles with engine number ≤ 5074.

Sports Coupe

Car

Alfa Romeo

Giulia
Quadrifoglio

2016

2020

59,57

EUR

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

Constructed from high-grade lightweight titanium and finished with eye-catching handcrafted carbon-fibre and titanium
tailpipes – carbon outside, titanium inside – for enhanced kerbside and drive-by appeal, the Slip-On Line (Titanium) has been
designed to fit directly onto the Giulia Quadrifoglio’s stock link-pipe. With parts cast in the in-house foundry, such as the valve
housing and an X-connection element in the muffler, which is perfectly formed to allow exhaust gases to mix at a precisely
defined ratio for perfect flow, the exhaust has been designed to deliver both power and torque gains throughout the rev
range. Unwanted drone has been eradicated through in-depth engineering to produce a deep and sporty sound, which is
ideal for everyday use, and this also provides acoustic feedback to the driver – to know and feel which rpm the car is being
driven at, and when to shift gears for optimum aural enjoyment and performance. This makes for a linear and smooth sound
in partial load when shifting gears, and at higher rpms the Slip-On Line (Titanium) delivers a racing sound with added higher
engine harmonics.The system is a simple plug-and-play operation to fit, and it has been designed to meet ECE type
approval. The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is also available.

Sports Coupe

Car

Alfa Romeo

Giulia
Quadrifoglio

2018

2020

5211,46

EUR

ECE Type Approval

Constructed from high-grade lightweight titanium and finished with eye-catching handcrafted carbon-fibre and titanium
tailpipes – carbon outside, titanium inside – for enhanced kerbside and drive-by appeal, the Slip-On Line (Titanium) has been
designed to fit directly onto the Stelvio Quadrifoglio’s stock link-pipe. With parts cast in the in-house foundry, such as the
valve housing and an X-connection element in the muffler, which is perfectly formed to allow exhaust gases to mix at a
precisely defined ratio for perfect flow, the exhaust has been designed to deliver both power and torque gains throughout the
rev range. Unwanted drone has been eradicated through in-depth engineering to produce a deep and sporty sound, which is
ideal for everyday use, and this also provides acoustic feedback to the driver – to know and feel which rpm the car is being
driven at, and when to shift gears for optimum aural enjoyment and performance. This makes for a linear and smooth sound
in partial load when shifting gears, and at higher rpms the Slip-On Line (Titanium) delivers a racing sound with added higher
engine harmonics.The system is a simple plug-and-play operation to fit, and it has been designed to meet ECE type
approval. The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is also available.

Suv

Car

Alfa Romeo

Stelvio
Quadrifoglio

2017

2020

5211,46

EUR

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.Akrapovič Sound Kit is also compatible with cars equipped with Alfa Romeo first fit or
accessory Akrapovič exhaust.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Suv

Car

Alfa Romeo

Stelvio
Quadrifoglio

2017

2020

523,91

EUR

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.Pictures are
symbolic.

Super Sport

Car

Audi

R8 5.2 FSI
Coupé/Spyd
er

2009

2015

537,94

EUR

The Slip-On Line exhaust system is constructed from an ultra-lightweight high-grade titanium alloy, boosting the R8’s powerto-weight ratio and handling characteristics. The Slip-On Line (Titanium) has been precision engineered to improve throttle
response and increase both the power and torque outputs. The performance exhaust system is designed to reduce backpressure to almost half of the stock levels through a combination of specialized muffler shapes, secondary resonators, and
titanium dual-mode exhaust valves. It is finished with two exquisitely hand-crafted carbon-fibre and titanium tailpipes that fit
perfectly into the R8's stock diffusor. It is tuned to enhance the sporty note from the V10 engine while still ensuring maximum
comfort and enjoyment in the car’s cockpit. The tone moves from a pleasant growl at low revs to the unique Akrapovič racelike sound as the revs rise and the excitement grows. The sound can be further adjusted with the addition of the optional
Akrapovič Sound Kit. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Audi

R8 5.2 FSI
Coupé/Spyd
er

2016

2018

8539,77

EUR

S-AR/TI/7H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

S-AR/TI/6H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

P-HF1321

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

P-HF880

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

S-AUR8SO3-T

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

P-HF946

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.If the car is
already equipped with exhaust valve button inside the cabin, sound kit is not needed.Pictures are symbolic.

Super Sport

Car

Audi

R8 5.2 FSI
Coupé/Spyd
er

2016

2018

537,94

EUR

DI-AU/CA/2/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

This high-gloss handcrafted accessory has been designed to integrate perfectly with the lines of the Audi RS 3. It was
created from scratch to offer an impeccable ABE type-approved enhancement to the new tailpipes on the Evolution Line
(Titanium) exhaust system.Fitment notice: The diffuser cannot fit with genuine trailer tow hitch.With Akrapovič diffuser, handsfree trunk-lid opening/closing sensor is not working.

Sports Coupe

Car

Audi

RS 3 Sedan
(8Y)

2022

2022

1215

EUR

P-HF1433

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

Audi

RS 3 Sedan
(8Y)

2022

2022

437,4

EUR

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

This product is constructed with high-grade titanium tubes and a muffler, which are attached to the car’s stock downpipes
with a high-quality stainless-steel link pipe and finished with handcrafted carbon-fibre tailpipes and a titanium inner
sleeve.Weighing in at 44.1% lighter than the standard setup, this system provides power gains of 7.5 kW (10.2 hp) at 5,450
rpm and torque increases of 8.8 Nm at 3,900 rpm (when tested on the Akrapovič dyno against an Audi RS 3 with a standard
stock exhaust).The in-house foundry casts the housings for the two exhaust valves, one for each side of the muffler to tailor
the sound. The distinctive tones of the five-cylinder engine serve up a relaxed and pleasing purr in comfort mode, with a
tasteful reminder of the car’s potential when cruising in dynamic mode, and then the full sound experience is delivered while
accelerating and reaching for the limit. A high-gloss handmade rear carbon-fibre diffuser is available as an optional extra, as
is the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit to offer full control over the exhaust tones.*If the Akrapovič Sound Kit is fitted, the
Evolution Line (Titanium) ECE type-approval certificate is not valid.The exhaust system is ECE type approved for cars
equipped with an Otto/gasoline particulate filter.

Sports Coupe

Car

Audi

RS 3 Sedan
(8Y)

2022

2022

5160

EUR

ECE Type Approval

This product is constructed with high-grade titanium tubes and a muffler, which are attached to the car’s stock downpipes
with a high-quality stainless-steel link pipe and finished with handcrafted carbon-fibre tailpipes and a titanium inner
sleeve.Weighing in at 44.1% lighter than the standard setup, this system provides power gains of 7.5 kW (10.2 hp) at 5,450
rpm and torque increases of 8.8 Nm at 3,900 rpm (when tested on the Akrapovič dyno against an Audi RS 3 with a standard
stock exhaust).The in-house foundry casts the housings for the two exhaust valves, one for each side of the muffler to tailor
the sound. The distinctive tones of the five-cylinder engine serve up a relaxed and pleasing purr in comfort mode, with a
tasteful reminder of the car’s potential when cruising in dynamic mode, and then the full sound experience is delivered while
accelerating and reaching for the limit. A high-gloss handmade rear carbon-fibre diffuser is available as an optional extra, as
is the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit to offer full control over the exhaust tones.*If the Akrapovič Sound Kit is fitted, the
Evolution Line (Titanium) ECE type-approval certificate is not valid.The exhaust system is ECE type approved for cars
equipped with an Otto/gasoline particulate filter.

Sports Coupe

Car

Audi

RS 3 Sedan
(8Y) OPF/GPF

2022

2022

5160

EUR

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

Audi

RS 3 Sedan
(8Y) OPF/GPF

2022

2022

437,4

EUR

This high-gloss handcrafted accessory has been designed to integrate perfectly with the lines of the Audi RS 3. It was
created from scratch to offer an impeccable ABE type-approved enhancement to the new tailpipes on the Evolution Line
(Titanium) exhaust system.Fitment notice: The diffuser cannot fit with genuine trailer tow hitch.With Akrapovič diffuser, handsfree trunk-lid opening/closing sensor is not working.

Sports Coupe

Car

Audi

RS 3 Sedan
(8Y) OPF/GPF

2022

2022

1215

EUR

S-AU/TI/22H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

S-AU/TI/22H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

P-HF1433

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

DI-AU/CA/2/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

This high-gloss handcrafted accessory has been designed to integrate perfectly with the lines of the Audi RS 3. It was
created from scratch to offer an impeccable ABE type-approved enhancement to the new tailpipes on the Evolution Line
(Titanium) exhaust system.Fitment notice: The diffuser cannot fit with genuine trailer tow hitch.With Akrapovič diffuser, handsfree trunk-lid opening/closing sensor is not working.

Sports Coupe

Car

Audi

RS 3
Sportback
(8Y)

2022

2022

1215

EUR

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

Audi

RS 3
Sportback
(8Y)

2022

2022

437,4

EUR

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

This product is constructed with high-grade titanium tubes and a muffler, which are attached to the car’s stock downpipes
with a high-quality stainless-steel link pipe and finished with handcrafted carbon-fibre tailpipes and a titanium inner
sleeve.Weighing in at 44.1% lighter than the standard setup, this system provides power gains of 7.5 kW (10.2 hp) at 5,450
rpm and torque increases of 8.8 Nm at 3,900 rpm (when tested on the Akrapovič dyno against an Audi RS 3 with a standard
stock exhaust).The in-house foundry casts the housings for the two exhaust valves, one for each side of the muffler to tailor
the sound. The distinctive tones of the five-cylinder engine serve up a relaxed and pleasing purr in comfort mode, with a
tasteful reminder of the car’s potential when cruising in dynamic mode, and then the full sound experience is delivered while
accelerating and reaching for the limit. A high-gloss handmade rear carbon-fibre diffuser is available as an optional extra, as
is the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit to offer full control over the exhaust tones.*If the Akrapovič Sound Kit is fitted, the
Evolution Line (Titanium) ECE type-approval certificate is not valid.The exhaust system is ECE type approved for cars
equipped with an Otto/gasoline particulate filter.

Hot Hatch

Car

Audi

RS 3
Sportback
(8Y)

2022

2022

4980

EUR

ECE Type Approval

This product is constructed with high-grade titanium tubes and a muffler, which are attached to the car’s stock downpipes
with a high-quality stainless-steel link pipe and finished with handcrafted carbon-fibre tailpipes and a titanium inner
sleeve.Weighing in at 44.1% lighter than the standard setup, this system provides power gains of 7.5 kW (10.2 hp) at 5,450
rpm and torque increases of 8.8 Nm at 3,900 rpm (when tested on the Akrapovič dyno against an Audi RS 3 with a standard
stock exhaust).The in-house foundry casts the housings for the two exhaust valves, one for each side of the muffler to tailor
the sound. The distinctive tones of the five-cylinder engine serve up a relaxed and pleasing purr in comfort mode, with a
tasteful reminder of the car’s potential when cruising in dynamic mode, and then the full sound experience is delivered while
accelerating and reaching for the limit. A high-gloss handmade rear carbon-fibre diffuser is available as an optional extra, as
is the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit to offer full control over the exhaust tones.*If the Akrapovič Sound Kit is fitted, the
Evolution Line (Titanium) ECE type-approval certificate is not valid.The exhaust system is ECE type approved for cars
equipped with an Otto/gasoline particulate filter.

Hot Hatch

Car

Audi

RS 3
Sportback
(8Y) OPF/GPF

2022

2022

4980

EUR

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

Audi

RS 3
Sportback
(8Y) OPF/GPF

2022

2022

437,4

EUR

DI-AU/CA/2/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

P-HF1433

Akrapovič Sound Kit

S-AU/TI/21H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

ABE Type Approval

S-AU/TI/21H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

P-HF1433

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

DI-AU/CA/2/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

This high-gloss handcrafted accessory has been designed to integrate perfectly with the lines of the Audi RS 3. It was
created from scratch to offer an impeccable ABE type-approved enhancement to the new tailpipes on the Evolution Line
(Titanium) exhaust system.Fitment notice: The diffuser cannot fit with genuine trailer tow hitch.With Akrapovič diffuser, handsfree trunk-lid opening/closing sensor is not working.

Sports Coupe

Car

Audi

RS 3
Sportback
(8Y) OPF/GPF

2022

2022

1215

EUR

S-AU/TI/3H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

Audi’s high-performance RS models are an ideal match for the expertly styled and beautifully engineered Akrapovič Evolution
exhaust systems. The Evolution gives more power, higher torque, decreases the weight, and delivers an unmistakable
Akrapovič sound—which has a deep sound at lower revs and a ‘popping’ sound as things speed up when the throttle is lifted.
This titanium exhaust system has cast collectors and three mufflers, with the central one featuring an x-piece inside, which
increase power and improve its sound. The valves of the system are designed to open and close in line with the RS’ standard
electronics, and the whole system has carbon-fibre tailpipes to show off the exquisite finish of the Akrapovič exhaust. Its
easy-to-fit instructions are included, and with this cat-back performance exhaust system—which means that the stock
catalytic converters remain in place—there’s no need to remap the ECU (it’s simply a plug-and play system).

Sports Coupe

Car

Audi
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(C7)

2014

2018

8418,62

EUR

ECE Type Approval

Manufactured using high-grade lightweight titanium, the Evolution Line exhaust system features a specially designed layout
with one central and two side mufflers and a collector made from titanium, all leading from stainless steel link pipes with a
larger diameter compared to stock and custom-made flex tubes, fully insulated where they attach to the downpipes. A valve
on each side muffler controls the flow of gases and aids the fantastic sound produced by the system. Each valve has a
housing cast in Akrapovič’s in-house foundry, as does the complex active X-connection, which also features a valve for
controlling the exhaust pulses from both sides of the engine. The system is finished with unique carbon fibre/titanium
tailpipes – one on each side – with an eye-catching design that has never been used before, with the handmade dynamically
shaped carbon fibre outer sleeve perfectly aligned with the sandblasted and coated titanium inner, all giving a powerful and
sporty conclusion to this stunning exhaust system. Designed to supply a soundtrack that has been acoustically tuned to
perfection at every rev point to give an aural delight from the low-down rumble, through a strong mid-range and onto a high
frequency top end with distinctive feel of Akrapovič’s racing heritage, all added to the increased excitement where every
downshift is accompanied a sharp rumble. The system has been tuned to provide the occupants the comfort of driving like an
everyday commuter with no unwanted drone or excessive noise. Akrapovič has conducted tests on its in-house dyno with the
Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system, using an Audi RS 6 Avant (C8) with the stock Audi Sport exhaust system for
comparison, and a power gain of 15.7 hp (m) at 6150 rpm and a torque increase of 17.9 Nm at 6150 rpm were achieved under
controlled conditions and with a weight saving of over 20% against the stock system. This is an ECE compliant system that is
a serious performer in all areas. Further changes can be made with the addition of the optional Downpipe / Link pipe set (SS),
increased exhaust tuning, and the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit to control the valves in the exhaust and give greater flexibility
in the sound the exhaust produces. To give the Evolution Line (Titanium) an even greater visual impact, a handmade carbon
fibre diffuser in matte or glossy is available as an option to provide that special finish.The Link pipe set (SS) L-AU/SS/6 is a
mandatory product to the Evolution Line (Titanium) S-AU/TI/15H. The system is split into two codes because of packaging
requirements.If the Evolution Line exhaust system is combined with the Downpipe / Link pipe set (SS), the link pipe set LAU/SS/6 is not needed. In this case, the ECE type approval is not valid anymore, and remapping the ECU is mandatory when
it is fitted. With the installation of Akrapovič Sound Kit, ECE type approval for the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system is
not valid.ECE type approval is only valid for cars equipped with otto/gasoline particulate filter. The exhaust system is
compatible with original Audi trailer hitch.
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(C8)

2020
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8040,06

EUR

Downpipe / Link pipe set (SS) was tested and developed together with Evolution Line (Titanium) system. If the Evolution Line
exhaust system is combined with the Downpipe / Link pipe set (SS), the link pipe sets L-AU/SS/6 or L-AU/SS/8 are not
needed. When combined with the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system the addition of the optional stainless steel
Downpipe / Link pipe set (SS) will deliver a unique sound experience: from a low-down rumble to a strong mid-range V8
character and high frequency top end with the recognisable Akrapovič racing sound. The stainless steel downpipes, with
sporty 200 cpsi catalytic converters, are insulated to prevent overheating the surrounding parts, and the stainless steel link
pipes that have been developed to fit on Akrapovič downpipes feature custom made flex tubes and full insulation where they
connect to the downpipes.The fitting of this optional product will cancel ECE type approval for the Evolution Line (Titanium)
exhaust system and remapping the ECU is mandatory.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car
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RS 6 Avant
(C8)

2020
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5185,5

EUR

S-AU/TI/15H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

DP/L-AU/SS/1

Downpipe / Link pipe set
(SS)

OP - Optional part

DI-AU/CA/1/M

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser Matte

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

Skilfully handmade by the experienced workers in the Akrapovič carbon fibre department, this optional carbon fibre diffuser
shows off the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system to its full extent and is the perfect accompaniment to the stunning
carbon fibre tailpipes. The diffuser’s new design is fully tailored to the car’s lines, giving it a powerful presence.Fitment notice:
With Akrapovič diffuser, hands-free trunk-lid opening/closing sensor is not working.
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2202,8

EUR

DI-AU/CA/1/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

Skilfully handmade by the experienced workers in the Akrapovič carbon fibre department, this optional carbon fibre diffuser
shows off the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system to its full extent and is the perfect accompaniment to the stunning
carbon fibre tailpipes. The diffuser’s new design is fully tailored to the car’s lines, giving it a powerful presence.Fitment notice:
With Akrapovič diffuser, hands-free trunk-lid opening/closing sensor is not working.
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EUR

P-HF1282

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.
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L-AU/SS/6

Link pipe set (SS)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

The Link pipe set (SS) L-AU/SS/6 is a mandatory product to the Evolution Line (Titanium) S-AU/TI/15H. The system is split
into two codes because of packaging requirements.If the Evolution Line exhaust system is combined with the Downpipe / Link
pipe set (SS), the link pipe set L-AU/SS/6 is not needed.
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L-AU/SS/6

Link pipe set (SS)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

The Link pipe set (SS) L-AU/SS/6 is a mandatory product to the Evolution Line (Titanium) S-AU/TI/15H. The system is split
into two codes because of packaging requirements.If the Evolution Line exhaust system is combined with the Downpipe / Link
pipe set (SS), the link pipe set L-AU/SS/6 is not needed.
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EUR

S-AU/TI/15H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

Manufactured using high-grade lightweight titanium, the Evolution Line exhaust system features a specially designed layout
with one central and two side mufflers and a collector made from titanium, all leading from stainless steel link pipes with a
larger diameter compared to stock and custom-made flex tubes, fully insulated where they attach to the downpipes. A valve
on each side muffler controls the flow of gases and aids the fantastic sound produced by the system. Each valve has a
housing cast in Akrapovič’s in-house foundry, as does the complex active X-connection, which also features a valve for
controlling the exhaust pulses from both sides of the engine. The system is finished with unique carbon fibre/titanium
tailpipes – one on each side – with an eye-catching design that has never been used before, with the handmade dynamically
shaped carbon fibre outer sleeve perfectly aligned with the sandblasted and coated titanium inner, all giving a powerful and
sporty conclusion to this stunning exhaust system. Designed to supply a soundtrack that has been acoustically tuned to
perfection at every rev point to give an aural delight from the low-down rumble, through a strong mid-range and onto a high
frequency top end with distinctive feel of Akrapovič’s racing heritage, all added to the increased excitement where every
downshift is accompanied a sharp rumble. The system has been tuned to provide the occupants the comfort of driving like an
everyday commuter with no unwanted drone or excessive noise. Akrapovič has conducted tests on its in-house dyno with the
Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system, using an Audi RS 6 Avant (C8) with the stock Audi Sport exhaust system for
comparison, and a power gain of 15.7 hp (m) at 6150 rpm and a torque increase of 17.9 Nm at 6150 rpm were achieved under
controlled conditions and with a weight saving of over 20% against the stock system. This is an ECE compliant system that is
a serious performer in all areas. Further changes can be made with the addition of the optional Downpipe / Link pipe set (SS),
increased exhaust tuning, and the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit to control the valves in the exhaust and give greater flexibility
in the sound the exhaust produces. To give the Evolution Line (Titanium) an even greater visual impact, a handmade carbon
fibre diffuser in matte or glossy is available as an option to provide that special finish.The Link pipe set (SS) L-AU/SS/6 is a
mandatory product to the Evolution Line (Titanium) S-AU/TI/15H. The system is split into two codes because of packaging
requirements.If the Evolution Line exhaust system is combined with the Downpipe / Link pipe set (SS), the link pipe set LAU/SS/6 is not needed. In this case, the ECE type approval is not valid anymore, and remapping the ECU is mandatory when
it is fitted. With the installation of Akrapovič Sound Kit, ECE type approval for the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system is
not valid.ECE type approval is only valid for cars equipped with otto/gasoline particulate filter. The exhaust system is
compatible with original Audi trailer hitch.

DI-AU/CA/1/M

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser Matte

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

Skilfully handmade by the experienced workers in the Akrapovič carbon fibre department, this optional carbon fibre diffuser
shows off the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system to its full extent and is the perfect accompaniment to the stunning
carbon fibre tailpipes. The diffuser’s new design is fully tailored to the car’s lines, giving it a powerful presence.Fitment notice:
With Akrapovič diffuser, hands-free trunk-lid opening/closing sensor is not working.
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DP/L-AU/SS/1

Downpipe / Link pipe set
(SS)

OP - Optional part

Downpipe / Link pipe set (SS) was tested and developed together with Evolution Line (Titanium) system. If the Evolution Line
exhaust system is combined with the Downpipe / Link pipe set (SS), the link pipe sets L-AU/SS/6 or L-AU/SS/8 are not
needed. When combined with the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system the addition of the optional stainless steel
Downpipe / Link pipe set (SS) will deliver a unique sound experience: from a low-down rumble to a strong mid-range V8
character and high frequency top end with the recognisable Akrapovič racing sound. The stainless steel downpipes, with
sporty 200 cpsi catalytic converters, are insulated to prevent overheating the surrounding parts, and the stainless steel link
pipes that have been developed to fit on Akrapovič downpipes feature custom made flex tubes and full insulation where they
connect to the downpipes.The fitting of this optional product will cancel ECE type approval for the Evolution Line (Titanium)
exhaust system and remapping the ECU is mandatory.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

P-HF1282

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.

DI-AU/CA/1/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

Skilfully handmade by the experienced workers in the Akrapovič carbon fibre department, this optional carbon fibre diffuser
shows off the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system to its full extent and is the perfect accompaniment to the stunning
carbon fibre tailpipes. The diffuser’s new design is fully tailored to the car’s lines, giving it a powerful presence.Fitment notice:
With Akrapovič diffuser, hands-free trunk-lid opening/closing sensor is not working.
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L-AU/SS/8

Link Pipe Set (SS)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

The Link pipe set (SS) L-AU/SS/8 is a mandatory product to the Evolution Line (Titanium) S-AU/TI/19H. The system is split
into two codes because of packaging requirements.If the Evolution Line exhaust system is combined with the Downpipe / Link
pipe set (SS), the link pipe set L-AU/SS/8 is not needed.
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S-AU/TI/19H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

Manufactured using high-grade lightweight titanium, the Evolution Line exhaust system features a specially designed layout
with one central and two side mufflers and a collector made from titanium, all leading from stainless steel link pipes with a
larger diameter compared to stock and custom-made flex tubes, fully insulated where they attach to the downpipes. A valve
on each side muffler controls the flow of gases and aids the fantastic sound produced by the system. Each valve has a
housing cast in Akrapovič’s in-house foundry, as does the complex active X-connection, which also features a valve for
controlling the exhaust pulses from both sides of the engine. The system is finished with unique carbon fibre/titanium
tailpipes – one on each side – with an eye-catching design that has never been used before, with the handmade dynamically
shaped carbon fibre outer sleeve perfectly aligned with the sandblasted and coated titanium inner, all giving a powerful and
sporty conclusion to this stunning exhaust system. Designed to supply a soundtrack that has been acoustically tuned to
perfection at every rev point to give an aural delight from the low-down rumble, through a strong mid-range and onto a high
frequency top end with distinctive feel of Akrapovič’s racing heritage, all added to the increased excitement where every
downshift is accompanied a sharp rumble. The system has been tuned to provide the occupants the comfort of driving like an
everyday commuter with no unwanted drone or excessive noise. Akrapovič has conducted tests on its in-house dyno with the
Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system, using an Audi RS 6 Avant (C8) with the stock Audi Sport exhaust system for
comparison, and a power gain of 15.7 hp (m) at 6150 rpm and a torque increase of 17.9 Nm at 6150 rpm were achieved under
controlled conditions and with a weight saving of over 20% against the stock system. This is an ECE compliant system that is
a serious performer in all areas. Further changes can be made with the addition of the optional Downpipe / Link pipe set (SS),
increased exhaust tuning, and the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit to control the valves in the exhaust and give greater flexibility
in the sound the exhaust produces. To give the Evolution Line (Titanium) an even greater visual impact, a handmade carbon
fibre diffuser in matte or glossy is available as an option to provide that special finish.The Link pipe set (SS) L-AU/SS/8 s a
mandatory product to the Evolution Line (Titanium) S-AU/TI/19H. The system is split into two codes because of packaging
requirements.If the Evolution Line exhaust system is combined with the Downpipe / Link pipe set (SS), the link pipe set LAU/SS/8 is not needed. In this case, the ECE type approval is not valid anymore, and remapping the ECU is mandatory when
it is fitted. With the installation of Akrapovič Sound Kit, ECE type approval for the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system is
not valid.ECE type approval is only valid for cars equipped with otto/gasoline particulate filter. This product does not fit on
2022 model year cars without otto/gasoline particulate filter.

S-AU/TI/4H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

Audi’s high-performance RS models are an ideal match for the expertly styled and beautifully engineered Akrapovič Evolution
exhaust systems.The Evolution gives more power, higher torque, decreases the weight, and delivers an unmistakable
Akrapovič sound—which has a deep sound at lower revs and a ‘popping’ sound as things speed up when the throttle is
lifted.This titanium exhaust system has cast collectors and three mufflers, with the central one featuring an x-piece inside,
which increase power and improve its sound. The valves of the system are designed to open and close in line with the RS’
standard electronics, and the whole system has carbon-fibre tailpipes to show off the exquisite finish of the Akrapovič
exhaust.Its easy-to-fit instructions are included, and with this cat-back performance exhaust system—which means that the
stock catalytic converters remain in place—there’s no need to remap the ECU (it’s simply a plug-and play system).
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DI-AU/CA/1/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

Skilfully handmade by the experienced workers in the Akrapovič carbon fibre department, this optional carbon fibre diffuser
shows off the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system to its full extent and is the perfect accompaniment to the stunning
carbon fibre tailpipes. The diffuser’s new design is fully tailored to the car’s lines, giving it a powerful presence.Fitment notice:
With Akrapovič diffuser, hands-free trunk-lid opening/closing sensor is not working.
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P-HF1282

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.
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L-AU/SS/6

Link pipe set (SS)

EV - Evolution

The Link pipe set (SS) L-AU/SS/6 is a mandatory product to the Evolution Line (Titanium) S-AU/TI/15H. The system is split
into two codes because of packaging requirements.If the Evolution Line exhaust system is combined with the Downpipe / Link
pipe set (SS), the link pipe set L-AU/SS/6 is not needed.
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Downpipe / Link pipe set (SS) was tested and developed together with Evolution Line (Titanium) system. If the Evolution Line
exhaust system is combined with the Downpipe / Link pipe set (SS), the link pipe sets L-AU/SS/6 or L-AU/SS/8 are not
needed. When combined with the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system the addition of the optional stainless steel
Downpipe / Link pipe set (SS) will deliver a unique sound experience: from a low-down rumble to a strong mid-range V8
character and high frequency top end with the recognisable Akrapovič racing sound. The stainless steel downpipes, with
sporty 200 cpsi catalytic converters, are insulated to prevent overheating the surrounding parts, and the stainless steel link
pipes that have been developed to fit on Akrapovič downpipes feature custom made flex tubes and full insulation where they
connect to the downpipes.The fitting of this optional product will cancel ECE type approval for the Evolution Line (Titanium)
exhaust system and remapping the ECU is mandatory.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.
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ABE Type Approval

Skilfully handmade by the experienced workers in the Akrapovič carbon fibre department, this optional carbon fibre diffuser
shows off the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system to its full extent and is the perfect accompaniment to the stunning
carbon fibre tailpipes. The diffuser’s new design is fully tailored to the car’s lines, giving it a powerful presence.Fitment notice:
With Akrapovič diffuser, hands-free trunk-lid opening/closing sensor is not working.
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ECE Type Approval

Manufactured using high-grade lightweight titanium, the Evolution Line exhaust system features a specially designed layout
with one central and two side mufflers and a collector made from titanium, all leading from stainless steel link pipes with a
larger diameter compared to stock and custom-made flex tubes, fully insulated where they attach to the downpipes. A valve
on each side muffler controls the flow of gases and aids the fantastic sound produced by the system. Each valve has a
housing cast in Akrapovič’s in-house foundry, as does the complex active X-connection, which also features a valve for
controlling the exhaust pulses from both sides of the engine. The system is finished with unique carbon fibre/titanium
tailpipes – one on each side – with an eye-catching design that has never been used before, with the handmade dynamically
shaped carbon fibre outer sleeve perfectly aligned with the sandblasted and coated titanium inner, all giving a powerful and
sporty conclusion to this stunning exhaust system. Designed to supply a soundtrack that has been acoustically tuned to
perfection at every rev point to give an aural delight from the low-down rumble, through a strong mid-range and onto a high
frequency top end with distinctive feel of Akrapovič’s racing heritage, all added to the increased excitement where every
downshift is accompanied a sharp rumble. The system has been tuned to provide the occupants the comfort of driving like an
everyday commuter with no unwanted drone or excessive noise. Akrapovič has conducted tests on its in-house dyno with the
Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system, using an Audi RS 6 Avant (C8) with the stock Audi Sport exhaust system for
comparison, and a power gain of 15.7 hp (m) at 6150 rpm and a torque increase of 17.9 Nm at 6150 rpm were achieved under
controlled conditions and with a weight saving of over 20% against the stock system. This is an ECE compliant system that is
a serious performer in all areas. Further changes can be made with the addition of the optional Downpipe / Link pipe set (SS),
increased exhaust tuning, and the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit to control the valves in the exhaust and give greater flexibility
in the sound the exhaust produces. To give the Evolution Line (Titanium) an even greater visual impact, a handmade carbon
fibre diffuser in matte or glossy is available as an option to provide that special finish.The Link pipe set (SS) L-AU/SS/6 is a
mandatory product to the Evolution Line (Titanium) S-AU/TI/15H. The system is split into two codes because of packaging
requirements.If the Evolution Line exhaust system is combined with the Downpipe / Link pipe set (SS), the link pipe set LAU/SS/6 is not needed. In this case, the ECE type approval is not valid anymore, and remapping the ECU is mandatory when
it is fitted. With the installation of Akrapovič Sound Kit, ECE type approval for the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system is
not valid.ECE type approval is only valid for cars equipped with otto/gasoline particulate filter. The exhaust system is
compatible with original Audi trailer hitch.
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DP/L-AU/SS/1

Downpipe / Link pipe set
(SS)

OP - Optional part

DI-AU/CA/1/M

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser Matte

OP - Optional part

S-AU/TI/15H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

S-AU/TI/15H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

Manufactured using high-grade lightweight titanium, the Evolution Line exhaust system features a specially designed layout
with one central and two side mufflers and a collector made from titanium, all leading from stainless steel link pipes with a
larger diameter compared to stock and custom-made flex tubes, fully insulated where they attach to the downpipes. A valve
on each side muffler controls the flow of gases and aids the fantastic sound produced by the system. Each valve has a
housing cast in Akrapovič’s in-house foundry, as does the complex active X-connection, which also features a valve for
controlling the exhaust pulses from both sides of the engine. The system is finished with unique carbon fibre/titanium
tailpipes – one on each side – with an eye-catching design that has never been used before, with the handmade dynamically
shaped carbon fibre outer sleeve perfectly aligned with the sandblasted and coated titanium inner, all giving a powerful and
sporty conclusion to this stunning exhaust system. Designed to supply a soundtrack that has been acoustically tuned to
perfection at every rev point to give an aural delight from the low-down rumble, through a strong mid-range and onto a high
frequency top end with distinctive feel of Akrapovič’s racing heritage, all added to the increased excitement where every
downshift is accompanied a sharp rumble. The system has been tuned to provide the occupants the comfort of driving like an
everyday commuter with no unwanted drone or excessive noise. Akrapovič has conducted tests on its in-house dyno with the
Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system, using an Audi RS 6 Avant (C8) with the stock Audi Sport exhaust system for
comparison, and a power gain of 15.7 hp (m) at 6150 rpm and a torque increase of 17.9 Nm at 6150 rpm were achieved under
controlled conditions and with a weight saving of over 20% against the stock system. This is an ECE compliant system that is
a serious performer in all areas. Further changes can be made with the addition of the optional Downpipe / Link pipe set (SS),
increased exhaust tuning, and the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit to control the valves in the exhaust and give greater flexibility
in the sound the exhaust produces. To give the Evolution Line (Titanium) an even greater visual impact, a handmade carbon
fibre diffuser in matte or glossy is available as an option to provide that special finish.The Link pipe set (SS) L-AU/SS/6 is a
mandatory product to the Evolution Line (Titanium) S-AU/TI/15H. The system is split into two codes because of packaging
requirements.If the Evolution Line exhaust system is combined with the Downpipe / Link pipe set (SS), the link pipe set LAU/SS/6 is not needed. In this case, the ECE type approval is not valid anymore, and remapping the ECU is mandatory when
it is fitted. With the installation of Akrapovič Sound Kit, ECE type approval for the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system is
not valid.ECE type approval is only valid for cars equipped with otto/gasoline particulate filter. The exhaust system is
compatible with original Audi trailer hitch.

L-AU/SS/6

Link pipe set (SS)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

The Link pipe set (SS) L-AU/SS/6 is a mandatory product to the Evolution Line (Titanium) S-AU/TI/15H. The system is split
into two codes because of packaging requirements.If the Evolution Line exhaust system is combined with the Downpipe / Link
pipe set (SS), the link pipe set L-AU/SS/6 is not needed.

Sports Coupe

Car

Audi

RS 7
Sportback
(C8) OPF/GPF

2020

2021

1184,75

EUR

P-HF1282

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

Audi

RS 7
Sportback
(C8) OPF/GPF

2020

2022

470,33

EUR

DI-AU/CA/1/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

Skilfully handmade by the experienced workers in the Akrapovič carbon fibre department, this optional carbon fibre diffuser
shows off the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system to its full extent and is the perfect accompaniment to the stunning
carbon fibre tailpipes. The diffuser’s new design is fully tailored to the car’s lines, giving it a powerful presence.Fitment notice:
With Akrapovič diffuser, hands-free trunk-lid opening/closing sensor is not working.

Sports Coupe

Car

Audi

RS 7
Sportback
(C8) OPF/GPF

2020

2022

2524,28

EUR

DI-AU/CA/1/M

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser Matte

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

Skilfully handmade by the experienced workers in the Akrapovič carbon fibre department, this optional carbon fibre diffuser
shows off the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system to its full extent and is the perfect accompaniment to the stunning
carbon fibre tailpipes. The diffuser’s new design is fully tailored to the car’s lines, giving it a powerful presence.Fitment notice:
With Akrapovič diffuser, hands-free trunk-lid opening/closing sensor is not working.

Sports Coupe

Car

Audi

RS 7
Sportback
(C8) OPF/GPF

2020

2022

2202,8

EUR

DP/L-AU/SS/1

Downpipe / Link pipe set
(SS)

Downpipe / Link pipe set (SS) was tested and developed together with Evolution Line (Titanium) system. If the Evolution Line
exhaust system is combined with the Downpipe / Link pipe set (SS), the link pipe sets L-AU/SS/6 or L-AU/SS/8 are not
needed. When combined with the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system the addition of the optional stainless steel
Downpipe / Link pipe set (SS) will deliver a unique sound experience: from a low-down rumble to a strong mid-range V8
character and high frequency top end with the recognisable Akrapovič racing sound. The stainless steel downpipes, with
sporty 200 cpsi catalytic converters, are insulated to prevent overheating the surrounding parts, and the stainless steel link
pipes that have been developed to fit on Akrapovič downpipes feature custom made flex tubes and full insulation where they
connect to the downpipes.The fitting of this optional product will cancel ECE type approval for the Evolution Line (Titanium)
exhaust system and remapping the ECU is mandatory.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

Audi

RS 7
Sportback
(C8) OPF/GPF

2020

2022

5185,5

EUR

OP - Optional part

L-AU/SS/8

S-AU/TI/19H

Link Pipe Set (SS)

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

The Link pipe set (SS) L-AU/SS/8 is a mandatory product to the Evolution Line (Titanium) S-AU/TI/19H. The system is split
into two codes because of packaging requirements.If the Evolution Line exhaust system is combined with the Downpipe / Link
pipe set (SS), the link pipe set L-AU/SS/8 is not needed.

Sports Coupe

Car

Audi

RS 7
Sportback
(C8) OPF/GPF

2022

2022

1566

EUR

ECE Type Approval

Manufactured using high-grade lightweight titanium, the Evolution Line exhaust system features a specially designed layout
with one central and two side mufflers and a collector made from titanium, all leading from stainless steel link pipes with a
larger diameter compared to stock and custom-made flex tubes, fully insulated where they attach to the downpipes. A valve
on each side muffler controls the flow of gases and aids the fantastic sound produced by the system. Each valve has a
housing cast in Akrapovič’s in-house foundry, as does the complex active X-connection, which also features a valve for
controlling the exhaust pulses from both sides of the engine. The system is finished with unique carbon fibre/titanium
tailpipes – one on each side – with an eye-catching design that has never been used before, with the handmade dynamically
shaped carbon fibre outer sleeve perfectly aligned with the sandblasted and coated titanium inner, all giving a powerful and
sporty conclusion to this stunning exhaust system. Designed to supply a soundtrack that has been acoustically tuned to
perfection at every rev point to give an aural delight from the low-down rumble, through a strong mid-range and onto a high
frequency top end with distinctive feel of Akrapovič’s racing heritage, all added to the increased excitement where every
downshift is accompanied a sharp rumble. The system has been tuned to provide the occupants the comfort of driving like an
everyday commuter with no unwanted drone or excessive noise. Akrapovič has conducted tests on its in-house dyno with the
Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system, using an Audi RS 6 Avant (C8) with the stock Audi Sport exhaust system for
comparison, and a power gain of 15.7 hp (m) at 6150 rpm and a torque increase of 17.9 Nm at 6150 rpm were achieved under
controlled conditions and with a weight saving of over 20% against the stock system. This is an ECE compliant system that is
a serious performer in all areas. Further changes can be made with the addition of the optional Downpipe / Link pipe set (SS),
increased exhaust tuning, and the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit to control the valves in the exhaust and give greater flexibility
in the sound the exhaust produces. To give the Evolution Line (Titanium) an even greater visual impact, a handmade carbon
fibre diffuser in matte or glossy is available as an option to provide that special finish.The Link pipe set (SS) L-AU/SS/8 s a
mandatory product to the Evolution Line (Titanium) S-AU/TI/19H. The system is split into two codes because of packaging
requirements.If the Evolution Line exhaust system is combined with the Downpipe / Link pipe set (SS), the link pipe set LAU/SS/8 is not needed. In this case, the ECE type approval is not valid anymore, and remapping the ECU is mandatory when
it is fitted. With the installation of Akrapovič Sound Kit, ECE type approval for the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system is
not valid.ECE type approval is only valid for cars equipped with otto/gasoline particulate filter. This product does not fit on
2022 model year cars without otto/gasoline particulate filter.

Sports Coupe

Car

Audi

RS 7
Sportback
(C8) OPF/GPF

2022

2022

8040,06

EUR

ECE Type Approval

This beautifully formed exhaust has sound and performance running right through it. Constructed entirely from low-weight,
high-grade titanium, it features a central muffler flanked by two valves (the housings of both valves are cast at the in-house
Akrapovič foundry) and a link pipe set with an X-connection element. With unique sound patterns designed to offer maximum
enjoyment, the X-connection in the link pipe section gives the exhaust system a characteristic Akrapovič high-frequency
racing tone in the upper rev range, which is complemented by the deep and iconic Akrapovič rumble from low down in the rev
range, providing a distinctive V8 growl. There also is a comfort mode, with no unwanted noise or drone in the cabin. Finished
with eye-catching carbon-fibre / titanium tailpipes exiting on either side of the rear of the car, the exhaust also increases
power by 6.9 kW at 5,600 rpm and adds 17.2 Nm of torque at 2,500 rpm when tested on Akrapovič’s in-house dyno in back-toback runs with RS Q8 against the stock RS Sport exhaust system. It is a plug-and-play product, and due to its ECE type
approval there is no need to tune the ECU. An optional Akrapovič Sound Kit and Downpipe / Link pipe set (SS) is available to
upgrade the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust.With the installation of the Downpipe / Link pipe set (SS), ECE type approval
for the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system is not valid, and remapping the ECU is mandatory when it is fitted.With the
installation of Akrapovič Sound Kit, ECE type approval for the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system is not valid.ECE type
approval is only valid for cars equipped with gasoline particulate filter.

Suv

Car

Audi

RS Q8 (4M)

2020

2022

7753,5

EUR

S-AU/TI/20H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

P-HF1284

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Suv

Car

Audi

RS Q8 (4M)

2020

2022

470,33

EUR

P-HF1284

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Suv

Car

Audi

RS Q8 (4M) OPF/GPF

2020

2022

470,33

EUR

This beautifully formed exhaust has sound and performance running right through it. Constructed entirely from low-weight,
high-grade titanium, it features a central muffler flanked by two valves (the housings of both valves are cast at the in-house
Akrapovič foundry) and a link pipe set with an X-connection element. With unique sound patterns designed to offer maximum
enjoyment, the X-connection in the link pipe section gives the exhaust system a characteristic Akrapovič high-frequency
racing tone in the upper rev range, which is complemented by the deep and iconic Akrapovič rumble from low down in the rev
range, providing a distinctive V8 growl. There also is a comfort mode, with no unwanted noise or drone in the cabin. Finished
with eye-catching carbon-fibre / titanium tailpipes exiting on either side of the rear of the car, the exhaust also increases
power by 6.9 kW at 5,600 rpm and adds 17.2 Nm of torque at 2,500 rpm when tested on Akrapovič’s in-house dyno in back-toback runs with RS Q8 against the stock RS Sport exhaust system. It is a plug-and-play product, and due to its ECE type
approval there is no need to tune the ECU. An optional Akrapovič Sound Kit and Downpipe / Link pipe set (SS) is available to
upgrade the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust.With the installation of the Downpipe / Link pipe set (SS), ECE type approval
for the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system is not valid, and remapping the ECU is mandatory when it is fitted.With the
installation of Akrapovič Sound Kit, ECE type approval for the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system is not valid.ECE type
approval is only valid for cars equipped with gasoline particulate filter.

Suv

Car

Audi

RS Q8 (4M) OPF/GPF

2020

2022

7753,5

EUR

S-AU/TI/20H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

P-HF1369

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

Audi

S3 Sedan
(8Y)

2020

2022

400,53

EUR

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

This system is constructed using lightweight race-proven materials, titanium for the muffler and link pipe section, and carbon
fibre for two sets of newly designed, hand-crafted tailpipes, delivering a result that is over 41% lighter in comparison to the
standard stock system. The Evolution Line (Titanium) has been produced with a valve – which has a housing cast in
Akrapovič’s own foundry – fitted outside the muffler. This design feature with perfect gas flow allows the sound to be tailored
to deliver an Akrapovič aural effect. This creates a smooth, rich sound at normal cruising, with a deep and sporty tone when
driving the Audi S3 more dynamically. Power is increased by 4 kW (5.4 hp) at 4,350 rpm, with a torque gain of 8.8 Nm at
3,900 rpm. These figures were measured on the Akrapovič dyno when tested against an Audi S3 with a standard stock
exhaust. No remapping is required, giving it a plug-and-play capability, and an optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is also available
to offer the driver greater control over the superb tones produced by the system.The exhaust system is ECE type approved
for cars equipped with an Otto/gasoline particulate filter.

Sports Coupe

Car

Audi

S3 Sedan
(8Y)

2020

2022

4600,8

EUR

ECE Type Approval

This system is constructed using lightweight race-proven materials, titanium for the muffler and link pipe section, and carbon
fibre for two sets of newly designed, hand-crafted tailpipes, delivering a result that is over 41% lighter in comparison to the
standard stock system. The Evolution Line (Titanium) has been produced with a valve – which has a housing cast in
Akrapovič’s own foundry – fitted outside the muffler. This design feature with perfect gas flow allows the sound to be tailored
to deliver an Akrapovič aural effect. This creates a smooth, rich sound at normal cruising, with a deep and sporty tone when
driving the Audi S3 more dynamically. Power is increased by 4 kW (5.4 hp) at 4,350 rpm, with a torque gain of 8.8 Nm at
3,900 rpm. These figures were measured on the Akrapovič dyno when tested against an Audi S3 with a standard stock
exhaust. No remapping is required, giving it a plug-and-play capability, and an optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is also available
to offer the driver greater control over the superb tones produced by the system.The exhaust system is ECE type approved
for cars equipped with an Otto/gasoline particulate filter.

Sports Coupe

Car

Audi

S3 Sedan
(8Y) OPF/GPF

2020

2022

4600,8

EUR

S-AU/TI/18H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

ECE Type Approval

S-AU/TI/18H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

P-HF1369

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

Audi

S3 Sedan
(8Y) OPF/GPF

2020

2022

400,53

EUR

P-HF1369

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

Audi

S3
Sportback
(8Y)

2020

2022

400,53

EUR

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

This system is constructed using lightweight race-proven materials, titanium for the muffler and link pipe section, and carbon
fibre for two sets of newly designed, hand-crafted tailpipes, delivering a result that is over 41% lighter in comparison to the
standard stock system. The Evolution Line (Titanium) has been produced with a valve – which has a housing cast in
Akrapovič’s own foundry – fitted outside the muffler. This design feature with perfect gas flow allows the sound to be tailored
to deliver an Akrapovič aural effect. This creates a smooth, rich sound at normal cruising, with a deep and sporty tone when
driving the Audi S3 more dynamically. Power is increased by 4 kW (5.4 hp) at 4,350 rpm, with a torque gain of 8.8 Nm at
3,900 rpm. These figures were measured on the Akrapovič dyno when tested against an Audi S3 with a standard stock
exhaust. No remapping is required, giving it a plug-and-play capability, and an optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is also available
to offer the driver greater control over the superb tones produced by the system.The exhaust system is ECE type approved
for cars equipped with an Otto/gasoline particulate filter.

Hot Hatch

Car

Audi

S3
Sportback
(8Y)

2020

2022

4314,6

EUR

ECE Type Approval

This system is constructed using lightweight race-proven materials, titanium for the muffler and link pipe section, and carbon
fibre for two sets of newly designed, hand-crafted tailpipes, delivering a result that is over 41% lighter in comparison to the
standard stock system. The Evolution Line (Titanium) has been produced with a valve – which has a housing cast in
Akrapovič’s own foundry – fitted outside the muffler. This design feature with perfect gas flow allows the sound to be tailored
to deliver an Akrapovič aural effect. This creates a smooth, rich sound at normal cruising, with a deep and sporty tone when
driving the Audi S3 more dynamically. Power is increased by 4 kW (5.4 hp) at 4,350 rpm, with a torque gain of 8.8 Nm at
3,900 rpm. These figures were measured on the Akrapovič dyno when tested against an Audi S3 with a standard stock
exhaust. No remapping is required, giving it a plug-and-play capability, and an optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is also available
to offer the driver greater control over the superb tones produced by the system.The exhaust system is ECE type approved
for cars equipped with an Otto/gasoline particulate filter.

Hot Hatch

Car

Audi

S3
Sportback
(8Y) OPF/GPF

2020

2022

4314,6

EUR

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

Audi

S3
Sportback
(8Y) OPF/GPF

2020

2022

400,53

EUR

W/O Approval

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.Pictures are
symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

Audi

S5 Coupé
(8T)

2007

2011

987,97

EUR

ECE Type Approval

The Audi S range of cars features high-performance V8 engines that are a perfect match for the Akrapovič Evolution exhaust
systems.Styled and designed in-house by Akrapovič’s engineers, the Audi S range of Evolution exhausts include valves that
are steered through electric actuators designed to alter their position depending on the vehicle’s driving program and the
driver’s style. They can also be changed in the car’s individual program settings.The addition of an Evolution exhaust will
increase power and torque levels, while decreasing weight and adding the unique Akrapovič sound. Evolution exhausts give
the car a noticeably different character, with a deep sound at lower revs and a sportier note as the revs rise.With four,
superbly styled round carbon-fibre tailpipes, the Evolution system looks as good as it works on Audi S models.This cat-back
performance exhaust system leaves the stock catalytic converters in place, so there is no need to remap the ECU. Its easy-tofit instructions make installation a simple, plug-and play task.

Sports Coupe

Car

Audi

S6
Avant/Limou
sine (C7)

2013

2017

7635,91

EUR

Sports Coupe

Car

Audi

S7
Sportback
(C7)

2013

2017

7635,91

EUR

Hot Hatch

Car

BMW

1 Series M
Coupé (E82)

2011

2012

2244,76

EUR

S-AU/TI/17H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

S-AU/TI/17H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

P-HF1369

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

P-HF877

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

S-AU/TI/6H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

S-AU/TI/6H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

The Audi S range of cars features high-performance V8 engines that are a perfect match for the Akrapovič Evolution exhaust
systems.Styled and designed in-house by Akrapovič’s engineers, the Audi S range of Evolution exhausts include valves that
are steered through electric actuators designed to alter their position depending on the vehicle’s driving program and the
driver’s style. They can also be changed in the car’s individual program settings.The addition of an Evolution exhaust will
increase power and torque levels, while decreasing weight and adding the unique Akrapovič sound. Evolution exhausts give
the car a noticeably different character, with a deep sound at lower revs and a sportier note as the revs rise.With four,
superbly styled round carbon-fibre tailpipes, the Evolution system looks as good as it works on Audi S models.This cat-back
performance exhaust system leaves the stock catalytic converters in place, so there is no need to remap the ECU. Its easy-tofit instructions make installation a simple, plug-and play task.

M-BM/T/4H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

Utilizing a single muffler arrangement, the fully titanium Akrapovič Slip-On is designed to be modular. In its basic mode, all
exhaust gases flow through the muffler, giving you a deeper rumble of an exhaust note compared to stock without any drone.
However, the muffler system is built in such a way that by replacing a blocking plate with the optional Akrapovic sound kit
valve system the driver is able to noticeably increase the volume of the exhaust at the press of a button. Once activated, the
majority of the exhaust gases route through the muffler bypass outlets. Even when installed on an otherwise stock vehicle,
power gains are achieved and weight reduction realized. Complete the look with a set of four exquisite tailpipes in titanium or
carbon fibre.

ME-BM/T/3

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

Our Evolution performance exhaust system, made of our proprietary titanium, includes a muffler, link pipes, and resonators
that run from the stock down pipes back. These link pipes feature larger-than-stock-diameter tubing and cast titanium
flanges. The secondary catalytic convertors are removed, further decreasing back pressure and weight while at the same time
deepening the exhaust tone and increasing power output. For the ultimate in weight reduction, tuning potential, and
aggressive racing sound, we offer optional stainless steel catless down pipes. For hardcore enthusiasts. Select the optional
Akrapovic sound kit for adjustable sound. Complete the look with a set of four exquisite tailpipes in titanium or carbon
fibre.When installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional down pipes with sports catalytic converters or without catalytic converters,
which are developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU is mandatory. When installing Akrapovič aftermarket
exhaust system that was developed for use on closed tracks, we recommend remapping the ECU in order to prevent potential
»check engine light« warning signals. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

TP-CT/5

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

OP - Optional part

The tailpipes are the most visible part of the exhaust system, and that’s why we dedicate particular attention to them at
Akrapovič. In order to satisfy the most discriminating tastes, we’ve created handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes. To make our
tailpipes stand out from the rest even more, in addition to selecting the finest materials, we also made them larger.

Hot Hatch

Car

BMW

1 Series M
Coupé (E82)

2011

2012

1419,35

EUR

P-HF878

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.Pictures are
symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

1 Series M
Coupé (E82)

2011

2012

844,79

EUR

S-BME90/91/335

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

The next stage in revolutionizing the performance of the 335i, beyond the Slip-On option, is the Evolution exhaust systems.
These systems, which are made entirely of stainless steel or titanium, can save 12 kg or even a full 21 kg of weight,
depending on the material. That we made no compromises can be seen in additional power and torque, but it’s not all about
providing more peak power. There are also noticeable refinements to the entire rpm range and the power is delivered
homogeneously. Reducing back pressure brings about improvements in throttle and turbine response. Evolution performance
exhaust systems sound very sporty and reflect the formidable nature of the powerful six-pot engine. Complete the look with a
set of two exquisite tailpipes in titanium. Warning: Cannot fit with genuine trailer tow hitch. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

335i (E90,
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5170,49

EUR

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

335i (F30,
F31)
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2015

2557,67

EUR

W/O Approval

Hot Hatch

Car

BMW

1 Series M
Coupé (E82)

2011

2012

4826,82

EUR

MTP-BM/SS/1H

Evolution Line (SS)

EV - Evolution

EC Type Approval

Evolution exhaust systems for the BMW 335i are the result of the perfect integration of expertise, the best technology, and the
use of the finest materials. Made of austenitic stainless steel, these systems feature a newly developed layout with two central
mandatory link pipes replacing the single stock pipe, a new muffler design, and carbon fibre tailpipes. This sporty elegance
makes this Bavarian machine stand out from the rest and offers the taste of a more powerful version, accentuated with the
additional power gains and weight losses of the Evolution performance exhaust system. The dual-mode ECU-controlled valve
exhaust from Akrapovič offers stock-level sound at normal cruising, and a joyful deep sporty note when driving the 335i more
dynamically. The Evolution systems replace the stock exhaust from the catalytic converters back.Mountable for:335i
Limousine (F30)335i xDrive Limousine (F30)335i Touring (F31)335i xDrive Touring (F31)ActiveHybrid 3

E-BM/SS/1

Evolution Link pipe set (SS)

OP - Optional part

EC Type Approval

Made of austenitic stainless steel, these set feature a newly developed layout with two central link pipes replacing the single
stock pipe.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

335i (F30,
F31)

2012

2015

743,86

EUR

WM-BM/CA/1/M

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- Matte

XX - Other

W/O Approval

To set off the car to its visual best, these side mirror caps are available from Akrapovič for the first time on any vehicle. Made
from beautifully hand-crafted carbon fibre in a matt or high-gloss finish, these exquisite products are designed to emphasise
the sporty lines of the M2 and complement the other external options, including the rear diffuser and tailpipes.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

340i (F30,
F31)

2016

2019

535,82

EUR

WM-BM/CA/1/G

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- High Gloss

XX - Other

W/O Approval

To set off the car to its visual best, these side mirror caps are available from Akrapovič for the first time on any vehicle. Made
from beautifully hand-crafted carbon fibre in a matt or high-gloss finish, these exquisite products are designed to emphasise
the sporty lines of the M2 and complement the other external options, including the rear diffuser and tailpipes.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

340i (F30,
F31)

2016

2019

654,89

EUR

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

340i (F30,
F31)

2016

2019

2599,8

EUR

MTP-BM/SS/2H

Evolution Line (SS)

EV - Evolution

EC Type Approval

Evolution exhaust systems for the BMW 340i are the result of the perfect integration of expertise, the best technology, and the
use of the finest materials. Made of austenitic stainless steel, these systems feature a layout with two central mandatory link
pipes replacing the single stock pipe. The system is finished with carbon fibre tailpipes. This sporty elegance makes this
Bavarian machine stand out from the rest and offers the taste of a more powerful version, accentuated with the additional
power gains and weight losses of the Evolution performance exhaust system. The dual-mode ECU-controlled valve exhaust
from Akrapovič offers stock-level sound at normal cruising, and a joyful deep sporty note when driving the 340i more
dynamically. The Evolution systems replace the stock exhaust from the catalytic converters back.Please be aware that both
part numbers: MTP-BM/SS/2H and E-BM/SS/2 have to be ordered! The system is splitted in 2 codes only because of
packaging issues.Fittment notice:This system does not fit on vehicles equipped with Otto particulate filter (OPF).

E-BM/SS/2

Evolution Link pipe set (SS)

EV - Evolution

EC Type Approval

Made of austenitic stainless steel, these set feature a newly developed layout with two central link pipes replacing the single
stock pipe.Please be aware that both part numbers: MTP-BM/SS/2H and E-BM/SS/2 have to be ordered! The system is
splitted in 2 codes only because of packaging issues.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

340i (F30,
F31)

2016

2019

755,72

EUR

OP - Optional part

Downpipe w Cat (SS) was tested and developed together with Evolution Line (Titanium) system.The high-flow downpipe is
constructed using high-quality stainless steel and, once fitted to the Evolution Line exhaust, it creates a complete system
from the manifold to the tailpipes that will further enhance the performance figures: both the torque and power outputs. It
incorporates a sporty catalytic converter. This optional downpipe produces an enhanced sound that delivers a pure racing
emotion and fantastic feedback at high revs, without unwanted drone, making it suitable for everyday use.When installing the
Akrapovič downpipe, remapping the ECU is mandatory in order to prevent potential “check engine light” warning
signals.Downpipe is optional product to the following evolution systems:BMW M140i: Evolution Line (SS) - MTP-BM/SS/3H +
E-BM/SS/3 BMW M240i: Evolution Line (SS) - MTP-BM/SS/4H + E-BM/SS/3BMW 340i /440i: Evolution Line (SS) - MTPBM/SS/2H + E-BM/SS/2THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

340i (F30,
F31)

2016

2019

2202,8

EUR

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

340i (F30,
F31) OPF/GPF

2018

2019

2202,8

EUR

DP-BM/SS/5/H

Downpipe w Cat (SS)

DP-BM/SS/5/H

Downpipe w Cat (SS)

OP - Optional part

Downpipe w Cat (SS) was tested and developed together with Evolution Line (Titanium) system.The high-flow downpipe is
constructed using high-quality stainless steel and, once fitted to the Evolution Line exhaust, it creates a complete system
from the manifold to the tailpipes that will further enhance the performance figures: both the torque and power outputs. It
incorporates a sporty catalytic converter. This optional downpipe produces an enhanced sound that delivers a pure racing
emotion and fantastic feedback at high revs, without unwanted drone, making it suitable for everyday use.When installing the
Akrapovič downpipe, remapping the ECU is mandatory in order to prevent potential “check engine light” warning
signals.Downpipe is optional product to the following Evolution systems:BMW M140i with OPF/GPF: Slip-On Line (Titanium)
+ Evolution Link pipe (SS) - S-BM/T/5H + E-BM/SS/4BMW 340i /440i with OPF/GPF: Slip-On Line (Titanium) + Evolution Link
pipe (SS) - S-BM/T/6H + E-BM/SS/5THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

P-HF1179

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.With the use
of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

340i (F30,
F31) OPF/GPF

2018

2019

468,47

EUR

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

340i (F30,
F31) OPF/GPF

2018

2019

2899,98

EUR

S-BM/T/6H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

The Slip-On exhaust system for the BMW 340i/440i is the result of the perfect integration of expertise, the best technology,
and the use of the finest materials. It is made entirely of titanium and finished with two sets of newly designed handcrafted
carbon-fibre tailpipes. This sporty elegance makes this Bavarian machine stand out from the rest and offers the taste of a
more powerful vehicle, accentuated with the additional power gains and weight losses of the Slip-On exhaust system. The
dual-mode ECU-controlled valve exhaust from Akrapovič offers a smooth, rich sound at normal cruising, and a deep, sporty,
almost aggressive note when driving the 340i/440i more dynamically. It features a newly developed acoustic reflector
(http://www.akrapovic.com/en/page/Akrapovic-Adjustable-Acoustic-Reflector) before the tail pipe that drivers can manually
adjust if they wish to boost the sound in the cabin and enhance the joy of the driving experience.The system is a simple plugand-play operation to fit, and it has been designed to meet ECE type approval. The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is also
available.For installing the slip-on system, the stock exhaust system has to be cut. Please read the instructions carefully
before the start of the installation.Fitment notices:Exhaust fits also on vehicles with X-drive. Slip-on Line (Titanium) can be
used with BMW tow bar. Slip-on system does not fit on cars equipped with diffuser by M Performance.

WM-BM/CA/1/G

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- High Gloss

XX - Other

W/O Approval

To set off the car to its visual best, these side mirror caps are available from Akrapovič for the first time on any vehicle. Made
from beautifully hand-crafted carbon fibre in a matt or high-gloss finish, these exquisite products are designed to emphasise
the sporty lines of the M2 and complement the other external options, including the rear diffuser and tailpipes.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

340i (F30,
F31) OPF/GPF

2018

2019

654,89

EUR

WM-BM/CA/1/M

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- Matte

XX - Other

W/O Approval

To set off the car to its visual best, these side mirror caps are available from Akrapovič for the first time on any vehicle. Made
from beautifully hand-crafted carbon fibre in a matt or high-gloss finish, these exquisite products are designed to emphasise
the sporty lines of the M2 and complement the other external options, including the rear diffuser and tailpipes.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

340i (F30,
F31) OPF/GPF

2018

2019

535,82

EUR

E-BM/SS/1

Evolution Link pipe set (SS)

OP - Optional part

EC Type Approval

Made of austenitic stainless steel, these set feature a newly developed layout with two central link pipes replacing the single
stock pipe.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

435i (F32)

2013

2015

743,86

EUR

MTP-BM/SS/1H

Evolution Line (SS)

EV - Evolution

EC Type Approval

Evolution exhaust systems for the BMW 435i are the result of the perfect integration of expertise, the best technology, and the
use of the finest materials. Made of austenitic stainless steel, these systems feature a newly developed layout with two central
link pipes replacing the single stock pipe, a new muffler design, and carbon fibre tailpipes. This sporty elegance makes this
Bavarian machine stand out from the rest and offers the taste of a more powerful version, accentuated with the additional
power gains and weight losses of the Evolution performance exhaust system. The dual-mode ECU-controlled valve exhaust
from Akrapovič offers stock-level sound at normal cruising, and a joyful deep sporty note when driving the 435i more
dynamically. The Evolution systems replace the stock exhaust from the catalytic converters back.Mountable for:435i Coupe
(F32)435i xDrive Coupe (F32)435i Gran Coupe (F36)435i Cabrio (F33)435i xDrive Cabrio (F33)ActiveHybrid 3

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

435i (F32)

2013

2015

2557,67

EUR

WM-BM/CA/1/M

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- Matte

XX - Other

W/O Approval

To set off the car to its visual best, these side mirror caps are available from Akrapovič for the first time on any vehicle. Made
from beautifully hand-crafted carbon fibre in a matt or high-gloss finish, these exquisite products are designed to emphasise
the sporty lines of the M2 and complement the other external options, including the rear diffuser and tailpipes.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

440i (F32,
F33, F36)

2016

2020

535,82

EUR

WM-BM/CA/1/G

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- High Gloss

XX - Other

W/O Approval

To set off the car to its visual best, these side mirror caps are available from Akrapovič for the first time on any vehicle. Made
from beautifully hand-crafted carbon fibre in a matt or high-gloss finish, these exquisite products are designed to emphasise
the sporty lines of the M2 and complement the other external options, including the rear diffuser and tailpipes.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

440i (F32,
F33, F36)

2016

2020

654,89

EUR

E-BM/SS/2

Evolution Link pipe set (SS)

EV - Evolution

EC Type Approval

Made of austenitic stainless steel, these set feature a newly developed layout with two central link pipes replacing the single
stock pipe.Please be aware that both part numbers: MTP-BM/SS/2H and E-BM/SS/2 have to be ordered! The system is
splitted in 2 codes only because of packaging issues.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

440i (F32,
F33, F36)

2016

2020

755,72

EUR

EC Type Approval

Evolution exhaust systems for the BMW 440i are the result of the perfect integration of expertise, the best technology, and the
use of the finest materials. Made of austenitic stainless steel, these systems feature a layout with two central mandatory link
pipes replacing the single stock pipe. The system is finished with carbon fibre tailpipes. This sporty elegance makes this
Bavarian machine stand out from the rest and offers the taste of a more powerful version, accentuated with the additional
power gains and weight losses of the Evolution performance exhaust system. The dual-mode ECU-controlled valve exhaust
from Akrapovič offers stock-level sound at normal cruising, and a joyful deep sporty note when driving the 440i more
dynamically. The Evolution systems replace the stock exhaust from the catalytic converters back.Please be aware that both
part numbers: MTP-BM/SS/2H and E-BM/SS/2 have to be ordered! The system is splitted in 2 codes only because of
packaging issues.Fittment notice:This system does not fit on vehicles equipped with Otto particulate filter (OPF). The system
fits on F32 Coupé and F33 (Cabrio) X-drive models. It does not fit on F36 Gran Coupe X-drive model.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

440i (F32,
F33, F36)

2016

2020

2599,8

EUR

MTP-BM/SS/2H

Evolution Line (SS) 440i

EV - Evolution

DP-BM/SS/5/H

Downpipe w Cat (SS)

OP - Optional part

Downpipe w Cat (SS) was tested and developed together with Evolution Line (Titanium) system.The high-flow downpipe is
constructed using high-quality stainless steel and, once fitted to the Evolution Line exhaust, it creates a complete system
from the manifold to the tailpipes that will further enhance the performance figures: both the torque and power outputs. It
incorporates a sporty catalytic converter. This optional downpipe produces an enhanced sound that delivers a pure racing
emotion and fantastic feedback at high revs, without unwanted drone, making it suitable for everyday use.When installing the
Akrapovič downpipe, remapping the ECU is mandatory in order to prevent potential “check engine light” warning
signals.Downpipe is optional product to the following evolution systems:BMW M140i: Evolution Line (SS) - MTP-BM/SS/3H +
E-BM/SS/3 BMW M240i: Evolution Line (SS) - MTP-BM/SS/4H + E-BM/SS/3BMW 340i /440i: Evolution Line (SS) - MTPBM/SS/2H + E-BM/SS/2THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

440i (F32,
F33, F36)

2016

2020

2202,8

EUR

The Slip-On exhaust system for the BMW 340i/440i is the result of the perfect integration of expertise, the best technology,
and the use of the finest materials. It is made entirely of titanium and finished with two sets of newly designed handcrafted
carbon-fibre tailpipes. This sporty elegance makes this Bavarian machine stand out from the rest and offers the taste of a
more powerful vehicle, accentuated with the additional power gains and weight losses of the Slip-On exhaust system. The
dual-mode ECU-controlled valve exhaust from Akrapovič offers a smooth, rich sound at normal cruising, and a deep, sporty,
almost aggressive note when driving the 340i/440i more dynamically. It features a newly developed acoustic reflector
(http://www.akrapovic.com/en/page/Akrapovic-Adjustable-Acoustic-Reflector) before the tail pipe that drivers can manually
adjust if they wish to boost the sound in the cabin and enhance the joy of the driving experience.The system is a simple plugand-play operation to fit, and it has been designed to meet ECE type approval. The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is also
available.For installing the slip-on system, the stock exhaust system has to be cut. Please read the instructions carefully
before the start of the installation.Fitment notices:Exhaust fits also on vehicles with X-drive. Slip-on Line (Titanium) can be
used with BMW tow bar. Slip-on system does not fit on cars equipped with diffuser by M Performance.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

440i (F32,
F33, F36) OPF/GPF

2018

2020

2899,98

EUR

S-BM/T/6H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

P-HF1179

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.With the use
of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

440i (F32,
F33, F36) OPF/GPF

2018

2020

468,47

EUR

Downpipe w Cat (SS) was tested and developed together with Evolution Line (Titanium) system.The high-flow downpipe is
constructed using high-quality stainless steel and, once fitted to the Evolution Line exhaust, it creates a complete system
from the manifold to the tailpipes that will further enhance the performance figures: both the torque and power outputs. It
incorporates a sporty catalytic converter. This optional downpipe produces an enhanced sound that delivers a pure racing
emotion and fantastic feedback at high revs, without unwanted drone, making it suitable for everyday use.When installing the
Akrapovič downpipe, remapping the ECU is mandatory in order to prevent potential “check engine light” warning
signals.Downpipe is optional product to the following Evolution systems:BMW M140i with OPF/GPF: Slip-On Line (Titanium)
+ Evolution Link pipe (SS) - S-BM/T/5H + E-BM/SS/4BMW 340i /440i with OPF/GPF: Slip-On Line (Titanium) + Evolution Link
pipe (SS) - S-BM/T/6H + E-BM/SS/5THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

440i (F32,
F33, F36) OPF/GPF

2018

2020

2202,8

EUR

DP-BM/SS/5/H

Downpipe w Cat (SS)

OP - Optional part

WM-BM/CA/1/G

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- High Gloss

XX - Other

W/O Approval

To set off the car to its visual best, these side mirror caps are available from Akrapovič for the first time on any vehicle. Made
from beautifully hand-crafted carbon fibre in a matt or high-gloss finish, these exquisite products are designed to emphasise
the sporty lines of the M2 and complement the other external options, including the rear diffuser and tailpipes.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

440i (F32,
F33, F36) OPF/GPF

2018

2020

654,89

EUR

WM-BM/CA/1/M

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- Matte

XX - Other

W/O Approval

To set off the car to its visual best, these side mirror caps are available from Akrapovič for the first time on any vehicle. Made
from beautifully hand-crafted carbon fibre in a matt or high-gloss finish, these exquisite products are designed to emphasise
the sporty lines of the M2 and complement the other external options, including the rear diffuser and tailpipes.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

440i (F32,
F33, F36) OPF/GPF

2018

2020

535,82

EUR

ECE Type Approval

Beautifully crafted from high-grade titanium, this lightweight exhaust system is finished with eye-catching carbon-fibre
tailpipes and is a full-on sensory delight. The exhaust valve – with its housing cast in the in-house foundry – gives the
exhaust a rich sound with an emphasis on high frequencies, especially when shifting through the gears, all allied to a deep
tone that enhances the car’s engine without any discomfort or drone for the occupants. A specially engineered Y-split
reduces the flow noise without any compromise to the pressure pulse distribution, thus offering a strong sound and optimal
flow path. The use of lightweight materials and a different configuration reduces the overall weight of the exhaust by 9.4 kg, a
saving of 55.6% on the stock version. The design and construction of the exhaust optimize the power and torque levels
throughout the rev range, with performance increased by 3.3 kW (4.5 hp) at 5,350 rpm and torque up by 5.9 Nm at 5,300
rpm. This was achieved during in-house tests with back-to-back runs on the Akrapovič dyno against a BMW M135i using a
standard stock exhaust. For a further upgrade of the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system, an optional Evolution Link pipe
set (SS) is available.The exhaust system is ECE type approved for cars equipped with an Otto/gasoline particulate filter.The
exhaust system can be fitted on the BMW M135i XDrive 2020 model.To install the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system,
the stock exhaust system must be cut; please read the instructions carefully before the start of the installation.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M135i (F40)

2020

2022

3581,9

EUR

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M135i (F40)

2020

2022

333,68

EUR

S-BM/T/15H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

E-BM/SS/6

Evolution Link pipe set (SS)

OP - Optional part

The Evolution Link pipe set (SS) was tested and developed together with the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system to
provide an ideal upgrade and greater exhaust tuning potential. The use of this configuration is designed for the racetrack and
will offer a sporty sound and higher performance. With the elimination of the OPF, the sound levels and frequency content
are emphasized, providing an increased sound, leading to an exhilarating tone with crackling and burbling as an enjoyable
and addictive aural assault on over-run and when downshifting through gears. The change in performance is a noticeable
factor: compared in back-to-back runs on the Akrapovič dyno against a BMW M135i using a standard stock exhaust, there a
5.1 kW (6.9 hp) increase in power at 4,250 rpm and 11.5 Nm of torque is added at 4,250 rpm.When installing the Evolution
Link pipe set (SS), which is developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping of the ECU is mandatory to prevent potential
“check engine light” warning signals.Fitment notice: This product can only be installed on vehicles with the V-clamp
connection between the stock downpipe and link pipe. For further information, please read the installation instructions
below.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

P-HF1312

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M135i (F40)

2020

2022

420,55

EUR

P-HF1312

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M135i (F40) OPF/GPF

2020

2020

420,55

EUR

OP - Optional part

The Evolution Link pipe set (SS) was tested and developed together with the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system to
provide an ideal upgrade and greater exhaust tuning potential. The use of this configuration is designed for the racetrack and
will offer a sporty sound and higher performance. With the elimination of the OPF, the sound levels and frequency content
are emphasized, providing an increased sound, leading to an exhilarating tone with crackling and burbling as an enjoyable
and addictive aural assault on over-run and when downshifting through gears. The change in performance is a noticeable
factor: compared in back-to-back runs on the Akrapovič dyno against a BMW M135i using a standard stock exhaust, there a
5.1 kW (6.9 hp) increase in power at 4,250 rpm and 11.5 Nm of torque is added at 4,250 rpm.When installing the Evolution
Link pipe set (SS), which is developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping of the ECU is mandatory to prevent potential
“check engine light” warning signals.Fitment notice: This product can only be installed on vehicles with the V-clamp
connection between the stock downpipe and link pipe. For further information, please read the installation instructions
below.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M135i (F40) OPF/GPF

2020

2020

333,68

EUR

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M135i (F40) OPF/GPF

2020

2020

3581,9

EUR

E-BM/SS/6

Evolution Link pipe set (SS)

S-BM/T/15H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

Beautifully crafted from high-grade titanium, this lightweight exhaust system is finished with eye-catching carbon-fibre
tailpipes and is a full-on sensory delight. The exhaust valve – with its housing cast in the in-house foundry – gives the
exhaust a rich sound with an emphasis on high frequencies, especially when shifting through the gears, all allied to a deep
tone that enhances the car’s engine without any discomfort or drone for the occupants. A specially engineered Y-split
reduces the flow noise without any compromise to the pressure pulse distribution, thus offering a strong sound and optimal
flow path. The use of lightweight materials and a different configuration reduces the overall weight of the exhaust by 9.4 kg, a
saving of 55.6% on the stock version. The design and construction of the exhaust optimize the power and torque levels
throughout the rev range, with performance increased by 3.3 kW (4.5 hp) at 5,350 rpm and torque up by 5.9 Nm at 5,300
rpm. This was achieved during in-house tests with back-to-back runs on the Akrapovič dyno against a BMW M135i using a
standard stock exhaust. For a further upgrade of the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system, an optional Evolution Link pipe
set (SS) is available.The exhaust system is ECE type approved for cars equipped with an Otto/gasoline particulate filter.The
exhaust system can be fitted on the BMW M135i XDrive 2020 model.To install the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system,
the stock exhaust system must be cut; please read the instructions carefully before the start of the installation.

WM-BM/CA/1/M

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- Matte

XX - Other

W/O Approval

To set off the car to its visual best, these side mirror caps are available from Akrapovič for the first time on any vehicle. Made
from beautifully hand-crafted carbon fibre in a matt or high-gloss finish, these exquisite products are designed to emphasise
the sporty lines of the M2 and complement the other external options, including the rear diffuser and tailpipes.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M140i (F20,
F21)

2016

2019

535,82

EUR

WM-BM/CA/1/G

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- High Gloss

XX - Other

W/O Approval

To set off the car to its visual best, these side mirror caps are available from Akrapovič for the first time on any vehicle. Made
from beautifully hand-crafted carbon fibre in a matt or high-gloss finish, these exquisite products are designed to emphasise
the sporty lines of the M2 and complement the other external options, including the rear diffuser and tailpipes.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M140i (F20,
F21)

2016

2019

654,89

EUR

E-BM/SS/3

Evolution Link pipe set (SS)

EV - Evolution

EC Type Approval

Made of austenitic stainless steel, these set feature a newly developed layout with two central link pipes replacing the single
stock pipe.Please be aware that part numbers for evolution systems MTP-BM/SS/3H (for M140i) or MTP-BM/SS/4H (for M240i)
have to be ordered together with E-BM/SS/3. Both systems are splitted in 2 codes only because of packaging issues.

Hot Hatch

Car

BMW

M140i (F20,
F21)

2016

2019

705,28

EUR

EC Type Approval

The Evolution Line system will take the BMW M140i to the next level of exhaust and performance tuning. Designed to
increase power and torque while also reducing weight, this perfectly sculpted system is constructed from high-quality
austenitic stainless steel and finished with hand-crafted carbon-fibre tailpipes. For the best flow of exhaust gases from the
engine, the system features an arrangement of two central link pipes, which replace the single stock-pipe design. Sound is
enhanced through the use of a dual-mode ECU-controlled valve, which delivers a stock-level tone at normal cruising and an
exciting deep sporty note as the driving gets more spirited. It is fully EC compliant and features simple plug-and-play
installation for ease of use.Please be aware that both part numbers: MTP-BM/SS/3H and E-BM/SS/3 have to be ordered! The
system is splitted in 2 codes only because of packaging issues.Fittment notice: Exhaust fits also on vehicles with X-drive.This
system does not fit on vehicles equipped with Otto particulate filter (OPF).

Hot Hatch

Car

BMW

M140i (F20,
F21)

2016

2019

2451,28

EUR

OP - Optional part

Downpipe w Cat (SS) was tested and developed together with Evolution Line (Titanium) system.The high-flow downpipe is
constructed using high-quality stainless steel and, once fitted to the Evolution Line exhaust, it creates a complete system
from the manifold to the tailpipes that will further enhance the performance figures: both the torque and power outputs. It
incorporates a sporty catalytic converter. This optional downpipe produces an enhanced sound that delivers a pure racing
emotion and fantastic feedback at high revs, without unwanted drone, making it suitable for everyday use.When installing the
Akrapovič downpipe, remapping the ECU is mandatory in order to prevent potential “check engine light” warning
signals.Downpipe is optional product to the following evolution systems:BMW M140i: Evolution Line (SS) - MTP-BM/SS/3H +
E-BM/SS/3 BMW M240i: Evolution Line (SS) - MTP-BM/SS/4H + E-BM/SS/3BMW 340i /440i: Evolution Line (SS) - MTPBM/SS/2H + E-BM/SS/2THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M140i (F20,
F21)

2016

2019

2202,8

EUR

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M140i (F20,
F21) OPF/GPF

2018

2019

2202,8

EUR

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M140i (F20,
F21) OPF/GPF

2018

2019

468,47

EUR

MTP-BM/SS/3H

DP-BM/SS/5/H

Evolution Line (SS)

Downpipe w Cat (SS)

EV - Evolution

DP-BM/SS/5/H

Downpipe w Cat (SS)

OP - Optional part

Downpipe w Cat (SS) was tested and developed together with Evolution Line (Titanium) system.The high-flow downpipe is
constructed using high-quality stainless steel and, once fitted to the Evolution Line exhaust, it creates a complete system
from the manifold to the tailpipes that will further enhance the performance figures: both the torque and power outputs. It
incorporates a sporty catalytic converter. This optional downpipe produces an enhanced sound that delivers a pure racing
emotion and fantastic feedback at high revs, without unwanted drone, making it suitable for everyday use.When installing the
Akrapovič downpipe, remapping the ECU is mandatory in order to prevent potential “check engine light” warning
signals.Downpipe is optional product to the following Evolution systems:BMW M140i with OPF/GPF: Slip-On Line (Titanium)
+ Evolution Link pipe (SS) - S-BM/T/5H + E-BM/SS/4BMW 340i /440i with OPF/GPF: Slip-On Line (Titanium) + Evolution Link
pipe (SS) - S-BM/T/6H + E-BM/SS/5THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

P-HF1185

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.With the use
of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer valid.Pictures are symbolic.

S-BM/T/5H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

The Slip-On exhaust system for the BMW M140i is the result of the perfect integration of expertise, the best technology, and
the use of the finest materials. It is made entirely of titanium and finished with two sets of newly designed handcrafted carbonfibre tailpipes. This sporty elegance makes this Bavarian machine stand out from the rest and offers the taste of a more
powerful vehicle, accentuated with the additional power gains and weight losses of the Slip-On exhaust system. The dualmode ECU-controlled valve exhaust from Akrapovič offers a smooth, rich sound at normal cruising, and a deep, sporty,
almost aggressive note when driving the M140i more dynamically. It features a newly developed acoustic reflector
(http://www.akrapovic.com/en/page/Akrapovic-Adjustable-Acoustic-Reflector) before the tail pipe that drivers can manually
adjust if they wish to boost the sound in the cabin and enhance the joy of the driving experience.The system is a simple plugand-play operation to fit, and it has been designed to meet ECE type approval. The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is also
available.For installing the slip-on system, the stock exhaust system has to be cut. Please read the instructions carefully
before the start of the installation.Fitment notices:Exhaust fits also on vehicles with X-drive. Slip-on Line (Titanium) can be
used with BMW tow bar. Slip-on system does not fit on cars equipped with diffuser by M Performance.

WM-BM/CA/1/G

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- High Gloss

XX - Other

W/O Approval

To set off the car to its visual best, these side mirror caps are available from Akrapovič for the first time on any vehicle. Made
from beautifully hand-crafted carbon fibre in a matt or high-gloss finish, these exquisite products are designed to emphasise
the sporty lines of the M2 and complement the other external options, including the rear diffuser and tailpipes.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M140i (F20,
F21) OPF/GPF

2018

2019

654,89

EUR

WM-BM/CA/1/M

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- Matte

XX - Other

W/O Approval

To set off the car to its visual best, these side mirror caps are available from Akrapovič for the first time on any vehicle. Made
from beautifully hand-crafted carbon fibre in a matt or high-gloss finish, these exquisite products are designed to emphasise
the sporty lines of the M2 and complement the other external options, including the rear diffuser and tailpipes.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M140i (F20,
F21) OPF/GPF

2018

2019

535,82

EUR

WM-BM/CA/1/M

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- Matte

XX - Other

W/O Approval

To set off the car to its visual best, these side mirror caps are available from Akrapovič for the first time on any vehicle. Made
from beautifully hand-crafted carbon fibre in a matt or high-gloss finish, these exquisite products are designed to emphasise
the sporty lines of the M2 and complement the other external options, including the rear diffuser and tailpipes.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2 (F87)

2016

2017

535,82

EUR

WM-BM/CA/1/G

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- High Gloss

XX - Other

W/O Approval

To set off the car to its visual best, these side mirror caps are available from Akrapovič for the first time on any vehicle. Made
from beautifully hand-crafted carbon fibre in a matt or high-gloss finish, these exquisite products are designed to emphasise
the sporty lines of the M2 and complement the other external options, including the rear diffuser and tailpipes.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2 (F87)

2016

2017

654,89

EUR

ECE Type Approval

Made from ultra-lightweight high-grade titanium, which will lower the overall weight of the car and improve handling. This
perfectly finished ECE-approved system has been tuned to get the most from the TwinPower Turbo six-cylinder engine of the
M2 and is designed to deliver more power all the way across the rev range. This new system features two separate tubes
from the downpipe to the muffler – unlike the car’s original single-tube configuration. It is perfectly routed and shaped to
provide optimum gas flow from the M2’s stunning engine and deliver a noticeable performance increase. The sound has also
been enhanced by Akrapovič’s engineers; the unique external sound is higher in pitch, giving a true racing feel in the upper
rpm range. The Evolution Line is perfect for everyday use, with low-rpm driving smooth and refined, but still showing the true
potential of the system – and, when higher revs are hit and the valves are permanently open, the sound has an addictive
racing tone. A simple plug-and-play system offers a superb addition to improve the performance of the BMW M2. Carbonfibre tailpipes give an added look to the rear of the M2, to display its sporting potential. Performance can be further increased
with the addition of the optional downpipes, which can be purchased with or without cats. To set off the system to its visual
best, optional parts are also available.Fittment notice:This system does not fit on vehicles equipped with Otto particulate filter
(OPF).

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2 (F87)

2016

2017

6175,86

EUR

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M140i (F20,
F21) OPF/GPF

2018

2019

2730,11

EUR

ME-BM/T/8H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

DP-BM/SS/4/H

Downpipe w Cat (SS)

OP - Optional part

Downpipe w Cat (SS) was tested and developed together with Evolution Line (Titanium) system.Made from high-quality
stainless steel and fitted with a sporty catalytic converter, no remapping is needed for this performance upgrade. The highflow downpipe produces an enhanced sound that delivers a pure racing emotion and fantastic feedback at high revs, without
any unwanted drone.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2 (F87)

2016

2017

2321,87

EUR

DP-BM/SS/4

Downpipe w/o Cat (SS)

OP - Optional part

Downpipe w Cat (SS) was tested and developed together with Evolution Line (Titanium) system. The next step in the exhausttuning process is the addition of a stainless-steel downpipe without a catalytic converter. This will provide the best sound
optimisation and increase the performance of the car. Designed primarily for track use, the ECU will need to be remapped
when this downpipe is fitted to the Evolution Line exhaust system.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2 (F87)

2016

2017

1202,36

EUR

DI-BM/CA/3/M

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser Matte

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the M2 a more aggressive and sporty feel. It
shows off the tailpipes to their full extent and is a perfect accompaniment to the side mirror caps.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2 (F87)

2016

2017

1202,36

EUR

DI-BM/CA/3/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the M2 a more aggressive and sporty feel. It
shows off the tailpipes to their full extent and is a perfect accompaniment to the side mirror caps.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2 (F87)

2016

2017

1396,69

EUR

P-HF977

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The sound of the superb Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system can be further controlled by adding the optional Akrapovič
Sound Kit. This easy-to-install option makes possible louder or quieter settings of the Evolution Line. It has a special program
for valve management (in quiet and loud mode) that is different from the stock version and controls the valves according to
rpm, gear, and car mode.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2 (F87)

2016

2017

544,11

EUR

P-HF1177

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.Akrapovič
Sound Kit P-HF1177 is developed for use with Slip-On Line (Titanium) only. If upgrading the slip-on system with evolution link
pipe, specially developed Akrapovič Sound Kit is already included within the evolution link pipe set.With the use of the
optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2
Competition
(F87N)

2018

2020

679,84

EUR

DP-BM/SS/3

Downpipe (SS)

OP - Optional part

Downpipe (SS) was tested and developed together with Evolution Line (Titanium) system.For the ultimate in weight reduction,
tuning potential, and racing sound, Akrapovič offers stainless steel, cat-less downpipes to make the BMW an even more
powerful machine. This setup is intended for dedicated track-day cars and enthusiasts, and it will also add to the overall
experience of what’s already a stunning performance car for any discerning driver. Delivering great sound, without creating
unwanted cabin noise, these beautifully-crafted downpipes offer an upgrade to Akrapovič’s Evolution exhaust system.When
installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional down pipes , which are developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU
is mandatory, in order to prevent potential »check engine light« warning signals.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2
Competition
(F87N)

2018

2020

1451,88

EUR

DI-BM/CA/3/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the M2 Competition a more aggressive and
sporty feel. It shows off the tailpipes to their full extent and is a perfect accompaniment to the side mirror caps.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2
Competition
(F87N)

2018

2020

1396,69

EUR

DI-BM/CA/3/M

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser Matte

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the M2 Competition a more aggressive and
sporty feel. It shows off the tailpipes to their full extent and is a perfect accompaniment to the side mirror caps.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2
Competition
(F87N)

2018

2020

1202,36

EUR

OP - Optional part

Evolution Link Pipe Set (Titanium) was tested and developed together with Slip-On Line (Titanium). The system was
developed on BMW M2 Competition (F87N) equipped with OPF/GPF, however it fits both versions (OPF and non OPF).The
Evolution link pipe set upgrades the Slip-On system to the Evolution system, which consists of a slip-on rear muffler and
larger Evolution link pipe tubes with a middle muffler, all designed to make the performance and workmanship of the
complete system as perfect as it looks. It is crafted entirely from titanium. The whole system is designed to provide the
smoothest flow. The power and torque gains of the M2 Competition with the combination of the Slip-On Line system and
Evolution link pipe set are guaranteed. In-depth engineering has produced a unique sound profile, distinctly different from the
stock system, yielding a deep and sporty sound with no unwanted overtones or drone and an almost racing sound, as well as
a significant change to the sound with the valves in the open or closed positions.The control kit to optimize the balance
between sportiness and comfort is included, together with the receiver and Sound Remote controller (or smartphone app) to
regulate the valves.When installing the Akrapovič Evolution link pipe set, remapping the ECU is mandatory in order to prevent
potential “check engine light” warning signals.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2
Competition
(F87N)

2018

2020

2321,87

EUR

The system was developed on BMW M2 Competition (F87N) equipped with OPF/GPF, however it fits both versions (OPF and
non OPF). ECE type approval is only valid for cars equipped with OPF/GPF.The latest addition to the BMW M series is the
awe-inspiring M2 Competition, an exquisite high-performance car that can be made even better by adding an Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Made from titanium – with some parts cast in Akrapovič’s own foundry – this system will reduce exhaust
system's weight by over 45% and deliver extra power and lower backpressure. The sound has also been enhanced by
Akrapovič’s engineers, delivering a true sporty tone especially in the middle and upper rpm range but without any droning.
Carbon-fibre tailpipes give an added look to the rear of the M2 Competition to display its sporting potential. Performance can
be further increased with the addition of optional evolution link pipe set. To set off the system to its visual best, optional
carbon-fibre diffusers and mirror caps are also available.The system is a simple plug-and-play operation to fit, and it has been
designed to meet ECE type approval. The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit (P-HF1177) is also available. If upgrading the slip-on
system with evolution link pipe, the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit P-HF1177 is not needed - specially developed Akrapovič
Sound Kit is already included within the evolution link pipe set. With the use of optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE
homologation is not valid anymore.For installing the slip-on system, the stock exhaust system has to be cut. Please read the
instructions carefully before the start of the installation.ECE Type Approval is not valid for M2 CS.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2
Competition
(F87N)

2018

2020

4643,73

EUR

E-BM/T/5

Evolution Link pipe set
(Titanium)

S-BM/T/3H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

WM-BM/CA/2/G

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- High Gloss

XX - Other

The eye-catching hand-made carbon fibre mirror caps add a visual improvement to the stylish lines of the car. Beautifully
designed and finished in either a high-gloss or matte finish, these mirror caps will enhance the car’s appearance and add a
perfect match for the Akrapovič carbon fibre diffuser.Mirror cap set does not fit on right-hand drive vehicle.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2
Competition
(F87N)

2018

2020

809,68

EUR

WM-BM/CA/2/M

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- Matte

XX - Other

The eye-catching hand-made carbon fibre mirror caps add a visual improvement to the stylish lines of the car. Beautifully
designed and finished in either a high-gloss or matte finish, these mirror caps will enhance the car’s appearance and add a
perfect match for the Akrapovič carbon fibre diffuser.Mirror cap set does not fit on right-hand drive vehicles.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2
Competition
(F87N)

2018

2020

702,52

EUR

WM-BM/CA/2/M

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- Matte

XX - Other

The eye-catching hand-made carbon fibre mirror caps add a visual improvement to the stylish lines of the car. Beautifully
designed and finished in either a high-gloss or matte finish, these mirror caps will enhance the car’s appearance and add a
perfect match for the Akrapovič carbon fibre diffuser.Mirror cap set does not fit on right-hand drive vehicles.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2
Competition
(F87N) OPF/GPF

2018

2020

702,52

EUR

WM-BM/CA/2/G

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- High Gloss

XX - Other

The eye-catching hand-made carbon fibre mirror caps add a visual improvement to the stylish lines of the car. Beautifully
designed and finished in either a high-gloss or matte finish, these mirror caps will enhance the car’s appearance and add a
perfect match for the Akrapovič carbon fibre diffuser.Mirror cap set does not fit on right-hand drive vehicle.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2
Competition
(F87N) OPF/GPF

2018

2020

809,68

EUR

S-BM/T/3H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

The system was developed on BMW M2 Competition (F87N) equipped with OPF/GPF, however it fits both versions (OPF and
non OPF). ECE type approval is only valid for cars equipped with OPF/GPF.The latest addition to the BMW M series is the
awe-inspiring M2 Competition, an exquisite high-performance car that can be made even better by adding an Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Made from titanium – with some parts cast in Akrapovič’s own foundry – this system will reduce exhaust
system's weight by over 45% and deliver extra power and lower backpressure. The sound has also been enhanced by
Akrapovič’s engineers, delivering a true sporty tone especially in the middle and upper rpm range but without any droning.
Carbon-fibre tailpipes give an added look to the rear of the M2 Competition to display its sporting potential. Performance can
be further increased with the addition of optional evolution link pipe set. To set off the system to its visual best, optional
carbon-fibre diffusers and mirror caps are also available.The system is a simple plug-and-play operation to fit, and it has been
designed to meet ECE type approval. The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit (P-HF1177) is also available. If upgrading the slip-on
system with evolution link pipe, the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit P-HF1177 is not needed - specially developed Akrapovič
Sound Kit is already included within the evolution link pipe set. With the use of optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE
homologation is not valid anymore.For installing the slip-on system, the stock exhaust system has to be cut. Please read the
instructions carefully before the start of the installation.ECE Type Approval is not valid for M2 CS.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2
Competition
(F87N) OPF/GPF

2018

2020

4643,73

EUR

Evolution Link Pipe Set (Titanium) was tested and developed together with Slip-On Line (Titanium). The system was
developed on BMW M2 Competition (F87N) equipped with OPF/GPF, however it fits both versions (OPF and non OPF).The
Evolution link pipe set upgrades the Slip-On system to the Evolution system, which consists of a slip-on rear muffler and
larger Evolution link pipe tubes with a middle muffler, all designed to make the performance and workmanship of the
complete system as perfect as it looks. It is crafted entirely from titanium. The whole system is designed to provide the
smoothest flow. The power and torque gains of the M2 Competition with the combination of the Slip-On Line system and
Evolution link pipe set are guaranteed. In-depth engineering has produced a unique sound profile, distinctly different from the
stock system, yielding a deep and sporty sound with no unwanted overtones or drone and an almost racing sound, as well as
a significant change to the sound with the valves in the open or closed positions.The control kit to optimize the balance
between sportiness and comfort is included, together with the receiver and Sound Remote controller (or smartphone app) to
regulate the valves.When installing the Akrapovič Evolution link pipe set, remapping the ECU is mandatory in order to prevent
potential “check engine light” warning signals.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2
Competition
(F87N) OPF/GPF

2018

2020

2321,87

EUR

E-BM/T/5

Evolution Link pipe set
(Titanium)

OP - Optional part

DI-BM/CA/3/M

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser Matte

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the M2 Competition a more aggressive and
sporty feel. It shows off the tailpipes to their full extent and is a perfect accompaniment to the side mirror caps.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2
Competition
(F87N) OPF/GPF

2018

2020

1202,36

EUR

DI-BM/CA/3/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the M2 Competition a more aggressive and
sporty feel. It shows off the tailpipes to their full extent and is a perfect accompaniment to the side mirror caps.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2
Competition
(F87N) OPF/GPF

2018

2020

1396,69

EUR

DP-BM/SS/3

Downpipe (SS)

OP - Optional part

Downpipe (SS) was tested and developed together with Evolution Line (Titanium) system.For the ultimate in weight reduction,
tuning potential, and racing sound, Akrapovič offers stainless steel, cat-less downpipes to make the BMW an even more
powerful machine. This setup is intended for dedicated track-day cars and enthusiasts, and it will also add to the overall
experience of what’s already a stunning performance car for any discerning driver. Delivering great sound, without creating
unwanted cabin noise, these beautifully-crafted downpipes offer an upgrade to Akrapovič’s Evolution exhaust system.When
installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional down pipes , which are developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU
is mandatory, in order to prevent potential »check engine light« warning signals.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2
Competition
(F87N) OPF/GPF

2018

2020

1451,88

EUR

P-HF1177

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.Akrapovič
Sound Kit P-HF1177 is developed for use with Slip-On Line (Titanium) only. If upgrading the slip-on system with evolution link
pipe, specially developed Akrapovič Sound Kit is already included within the evolution link pipe set.With the use of the
optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2
Competition
(F87N) OPF/GPF

2018

2020

679,84

EUR

Downpipe (SS) was tested and developed together with Evolution Line (Titanium) system.For the ultimate in weight reduction,
tuning potential, and racing sound, Akrapovič offers stainless steel, cat-less downpipes to make the BMW an even more
powerful machine. This setup is intended for dedicated track-day cars and enthusiasts, and it will also add to the overall
experience of what’s already a stunning performance car for any discerning driver. Delivering great sound, without creating
unwanted cabin noise, these beautifully-crafted downpipes offer an upgrade to Akrapovič’s Evolution exhaust system.When
installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional down pipes , which are developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU
is mandatory, in order to prevent potential »check engine light« warning signals.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2 CS
(F87N)

2020

2021

1451,88

EUR

DP-BM/SS/3

Downpipe (SS)

OP - Optional part

DI-BM/CA/3/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the M2 Competition a more aggressive and
sporty feel. It shows off the tailpipes to their full extent and is a perfect accompaniment to the side mirror caps.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2 CS
(F87N)

2020

2021

1396,69

EUR

DI-BM/CA/3/M

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser Matte

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the M2 Competition a more aggressive and
sporty feel. It shows off the tailpipes to their full extent and is a perfect accompaniment to the side mirror caps.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2 CS
(F87N)

2020

2021

1202,36

EUR

OP - Optional part

Evolution Link Pipe Set (Titanium) was tested and developed together with Slip-On Line (Titanium). The system was
developed on BMW M2 Competition (F87N) equipped with OPF/GPF, however it fits both versions (OPF and non OPF).The
Evolution link pipe set upgrades the Slip-On system to the Evolution system, which consists of a slip-on rear muffler and
larger Evolution link pipe tubes with a middle muffler, all designed to make the performance and workmanship of the
complete system as perfect as it looks. It is crafted entirely from titanium. The whole system is designed to provide the
smoothest flow. The power and torque gains of the M2 Competition with the combination of the Slip-On Line system and
Evolution link pipe set are guaranteed. In-depth engineering has produced a unique sound profile, distinctly different from the
stock system, yielding a deep and sporty sound with no unwanted overtones or drone and an almost racing sound, as well as
a significant change to the sound with the valves in the open or closed positions.The control kit to optimize the balance
between sportiness and comfort is included, together with the receiver and Sound Remote controller (or smartphone app) to
regulate the valves.When installing the Akrapovič Evolution link pipe set, remapping the ECU is mandatory in order to prevent
potential “check engine light” warning signals.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2 CS
(F87N)

2020

2021

2321,87

EUR

The system was developed on BMW M2 Competition (F87N) equipped with OPF/GPF, however it fits both versions (OPF and
non OPF). ECE type approval is only valid for cars equipped with OPF/GPF.The latest addition to the BMW M series is the
awe-inspiring M2 Competition, an exquisite high-performance car that can be made even better by adding an Akrapovič SlipOn exhaust system. Made from titanium – with some parts cast in Akrapovič’s own foundry – this system will reduce exhaust
system's weight by over 45% and deliver extra power and lower backpressure. The sound has also been enhanced by
Akrapovič’s engineers, delivering a true sporty tone especially in the middle and upper rpm range but without any droning.
Carbon-fibre tailpipes give an added look to the rear of the M2 Competition to display its sporting potential. Performance can
be further increased with the addition of optional evolution link pipe set. To set off the system to its visual best, optional
carbon-fibre diffusers and mirror caps are also available.The system is a simple plug-and-play operation to fit, and it has been
designed to meet ECE type approval. The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit (P-HF1177) is also available. If upgrading the slip-on
system with evolution link pipe, the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit P-HF1177 is not needed - specially developed Akrapovič
Sound Kit is already included within the evolution link pipe set. With the use of optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE
homologation is not valid anymore.For installing the slip-on system, the stock exhaust system has to be cut. Please read the
instructions carefully before the start of the installation.ECE Type Approval is not valid for M2 CS.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2 CS
(F87N)

2020

2021

4643,73

EUR

E-BM/T/5

Evolution Link pipe set
(Titanium)

S-BM/T/3H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

WM-BM/CA/2/G

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- High Gloss

XX - Other

The eye-catching hand-made carbon fibre mirror caps add a visual improvement to the stylish lines of the car. Beautifully
designed and finished in either a high-gloss or matte finish, these mirror caps will enhance the car’s appearance and add a
perfect match for the Akrapovič carbon fibre diffuser.Mirror cap set does not fit on right-hand drive vehicle.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2 CS
(F87N)

2020

2021

809,68

EUR

WM-BM/CA/2/M

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- Matte

XX - Other

The eye-catching hand-made carbon fibre mirror caps add a visual improvement to the stylish lines of the car. Beautifully
designed and finished in either a high-gloss or matte finish, these mirror caps will enhance the car’s appearance and add a
perfect match for the Akrapovič carbon fibre diffuser.Mirror cap set does not fit on right-hand drive vehicles.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2 CS
(F87N)

2020

2021

702,52

EUR

P-HF1385

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.Akrapovič
Sound Kit P-HF1385 is developed for use with Slip-On Line (Titanium) only. If upgrading the slip-on system with evolution link
pipe, specially developed Akrapovič Sound Kit is already included within the evolution link pipe set.With the use of the
optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2 CS
(F87N)

2020

2021

420,55

EUR

P-HF1385

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.Akrapovič
Sound Kit P-HF1385 is developed for use with Slip-On Line (Titanium) only. If upgrading the slip-on system with evolution link
pipe, specially developed Akrapovič Sound Kit is already included within the evolution link pipe set.With the use of the
optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2 CS
(F87N) OPF/GPF

2020

2021

420,55

EUR

The system was developed on BMW M2 CS (F87N) equipped with OPF/GPF, however it fits both versions (OPF and non
OPF). ECE type approval is only valid for cars equipped with OPF/GPF.The latest addition to the BMW M series is the aweinspiring M2 CS, an exquisite high-performance car that can be made even better by adding an Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust
system. Made from titanium – with some parts cast in Akrapovič’s own foundry – this system will reduce exhaust system's
weight by over 45% and deliver extra power and lower backpressure. The sound has also been enhanced by Akrapovič’s
engineers, delivering a true sporty tone especially in the middle and upper rpm range but without any droning. Carbon-fibre
tailpipes give an added look to the rear of the M2 CS to display its sporting potential. The system is a simple plug-and-play
operation to fit, and it has been designed to meet ECE type approval.The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit (P-HF1385) is also
available. If upgrading the slip-on system with evolution link pipe, the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit P-HF1177 is not needed specially developed Akrapovič Sound Kit is already included within the evolution link pipe set. With the use of optional
Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE homologation is not valid anymore.For installing the slip-on system, the stock exhaust system
has to be cut. Please read the instructions carefully before the start of the installation.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2 CS
(F87N) OPF/GPF

2020

2021

4870,53

EUR

S-BM/T/26H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

WM-BM/CA/2/M

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- Matte

XX - Other

The eye-catching hand-made carbon fibre mirror caps add a visual improvement to the stylish lines of the car. Beautifully
designed and finished in either a high-gloss or matte finish, these mirror caps will enhance the car’s appearance and add a
perfect match for the Akrapovič carbon fibre diffuser.Mirror cap set does not fit on right-hand drive vehicles.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2 CS
(F87N) OPF/GPF

2020

2021

702,52

EUR

WM-BM/CA/2/G

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- High Gloss

XX - Other

The eye-catching hand-made carbon fibre mirror caps add a visual improvement to the stylish lines of the car. Beautifully
designed and finished in either a high-gloss or matte finish, these mirror caps will enhance the car’s appearance and add a
perfect match for the Akrapovič carbon fibre diffuser.Mirror cap set does not fit on right-hand drive vehicle.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2 CS
(F87N) OPF/GPF

2020

2021

809,68

EUR

OP - Optional part

Evolution Link Pipe Set (Titanium) was tested and developed together with Slip-On Line (Titanium). The system was
developed on BMW M2 Competition (F87N) equipped with OPF/GPF, however it fits both versions (OPF and non OPF).The
Evolution link pipe set upgrades the Slip-On system to the Evolution system, which consists of a slip-on rear muffler and
larger Evolution link pipe tubes with a middle muffler, all designed to make the performance and workmanship of the
complete system as perfect as it looks. It is crafted entirely from titanium. The whole system is designed to provide the
smoothest flow. The power and torque gains of the M2 Competition with the combination of the Slip-On Line system and
Evolution link pipe set are guaranteed. In-depth engineering has produced a unique sound profile, distinctly different from the
stock system, yielding a deep and sporty sound with no unwanted overtones or drone and an almost racing sound, as well as
a significant change to the sound with the valves in the open or closed positions.The control kit to optimize the balance
between sportiness and comfort is included, together with the receiver and Sound Remote controller (or smartphone app) to
regulate the valves.When installing the Akrapovič Evolution link pipe set, remapping the ECU is mandatory in order to prevent
potential “check engine light” warning signals.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2 CS
(F87N) OPF/GPF

2020

2021

2321,87

EUR

E-BM/T/5

Evolution Link pipe set
(Titanium)

ECE Type Approval

DI-BM/CA/3/M

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser Matte

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the M2 Competition a more aggressive and
sporty feel. It shows off the tailpipes to their full extent and is a perfect accompaniment to the side mirror caps.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2 CS
(F87N) OPF/GPF

2020

2021

1202,36

EUR

DI-BM/CA/3/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the M2 Competition a more aggressive and
sporty feel. It shows off the tailpipes to their full extent and is a perfect accompaniment to the side mirror caps.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2 CS
(F87N) OPF/GPF

2020

2021

1396,69

EUR

DP-BM/SS/3

Downpipe (SS)

OP - Optional part

Downpipe (SS) was tested and developed together with Evolution Line (Titanium) system.For the ultimate in weight reduction,
tuning potential, and racing sound, Akrapovič offers stainless steel, cat-less downpipes to make the BMW an even more
powerful machine. This setup is intended for dedicated track-day cars and enthusiasts, and it will also add to the overall
experience of what’s already a stunning performance car for any discerning driver. Delivering great sound, without creating
unwanted cabin noise, these beautifully-crafted downpipes offer an upgrade to Akrapovič’s Evolution exhaust system.When
installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional down pipes , which are developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU
is mandatory, in order to prevent potential »check engine light« warning signals.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M2 CS
(F87N) OPF/GPF

2020

2021

1451,88

EUR

Downpipe w Cat (SS) was tested and developed together with Evolution Line (Titanium) system.The high-flow downpipe is
constructed using high-quality stainless steel and, once fitted to the Evolution Line exhaust, it creates a complete system
from the manifold to the tailpipes that will further enhance the performance figures: both the torque and power outputs. It
incorporates a sporty catalytic converter. This optional downpipe produces an enhanced sound that delivers a pure racing
emotion and fantastic feedback at high revs, without unwanted drone, making it suitable for everyday use.When installing the
Akrapovič downpipe, remapping the ECU is mandatory in order to prevent potential “check engine light” warning
signals.Downpipe is optional product to the following evolution systems:BMW M140i: Evolution Line (SS) - MTP-BM/SS/3H +
E-BM/SS/3 BMW M240i: Evolution Line (SS) - MTP-BM/SS/4H + E-BM/SS/3BMW 340i /440i: Evolution Line (SS) - MTPBM/SS/2H + E-BM/SS/2THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M240i (F22,
F23)

2016

2021

2202,8

EUR

DP-BM/SS/5/H

Downpipe w Cat (SS)

OP - Optional part

MTP-BM/SS/4H

Evolution Line (SS)

EV - Evolution

EC Type Approval

The Evolution Line exhaust system will propel the BMW M240i to the next step of performance tuning due to an increase in
torque and power. Impeccably designed to fit perfectly within the lines of the car, this austenitic stainless steel system is
finished with hand-crafted carbon-fibre tailpipes to increase the visual impact. It has a layout incorporating two central link
pipes to replace the stock single version, designed for optimum flow of the exhaust gases. A dual-mode ECU-controlled valve
manages the sound levels, which ultimately delivers a deep and fulfilling sporty note as the revs rise. EC-compliant and easy
to install, the Evolution Line system is a perfect accompaniment to an already spectacular car.Please be aware that both part
numbers: MTP-BM/SS/4H and E-BM/SS/3 have to be ordered! The system is splitted in 2 codes only because of packaging
issues.Fittment notice:This system does not fit on vehicles equipped with Otto particulate filter (OPF).Exhaust fits also on
vehicles with X-drive.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M240i (F22,
F23)

2016

2021

2451,28

EUR

E-BM/SS/3

Evolution Link pipe set (SS)

EV - Evolution

EC Type Approval

Made of austenitic stainless steel, these set feature a newly developed layout with two central link pipes replacing the single
stock pipe.Please be aware that part numbers for evolution systems MTP-BM/SS/3H (for M140i) or MTP-BM/SS/4H (for M240i)
have to be ordered together with E-BM/SS/3. Both systems are splitted in 2 codes only because of packaging issues.

Hot Hatch

Car

BMW

M240i (F22,
F23)

2016

2021

705,28

EUR

WM-BM/CA/1/G

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- High Gloss

XX - Other

W/O Approval

To set off the car to its visual best, these side mirror caps are available from Akrapovič for the first time on any vehicle. Made
from beautifully hand-crafted carbon fibre in a matt or high-gloss finish, these exquisite products are designed to emphasise
the sporty lines of the M2 and complement the other external options, including the rear diffuser and tailpipes.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M240i (F22,
F23)

2016

2021

654,89

EUR

WM-BM/CA/1/M

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- Matte

XX - Other

W/O Approval

To set off the car to its visual best, these side mirror caps are available from Akrapovič for the first time on any vehicle. Made
from beautifully hand-crafted carbon fibre in a matt or high-gloss finish, these exquisite products are designed to emphasise
the sporty lines of the M2 and complement the other external options, including the rear diffuser and tailpipes.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M240i (F22,
F23)

2016

2021

535,82

EUR

WM-BM/CA/1/M

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- Matte

XX - Other

W/O Approval

To set off the car to its visual best, these side mirror caps are available from Akrapovič for the first time on any vehicle. Made
from beautifully hand-crafted carbon fibre in a matt or high-gloss finish, these exquisite products are designed to emphasise
the sporty lines of the M2 and complement the other external options, including the rear diffuser and tailpipes.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M240i (F22,
F23) OPF/GPF

2018

2021

535,82

EUR

WM-BM/CA/1/G

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- High Gloss

XX - Other

W/O Approval

To set off the car to its visual best, these side mirror caps are available from Akrapovič for the first time on any vehicle. Made
from beautifully hand-crafted carbon fibre in a matt or high-gloss finish, these exquisite products are designed to emphasise
the sporty lines of the M2 and complement the other external options, including the rear diffuser and tailpipes.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M240i (F22,
F23) OPF/GPF

2018

2021

654,89

EUR

P-HF1185

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.With the use
of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M240i (F22,
F23) OPF/GPF

2018

2021

468,47

EUR

OP - Optional part

Downpipe w Cat (SS) was tested and developed together with Evolution Line (Titanium) system.The high-flow downpipe is
constructed using high-quality stainless steel and, once fitted to the Evolution Line exhaust, it creates a complete system
from the manifold to the tailpipes that will further enhance the performance figures: both the torque and power outputs. It
incorporates a sporty catalytic converter. This optional downpipe produces an enhanced sound that delivers a pure racing
emotion and fantastic feedback at high revs, without unwanted drone, making it suitable for everyday use.When installing the
Akrapovič downpipe, remapping the ECU is mandatory in order to prevent potential “check engine light” warning
signals.Downpipe is optional product to the following Evolution systems:BMW M140i with OPF/GPF: Slip-On Line (Titanium)
+ Evolution Link pipe (SS) - S-BM/T/5H + E-BM/SS/4BMW 340i /440i with OPF/GPF: Slip-On Line (Titanium) + Evolution Link
pipe (SS) - S-BM/T/6H + E-BM/SS/5THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M240i (F22,
F23) OPF/GPF

2018

2021

2202,8

EUR

The Slip-On exhaust system for the BMW M240i is the result of the perfect integration of expertise, the best technology, and
the use of the finest materials. It is made entirely of titanium and finished with two sets of newly designed handcrafted carbonfibre tailpipes. This sporty elegance makes this Bavarian machine stand out from the rest and offers the taste of a more
powerful vehicle, accentuated with the additional power gains and weight losses of the Slip-On exhaust system. The dualmode ECU-controlled valve exhaust from Akrapovič offers a smooth, rich sound at normal cruising, and a deep, sporty,
almost aggressive note when driving the M240i more dynamically. It features a newly developed acoustic reflector
(http://www.akrapovic.com/en/page/Akrapovic-Adjustable-Acoustic-Reflector) before the tail pipe that drivers can manually
adjust if they wish to boost the sound in the cabin and enhance the joy of the driving experience.The system is a simple plugand-play operation to fit, and it has been designed to meet ECE type approval. The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is also
available.For installing the slip-on system, the stock exhaust system has to be cut. Please read the instructions carefully
before the start of the installation.Fitment notices:Exhaust fits also on vehicles with X-drive. Slip-on Line (Titanium) can be
used with BMW tow bar. Slip-on system does not fit on cars equipped with diffuser by M Performance.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M240i (F22,
F23) OPF/GPF

2018

2021

2730,11

EUR

DP-BM/SS/5/H

Downpipe w Cat (SS)

S-BM/T/8H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

TP-CT/3

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

OP - Optional part

The tailpipes are the most visible part of the exhaust system, and that’s why we dedicate particular attention to them at
Akrapovič. In order to satisfy the most discriminating tastes, we’ve created handcrafted carbon fibre tail pipes. To make our
tailpipes stand out from the rest even more, in addition to selecting the finest materials, we also made them larger (90mm
diameter).

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M3 (E90)

2007

2013

1476,11

EUR

TP-CT/3

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

OP - Optional part

The tailpipes are the most visible part of the exhaust system, and that’s why we dedicate particular attention to them at
Akrapovič. In order to satisfy the most discriminating tastes, we’ve created handcrafted carbon fibre tail pipes. To make our
tailpipes stand out from the rest even more, in addition to selecting the finest materials, we also made them larger (90mm
diameter).

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M3 (E92,
E93)

2007

2013

1476,11

EUR

The Evolution performance exhaust system for the BMW M3 consists of dual-outlet mufflers, flow-optimized link pipes, and an
X-pipe that incorporates high-flow 100 cpsi sports catalytic convertors and resonators. The power and torque gains of the
BMW M3 with the Evolution system are just amazing. A substantial increase is detected over a very wide rpm range, and so it
increases responsiveness during all phases of driving. Together with incredible weight savings, the Evolution system
dramatically changes the power-to-weight ratio. Our goal was to design a system that delivers a deep, rich growl at cruising
speeds while also allowing the driver to enjoy an aggressive roar when driving hard. Complete the look with a set of two
exquisite tailpipes in titanium or carbon fibre.When installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional down pipes with sports catalytic
converters or without catalytic converters, which are developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU is
mandatory. When installing Akrapovič aftermarket exhaust system that was developed for use on closed tracks, we
recommend remapping the ECU in order to prevent potential »check engine light« warning signals. THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M3 (E92,
E93)

2007

2013

5766,44

EUR

The latest addition to the BMW M series is the awe-inspiring M3/M4, an exquisite high-performance car that can be made
even better by adding an Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system. Made from titanium—with some parts cast in Akrapovič’s own
foundry—it has bigger pipes than the stock exhaust, yielding lower back pressure and more power, especially at lower RPMs.
This system is a completely new design, and it will reduce overall vehicle weight and deliver extra power and a sporty sound,
which has been tailored to highlight lower frequencies and increase the listening enjoyment. Increases in both power and
torque add to the sensory experience, combined with improved agility. The look of the Slip-On system can also be further
enhanced by adding titanium or carbon- tailpipes and the stunning carbon- rear diffuser.An optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is
available to control the different sound settings.Fitment notice: Exhaust system also fits to M3/M4 CS (Sport Club) version.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M3 (F80)

2014

2018

3274,92

EUR

OP - Optional part

The Evolution link pipe set upgrades the Slip-On system to the Evolution system, which consists of a single-central muffler
with valves and bigger Evolution link pipe tubes with a middle muffler, all designed to make the performance and
workmanship of the complete system as perfect as it looks. With no second set of cats (unlike the stock system), the whole
system is designed to give the smoothest flow—and the power and torque gains of the BMW with the combination of the SlipOn Line system and Evolution link pipe set are absolutely guaranteed. Crafted entirely from titanium, the complete system
has a unique sound to complement its substantial increase over a very wide rpm range. In-depth engineering has produced a
sound distinctly different from the stock system, giving a deep and sporty sound with no unwanted overtones or drone, and
also a significant change to the sound with the valves in the open or closed positions. The complete system needs no reprogramming of the ECU because it doesn’t trigger any warning lights. With tailpipes in titanium or carbon, and a handcrafted
rear diffuser, all available as optional extras, the BMW with the Slip-On Line and Evolution link pipe set is as beautiful as it is
powerful.Exhaust system also fits to M3/M4 CS (Sport Club) and GTS version.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M3 (F80)

2014

2018

2058,63

EUR

Downpipe (SS) was tested and developed together with Evolution Line (Titanium) system.For the ultimate in weight reduction,
tuning potential, and racing sound, Akrapovič offers stainless steel, cat-less downpipes to make the BMW an even more
powerful machine. This setup is intended for dedicated track-day cars and enthusiasts, and it will also add to the overall
experience of what’s already a stunning performance car for any discerning driver. Delivering great sound, without creating
unwanted cabin noise, these beautifully-crafted downpipes offer an upgrade to Akrapovič’s Evolution exhaust system.When
installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional down pipes , which are developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU
is mandatory, in order to prevent potential »check engine light« warning signals.Downpipes also fit to M3/M4 CS (Sport Club)
and GTS version.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M3 (F80)

2014

2018

1451,88

EUR

ME-BM/T/2

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

M-BM/T/8H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

E-BM/T/3

Evolution Link pipe set
(Titanium)

ECE Type Approval

ECE Type Approval

DP-BM/SS/3

Downpipe (SS)

OP - Optional part

TP-T/S/8

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

ECE Type Approval

As the most visible part of an exhaust system, we pay the utmost attention to the tailpipes. Akrapovič has created special
titanium tailpipes to enrich the visual enjoyment of the Slip-On or Evolution exhaust systems. Sporting the unique Akrapovič
round design, the titanium version combines polished and sandblasted titanium and a bigger diameter than stock tailpipes to
make them stand out from the crowd even more. The new model was unveiled with distinctive Akrapovič design elements,
and these beautifully crafted additions are designed to fit perfectly with the carbon- diffuser.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M3 (F80)

2014

2018

1469,02

EUR

TP-CT/26

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

OP - Optional part

ECE Type Approval

As the most visible part of an exhaust system, we pay the utmost attention to the tailpipes. Akrapovič has created handcrafted carbon-fibre tailpipes to enrich the visual enjoyment of the Slip-On or Evolution exhaust systems. Sporting the
unique Akrapovič round design, the carbon- version has sandblasted titanium inner parts with a bigger diameter than stock
tailpipes to make them stand out from the crowd even more. The new model was unveiled with distinctive Akrapovič design
elements, and these beautifully crafted additions are designed to fit perfectly with the carbon- diffuser.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M3 (F80)

2014

2018

1469,02

EUR

DI-BM/CA/1

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The Akrapovič Evolution and Slip-On line exhaust systems can be further enhanced with an optional hand-crafted carbonfiber rear diffuser. Developed by Akrapovič’s Design Department, this stunning diffuser, crafted from materials developed
through Akrapovič’s racing involvement, is designed to perfectly fit the lines of the unique tailpipes of the Slip-On or Evolution
systems, as well as complement the sleek and sporty shape of the BMW. When mounting Akrapovic rear carbon fiber diffuser
BMW comfort access system will not work.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M3 (F80)

2014

2018

1018,05

EUR

DI-BM/CA/4/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

Beautifully crafted hand-laid high-quality carbon fibre diffusers are perfectly styled to enrich the Akrapovič tailpipes and the
rear of the car. The sporty and aggressive design adds an extra dimension to the whole package and shows the exhaust
system off to its best. Available in high-gloss or matte finish.Diffuser also fits to M3/M4 CS (Sport Club) and GTS version.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M3 (F80)

2014

2018

1369,31

EUR

WM-BM/CA/2/G

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- High Gloss

XX - Other

The eye-catching hand-made carbon fibre mirror caps add a visual improvement to the stylish lines of the car. Beautifully
designed and finished in either a high-gloss or matte finish, these mirror caps will enhance the car’s appearance and add a
perfect match for the Akrapovič carbon fibre diffuser.Mirror cap set does not fit on right-hand drive vehicle.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M3 (F80)

2014

2018

809,68

EUR

WM-BM/CA/2/M

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- Matte

XX - Other

The eye-catching hand-made carbon fibre mirror caps add a visual improvement to the stylish lines of the car. Beautifully
designed and finished in either a high-gloss or matte finish, these mirror caps will enhance the car’s appearance and add a
perfect match for the Akrapovič carbon fibre diffuser.Mirror cap set does not fit on right-hand drive vehicles.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M3 (F80)

2014

2018

702,52

EUR

P-HF1100

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves. In this case,
the ECE homologation is not valid anymore.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M3 (F80)

2014

2018

729,66

EUR

P-HF1384

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.&#65279;With
the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M3 (G80)

2021

2022

451,56

EUR

This high-grade lightweight titanium system, finished with hand-crafted carbon-fibre tailpipes, weighs in at 35% lighter than
stock and features a pair of collectors cast in the in-house foundry. The Slip-On Line (Titanium) comes with a specially
developed Akrapovič control kit for a complete sound experience. The sound character offers a rich tone at normal cruising,
rising to a deep sporty sound when the M3/M4 is driven more dynamically. It serves up a perfect sound at all rpms, delivering
comfort and sportiness in one exhaust. A ground-breaking octagonal shape has been fashioned from lightweight titanium with
a carbon-fibre outer sleeve for the tailpipes, and for more traditional buyers there is the classic cylindrical design.The system
delivers power increases of 8.0 kW (10.9 hp) at 6,000 rpm and a torque gain of 13.9 Nm at 5,000 rpm when tested on the
Akrapovič dyno against a BMW M4 Competition with a standard stock exhaust. Remapping is not needed for this
configuration, and it fits all vehicles (OPF and non-OPF), but the ECE certificate is valid only for cars equipped with an OPF
filter.Optional link pipes and downpipes are available for customers looking to change the exhaust for closed circuit usage. An
optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is also available. With the installation of the optional link pipes, downpipes, and Akrapovič
Sound Kit, ECE type approval of the Slip-On Line (Titanium) is no longer valid. An optional hand-crafted carbon-fibre rear
diffuser is also available to add an extra visual impact to the Akrapovič tailpipes.The exhaust system also fits xDrive and M4
(G83) Convertible models.The Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system is ECE type approved for cars equipped with an
Otto/gasoline particulate filter.The Tail Pipe Set (Carbon) has to be ordered separately as a mandatory part. Please choose
TP-CT/69 or TP-CT/68.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M3 (G80)

2021

2022

5318,46

EUR

S-BM/T/21H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

DP-BM/SS/8

Downpipe w Cat (SS)

OP - Optional part

Developed to be used in conjunction with the Akrapovič Slip-On Line (Titanium) and the Evolution Link Pipe Set (Titanium),
this high-quality stainless steel downpipe set features a pair of sporty catalytic converters (200 cpsi) with heat insulation. The
front part of the downpipes is cast in the in-house foundry, providing a perfect fit. Delivering a pure racing sound full of
emotion, this provides great feedback at high revs, without drone. Remapping the ECU is mandatory to prevent potential
check engine light warning signals. This product is meant for racetrack closed course use only.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M3 (G80)

2021

2022

3231,9

EUR

DI-BM/CA/9/GB

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss Black

OP - Optional part

For extra visual impact, there is the option to add a hand-crafted carbon-fibre diffuser. Produced in-house, this lightweight
accessory – with ABE type approval – is designed to show off the tailpipes of the Akrapovič exhaust at their absolute best. A
new feature is offered with this updated version of the diffuser: a high gloss black painted frame integrates the diffuser with
the rear part of the vehicle.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M3 (G80)

2021

2022

2049,84

EUR

DP-BM/SS/9

Downpipe w/o Cat (SS)

OP - Optional part

Developed to be used in conjunction with the Akrapovič Slip-On Line (Titanium) and the Evolution Link Pipe Set (Titanium),
this high-quality stainless-steel downpipe has the catalytic converters removed. Delivering a pure racing sound full of
emotion, this provides great feedback at high revs, without drone. Remapping the ECU is mandatory to prevent potential
check engine light warning signals. This product is meant for racetrack closed course use only.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M3 (G80)

2021

2022

1899,45

EUR

DI-BM/CA/9/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

For extra visual impact, there is the option to add a hand-crafted carbon-fibre diffuser. Produced in-house, this lightweight
accessory – with ABE type approval – is designed to show off the tailpipes of the Akrapovič exhaust at their absolute best.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M3 (G80)

2021

2022

1649,97

EUR

E-BM/T/12

Evolution Link Pipe set
(Titanium) – Long

OP - Optional part

Evolution Link Pipe Set (Titanium) was tested and developed together with Slip-On Line (Titanium).Constructed from highgrade titanium, this noticeably lighter-than-stock link pipe features a resonator in the middle part. Available for all countries
(United States excluded), the link pipe delivers a power gain of 17.7 kW (24.1 hp) at 6,650 rpm and torque increases of 25.4
Nm at 6,650 rpm when tested on the Akrapovič dyno against a BMW M4 Competition (OPF/GPF) with a standard stock
exhaust. Combined with a Slip-On Line (Titanium) delivering a deep, rich, and sporty sound without drone, it totally embraces
the pure turbocharged inline six-cylinder sound. Remapping is mandatory. This product is meant for racetrack use and closed
courses only.This product fits on OPF and non-OPF vehicles.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M3 (G80)

2021

2022

1956,15

EUR

TP-CT/68

Tail Pipe Set (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

A ground-breaking octagonal shape has been fashioned from lightweight titanium with a carbon-fibre outer sleeve, totally in
keeping with lines of the car. For more traditional buyers, there is the classic cylindrical design, also constructed from same
materials, but featuring an update to the current range of tailpipes for BMW cars available from Akrapovič.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M3 (G80)

2021

2022

1570,59

EUR

TP-CT/69

Tail Pipe Set (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

A ground-breaking octagonal shape has been fashioned from lightweight titanium with a carbon-fibre outer sleeve, totally in
keeping with lines of the car. For more traditional buyers, there is the classic cylindrical design, also constructed from same
materials, but featuring an update to the current range of tailpipes for BMW cars available from Akrapovič.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M3 (G80)

2021

2022

1695,33

EUR

TP-CT/69

Tail Pipe Set (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

A ground-breaking octagonal shape has been fashioned from lightweight titanium with a carbon-fibre outer sleeve, totally in
keeping with lines of the car. For more traditional buyers, there is the classic cylindrical design, also constructed from same
materials, but featuring an update to the current range of tailpipes for BMW cars available from Akrapovič.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M3 (G80) OPF/GPF

2021

2022

1695,33

EUR

TP-CT/68

Tail Pipe Set (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

A ground-breaking octagonal shape has been fashioned from lightweight titanium with a carbon-fibre outer sleeve, totally in
keeping with lines of the car. For more traditional buyers, there is the classic cylindrical design, also constructed from same
materials, but featuring an update to the current range of tailpipes for BMW cars available from Akrapovič.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M3 (G80) OPF/GPF

2021

2022

1570,59

EUR

E-BM/T/12

Evolution Link Pipe set
(Titanium) – Long

OP - Optional part

Evolution Link Pipe Set (Titanium) was tested and developed together with Slip-On Line (Titanium).Constructed from highgrade titanium, this noticeably lighter-than-stock link pipe features a resonator in the middle part. Available for all countries
(United States excluded), the link pipe delivers a power gain of 17.7 kW (24.1 hp) at 6,650 rpm and torque increases of 25.4
Nm at 6,650 rpm when tested on the Akrapovič dyno against a BMW M4 Competition (OPF/GPF) with a standard stock
exhaust. Combined with a Slip-On Line (Titanium) delivering a deep, rich, and sporty sound without drone, it totally embraces
the pure turbocharged inline six-cylinder sound. Remapping is mandatory. This product is meant for racetrack use and closed
courses only.This product fits on OPF and non-OPF vehicles.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M3 (G80) OPF/GPF

2021

2022

1956,15

EUR

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M3 (G80) OPF/GPF

2021

2022

5318,46

EUR

ABE Type Approval

S-BM/T/21H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

This high-grade lightweight titanium system, finished with hand-crafted carbon-fibre tailpipes, weighs in at 35% lighter than
stock and features a pair of collectors cast in the in-house foundry. The Slip-On Line (Titanium) comes with a specially
developed Akrapovič control kit for a complete sound experience. The sound character offers a rich tone at normal cruising,
rising to a deep sporty sound when the M3/M4 is driven more dynamically. It serves up a perfect sound at all rpms, delivering
comfort and sportiness in one exhaust. A ground-breaking octagonal shape has been fashioned from lightweight titanium with
a carbon-fibre outer sleeve for the tailpipes, and for more traditional buyers there is the classic cylindrical design.The system
delivers power increases of 8.0 kW (10.9 hp) at 6,000 rpm and a torque gain of 13.9 Nm at 5,000 rpm when tested on the
Akrapovič dyno against a BMW M4 Competition with a standard stock exhaust. Remapping is not needed for this
configuration, and it fits all vehicles (OPF and non-OPF), but the ECE certificate is valid only for cars equipped with an OPF
filter.Optional link pipes and downpipes are available for customers looking to change the exhaust for closed circuit usage. An
optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is also available. With the installation of the optional link pipes, downpipes, and Akrapovič
Sound Kit, ECE type approval of the Slip-On Line (Titanium) is no longer valid. An optional hand-crafted carbon-fibre rear
diffuser is also available to add an extra visual impact to the Akrapovič tailpipes.The exhaust system also fits xDrive and M4
(G83) Convertible models.The Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system is ECE type approved for cars equipped with an
Otto/gasoline particulate filter.The Tail Pipe Set (Carbon) has to be ordered separately as a mandatory part. Please choose
TP-CT/69 or TP-CT/68.

DI-BM/CA/9/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

For extra visual impact, there is the option to add a hand-crafted carbon-fibre diffuser. Produced in-house, this lightweight
accessory – with ABE type approval – is designed to show off the tailpipes of the Akrapovič exhaust at their absolute best.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M3 (G80) OPF/GPF

2021

2022

1649,97

EUR

DP-BM/SS/9

Downpipe w/o Cat (SS)

OP - Optional part

Developed to be used in conjunction with the Akrapovič Slip-On Line (Titanium) and the Evolution Link Pipe Set (Titanium),
this high-quality stainless-steel downpipe has the catalytic converters removed. Delivering a pure racing sound full of
emotion, this provides great feedback at high revs, without drone. Remapping the ECU is mandatory to prevent potential
check engine light warning signals. This product is meant for racetrack closed course use only.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M3 (G80) OPF/GPF

2021

2022

1899,45

EUR

DI-BM/CA/9/GB

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss Black

OP - Optional part

For extra visual impact, there is the option to add a hand-crafted carbon-fibre diffuser. Produced in-house, this lightweight
accessory – with ABE type approval – is designed to show off the tailpipes of the Akrapovič exhaust at their absolute best. A
new feature is offered with this updated version of the diffuser: a high gloss black painted frame integrates the diffuser with
the rear part of the vehicle.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M3 (G80) OPF/GPF

2021

2022

2049,84

EUR

DP-BM/SS/8

Downpipe w Cat (SS)

OP - Optional part

Developed to be used in conjunction with the Akrapovič Slip-On Line (Titanium) and the Evolution Link Pipe Set (Titanium),
this high-quality stainless steel downpipe set features a pair of sporty catalytic converters (200 cpsi) with heat insulation. The
front part of the downpipes is cast in the in-house foundry, providing a perfect fit. Delivering a pure racing sound full of
emotion, this provides great feedback at high revs, without drone. Remapping the ECU is mandatory to prevent potential
check engine light warning signals. This product is meant for racetrack closed course use only.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M3 (G80) OPF/GPF

2021

2022

3231,9

EUR

P-HF1384

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.&#65279;With
the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M3 (G80) OPF/GPF

2021

2022

451,56

EUR

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M340I
(G20, G21) OPF/GPF

2020

2022

5350

EUR

S-BM/T/30H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

P-HF1351

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M340I
(G20, G21) OPF/GPF

2020

2022

432,46

EUR

P-HF1351

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M340I (G20,
G21)

2020

2022

432,46

EUR

OP - Optional part

This product is crafted from high-quality stainless steel, with the front part of the downpipe cast in Akrapovič’s in-house
foundry. A sporty 300 cpsi catalytic converter is integrated into the downpipe, with the heat insulation made of stainless steel
and a flexible tube incorporated into the middle section. Power gains with an Evolution Line (Titanium) fitted with the
Akrapovič downpipe of 18.7 kW (25.4 hp) at 5,600 rpm and torque increases of 34.7 Nm at 2,400 rpm have been recorded
when tested on the Akrapovič dyno against a BMW M440i with the standard stock exhaust. It delivers a pure racing sound,
full of emotion and adrenalin-inducing enjoyment, and great feedback at high revs, all without unwanted drone. This product
is meant for racetrack use only, and remapping the ECU is mandatory in order to prevent potential “check engine light”
warning signals.The downpipe is an optional product for the following Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust systems:BMW M340I
(G20) without OPF/GPF: Slip-On Line (Titanium) + Evolution Link pipe (SS) - S-BM/T/17H + E-BM/SS/8BMW M440I (G22)
without OPF/GPF: Slip-On Line (Titanium) + Evolution Link pipe (SS) - S-BM/T/18H + E-BM/SS/8THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

BMW

M340I (G20,
G21)

2020

2022

2202,8

EUR

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M340I (G20,
G21)

2020

2022

5350

EUR

DP-TY/SS/1

Downpipe w Cat (SS)

ECE Type Approval

Offering a noticeable weight savings, increased power and torque, and a dramatic soundtrack, this system is constructed
from lightweight high-grade titanium and completed with hand-crafted carbon-fibre tailpipes. The system offers an 11.89 kg
savings over the standard stock system, an incredible difference of 33%. Power and torque are increased by 3.4 Kw (4.6 hp)
at 2,650 rpm and 12.4 Nm at 2,650 rpm when tested on the Akrapovič dyno against a BMW M440i with a standard stock
exhaust. An exhilarating soundtrack is delivered through the use of special parts fitted in the system. Two valves – instead of
one, as in the stock configuration – are calibrated to tailor the sound, and two acoustic reflectors are fitted on the tailpipes to
guide the sound into the car’s cabin and change the driving experience, producing a fully immersive sound in the car’s
cockpit, to supply thrills and enjoyment that can be enjoyed by all occupants. Because the Akrapovič Slip-On Line (Titanium)
exhaust system has two valves, one more than the stock configuration, a TNG controller is included in the product to activate
the additional exhaust valve. Two resonators, one on each side of the central muffler, perfect the sound experience. The
smooth, rich sound at normal cruising rises to a deep and sporty soundtrack when driving more enthusiastically, and the
tones can also be controlled from within the cockpit with addition of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit. Special parts are cast in
the Akrapovič in-house foundry to create the intricate and complex items needed for this system. It meets ECE type approval,
and no remapping is needed for this configuration (the system only fits vehicles equipped with the OPF filter, and the ECE
certificate is valid only for these cars; for non-OPF vehicles, an Evolution Line system is available). An optional link pipe set is
available for those customers looking for an upgrade to the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system.Fitment notice: This
product fits on the BMW M340i equipped with an OPF.This product also fits on the BMW M340i xDrive Touring (G21) model.

S-BM/T/30H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

This is a high-grade lightweight titanium system, finished with hand-crafted carbon-fibre tailpipes and a high-grade austenitic
stainless-steel link pipe set. The valves in each side are calculated to tailor the sound, and two acoustic reflectors are fitted on
the tailpipes to guide the sound into the car’s cabin. Because the Akrapovič Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system has two
valves, one more than the stock configuration, a TNG controller is included in the product to activate the additional exhaust
valve. To make the sound experience even more unique, there are two tuned resonators – developed especially for this new
engine – producing a deep, rich, and sporty sound with no unwanted drone or streaming, perfectly aligned with the straight
six-cylinder engine. It weighs 21.7 kg, which is 23% lighter than stock. Power gains of 8.7 kW (11.8 hp) at 5,600 rpm and
torque increases of 17.1 Nm at 4,100 rpm were recorded when tested on the Akrapovič dyno against a BMW M440i with a
standard stock exhaust. Special parts are cast in the Akrapovič in-house foundry to create the intricate and complex items
needed for this system. Meant for track use only and for non-OPF vehicles.Please notice that both product codes, SBM/T/30H and E-BM/SS/8, have been split due to packaging reasons. Both codes must be ordered.Fitment notice: The
Evolution Line (Titanium) only fits on non-OPF vehicles. For non-OPF vehicles, the ECE type approval certificate is not
valid.This product also fits on the BMW M340i xDrive Touring (G21) model.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

E-BM/SS/8

Link Pipe Set (SS)

OP - Optional part

Evolution Link Pipe Set (SS) was tested and developed together with Slip-On Line (Titanium).Please note that both product
codes, S-BM/T/17H and E-BM/SS/8 must be ordered for cars without otto / gasoline particulate filter.Fitment notice: The
Evolution Line (Titanium) only fits on non-OPF vehicles. For non-OPF vehicles, the ECE type approval certificate is not
valid.This product also fits on the BMW M340i xDrive Touring (G21) model.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M340I (G20,
G21)

2020

2022

1244,28

EUR

P-HF1100

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves. In this case,
the ECE homologation is not valid anymore.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (F82,
F83)

2014

2020

729,66

EUR

WM-BM/CA/2/M

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- Matte

XX - Other

The eye-catching hand-made carbon fibre mirror caps add a visual improvement to the stylish lines of the car. Beautifully
designed and finished in either a high-gloss or matte finish, these mirror caps will enhance the car’s appearance and add a
perfect match for the Akrapovič carbon fibre diffuser.Mirror cap set does not fit on right-hand drive vehicles.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (F82,
F83)

2014

2020

702,52

EUR

WM-BM/CA/2/G

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- High Gloss

XX - Other

The eye-catching hand-made carbon fibre mirror caps add a visual improvement to the stylish lines of the car. Beautifully
designed and finished in either a high-gloss or matte finish, these mirror caps will enhance the car’s appearance and add a
perfect match for the Akrapovič carbon fibre diffuser.Mirror cap set does not fit on right-hand drive vehicle.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (F82,
F83)

2014

2020

809,68

EUR

DI-BM/CA/4/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

Beautifully crafted hand-laid high-quality carbon fibre diffusers are perfectly styled to enrich the Akrapovič tailpipes and the
rear of the car. The sporty and aggressive design adds an extra dimension to the whole package and shows the exhaust
system off to its best. Available in high-gloss or matte finish.Diffuser also fits to M3/M4 CS (Sport Club) and GTS version.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (F82,
F83)

2014

2020

1369,31

EUR

DI-BM/CA/1

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The Akrapovič Evolution and Slip-On line exhaust systems can be further enhanced with an optional hand-crafted carbonfiber rear diffuser. Developed by Akrapovič’s Design Department, this stunning diffuser, crafted from materials developed
through Akrapovič’s racing involvement, is designed to perfectly fit the lines of the unique tailpipes of the Slip-On or Evolution
systems, as well as complement the sleek and sporty shape of the BMW. When mounting Akrapovic rear carbon fiber diffuser
BMW comfort access system will not work.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (F82,
F83)

2014

2020

1018,05

EUR

TP-CT/26

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

OP - Optional part

ECE Type Approval

As the most visible part of an exhaust system, we pay the utmost attention to the tailpipes. Akrapovič has created handcrafted carbon-fibre tailpipes to enrich the visual enjoyment of the Slip-On or Evolution exhaust systems. Sporting the
unique Akrapovič round design, the carbon- version has sandblasted titanium inner parts with a bigger diameter than stock
tailpipes to make them stand out from the crowd even more. The new model was unveiled with distinctive Akrapovič design
elements, and these beautifully crafted additions are designed to fit perfectly with the carbon- diffuser.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (F82,
F83)

2014

2020

1469,02

EUR

TP-T/S/8

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

ECE Type Approval

As the most visible part of an exhaust system, we pay the utmost attention to the tailpipes. Akrapovič has created special
titanium tailpipes to enrich the visual enjoyment of the Slip-On or Evolution exhaust systems. Sporting the unique Akrapovič
round design, the titanium version combines polished and sandblasted titanium and a bigger diameter than stock tailpipes to
make them stand out from the crowd even more. The new model was unveiled with distinctive Akrapovič design elements,
and these beautifully crafted additions are designed to fit perfectly with the carbon- diffuser.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (F82,
F83)

2014

2020

1469,02

EUR

ECE Type Approval

The latest addition to the BMW M series is the awe-inspiring M3/M4, an exquisite high-performance car that can be made
even better by adding an Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system. Made from titanium—with some parts cast in Akrapovič’s own
foundry—it has bigger pipes than the stock exhaust, yielding lower back pressure and more power, especially at lower RPMs.
This system is a completely new design, and it will reduce overall vehicle weight and deliver extra power and a sporty sound,
which has been tailored to highlight lower frequencies and increase the listening enjoyment. Increases in both power and
torque add to the sensory experience, combined with improved agility. The look of the Slip-On system can also be further
enhanced by adding titanium or carbon- tailpipes and the stunning carbon- rear diffuser.An optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is
available to control the different sound settings.Fittment notice:This system does not fit on vehicles equipped with Otto
particulate filter (OPF).Exhaust system also fits to M3/M4 CS (Sport Club) and GTS version (ECE type approval is not valid for
GTS model).

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (F82,
F83)

2014

2020

3274,92

EUR

OP - Optional part

Downpipe (SS) was tested and developed together with Evolution Line (Titanium) system.For the ultimate in weight reduction,
tuning potential, and racing sound, Akrapovič offers stainless steel, cat-less downpipes to make the BMW an even more
powerful machine. This setup is intended for dedicated track-day cars and enthusiasts, and it will also add to the overall
experience of what’s already a stunning performance car for any discerning driver. Delivering great sound, without creating
unwanted cabin noise, these beautifully-crafted downpipes offer an upgrade to Akrapovič’s Evolution exhaust system.When
installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional down pipes , which are developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU
is mandatory, in order to prevent potential »check engine light« warning signals.Downpipes also fit to M3/M4 CS (Sport Club)
and GTS version.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (F82,
F83)

2014

2020

1451,88

EUR

The Evolution link pipe set upgrades the Slip-On system to the Evolution system, which consists of a single-central muffler
with valves and bigger Evolution link pipe tubes with a middle muffler, all designed to make the performance and
workmanship of the complete system as perfect as it looks. With no second set of cats (unlike the stock system), the whole
system is designed to give the smoothest flow—and the power and torque gains of the BMW with the combination of the SlipOn Line system and Evolution link pipe set are absolutely guaranteed. Crafted entirely from titanium, the complete system
has a unique sound to complement its substantial increase over a very wide rpm range. In-depth engineering has produced a
sound distinctly different from the stock system, giving a deep and sporty sound with no unwanted overtones or drone, and
also a significant change to the sound with the valves in the open or closed positions. The complete system needs no reprogramming of the ECU because it doesn’t trigger any warning lights. With tailpipes in titanium or carbon, and a handcrafted
rear diffuser, all available as optional extras, the BMW with the Slip-On Line and Evolution link pipe set is as beautiful as it is
powerful.Exhaust system also fits to M3/M4 CS (Sport Club) and GTS version.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (F82,
F83)

2014

2020

2058,63

EUR

M-BM/T/8H

DP-BM/SS/3

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Downpipe (SS)

SO - Slip-On

E-BM/T/3

Evolution Link pipe set
(Titanium)

OP - Optional part

DI-BM/CA/1

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The Akrapovič Evolution and Slip-On line exhaust systems can be further enhanced with an optional hand-crafted carbonfiber rear diffuser. Developed by Akrapovič’s Design Department, this stunning diffuser, crafted from materials developed
through Akrapovič’s racing involvement, is designed to perfectly fit the lines of the unique tailpipes of the Slip-On or Evolution
systems, as well as complement the sleek and sporty shape of the BMW. When mounting Akrapovic rear carbon fiber diffuser
BMW comfort access system will not work.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (F82,
F83) OPF/GPF

2018

2020

1018,05

EUR

DI-BM/CA/4/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

Beautifully crafted hand-laid high-quality carbon fibre diffusers are perfectly styled to enrich the Akrapovič tailpipes and the
rear of the car. The sporty and aggressive design adds an extra dimension to the whole package and shows the exhaust
system off to its best. Available in high-gloss or matte finish.Diffuser also fits to M3/M4 CS (Sport Club) and GTS version.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (F82,
F83) OPF/GPF

2018

2020

1369,31

EUR

WM-BM/CA/2/G

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- High Gloss

XX - Other

The eye-catching hand-made carbon fibre mirror caps add a visual improvement to the stylish lines of the car. Beautifully
designed and finished in either a high-gloss or matte finish, these mirror caps will enhance the car’s appearance and add a
perfect match for the Akrapovič carbon fibre diffuser.Mirror cap set does not fit on right-hand drive vehicle.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (F82,
F83) OPF/GPF

2018

2020

809,68

EUR

WM-BM/CA/2/M

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- Matte

XX - Other

The eye-catching hand-made carbon fibre mirror caps add a visual improvement to the stylish lines of the car. Beautifully
designed and finished in either a high-gloss or matte finish, these mirror caps will enhance the car’s appearance and add a
perfect match for the Akrapovič carbon fibre diffuser.Mirror cap set does not fit on right-hand drive vehicles.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (F82,
F83) OPF/GPF

2018

2020

702,52

EUR

DP-BM/SS/3

Downpipe (SS)

OP - Optional part

Downpipe (SS) was tested and developed together with Evolution Line (Titanium) system.For the ultimate in weight reduction,
tuning potential, and racing sound, Akrapovič offers stainless steel, cat-less downpipes to make the BMW an even more
powerful machine. This setup is intended for dedicated track-day cars and enthusiasts, and it will also add to the overall
experience of what’s already a stunning performance car for any discerning driver. Delivering great sound, without creating
unwanted cabin noise, these beautifully-crafted downpipes offer an upgrade to Akrapovič’s Evolution exhaust system.When
installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional down pipes , which are developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU
is mandatory, in order to prevent potential »check engine light« warning signals.Downpipes also fit to M3/M4 CS (Sport Club)
and GTS version.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (F82,
F83) OPF/GPF

2018

2020

1451,88

EUR

S-BM/T/4H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

Constructed from lightweight high-grade titanium – with complex parts made in Akrapovič’s in-house foundry – the Slip-On
Line provides over 45 % weight saving over the stock system. It is fully ECE compliant. The system is tuned to provide a
perfect sound accompaniment inside as well as outside the car's cabin and is perfectly finished with hand-crafted carbonfibre tailpipes to offer a beautiful visual appeal. To set off the system to its visual best, optional carbon-fibre diffusers and
mirror caps are also available.The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit (P-HF1194) is also available. If upgrading the slip-on system
with evolution link pipe, the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit P-HF1194 is not needed - specially developed Akrapovič Sound Kit
is already included within the evolution link pipe set. With the use of optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE homologation is
not valid anymore.For installing the slip-on system, the stock exhaust system has to be cut. Please read the instructions
carefully before the start of the installation.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (F82,
F83) OPF/GPF

2018

2020

4792,86

EUR

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (F82,
F83) OPF/GPF

2018

2020

2369,5

EUR

E-BM/T/6

Evolution Link pipe set
(Titanium)

OP - Optional part

Evolution Link Pipe Set (Titanium) was tested and developed together with Evolution Line (Titanium).The Evolution link pipe
set upgrades the Slip-On system to the Evolution system, which consists of a slip-on rear muffler and larger Evolution link
pipe tubes with a middle muffler, all designed to make the performance and workmanship of the complete system as perfect
as it looks. It is crafted entirely from titanium. The whole system is designed to provide the smoothest flow. The power and
torque gains of the M4 with the combination of the Slip-On Line system and Evolution link pipe set are guaranteed. In-depth
engineering has produced a unique sound profile, distinctly different from the stock system, yielding a deep and sporty
sound with no unwanted overtones or drone and an almost racing sound, as well as a significant change to the sound with
the valves in the open or closed positions.The control kit to optimize the balance between sportiness and comfort is included,
together with the receiver and Sound Remote controller (or smartphone app) to regulate the valves.When installing the
Akrapovič Evolution link pipe set, remapping the ECU is mandatory in order to prevent potential “check engine light” warning
signals.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

P-HF1194

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.Akrapovič
Sound Kit P-HF1194 is developed for use with Slip-On Line (Titanium) only. If upgrading the slip-on system with evolution link
pipe, specially developed Akrapovič Sound Kit is already included within the evolution link pipe set.With the use of the
optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (F82,
F83) OPF/GPF

2018

2020

679,84

EUR

DI-BM/CA/9/GB

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss Black

OP - Optional part

For extra visual impact, there is the option to add a hand-crafted carbon-fibre diffuser. Produced in-house, this lightweight
accessory – with ABE type approval – is designed to show off the tailpipes of the Akrapovič exhaust at their absolute best. A
new feature is offered with this updated version of the diffuser: a high gloss black painted frame integrates the diffuser with
the rear part of the vehicle.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (G82,
G83)

2021

2022

2049,84

EUR

DP-BM/SS/9

Downpipe w/o Cat (SS)

OP - Optional part

Developed to be used in conjunction with the Akrapovič Slip-On Line (Titanium) and the Evolution Link Pipe Set (Titanium),
this high-quality stainless-steel downpipe has the catalytic converters removed. Delivering a pure racing sound full of
emotion, this provides great feedback at high revs, without drone. Remapping the ECU is mandatory to prevent potential
check engine light warning signals. This product is meant for racetrack closed course use only.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (G82,
G83)

2021

2022

1899,45

EUR

DI-BM/CA/9/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

For extra visual impact, there is the option to add a hand-crafted carbon-fibre diffuser. Produced in-house, this lightweight
accessory – with ABE type approval – is designed to show off the tailpipes of the Akrapovič exhaust at their absolute best.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (G82,
G83)

2021

2022

1649,97

EUR

P-HF1384

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.&#65279;With
the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (G82,
G83)

2021

2022

451,56

EUR

DP-BM/SS/8

Downpipe w Cat (SS)

OP - Optional part

Developed to be used in conjunction with the Akrapovič Slip-On Line (Titanium) and the Evolution Link Pipe Set (Titanium),
this high-quality stainless steel downpipe set features a pair of sporty catalytic converters (200 cpsi) with heat insulation. The
front part of the downpipes is cast in the in-house foundry, providing a perfect fit. Delivering a pure racing sound full of
emotion, this provides great feedback at high revs, without drone. Remapping the ECU is mandatory to prevent potential
check engine light warning signals. This product is meant for racetrack closed course use only.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (G82,
G83)

2021

2022

3231,9

EUR

This high-grade lightweight titanium system, finished with hand-crafted carbon-fibre tailpipes, weighs in at 35% lighter than
stock and features a pair of collectors cast in the in-house foundry. The Slip-On Line (Titanium) comes with a specially
developed Akrapovič control kit for a complete sound experience. The sound character offers a rich tone at normal cruising,
rising to a deep sporty sound when the M3/M4 is driven more dynamically. It serves up a perfect sound at all rpms, delivering
comfort and sportiness in one exhaust. A ground-breaking octagonal shape has been fashioned from lightweight titanium with
a carbon-fibre outer sleeve for the tailpipes, and for more traditional buyers there is the classic cylindrical design.The system
delivers power increases of 8.0 kW (10.9 hp) at 6,000 rpm and a torque gain of 13.9 Nm at 5,000 rpm when tested on the
Akrapovič dyno against a BMW M4 Competition with a standard stock exhaust. Remapping is not needed for this
configuration, and it fits all vehicles (OPF and non-OPF), but the ECE certificate is valid only for cars equipped with an OPF
filter.Optional link pipes and downpipes are available for customers looking to change the exhaust for closed circuit usage. An
optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is also available. With the installation of the optional link pipes, downpipes, and Akrapovič
Sound Kit, ECE type approval of the Slip-On Line (Titanium) is no longer valid. An optional hand-crafted carbon-fibre rear
diffuser is also available to add an extra visual impact to the Akrapovič tailpipes.The exhaust system also fits xDrive and M4
(G83) Convertible models.The Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system is ECE type approved for cars equipped with an
Otto/gasoline particulate filter.The Tail Pipe Set (Carbon) has to be ordered separately as a mandatory part. Please choose
TP-CT/69 or TP-CT/68.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (G82,
G83)

2021

2022

5318,46

EUR

Evolution Link Pipe Set (Titanium) was tested and developed together with Slip-On Line (Titanium).Constructed from highgrade titanium, this noticeably lighter-than-stock link pipe features a resonator in the middle part. Available for all countries
(United States excluded), the link pipe delivers a power gain of 17.7 kW (24.1 hp) at 6,650 rpm and torque increases of 25.4
Nm at 6,650 rpm when tested on the Akrapovič dyno against a BMW M4 Competition (OPF/GPF) with a standard stock
exhaust. Combined with a Slip-On Line (Titanium) delivering a deep, rich, and sporty sound without drone, it totally embraces
the pure turbocharged inline six-cylinder sound. Remapping is mandatory. This product is meant for racetrack use and closed
courses only.This product fits on OPF and non-OPF vehicles.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (G82,
G83)

2021

2022

1956,15

EUR

ABE Type Approval

S-BM/T/21H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

E-BM/T/12

Evolution Link Pipe set
(Titanium) – Long

OP - Optional part

TP-CT/68

Tail Pipe Set (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

A ground-breaking octagonal shape has been fashioned from lightweight titanium with a carbon-fibre outer sleeve, totally in
keeping with lines of the car. For more traditional buyers, there is the classic cylindrical design, also constructed from same
materials, but featuring an update to the current range of tailpipes for BMW cars available from Akrapovič.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (G82,
G83)

2021

2022

1570,59

EUR

TP-CT/69

Tail Pipe Set (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

A ground-breaking octagonal shape has been fashioned from lightweight titanium with a carbon-fibre outer sleeve, totally in
keeping with lines of the car. For more traditional buyers, there is the classic cylindrical design, also constructed from same
materials, but featuring an update to the current range of tailpipes for BMW cars available from Akrapovič.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (G82,
G83)

2021

2022

1695,33

EUR

TP-CT/69

Tail Pipe Set (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

A ground-breaking octagonal shape has been fashioned from lightweight titanium with a carbon-fibre outer sleeve, totally in
keeping with lines of the car. For more traditional buyers, there is the classic cylindrical design, also constructed from same
materials, but featuring an update to the current range of tailpipes for BMW cars available from Akrapovič.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (G82,
G83) OPF/GPF

2021

2022

1695,33

EUR

TP-CT/68

Tail Pipe Set (Carbon)

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

A ground-breaking octagonal shape has been fashioned from lightweight titanium with a carbon-fibre outer sleeve, totally in
keeping with lines of the car. For more traditional buyers, there is the classic cylindrical design, also constructed from same
materials, but featuring an update to the current range of tailpipes for BMW cars available from Akrapovič.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (G82,
G83) OPF/GPF

2021

2022

1570,59

EUR

E-BM/T/12

Evolution Link Pipe set
(Titanium) – Long

OP - Optional part

Evolution Link Pipe Set (Titanium) was tested and developed together with Slip-On Line (Titanium).Constructed from highgrade titanium, this noticeably lighter-than-stock link pipe features a resonator in the middle part. Available for all countries
(United States excluded), the link pipe delivers a power gain of 17.7 kW (24.1 hp) at 6,650 rpm and torque increases of 25.4
Nm at 6,650 rpm when tested on the Akrapovič dyno against a BMW M4 Competition (OPF/GPF) with a standard stock
exhaust. Combined with a Slip-On Line (Titanium) delivering a deep, rich, and sporty sound without drone, it totally embraces
the pure turbocharged inline six-cylinder sound. Remapping is mandatory. This product is meant for racetrack use and closed
courses only.This product fits on OPF and non-OPF vehicles.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (G82,
G83) OPF/GPF

2021

2022

1956,15

EUR

This high-grade lightweight titanium system, finished with hand-crafted carbon-fibre tailpipes, weighs in at 35% lighter than
stock and features a pair of collectors cast in the in-house foundry. The Slip-On Line (Titanium) comes with a specially
developed Akrapovič control kit for a complete sound experience. The sound character offers a rich tone at normal cruising,
rising to a deep sporty sound when the M3/M4 is driven more dynamically. It serves up a perfect sound at all rpms, delivering
comfort and sportiness in one exhaust. A ground-breaking octagonal shape has been fashioned from lightweight titanium with
a carbon-fibre outer sleeve for the tailpipes, and for more traditional buyers there is the classic cylindrical design.The system
delivers power increases of 8.0 kW (10.9 hp) at 6,000 rpm and a torque gain of 13.9 Nm at 5,000 rpm when tested on the
Akrapovič dyno against a BMW M4 Competition with a standard stock exhaust. Remapping is not needed for this
configuration, and it fits all vehicles (OPF and non-OPF), but the ECE certificate is valid only for cars equipped with an OPF
filter.Optional link pipes and downpipes are available for customers looking to change the exhaust for closed circuit usage. An
optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is also available. With the installation of the optional link pipes, downpipes, and Akrapovič
Sound Kit, ECE type approval of the Slip-On Line (Titanium) is no longer valid. An optional hand-crafted carbon-fibre rear
diffuser is also available to add an extra visual impact to the Akrapovič tailpipes.The exhaust system also fits xDrive and M4
(G83) Convertible models.The Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system is ECE type approved for cars equipped with an
Otto/gasoline particulate filter.The Tail Pipe Set (Carbon) has to be ordered separately as a mandatory part. Please choose
TP-CT/69 or TP-CT/68.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (G82,
G83) OPF/GPF

2021

2022

5318,46

EUR

S-BM/T/21H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

DP-BM/SS/8

Downpipe w Cat (SS)

OP - Optional part

Developed to be used in conjunction with the Akrapovič Slip-On Line (Titanium) and the Evolution Link Pipe Set (Titanium),
this high-quality stainless steel downpipe set features a pair of sporty catalytic converters (200 cpsi) with heat insulation. The
front part of the downpipes is cast in the in-house foundry, providing a perfect fit. Delivering a pure racing sound full of
emotion, this provides great feedback at high revs, without drone. Remapping the ECU is mandatory to prevent potential
check engine light warning signals. This product is meant for racetrack closed course use only.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (G82,
G83) OPF/GPF

2021

2022

3231,9

EUR

P-HF1384

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.&#65279;With
the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (G82,
G83) OPF/GPF

2021

2022

451,56

EUR

DI-BM/CA/9/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

For extra visual impact, there is the option to add a hand-crafted carbon-fibre diffuser. Produced in-house, this lightweight
accessory – with ABE type approval – is designed to show off the tailpipes of the Akrapovič exhaust at their absolute best.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (G82,
G83) OPF/GPF

2021

2022

1649,97

EUR

DP-BM/SS/9

Downpipe w/o Cat (SS)

OP - Optional part

Developed to be used in conjunction with the Akrapovič Slip-On Line (Titanium) and the Evolution Link Pipe Set (Titanium),
this high-quality stainless-steel downpipe has the catalytic converters removed. Delivering a pure racing sound full of
emotion, this provides great feedback at high revs, without drone. Remapping the ECU is mandatory to prevent potential
check engine light warning signals. This product is meant for racetrack closed course use only.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (G82,
G83) OPF/GPF

2021

2022

1899,45

EUR

DI-BM/CA/9/GB

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss Black

OP - Optional part

For extra visual impact, there is the option to add a hand-crafted carbon-fibre diffuser. Produced in-house, this lightweight
accessory – with ABE type approval – is designed to show off the tailpipes of the Akrapovič exhaust at their absolute best. A
new feature is offered with this updated version of the diffuser: a high gloss black painted frame integrates the diffuser with
the rear part of the vehicle.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M4 (G82,
G83) OPF/GPF

2021

2022

2049,84

EUR

ABE Type Approval

DP-TY/SS/1

Downpipe w Cat (SS)

OP - Optional part

This product is crafted from high-quality stainless steel, with the front part of the downpipe cast in Akrapovič’s in-house
foundry. A sporty 300 cpsi catalytic converter is integrated into the downpipe, with the heat insulation made of stainless steel
and a flexible tube incorporated into the middle section. Power gains with an Evolution Line (Titanium) fitted with the
Akrapovič downpipe of 18.7 kW (25.4 hp) at 5,600 rpm and torque increases of 34.7 Nm at 2,400 rpm have been recorded
when tested on the Akrapovič dyno against a BMW M440i with the standard stock exhaust. It delivers a pure racing sound,
full of emotion and adrenalin-inducing enjoyment, and great feedback at high revs, all without unwanted drone. This product
is meant for racetrack use only, and remapping the ECU is mandatory in order to prevent potential “check engine light”
warning signals.The downpipe is an optional product for the following Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust systems:BMW M340I
(G20) without OPF/GPF: Slip-On Line (Titanium) + Evolution Link pipe (SS) - S-BM/T/17H + E-BM/SS/8BMW M440I (G22)
without OPF/GPF: Slip-On Line (Titanium) + Evolution Link pipe (SS) - S-BM/T/18H + E-BM/SS/8THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

P-HF1351

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M440I (G22,
G23)

2021

2022

432,46

EUR

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M440I (G22,
G23)

2021

2022

5350

EUR

Super Sport

Car

BMW

M440I (G22,
G23)

2021

2022

2202,8

EUR

S-BM/T/18H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

This is a high-grade lightweight titanium system, finished with hand-crafted carbon-fibre tailpipes and a high-grade austenitic
stainless-steel link pipe set. The valves in each side are calculated to tailor the sound, and two acoustic reflectors are fitted on
the tailpipes to guide the sound into the car’s cabin. Because the Akrapovič Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system has two
valves, one more than the stock configuration, a TNG controller is included in the product to activate the additional exhaust
valve. To make the sound experience even more unique, there are two tuned resonators – developed especially for this new
engine – producing a deep, rich, and sporty sound with no unwanted drone or streaming, perfectly aligned with the straight
six-cylinder engine. It weighs 21.7 kg, which is 23% lighter than stock. Power gains of 8.7 kW (11.8 hp) at 5,600 rpm and
torque increases of 17.1 Nm at 4,100 rpm were recorded when tested on the Akrapovič dyno against a BMW M440i with a
standard stock exhaust. Special parts are cast in the Akrapovič in-house foundry to create the intricate and complex items
needed for this system. Meant for track use only and for non-OPF vehicles, remapping is recommended with this
product.Please note that both product codes, S- BM/T/18H and E-BM/SS/8, have been split due to packaging reasons. Both
codes must be ordered.Fitment notice: The Evolution Line (Titanium) only fits on non-OPF vehicles. For non-OPF vehicles,
the ECE type approval certificate is not valid.This product also fits on the BMW M440i xDrive Cabriolet (G23) model.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

E-BM/SS/8

Link Pipe Set (SS)

OP - Optional part

Evolution Link Pipe Set (SS) was tested and developed together with Slip-On Line (Titanium).Please note that both product
codes, S- BM/T/18H and E-BM/SS/8 must be ordered for cars without otto / gasoline particulate filter.Fitment notice: The
Evolution Line (Titanium) only fits on non-OPF vehicles. For non-OPF vehicles, the ECE type approval certificate is not
valid.This product also fits on the BMW M440i xDrive Cabriolet (G23) model.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M440I (G22,
G23)

2021

2022

1244,28

EUR

Offering a noticeable weight savings, increased power and torque, and a dramatic soundtrack, this system is constructed
from lightweight high-grade titanium and completed with hand-crafted carbon-fibre tailpipes. The system offers an 11.89 kg
savings over the standard stock system, an incredible difference of 33%. Power and torque are increased by 3.4 Kw (4.6 hp)
at 2,650 rpm and 12.4 Nm at 2,650 rpm when tested on the Akrapovič dyno against a BMW M440i with a standard stock
exhaust. An exhilarating soundtrack is delivered through the use of special parts fitted in the system. Two valves – instead of
one, as in the stock configuration – are calibrated to tailor the sound, and two acoustic reflectors are fitted on the tailpipes to
guide the sound into the car’s cabin and change the driving experience, producing a fully immersive sound in the car’s
cockpit, to supply thrills and enjoyment that can be enjoyed by all occupants. Because the Akrapovič Slip-On Line (Titanium)
exhaust system has two valves, one more than the stock configuration, a TNG controller is included in the product to activate
the additional exhaust valve. Two resonators, one on each side of the central muffler, perfect the sound experience. The
smooth, rich sound at normal cruising rises to a deep and sporty soundtrack when driving more enthusiastically, and the
tones can also be controlled from within the cockpit with addition of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit. Special parts are cast in
the Akrapovič in-house foundry to create the intricate and complex items needed for this system. It meets ECE type approval,
and no remapping is needed for this configuration (the system only fits vehicles equipped with the OPF filter, and the ECE
certificate is valid only for these cars; for non-OPF vehicles, an Evolution Line system is available). An optional link pipe set is
available for those customers looking for an upgrade to the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system.Fitment notice: This
product fits on the BMW M440i equipped with an OPF.This product also fits on the BMW M440i xDrive Cabriolet (G23) model.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M440I (G22,
G23) OPF/GPF

2021

2022

5350

EUR

S-BM/T/18H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

P-HF1351

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M440I (G22,
G23) OPF/GPF

2021

2022

432,46

EUR

TP-CT/10

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

OP - Optional part

The tailpipes are the most visible part of the exhaust system, and that’s why we dedicate particular attention to them at
Akrapovič. In order to satisfy the most discriminating tastes, we’ve created handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes. To make our
tailpipes stand out from the rest even more, in addition to selecting the finest materials, we also made them larger.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M5 (F10)

2011

2017

1504,52

EUR

ME-BM/T/4

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

After adding a full titanium Evolution system, you’ll never want to stop driving. The exhaust system is made of our proprietary
titanium and consists of dual-outlet mufflers with exhaust valves, flow-optimized pipes, and a unique cast X-shaped part with
resonators. The Evolution lowers the back pressure and gives the M5 more power without removing the catalytic converters. It
increases responsiveness and offers a big difference in weight. Sound is improved too, with a deep sporty sound that grows
to an aggressive roar when driven hard but still has no droning. It works well with the M5’s ANC system - just like the valve
system, which is regulated through the M5’s settings. Complete the look with a set of four exquisite tailpipes in titanium or
carbon fibre.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M5 (F10)

2011

2017

6439,8

EUR

TP-T/S/5

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

The tailpipes are the most visible part of the exhaust system, and that’s why we dedicate particular attention to them at
Akrapovič. In order to satisfy the most discriminating tastes, we’ve created special titanium-alloy tailpipes. To make our
tailpipes stand out from the rest even more, in addition to selecting the finest materials, we also made them larger.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M5 (F10)

2011

2017

1476,11

EUR

TP-CT/47/RS

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

OP - Optional part

ECE Type Approval

As the most visible part of an exhaust system, we pay the utmost attention to the tailpipes. Akrapovič has created handcrafted carbon-fibre tailpipes to enrich the visual enjoyment of the Slip-On or Evolution exhaust systems. Sporting the unique
Akrapovič round design, the carbon- version has sandblasted titanium inner parts with a bigger diameter than stock tailpipes
to make them stand out from the crowd even more. The new model was unveiled with distinctive Akrapovič design elements,
and these beautifully crafted additions are designed to fit perfectly with the carbon- diffuser.This Carbon Tail pipe set, comes
with red/white Akrapovič logo.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M5 / M5
Competition
(F90)

2018

2022

1565,27

EUR

DI-BM/CA/5/G/RS

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the M5 a more aggressive and sporty feel. It
shows off the tailpipes to their full extent and is a perfect accompaniment to the side mirror caps.This Rear Carbon Fiber
Diffuser - High Glossy, comes with red/white Akrapovič logo.Fitment notice: The diffuser cannot fit with genuine trailer tow
hitch.With Akrapovič diffuser, hands-free trunk-lid opening/closing sensor is not working.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M5 / M5
Competition
(F90)

2018

2022

1369,31

EUR

S-BM/T/2H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

Built from high-grade lightweight titanium to reduce weight, with valve housings cast in the in-house foundry, the Evolution
Line (Titanium) exhaust system fits directly onto the BMW M5’s stock downpipes. Developed to deliver both power and torque
gains throughout the range and significantly reduce the back pressure, it is finished with hand-crafted carbon-fibre tailpipes
to enrich the visual enjoyment of the exhaust. The tailpipes have been perfectly crafted and designed to fit beautifully within
the optional carbon-fibre diffuser. Optional carbon-fibre mirror caps are also available to further enhance the car's
appearance.The system is a simple plug-and-play operation to fit, and has been designed to meet ECE type approval. The
optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is also available.Fitment notice: This system does not fit on vehicles equipped with Otto
particulate filter (OPF).This product fits also on BMW M5 CS NON-OPF vehicles.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M5 / M5
Competition
(F90)

2018

2022

6798,33

EUR

DI-BM/CA/5/M/RS

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser Matte

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the M5 a more aggressive and sporty feel. It
shows off the tailpipes to their full extent and is a perfect accompaniment to the side mirror caps.This Rear Carbon Fiber
Diffuser - Matt, comes with red/white Akrapovič logo.Fitment notice: The diffuser cannot fit with genuine trailer tow hitch.With
Akrapovič diffuser, hands-free trunk-lid opening/closing sensor is not working.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M5 / M5
Competition
(F90)

2018

2022

1178,8

EUR

WM-BM/CA/3/G

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- High Gloss

XX - Other

The eye-catching hand-made carbon fibre mirror caps add a visual improvement to the stylish lines of the car. Beautifully
designed and finished in either a high-gloss or matte finish, these mirror caps will enhance the car’s appearance and add a
perfect match for the Akrapovič carbon fibre diffuser.Mirror cap set does not fit on right-hand drive vehicles.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M5 / M5
Competition
(F90)

2018

2022

869,22

EUR

WM-BM/CA/3/M

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- Matte

XX - Other

The eye-catching hand-made carbon fibre mirror caps add a visual improvement to the stylish lines of the car. Beautifully
designed and finished in either a high-gloss or matte finish, these mirror caps will enhance the car’s appearance and add a
perfect match for the Akrapovič carbon fibre diffuser.Mirror cap set does not fit on right-hand drive vehicles.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M5 / M5
Competition
(F90)

2018

2022

773,96

EUR

P-HF1132

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M5 / M5
Competition
(F90)

2018

2022

537,94

EUR

S-BM/T/7H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

Built from high-grade lightweight titanium – with some parts cast in Akrapovič’s own foundry – this system will reduce exhaust
system's weight. Developed to deliver both power and torque gains throughout the range with most gain in lower rpm will
improve responsiveness and drivability. The system delivers distinctly different sound from the stock system, most noticeable
at shifting, backfiring and accelerating. The carbon-fibre tailpipes have been perfectly crafted and designed to fit beautifully
within the optional carbon-fibre diffuser. Optional carbon-fibre mirror caps are also available to further enhance the car's
appearance.The system is a simple plug-and-play operation to fit, and has been designed to meet ECE type approval. The
optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is also available.For installing the slip-on system, the stock exhaust system has to be cut.
Please read the instructions carefully before the start of the installation.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M5 / M5
Competition
(F90) OPF/GPF

2018

2020

4246,83

EUR

TP-CT/47/RS

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

OP - Optional part

ECE Type Approval

As the most visible part of an exhaust system, we pay the utmost attention to the tailpipes. Akrapovič has created handcrafted carbon-fibre tailpipes to enrich the visual enjoyment of the Slip-On or Evolution exhaust systems. Sporting the unique
Akrapovič round design, the carbon- version has sandblasted titanium inner parts with a bigger diameter than stock tailpipes
to make them stand out from the crowd even more. The new model was unveiled with distinctive Akrapovič design elements,
and these beautifully crafted additions are designed to fit perfectly with the carbon- diffuser.This Carbon Tail pipe set, comes
with red/white Akrapovič logo.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M5 / M5
Competition
(F90) OPF/GPF

2018

2022

1565,27

EUR

P-HF1132

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M5 / M5
Competition
(F90) OPF/GPF

2018

2022

537,94

EUR

WM-BM/CA/3/M

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- Matte

XX - Other

The eye-catching hand-made carbon fibre mirror caps add a visual improvement to the stylish lines of the car. Beautifully
designed and finished in either a high-gloss or matte finish, these mirror caps will enhance the car’s appearance and add a
perfect match for the Akrapovič carbon fibre diffuser.Mirror cap set does not fit on right-hand drive vehicles.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M5 / M5
Competition
(F90) OPF/GPF

2018

2022

773,96

EUR

WM-BM/CA/3/G

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- High Gloss

XX - Other

The eye-catching hand-made carbon fibre mirror caps add a visual improvement to the stylish lines of the car. Beautifully
designed and finished in either a high-gloss or matte finish, these mirror caps will enhance the car’s appearance and add a
perfect match for the Akrapovič carbon fibre diffuser.Mirror cap set does not fit on right-hand drive vehicles.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M5 / M5
Competition
(F90) OPF/GPF

2018

2022

869,22

EUR

DI-BM/CA/5/M/RS

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser Matte

OP - Optional part

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the M5 a more aggressive and sporty feel. It
shows off the tailpipes to their full extent and is a perfect accompaniment to the side mirror caps.This Rear Carbon Fiber
Diffuser - Matt, comes with red/white Akrapovič logo.Fitment notice: The diffuser cannot fit with genuine trailer tow hitch.With
Akrapovič diffuser, hands-free trunk-lid opening/closing sensor is not working.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M5 / M5
Competition
(F90) OPF/GPF

2018

2022

1178,8

EUR

EC Type Approval

ABE Type Approval

DI-BM/CA/5/G/RS

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the M5 a more aggressive and sporty feel. It
shows off the tailpipes to their full extent and is a perfect accompaniment to the side mirror caps.This Rear Carbon Fiber
Diffuser - High Glossy, comes with red/white Akrapovič logo.Fitment notice: The diffuser cannot fit with genuine trailer tow
hitch.With Akrapovič diffuser, hands-free trunk-lid opening/closing sensor is not working.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M5 / M5
Competition
(F90) OPF/GPF

2018

2022

1369,31

EUR

ECE Type Approval

Built from high-grade lightweight titanium – with some parts cast in Akrapovič’s own foundry – this system will reduce exhaust
system's weight. Developed to deliver both power and torque gains throughout the range with most gain in lower rpm will
improve responsiveness and drivability. The system delivers distinctly different sound from the stock system, most noticeable
at shifting, backfiring and accelerating. The carbon-fibre tailpipes have been perfectly crafted and designed to fit beautifully
within the optional carbon-fibre diffuser. Optional carbon-fibre mirror caps are also available to further enhance the car's
appearance.The system is a simple plug-and-play operation to fit, and has been designed to meet ECE type approval. The
optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is also available.For installing the slip-on system, the stock exhaust system has to be cut.
Please read the instructions carefully before the start of the installation.This product fits also on BMW M5 Competition and
CS 2022 models equipped with OPF/GPF.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M5 / M5
Competition
(F90) OPF/GPF

2021

2022

4325,88

EUR

S-BM/T/27H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

TP-T/S/5

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

The tailpipes are the most visible part of the exhaust system, and that’s why we dedicate particular attention to them at
Akrapovič. In order to satisfy the most discriminating tastes, we’ve created special titanium-alloy tailpipes. To make our
tailpipes stand out from the rest even more, in addition to selecting the finest materials, we also made them larger.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M6 (F12,
F13)

2012

2018

1476,11

EUR

TP-CT/10

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

OP - Optional part

The tailpipes are the most visible part of the exhaust system, and that’s why we dedicate particular attention to them at
Akrapovič. In order to satisfy the most discriminating tastes, we’ve created handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes. To make our
tailpipes stand out from the rest even more, in addition to selecting the finest materials, we also made them larger.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M6 (F12,
F13)

2012

2018

1504,52

EUR

ME-BM/T/5

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

The Evolution exhaust system made of our proprietary titanium consists of newly developed dual-outlet mufflers with exhaust
valves, flow-optimized pipes, and a unique cast titanium X-shaped part with resonators. Back pressure is lowered and the M6
benefits from more power throughout the entire range of rpms. It increases responsiveness and an improved power-to-weight
ratio has been achieved without removing the catalytic converters. The Evolution performance exhaust offers a deep sporty
sound, growing to an aggressive roar when driven hard but without droning. It works well with the M6’s ANC system - just like
the valve system, which is regulated through the M6’s settings.Complete the look with a set of four exquisite tailpipes in
titanium or carbon fibre.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M6 (F12,
F13)

2012

2018

6761,79

EUR

TP-CT/10

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

OP - Optional part

The tailpipes are the most visible part of the exhaust system, and that’s why we dedicate particular attention to them at
Akrapovič. In order to satisfy the most discriminating tastes, we’ve created handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes. To make our
tailpipes stand out from the rest even more, in addition to selecting the finest materials, we also made them larger.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M6 Gran
Coupé (F06)

2013

2018

1504,52

EUR

TP-T/S/5

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

The tailpipes are the most visible part of the exhaust system, and that’s why we dedicate particular attention to them at
Akrapovič. In order to satisfy the most discriminating tastes, we’ve created special titanium-alloy tailpipes. To make our
tailpipes stand out from the rest even more, in addition to selecting the finest materials, we also made them larger.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M6 Gran
Coupé (F06)

2013

2018

1476,11

EUR

ME-BM/T/6H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

The Evolution exhaust system made of our proprietary titanium consists of newly developed dual-outlet mufflers with exhaust
valves, flow-optimized pipes, and a unique cast titanium X-shaped part with resonators. Back pressure is lowered and the M6
Gran Coupe benefits from more power throughout the entire range of rpms. It increases responsiveness and an improved
power-to-weight ratio has been achieved without removing the catalytic converters. The Evolution performance exhaust offers
a deep sporty sound, growing to an aggressive roar when driven hard but without droning. It works well with the M6 Gran
Coupe’s ANC system - just like the valve system, which is regulated through the M6’s settings.Complete the look with a set of
four exquisite tailpipes in titanium or carbon fibre.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M6 Gran
Coupé (F06)

2013

2018

7037,55

EUR

WM-BM/CA/3/G

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- High Gloss

XX - Other

The eye-catching hand-made carbon fibre mirror caps add a visual improvement to the stylish lines of the car. Beautifully
designed and finished in either a high-gloss or matte finish, these mirror caps will enhance the car’s appearance and add a
perfect match for the Akrapovič carbon fibre diffuser.Mirror cap set does not fit on right-hand drive vehicles.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M8 / M8
Competition
(F91, F92)

2020

2022

869,22

EUR

WM-BM/CA/3/M

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- Matte

XX - Other

The eye-catching hand-made carbon fibre mirror caps add a visual improvement to the stylish lines of the car. Beautifully
designed and finished in either a high-gloss or matte finish, these mirror caps will enhance the car’s appearance and add a
perfect match for the Akrapovič carbon fibre diffuser.Mirror cap set does not fit on right-hand drive vehicles.

Sports Coupe
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M8 / M8
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(F91, F92)

2020

2022

773,96

EUR

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M8 / M8
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(F91, F92)

2020

2022

8311,66

EUR

EC Type Approval

EC Type Approval

S-BM/T/23

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

Constructed from high-grade lightweight titanium alloys, the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system has been perfectly
tuned to deliver the very best aural experience in all driving modes. Through extensive testing and development, the
Akrapovič sound engineers have coaxed a deep, sporty, higher-frequency V8 sound from the car’s turbo engine, more akin to
that of a muscle car, while keeping it smooth and eliminating any drone that might hamper the enjoyment. The full titanium
exhaust system is finished with two sets of carbon-fibre / titanium tailpipes coming from a central muffler layout featuring two
valves, one located on either side of the muffler. The housings are cast in-house in the Akrapovič foundry, and there is a cast
collector on the link pipe, where gases from both sides of the engine mix, all designed to create a perfect sound. This plugand-play exhaust system can be further regulated with the addition of the Akrapovič Sound Kit to control the valves in the
exhaust and switch between the sound modes. Further visual enhancements can be achieved with the addition of the
optional hand-made carbon-fibre diffuser and mirror caps, available in matte and glossy finishes to provide an eye-catching
accompaniment to match the Evolution Line (Titanium).Fittment notice:This system does not fit on vehicles equipped with
Otto particulate filter (OPF).THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

P-HF1263

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M8 / M8
Competition
(F91, F92)

2020

2022

853,5

EUR

DI-BM/CA/7/M

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser Matte

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the M8 a more aggressive and sporty feel. It
shows off the tailpipes to their full extent and is a perfect accompaniment to the side mirror caps.Fitment notice: With
Akrapovič diffuser, hands-free trunk-lid opening/closing sensor is not working.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M8 / M8
Competition
(F91, F92)

2020

2022

1524,1

EUR

DI-BM/CA/7/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the M8 a more aggressive and sporty feel. It
shows off the tailpipes to their full extent and is a perfect accompaniment to the side mirror caps.&#65279;Fitment notice:
With Akrapovič diffuser, hands-free trunk-lid opening/closing sensor is not working.&#65279;

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M8 / M8
Competition
(F91, F92)

2020

2022

1655,08

EUR

ECE Type Approval

With a distinctive sound as you shift through the gears, coupled with enhanced power and torque, all encapsulated in a full
titanium system, the Slip-On Line (Titanium) offers the Akrapovič experience while meeting ECE type approval. Constructed
from lightweight high-grade titanium alloys and finished with two sets of carbon-fibre / titanium tailpipes, the system features
complex parts crafted at the in-house titanium foundry, including the housing of the valves and collectors from the central
muffler to the tailpipes. Two valves – one on each side of the muffler – tailor the gas flow to help produce that unmistakable
Akrapovič sound, which is distinctly different from the M8 with a stock system. The exhaust tone is most noticeable as you
move through the gears and accelerate, and this can be further controlled through the addition of the optional Akrapovič
Sound Kit to provide increased aural pleasure. Akrapovič has achieved power gains of 14.3 hp at 5,200 rpm and torque
increases of 19.4 Nm at 5,200 rpm when tested on the Akrapovič dyno against a BMW M8 Competition with a stock M Sport
exhaust system for comparison. There is also the opportunity for further exhaust tuning through the addition of the optional
Evolution Link pipe set (Titanium); using the link pipe set will change the gas flow and deliver the best sound possible from
the Slip-On Line (Titanium). As a further enhancement, Akrapovič has created optional parts to change the visual appeal of
the car and accompany the beautiful finish of the system’s tailpipes. With a handmade carbon-fibre diffuser and mirror caps
in matte and glossy finishes, an added special touch can be made to the visual experience.With the installation of the
Evolution Link pipe set, ECE type approval for the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system is not valid, and remapping the
ECU is mandatory when it is fitted.With the installation of Akrapovič Sound Kit, ECE type approval for the Slip-On Line
(Titanium) exhaust system is not valid.For installing the slip-on system, the stock exhaust system has to be cut. Please read
the instructions carefully before the start of the installation.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M8 / M8
Competition
(F91, F92) OPF/GPF

2020

2020

5848,49

EUR

Evolution Link Pipe Set (Titanium) was tested and developed together with Slip-On Line (Titanium).This full titanium
accessory features complex parts cast in Akrapovič’s in-house foundry and is constructed from lightweight high-grade alloys
to reduce weight. Combining the Evolution Link pipe set (Titanium) with the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust creates a system
that is perfectly in tune to deliver the very best aural experience in all driving modes. Akrapovič’s sound engineers have
worked hard to produce a sporty V8 sound with an unmistakable Akrapovič character, while keeping it smooth and eliminating
any drone, all designed for maximum everyday comfort. The sound is closer to that of a muscle car and delivers an
exhilarating soundtrack. With a cast collector on the link pipe, where the gases from both sides of the engine mix, the link
pipe provides a smooth flow for the gas and aids in providing the perfect sound as an ideal upgrade for the Slip-On Line
(Titanium). With the installation of this optional accessory, ECE type approval for the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system
is not valid, and remapping the ECU is mandatory when it is fitted.When installing the Akrapovič Evolution link pipe set,
remapping the ECU is mandatory in order to prevent potential “check engine light” warning signals.Fitment notice: This
optional link pipe does not fit on OPF equipped vehicles with emission product code S1DFA.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M8 / M8
Competition
(F91, F92) OPF/GPF

2020

2020

2464,75

EUR

S-BM/T/22H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

E-BM/T/9

Evolution Link pipe set
(Titanium)

OP - Optional part

DI-BM/CA/7/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the M8 a more aggressive and sporty feel. It
shows off the tailpipes to their full extent and is a perfect accompaniment to the side mirror caps.&#65279;Fitment notice:
With Akrapovič diffuser, hands-free trunk-lid opening/closing sensor is not working.&#65279;

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M8 / M8
Competition
(F91, F92) OPF/GPF

2020

2022

1655,08

EUR

DI-BM/CA/7/M

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser Matte

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the M8 a more aggressive and sporty feel. It
shows off the tailpipes to their full extent and is a perfect accompaniment to the side mirror caps.Fitment notice: With
Akrapovič diffuser, hands-free trunk-lid opening/closing sensor is not working.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M8 / M8
Competition
(F91, F92) OPF/GPF

2020

2022

1524,1

EUR

P-HF1263

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M8 / M8
Competition
(F91, F92) OPF/GPF

2020

2022

853,5

EUR

WM-BM/CA/3/M

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- Matte

XX - Other

The eye-catching hand-made carbon fibre mirror caps add a visual improvement to the stylish lines of the car. Beautifully
designed and finished in either a high-gloss or matte finish, these mirror caps will enhance the car’s appearance and add a
perfect match for the Akrapovič carbon fibre diffuser.Mirror cap set does not fit on right-hand drive vehicles.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M8 / M8
Competition
(F91, F92) OPF/GPF

2020

2022

773,96

EUR

WM-BM/CA/3/G

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- High Gloss

XX - Other

The eye-catching hand-made carbon fibre mirror caps add a visual improvement to the stylish lines of the car. Beautifully
designed and finished in either a high-gloss or matte finish, these mirror caps will enhance the car’s appearance and add a
perfect match for the Akrapovič carbon fibre diffuser.Mirror cap set does not fit on right-hand drive vehicles.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M8 / M8
Competition
(F91, F92) OPF/GPF

2020

2022

869,22

EUR

S-BM/T/22H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

With a distinctive sound as you shift through the gears, coupled with enhanced power and torque, all encapsulated in a full
titanium system, the Slip-On Line (Titanium) offers the Akrapovič experience while meeting ECE type approval. Constructed
from lightweight high-grade titanium alloys and finished with two sets of carbon-fibre / titanium tailpipes, the system features
complex parts crafted at the in-house titanium foundry, including the housing of the valves and collectors from the central
muffler to the tailpipes. Two valves – one on each side of the muffler – tailor the gas flow to help produce that unmistakable
Akrapovič sound, which is distinctly different from the M8 with a stock system. The exhaust tone is most noticeable as you
move through the gears and accelerate, and this can be further controlled through the addition of the optional Akrapovič
Sound Kit to provide increased aural pleasure. Akrapovič has achieved power gains of 14.3 hp at 5,200 rpm and torque
increases of 19.4 Nm at 5,200 rpm when tested on the Akrapovič dyno against a BMW M8 Competition with a stock M Sport
exhaust system for comparison. There is also the opportunity for further exhaust tuning through the addition of the optional
Evolution Link pipe set (Titanium); using the link pipe set will change the gas flow and deliver the best sound possible from
the Slip-On Line (Titanium). As a further enhancement, Akrapovič has created optional parts to change the visual appeal of
the car and accompany the beautiful finish of the system’s tailpipes. With a handmade carbon-fibre diffuser and mirror caps
in matte and glossy finishes, an added special touch can be made to the visual experience.With the installation of the
Evolution Link pipe set, ECE type approval for the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system is not valid, and remapping the
ECU is mandatory when it is fitted.With the installation of Akrapovič Sound Kit, ECE type approval for the Slip-On Line
(Titanium) exhaust system is not valid.For installing the slip-on system, the stock exhaust system has to be cut. Please read
the instructions carefully before the start of the installation.
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2022

8445,12

EUR

S-BM/T/25

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

Constructed from high-grade lightweight titanium alloys, the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system has been perfectly
tuned to deliver the very best aural experience in all driving modes. Through extensive testing and development, the
Akrapovič sound engineers have coaxed a deep, sporty, higher-frequency V8 sound from the car’s turbo engine, more akin to
that of a muscle car, while keeping it smooth and eliminating any drone that might hamper the enjoyment. The full titanium
exhaust system is finished with two sets of carbon-fibre / titanium tailpipes coming from a central muffler layout featuring two
valves, one located on either side of the muffler. The housings are cast in-house in the Akrapovič foundry, and there is a cast
collector on the link pipe, where gases from both sides of the engine mix, all designed to create a perfect sound. This plugand-play exhaust system can be further regulated with the addition of the Akrapovič Sound Kit to control the valves in the
exhaust and switch between the sound modes. Further visual enhancements can be achieved with the addition of the
optional hand-made carbon-fibre diffuser and mirror caps, available in matte and glossy finishes to provide an eye-catching
accompaniment to match the Evolution Line (Titanium).Fittment notice:This system does not fit on vehicles equipped with
Otto particulate filter (OPF).THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

P-HF1263

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M8 / M8
Competition
Gran Coupé
(F93)

2020

2022

853,5

EUR

DI-BM/CA/7/M

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser Matte

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the M8 a more aggressive and sporty feel. It
shows off the tailpipes to their full extent and is a perfect accompaniment to the side mirror caps.Fitment notice: With
Akrapovič diffuser, hands-free trunk-lid opening/closing sensor is not working.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M8 / M8
Competition
Gran Coupé
(F93)

2020

2022

1524,1

EUR

DI-BM/CA/7/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the M8 a more aggressive and sporty feel. It
shows off the tailpipes to their full extent and is a perfect accompaniment to the side mirror caps.&#65279;Fitment notice:
With Akrapovič diffuser, hands-free trunk-lid opening/closing sensor is not working.&#65279;
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M8 / M8
Competition
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(F93)

2020

2022

1655,08

EUR

WM-BM/CA/3/G

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- High Gloss

XX - Other

The eye-catching hand-made carbon fibre mirror caps add a visual improvement to the stylish lines of the car. Beautifully
designed and finished in either a high-gloss or matte finish, these mirror caps will enhance the car’s appearance and add a
perfect match for the Akrapovič carbon fibre diffuser.Mirror cap set does not fit on right-hand drive vehicles.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M8 / M8
Competition
Gran Coupé
(F93)

2020

2022

869,22

EUR

WM-BM/CA/3/M

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- Matte

XX - Other

The eye-catching hand-made carbon fibre mirror caps add a visual improvement to the stylish lines of the car. Beautifully
designed and finished in either a high-gloss or matte finish, these mirror caps will enhance the car’s appearance and add a
perfect match for the Akrapovič carbon fibre diffuser.Mirror cap set does not fit on right-hand drive vehicles.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

M8 / M8
Competition
Gran Coupé
(F93)

2020

2022

773,96

EUR

OP - Optional part

Evolution Link Pipe Set (Titanium) was tested and developed together with Slip-On Line (Titanium).This full titanium
accessory features complex parts cast in Akrapovič’s in-house foundry and is constructed from lightweight high-grade alloys
to reduce weight. Combining the Evolution Link pipe set (Titanium) with the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust creates a system
that is perfectly in tune to deliver the very best aural experience in all driving modes. Akrapovič’s sound engineers have
worked hard to produce a sporty V8 sound with an unmistakable Akrapovič character, while keeping it smooth and eliminating
any drone, all designed for maximum everyday comfort. The sound is closer to that of a muscle car and delivers an
exhilarating soundtrack. With a cast collector on the link pipe, where the gases from both sides of the engine mix, the link
pipe provides a smooth flow for the gas and aids in providing the perfect sound as an ideal upgrade for the Slip-On Line
(Titanium). With the installation of this optional accessory, ECE type approval for the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system
is not valid, and remapping the ECU is mandatory when it is fitted.When installing the Akrapovič Evolution link pipe set,
remapping the ECU is mandatory in order to prevent potential “check engine light” warning signals.Fitment notice: This
optional link pipe does not fit on OPF equipped vehicles with emission product code S1DFA.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.
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E-BM/T/10

Evolution Link pipe set
(Titanium)

S-BM/T/24H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

With a distinctive sound as you shift through the gears, coupled with enhanced power and torque, all encapsulated in a full
titanium system, the Slip-On Line (Titanium) offers the Akrapovič experience while meeting ECE type approval. Constructed
from lightweight high-grade titanium alloys and finished with two sets of carbon-fibre / titanium tailpipes, the system features
complex parts crafted at the in-house titanium foundry, including the housing of the valves and collectors from the central
muffler to the tailpipes. Two valves – one on each side of the muffler – tailor the gas flow to help produce that unmistakable
Akrapovič sound, which is distinctly different from the M8 with a stock system. The exhaust tone is most noticeable as you
move through the gears and accelerate, and this can be further controlled through the addition of the optional Akrapovič
Sound Kit to provide increased aural pleasure. Akrapovič has achieved power gains of 14.3 hp at 5,200 rpm and torque
increases of 19.4 Nm at 5,200 rpm when tested on the Akrapovič dyno against a BMW M8 Competition with a stock M Sport
exhaust system for comparison. There is also the opportunity for further exhaust tuning through the addition of the optional
Evolution Link pipe set (Titanium); using the link pipe set will change the gas flow and deliver the best sound possible from
the Slip-On Line (Titanium). As a further enhancement, Akrapovič has created optional parts to change the visual appeal of
the car and accompany the beautiful finish of the system’s tailpipes. With a handmade carbon-fibre diffuser and mirror caps
in matte and glossy finishes, an added special touch can be made to the visual experience.With the installation of the
Evolution Link pipe set, ECE type approval for the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system is not valid, and remapping the
ECU is mandatory when it is fitted.With the installation of Akrapovič Sound Kit, ECE type approval for the Slip-On Line
(Titanium) exhaust system is not valid.For installing the slip-on system, the stock exhaust system has to be cut. Please read
the instructions carefully before the start of the installation.

DI-BM/CA/7/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the M8 a more aggressive and sporty feel. It
shows off the tailpipes to their full extent and is a perfect accompaniment to the side mirror caps.&#65279;Fitment notice:
With Akrapovič diffuser, hands-free trunk-lid opening/closing sensor is not working.&#65279;

Sports Coupe

Car
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M8 / M8
Competition
Gran Coupé
(F93) OPF/GPF

2020

2022

1655,08

EUR

DI-BM/CA/7/M

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser Matte

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the M8 a more aggressive and sporty feel. It
shows off the tailpipes to their full extent and is a perfect accompaniment to the side mirror caps.Fitment notice: With
Akrapovič diffuser, hands-free trunk-lid opening/closing sensor is not working.
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2020
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1524,1

EUR

P-HF1263

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.
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2022

853,5

EUR

WM-BM/CA/3/M

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- Matte

XX - Other

The eye-catching hand-made carbon fibre mirror caps add a visual improvement to the stylish lines of the car. Beautifully
designed and finished in either a high-gloss or matte finish, these mirror caps will enhance the car’s appearance and add a
perfect match for the Akrapovič carbon fibre diffuser.Mirror cap set does not fit on right-hand drive vehicles.
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2022

773,96

EUR

WM-BM/CA/3/G

Carbon Fiber Mirror Cap Set
- High Gloss

XX - Other

The eye-catching hand-made carbon fibre mirror caps add a visual improvement to the stylish lines of the car. Beautifully
designed and finished in either a high-gloss or matte finish, these mirror caps will enhance the car’s appearance and add a
perfect match for the Akrapovič carbon fibre diffuser.Mirror cap set does not fit on right-hand drive vehicles.
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2020
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869,22

EUR

With a distinctive sound as you shift through the gears, coupled with enhanced power and torque, all encapsulated in a full
titanium system, the Slip-On Line (Titanium) offers the Akrapovič experience while meeting ECE type approval. Constructed
from lightweight high-grade titanium alloys and finished with two sets of carbon-fibre / titanium tailpipes, the system features
complex parts crafted at the in-house titanium foundry, including the housing of the valves and collectors from the central
muffler to the tailpipes. Two valves – one on each side of the muffler – tailor the gas flow to help produce that unmistakable
Akrapovič sound, which is distinctly different from the M8 with a stock system. The exhaust tone is most noticeable as you
move through the gears and accelerate, and this can be further controlled through the addition of the optional Akrapovič
Sound Kit to provide increased aural pleasure. Akrapovič has achieved power gains of 14.3 hp at 5,200 rpm and torque
increases of 19.4 Nm at 5,200 rpm when tested on the Akrapovič dyno against a BMW M8 Competition with a stock M Sport
exhaust system for comparison. There is also the opportunity for further exhaust tuning through the addition of the optional
Evolution Link pipe set (Titanium); using the link pipe set will change the gas flow and deliver the best sound possible from
the Slip-On Line (Titanium). As a further enhancement, Akrapovič has created optional parts to change the visual appeal of
the car and accompany the beautiful finish of the system’s tailpipes. With a handmade carbon-fibre diffuser and mirror caps
in matte and glossy finishes, an added special touch can be made to the visual experience.With the installation of the
Evolution Link pipe set, ECE type approval for the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system is not valid, and remapping the
ECU is mandatory when it is fitted.With the installation of Akrapovič Sound Kit, ECE type approval for the Slip-On Line
(Titanium) exhaust system is not valid.For installing the slip-on system, the stock exhaust system has to be cut. Please read
the instructions carefully before the start of the installation.
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2021
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5848,49

EUR

S-BM/T/24H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

P-HF1312

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.
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420,55

EUR

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

Beautifully crafted from high-grade titanium, this lightweight exhaust system is finished with eye-catching carbon-fibre
tailpipes and is a full-on sensory delight. The exhaust valve – with its housing cast in the in-house foundry – gives the
exhaust a rich sound with an emphasis on high frequencies, especially when shifting through the gears, all allied to a deep
tone that enhances the car’s engine without any discomfort or drone for the occupants. A specially engineered Ysplit reduces the flow noise without any compromise to the pressure pulse distribution, thus offering a strong sound and
optimal flow path. The use of lightweight materials and a different configuration reduces the overall weight of the exhaust by
9.4 kg, a saving of 55.6% on the stock version. The design and construction of the exhaust optimize the power and torque
levels throughout the rev range, with performance increased by 3.3 kW (4.5 hp) at 5,350 rpm and torque up by 5.9 Nm at
5,300 rpm. This was achieved during in-house tests with back-to-back runs on the Akrapovič dyno against a BMW M135i
using a standard stock exhaust. For a further upgrade of the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system, an optional Evolution
Link pipe set (SS) is available.The exhaust system is ECE type approved for cars equipped with an Otto/gasoline particulate
filter.To install the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system, the stock exhaust system must be cut; please read the
instructions carefully before the start of the installation.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

X2 M35i
(F39)

2020

2022

3581,9

EUR

ECE Type Approval

Beautifully crafted from high-grade titanium, this lightweight exhaust system is finished with eye-catching carbon-fibre
tailpipes and is a full-on sensory delight. The exhaust valve – with its housing cast in the in-house foundry – gives the
exhaust a rich sound with an emphasis on high frequencies, especially when shifting through the gears, all allied to a deep
tone that enhances the car’s engine without any discomfort or drone for the occupants. A specially engineered Ysplit reduces the flow noise without any compromise to the pressure pulse distribution, thus offering a strong sound and
optimal flow path. The use of lightweight materials and a different configuration reduces the overall weight of the exhaust by
9.4 kg, a saving of 55.6% on the stock version. The design and construction of the exhaust optimize the power and torque
levels throughout the rev range, with performance increased by 3.3 kW (4.5 hp) at 5,350 rpm and torque up by 5.9 Nm at
5,300 rpm. This was achieved during in-house tests with back-to-back runs on the Akrapovič dyno against a BMW M135i
using a standard stock exhaust. For a further upgrade of the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system, an optional Evolution
Link pipe set (SS) is available.The exhaust system is ECE type approved for cars equipped with an Otto/gasoline particulate
filter.To install the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system, the stock exhaust system must be cut; please read the
instructions carefully before the start of the installation.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

X2 M35i
(F39) OPF/GPF

2020

2020

3581,9

EUR

S-BM/T/15H

S-BM/T/15H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe
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X2 M35i
(F39) OPF/GPF

2020

2020

420,55

EUR

ECE Type Approval

Evolution Link pipe set (Titanium) E-BM/T/8 has to be ordered as a mandatory part for cars without otto / gasoline particulate
filter.Constructed from high-grade lightweight titanium with two pairs of titanium / carbon-fibre tailpipes and featuring exhaust
valves with housings cast in the in-house foundry, the Akrapovič exhaust system for X3 M/ Competition is a stunning design
that combines performance with an incredible soundtrack and huge visual appeal. The sound has been tuned to ideally suit
the in-line six-cylinder turbo engine, delivering an increase in the volume sensation, which provides exciting acoustic feedback
when shifting through the gears. Any unwanted drone is eliminated. The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit can be added to
upgrade the package. Tail pipe set (Carbon) has to be ordered separately as a mandatory part. Please choose TP-CT/59 for
X3 M / Competition model.

Suv

Car

BMW

X3 M / X3 M
Competition
(F97)

2020

2022

3276,13

EUR

ECE Type Approval

Top the system off with two pairs of eye-catching handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes. Tail pipe set (Carbon) has to be ordered
separately as a mandatory part. Please choose TP-CT/59 for X3 M / Competiton model.

Suv

Car

BMW

X3 M / X3 M
Competition
(F97)

2020

2022

1565,27

EUR

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.With the use
of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

X3 M / X3 M
Competition
(F97)

2020

2022

488,25

EUR

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.With the use
of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

X3 M / X3 M
Competition
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2020

2020

488,25
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Suv

Car

BMW

X3 M / X3 M
Competition
(F97) OPF/GPF

2020

2020

3276,13

EUR

P-HF1312

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

S-BM/T/10H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

TP-CT/59

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

OP - Optional part

P-HF1255

Akrapovič Sound Kit

P-HF1255

Akrapovič Sound Kit

S-BM/T/10H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

Constructed from high-grade lightweight titanium with two pairs of titanium / carbon-fibre tailpipes and featuring exhaust
valves with housings cast in the in-house foundry, the Slip-On Line is a stunning design that combines performance with an
incredible soundtrack and huge visual appeal. The sound has been tuned to ideally suit the in-line six-cylinder turbo engine,
delivering an increase in the volume sensation, which provides exciting acoustic feedback when shifting through the gears.
Any unwanted drone is eliminated. Fully ECE-compliant, the Slip-On Line (Titanium) provides power and torque increases
over the BMW SUV with the stock M Sport exhaust system throughout the entire rev range, as measured by Akrapovič’s
skilled engineers. The use of state-of-the art materials reduces the weight by 10.7 kg compared to the M Sport exhaust. The
optional Evolution Link pipe set (Titanium) and an Akrapovič Sound Kit can be added to upgrade the package. When fitted
with the optional Evolution Link pipe set (Titanium) and Akrapovič Sound Kit, ECE type approval is no longer valid.Tail pipe
set (Carbon) has to be ordered separately as a mandatory part. Please choose TP-CT/59 for X3 M / Competition model.For
installing the slip-on system, the stock exhaust system has to be cut. Please read the instructions carefully before the start of
the installation.

TP-CT/59

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

OP - Optional part

ECE Type Approval

Top the system off with two pairs of eye-catching handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes. Tail pipe set (Carbon) has to be ordered
separately as a mandatory part. Please choose TP-CT/59 for X3 M / Competiton model.

Suv

Car

BMW

X3 M / X3 M
Competition
(F97) OPF/GPF

2020

2022

1565,27

EUR

ECE Type Approval

Constructed from high-grade lightweight titanium with two pairs of titanium / carbon-fibre tailpipes and featuring exhaust
valves with housings cast in the in-house foundry, the Slip-On Line is a stunning design that combines performance with an
incredible soundtrack and huge visual appeal. The sound has been tuned to ideally suit the in-line six-cylinder turbo engine,
delivering an increase in the volume sensation, which provides exciting acoustic feedback when shifting through the gears.
Any unwanted drone is eliminated. Fully ECE-compliant, the Slip-On Line (Titanium) provides power and torque increases
over the BMW SUV with the stock M Sport exhaust system throughout the entire rev range, as measured by Akrapovič’s
skilled engineers. The use of state-of-the art materials reduces the weight by 10.7 kg compared to the M Sport exhaust. The
optional Evolution Link pipe set (Titanium) and an Akrapovič Sound Kit can be added to upgrade the package. When fitted
with the optional Evolution Link pipe set (Titanium) and Akrapovič Sound Kit, ECE type approval is no longer valid. Tail pipe
set (Carbon) has to be ordered separately as a mandatory part. Please choose TP-CT/59 for X3 M / Competition model.For
installing the slip-on system, the stock exhaust system has to be cut. Please read the instructions carefully before the start of
the installation.
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X3 M / X3 M
Competition
(F97) OPF/GPF

2021

2022

3677,4

EUR

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.With the use
of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Suv
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X3 M / X3 M
Competition
(F97) OPF/GPF

2021

2022

420,55

EUR

Top the system off with two pairs of eye-catching handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes. Tail pipe set (Carbon) has to be ordered
separately as a mandatory part. Please choose TP-CT/60 for X4 M / Competiton model.

Suv

Car
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X4 M / X4 M
Competition
(F98)

2020

2022

1565,27

EUR

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.With the use
of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

X4 M / X4 M
Competition
(F98)

2020

2022

488,25

EUR

S-BM/T/29H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

P-HF1424

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

TP-CT/60

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

OP - Optional part

P-HF1255

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

DI-BM/CA/6

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

Designed to make the X4 M / X4 M Competition stand out from the crowd even more, the visual delight of Akrapovič exhaust
systems can be further enhanced with the addition of an optional, ABE type-approved carbon fibre rear diffuser. It’s
beautifully handcrafted from the finest materials and is designed to enhance the exclusive look of the carbon tailpipes.
Available in high gloss finish.Warning: Cannot fit with genuine trailer tow hitch. With Akrapovič diffuser, hands-free trunk-lid
opening/closing sensor is not working.

Suv

Car

BMW

X4 M / X4 M
Competition
(F98)

2020

2022

1762,24

EUR

S-BM/T/10H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

Evolution Link pipe set (Titanium) E-BM/T/8 has to be ordered as a mandatory part for cars without otto / gasoline particulate
filter.Constructed from high-grade lightweight titanium with two pairs of titanium / carbon-fibre tailpipes and featuring exhaust
valves with housings cast in the in-house foundry, the Akrapovič exhaust system for X3 M/ Competition is a stunning design
that combines performance with an incredible soundtrack and huge visual appeal. The sound has been tuned to ideally suit
the in-line six-cylinder turbo engine, delivering an increase in the volume sensation, which provides exciting acoustic feedback
when shifting through the gears. Any unwanted drone is eliminated. The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit can be added to
upgrade the package. An optional high-gloss rear carbon-fibre diffuser is also available to provide a distinctive finishing
touch.Tail pipe set (Carbon) has to be ordered separately as a mandatory part. Please choose TP-CT/60 for X4 M /
Competiton model.

Suv

Car

BMW

X4 M / X4 M
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(F98)

2020

2022

3276,13

EUR

ECE Type Approval

Constructed from high-grade lightweight titanium with two pairs of titanium / carbon-fibre tailpipes and featuring exhaust
valves with housings cast in the in-house foundry, the Slip-On Line is a stunning design that combines performance with an
incredible soundtrack and huge visual appeal. The sound has been tuned to ideally suit the in-line six-cylinder turbo engine,
delivering an increase in the volume sensation, which provides exciting acoustic feedback when shifting through the gears.
Any unwanted drone is eliminated. Fully ECE-compliant, the Slip-On Line (Titanium) provides power and torque increases
over the BMW SUV with the stock M Sport exhaust system throughout the entire rev range, as measured by Akrapovič’s
skilled engineers. The use of state-of-the art materials reduces the weight by 10.7 kg compared to the M Sport exhaust. The
optional Evolution Link pipe set (Titanium) and an Akrapovič Sound Kit can be added to upgrade the package. When fitted
with the optional Evolution Link pipe set (Titanium) and Akrapovič Sound Kit, ECE type approval is no longer valid. An
optional high-gloss rear carbon-fibre diffuser is also available to provide a distinctive finishing touch.Tail pipe set (Carbon) has
to be ordered separately as a mandatory part. Please choose TP-CT/60 for X4 M / Competition model.For installing the slipon system, the stock exhaust system has to be cut. Please read the instructions carefully before the start of the installation.
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X4 M / X4 M
Competition
(F98) OPF/GPF

2020

2020

3276,13

EUR

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.With the use
of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

BMW

X4 M / X4 M
Competition
(F98) OPF/GPF

2020

2020

488,25

EUR

ECE Type Approval

S-BM/T/10H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

P-HF1255

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

TP-CT/60

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

OP - Optional part

ECE Type Approval

Top the system off with two pairs of eye-catching handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes. Tail pipe set (Carbon) has to be ordered
separately as a mandatory part. Please choose TP-CT/60 for X4 M / Competiton model.
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X4 M / X4 M
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2022

1565,27

EUR

DI-BM/CA/6

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

Designed to make the X4 M / X4 M Competition stand out from the crowd even more, the visual delight of Akrapovič exhaust
systems can be further enhanced with the addition of an optional, ABE type-approved carbon fibre rear diffuser. It’s
beautifully handcrafted from the finest materials and is designed to enhance the exclusive look of the carbon tailpipes.
Available in high gloss finish.Warning: Cannot fit with genuine trailer tow hitch. With Akrapovič diffuser, hands-free trunk-lid
opening/closing sensor is not working.
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2020

2022

1762,24

EUR

P-HF1424

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.With the use
of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer valid.Pictures are symbolic.
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Suv
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3677,4

EUR

S-BM/T/29H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

Constructed from high-grade lightweight titanium with two pairs of titanium / carbon-fibre tailpipes and featuring exhaust
valves with housings cast in the in-house foundry, the Slip-On Line is a stunning design that combines performance with an
incredible soundtrack and huge visual appeal. The sound has been tuned to ideally suit the in-line six-cylinder turbo engine,
delivering an increase in the volume sensation, which provides exciting acoustic feedback when shifting through the gears.
Any unwanted drone is eliminated. Fully ECE-compliant, the Slip-On Line (Titanium) provides power and torque increases
over the BMW SUV with the stock M Sport exhaust system throughout the entire rev range, as measured by Akrapovič’s
skilled engineers. The use of state-of-the art materials reduces the weight by 10.7 kg compared to the M Sport exhaust. The
optional Evolution Link pipe set (Titanium) and an Akrapovič Sound Kit can be added to upgrade the package. When fitted
with the optional Evolution Link pipe set (Titanium) and Akrapovič Sound Kit, ECE type approval is no longer valid. Tail pipe
set (Carbon) has to be ordered separately as a mandatory part. Please choose TP-CT/60 for X4 M / Competition model.For
installing the slip-on system, the stock exhaust system has to be cut. Please read the instructions carefully before the start of
the installation.

P-HF947

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

This easy-to-use optional extra gives the driver the opportunity to switch between dual-mode settings for either a sporty sound
between the deeper and higher frequencies, or the more regular Akrapovič sound. It works by fully controlling the opening
and closing of the exhaust valves simply by pushing a button on the Sound Remote Controller or via the downloadable
app.Pictures are symbolic.
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Car
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X5 M (F85)

2015

2018

690,9

EUR

S-BM/T/1

Evolution Line (Titanium) X5
M

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

Constructed from lightweight high-grade titanium – with complex parts made in Akrapovič’s in-house foundry – the Evolution
Line provides a weight saving over the stock system, and increases power and torque throughout the rev range. The
Evolution Line (Titanium) has been designed to meet ECE type approval as a plug-and-play system and fits directly onto the
BMW X5 M’s stock downpipes. It is tuned to provide a perfect sound accompaniment to the car’s sporty feel, and is perfectly
finished with hand-crafted carbon-fibre tailpipes to offer a beautiful visual appeal. The distinctive round design tailpipes have
titanium inner parts to make them stand out from the crowd even more. The tailpipes have been impeccably crafted and
designed to fit seamlessly with the optional carbon-fibre diffuser. It is also available with the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit.

Suv

Car

BMW

X5 M (F85)

2015

2018

6798,33

EUR

The rears of the BMW X5 M (F85) and BMW X6 M (F86) can both be further enhanced by adding the optional ABE-compliant
carbon-fibre diffuser. Developed using high-grade racing materials, this beautifully finished accessory is designed to fit
perfectly within the lines of both cars and complement the unique tailpipes of the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust
system.Diffuser can be used even with BMW tow bar. When mounting Akrapovic rear carbon fiber diffuser BMW comfort
access system will not work.

Suv

Car

BMW

X5 M (F85)

2015

2018

1152,32

EUR

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.
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DI-BM/CA/2

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser

OP - Optional part

P-HF1310

Akrapovič Sound Kit

ABE Type Approval

S-BM/T/16H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

With a distinctive sound as you shift through the gears, coupled with enhanced power and torque, all encapsulated in a full
titanium system, the Slip-On Line (Titanium) offers the Akrapovič experience while meeting ECE type approval. Constructed
from lightweight high-grade titanium alloys and finished with two sets of carbon-fibre / titanium tailpipes, the system features
complex parts crafted at the in-house titanium foundry, including the housing of the valves and collectors from the central
muffler to the tailpipes. Two valves – one on each side of the muffler – tailor the gas flow to help produce that unmistakable
Akrapovič sound, which is distinctly different from the X5M with a stock system. The exhaust tone is most noticeable as you
move through the gears and accelerate, and this can be further controlled through the addition of the optional Akrapovič
Sound Kit to provide increased aural pleasure. Akrapovič has achieved power gains of 12.1 hp at 2,400 rpm and torque
increases of 35.4 Nm at 2,400 rpm when tested on the Akrapovič dyno against a BMW X5M ith a stock M Sport exhaust
system for comparison. There is also the opportunity for further exhaust tuning through the addition of the optional Evolution
Link pipe set (Titanium); using the link pipe set will change the gas flow and deliver the best sound possible from the Slip-On
Line (Titanium). As a further enhancement, Akrapovič has created optional parts to change the visual appeal of the car and
accompany the beautiful finish of the system’s tailpipes. With a handmade carbon-fibre diffuser, an added special touch can
be made to the visual experience.With the installation of the Evolution Link pipe set, ECE type approval for the Slip-On Line
(Titanium) exhaust system is not valid, and remapping the ECU is mandatory when it is fitted.With the installation of Akrapovič
Sound Kit, ECE type approval for the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system is not valid.For non-OPF vehicles, the ECE type
approval certificate is not valid.For installing the slip-on system, the stock exhaust system has to be cut. Please read the
instructions carefully before the start of the installation.

DI-BM/CA/8/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the car a more aggressive and sporty feel. It
shows off the tailpipes to their full extent and integrates the parking sensor mounts. The diffuser allows the use of BMW´s tow
hook.With Akrapovič diffuser, hands-free trunk-lid opening/closing sensor is not working.
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1297,87

EUR

DI-BM/CA/8/M

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser Matte

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the car a more aggressive and sporty feel. It
shows off the tailpipes to their full extent and integrates the parking sensor mounts. The diffuser allows the use of BMW´s tow
hook.With Akrapovič diffuser, hands-free trunk-lid opening/closing sensor is not working.
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6543,76
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S-BM/T/16H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

With a distinctive sound as you shift through the gears, coupled with enhanced power and torque, all encapsulated in a full
titanium system, the Slip-On Line (Titanium) offers the Akrapovič experience while meeting ECE type approval. Constructed
from lightweight high-grade titanium alloys and finished with two sets of carbon-fibre / titanium tailpipes, the system features
complex parts crafted at the in-house titanium foundry, including the housing of the valves and collectors from the central
muffler to the tailpipes. Two valves – one on each side of the muffler – tailor the gas flow to help produce that unmistakable
Akrapovič sound, which is distinctly different from the X5M with a stock system. The exhaust tone is most noticeable as you
move through the gears and accelerate, and this can be further controlled through the addition of the optional Akrapovič
Sound Kit to provide increased aural pleasure. Akrapovič has achieved power gains of 12.1 hp at 2,400 rpm and torque
increases of 35.4 Nm at 2,400 rpm when tested on the Akrapovič dyno against a BMW X5M ith a stock M Sport exhaust
system for comparison. There is also the opportunity for further exhaust tuning through the addition of the optional Evolution
Link pipe set (Titanium); using the link pipe set will change the gas flow and deliver the best sound possible from the Slip-On
Line (Titanium). As a further enhancement, Akrapovič has created optional parts to change the visual appeal of the car and
accompany the beautiful finish of the system’s tailpipes. With a handmade carbon-fibre diffuser, an added special touch can
be made to the visual experience.With the installation of the Evolution Link pipe set, ECE type approval for the Slip-On Line
(Titanium) exhaust system is not valid, and remapping the ECU is mandatory when it is fitted.With the installation of Akrapovič
Sound Kit, ECE type approval for the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system is not valid.For non-OPF vehicles, the ECE type
approval certificate is not valid.For installing the slip-on system, the stock exhaust system has to be cut. Please read the
instructions carefully before the start of the installation.

DI-BM/CA/8/M

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser Matte

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the car a more aggressive and sporty feel. It
shows off the tailpipes to their full extent and integrates the parking sensor mounts. The diffuser allows the use of BMW´s tow
hook.With Akrapovič diffuser, hands-free trunk-lid opening/closing sensor is not working.
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DI-BM/CA/8/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the car a more aggressive and sporty feel. It
shows off the tailpipes to their full extent and integrates the parking sensor mounts. The diffuser allows the use of BMW´s tow
hook.With Akrapovič diffuser, hands-free trunk-lid opening/closing sensor is not working.
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Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.
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S-BM/T/28H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

With a distinctive sound as you shift through the gears, coupled with enhanced power and torque, all encapsulated in a full
titanium system, the Slip-On Line (Titanium) offers the Akrapovič experience while meeting ECE type approval. Constructed
from lightweight high-grade titanium alloys and finished with two sets of carbon-fibre / titanium tailpipes, the system features
complex parts crafted at the in-house titanium foundry, including the housing of the valves and collectors from the central
muffler to the tailpipes. Two valves – one on each side of the muffler – tailor the gas flow to help produce that unmistakable
Akrapovič sound, which is distinctly different from the X5M with a stock system. The exhaust tone is most noticeable as you
move through the gears and accelerate, and this can be further controlled through the addition of the optional Akrapovič
Sound Kit to provide increased aural pleasure. Akrapovič has achieved power gains of 12.1 hp at 2,400 rpm and torque
increases of 35.4 Nm at 2,400 rpm when tested on the Akrapovič dyno against a BMW X5M with a stock M Sport exhaust
system for comparison. As a further enhancement, Akrapovič has created optional parts to change the visual appeal of the
car and accompany the beautiful finish of the system’s tailpipes. With a handmade carbon-fibre diffuser, an added special
touch can be made to the visual experience.With the installation of Akrapovič Sound Kit, ECE type approval for the Slip-On
Line (Titanium) exhaust system is not valid.For non-OPF vehicles, the ECE type approval certificate is not valid.For installing
the slip-on system, the stock exhaust system has to be cut. Please read the instructions carefully before the start of the
installation.

DI-BM/CA/2

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The rears of the BMW X5 M (F85) and BMW X6 M (F86) can both be further enhanced by adding the optional ABE-compliant
carbon-fibre diffuser. Developed using high-grade racing materials, this beautifully finished accessory is designed to fit
perfectly within the lines of both cars and complement the unique tailpipes of the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust
system.Diffuser can be used even with BMW tow bar. When mounting Akrapovic rear carbon fiber diffuser BMW comfort
access system will not work.
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Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

This easy-to-use optional extra gives the driver the opportunity to switch between dual-mode settings for either a sporty sound
between the deeper and higher frequencies, or the more regular Akrapovič sound. It works by fully controlling the opening
and closing of the exhaust valves simply by pushing a button on the Sound Remote Controller or via the downloadable
app.Pictures are symbolic.
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S-BM/T/1

Evolution Line (Titanium) X6
M

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

Built from high-grade lightweight titanium to reduce weight, with valve housings cast in the in-house foundry, the Evolution
Line (Titanium) exhaust system fits directly onto the X6’s stock downpipes. Developed to deliver both power and torque gains
throughout the range, it is finished with integrated hand-crafted carbon-fibre tailpipes to enrich the visual enjoyment of the
exhaust, styled with a distinctive round design with titanium inner parts to enhance the rear of the BMW X6 M. The tailpipes
have been perfectly crafted and designed to fit beautifully within the optional carbon-fibre diffuser. The system is a simple
plug-and-play operation to fit, and has been designed to meet ECE type approval. The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is also
available.
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Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.
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DI-BM/CA/8/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the car a more aggressive and sporty feel. It
shows off the tailpipes to their full extent and integrates the parking sensor mounts. The diffuser allows the use of BMW´s tow
hook.With Akrapovič diffuser, hands-free trunk-lid opening/closing sensor is not working.
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DI-BM/CA/8/M

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser Matte

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the car a more aggressive and sporty feel. It
shows off the tailpipes to their full extent and integrates the parking sensor mounts. The diffuser allows the use of BMW´s tow
hook.With Akrapovič diffuser, hands-free trunk-lid opening/closing sensor is not working.
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ECE Type Approval

With a distinctive sound as you shift through the gears, coupled with enhanced power and torque, all encapsulated in a full
titanium system, the Slip-On Line (Titanium) offers the Akrapovič experience while meeting ECE type approval. Constructed
from lightweight high-grade titanium alloys and finished with two sets of carbon-fibre / titanium tailpipes, the system features
complex parts crafted at the in-house titanium foundry, including the housing of the valves and collectors from the central
muffler to the tailpipes. Two valves – one on each side of the muffler – tailor the gas flow to help produce that unmistakable
Akrapovič sound, which is distinctly different from the X5M with a stock system. The exhaust tone is most noticeable as you
move through the gears and accelerate, and this can be further controlled through the addition of the optional Akrapovič
Sound Kit to provide increased aural pleasure. Akrapovič has achieved power gains of 12.1 hp at 2,400 rpm and torque
increases of 35.4 Nm at 2,400 rpm when tested on the Akrapovič dyno against a BMW X5M ith a stock M Sport exhaust
system for comparison. There is also the opportunity for further exhaust tuning through the addition of the optional Evolution
Link pipe set (Titanium); using the link pipe set will change the gas flow and deliver the best sound possible from the Slip-On
Line (Titanium). As a further enhancement, Akrapovič has created optional parts to change the visual appeal of the car and
accompany the beautiful finish of the system’s tailpipes. With a handmade carbon-fibre diffuser, an added special touch can
be made to the visual experience.With the installation of the Evolution Link pipe set, ECE type approval for the Slip-On Line
(Titanium) exhaust system is not valid, and remapping the ECU is mandatory when it is fitted.With the installation of Akrapovič
Sound Kit, ECE type approval for the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system is not valid.For non-OPF vehicles, the ECE type
approval certificate is not valid.For installing the slip-on system, the stock exhaust system has to be cut. Please read the
instructions carefully before the start of the installation.
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ECE Type Approval

With a distinctive sound as you shift through the gears, coupled with enhanced power and torque, all encapsulated in a full
titanium system, the Slip-On Line (Titanium) offers the Akrapovič experience while meeting ECE type approval. Constructed
from lightweight high-grade titanium alloys and finished with two sets of carbon-fibre / titanium tailpipes, the system features
complex parts crafted at the in-house titanium foundry, including the housing of the valves and collectors from the central
muffler to the tailpipes. Two valves – one on each side of the muffler – tailor the gas flow to help produce that unmistakable
Akrapovič sound, which is distinctly different from the X5M with a stock system. The exhaust tone is most noticeable as you
move through the gears and accelerate, and this can be further controlled through the addition of the optional Akrapovič
Sound Kit to provide increased aural pleasure. Akrapovič has achieved power gains of 12.1 hp at 2,400 rpm and torque
increases of 35.4 Nm at 2,400 rpm when tested on the Akrapovič dyno against a BMW X5M ith a stock M Sport exhaust
system for comparison. There is also the opportunity for further exhaust tuning through the addition of the optional Evolution
Link pipe set (Titanium); using the link pipe set will change the gas flow and deliver the best sound possible from the Slip-On
Line (Titanium). As a further enhancement, Akrapovič has created optional parts to change the visual appeal of the car and
accompany the beautiful finish of the system’s tailpipes. With a handmade carbon-fibre diffuser, an added special touch can
be made to the visual experience.With the installation of the Evolution Link pipe set, ECE type approval for the Slip-On Line
(Titanium) exhaust system is not valid, and remapping the ECU is mandatory when it is fitted.With the installation of Akrapovič
Sound Kit, ECE type approval for the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system is not valid.For non-OPF vehicles, the ECE type
approval certificate is not valid.For installing the slip-on system, the stock exhaust system has to be cut. Please read the
instructions carefully before the start of the installation.
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S-BM/T/16H

S-BM/T/16H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

SO - Slip-On

DI-BM/CA/8/M

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser Matte

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the car a more aggressive and sporty feel. It
shows off the tailpipes to their full extent and integrates the parking sensor mounts. The diffuser allows the use of BMW´s tow
hook.With Akrapovič diffuser, hands-free trunk-lid opening/closing sensor is not working.
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DI-BM/CA/8/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the car a more aggressive and sporty feel. It
shows off the tailpipes to their full extent and integrates the parking sensor mounts. The diffuser allows the use of BMW´s tow
hook.With Akrapovič diffuser, hands-free trunk-lid opening/closing sensor is not working.
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Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.
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SO - Slip-On

With a distinctive sound as you shift through the gears, coupled with enhanced power and torque, all encapsulated in a full
titanium system, the Slip-On Line (Titanium) offers the Akrapovič experience while meeting ECE type approval. Constructed
from lightweight high-grade titanium alloys and finished with two sets of carbon-fibre / titanium tailpipes, the system features
complex parts crafted at the in-house titanium foundry, including the housing of the valves and collectors from the central
muffler to the tailpipes. Two valves – one on each side of the muffler – tailor the gas flow to help produce that unmistakable
Akrapovič sound, which is distinctly different from the X5M with a stock system. The exhaust tone is most noticeable as you
move through the gears and accelerate, and this can be further controlled through the addition of the optional Akrapovič
Sound Kit to provide increased aural pleasure. Akrapovič has achieved power gains of 12.1 hp at 2,400 rpm and torque
increases of 35.4 Nm at 2,400 rpm when tested on the Akrapovič dyno against a BMW X5M with a stock M Sport exhaust
system for comparison. As a further enhancement, Akrapovič has created optional parts to change the visual appeal of the
car and accompany the beautiful finish of the system’s tailpipes. With a handmade carbon-fibre diffuser, an added special
touch can be made to the visual experience.With the installation of Akrapovič Sound Kit, ECE type approval for the Slip-On
Line (Titanium) exhaust system is not valid.For non-OPF vehicles, the ECE type approval certificate is not valid.For installing
the slip-on system, the stock exhaust system has to be cut. Please read the instructions carefully before the start of the
installation.
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Slip-On Line (Titanium)

ECE Type Approval

DP-TY/SS/1

Downpipe w Cat (SS)

OP - Optional part

Downpipe w Cat (SS) was tested and developed together with Evolution Line (Titanium) system.The high-flow downpipe is
constructed using high-quality stainless steel and, once fitted to the Evolution Line exhaust, it creates a complete system
from the manifold to the tailpipes that will further enhance the performance figures: both the torque and power outputs. It
incorporates a sporty catalytic converter. This optional downpipe produces an enhanced sound that delivers a pure racing
emotion and fantastic feedback at high revs, without unwanted drone, making it suitable for everyday use.When installing the
Akrapovič downpipe, remapping the ECU is mandatory in order to prevent potential “check engine light” warning
signals.Downpipe is optional product to the following evolution systems:Toyota Supra (A90) without OPF: Slip-On Line
(Titanium) + Evolution Link pipe (SS) - S-TY/T/1H + E-TY/SS/1BMW Z4 M40i (G29) without OPF: Slip-On Line (Titanium) +
Evolution Link pipe (SS) - S-BM/T/9H + E-TY/SS/1THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

E-TY/SS/1

Evolution Link pipe set (SS)

OP - Optional part

Evolution Link Pipe Set (Titanium) was tested and developed together with the Slip-On Line (Titanium) system.The Evolution
link pipe set upgrades the Slip-On system to the Evolution system. The Evolution link pipe set is constructed from highquality austenitic stainless steel. It features an arrangement of two central link pipes for the best flow of the exhaust gases
from the engine. It is designed to increase power and torque and reduce overall weight, while delivering a deep and sporty
sound with no unwanted drone or streaming.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.This evolution link pipe set does not fit on vehicles equipped with Otto particulate filter
(OPF).
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Manufactured to exacting specifications from high-grade titanium – with parts cast in Akrapovič’s in-house foundry – this
system utilises lightweight materials to reduce overall vehicle weight and optimize power and torque through the entire rev
range. Meeting ECE type approval, the design of the system fully adapts to the lines of the car, and the single-muffler layout
with four superb hand-crafted carbon-fibre round tailpipes give a distinctive look to the rear of the car. Various sound modes
add to the experience, with a sporty and animated roar from the six-cylinder engine when the revs rise, and a more pleasing
experience in comfort mode, ideal for cruising with the roof down.An optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is available to control the
various sound settings, and optional tuning opportunities exist through the addition of the stainless-steel Evolution Link Pipe
set. As with the Sound Kit, fitting the Link Pipe will negate the ECE type approval.Fitment and EC type-approval are valid for
engine type B58B30C. ECE type approval is only valid for cars equipped with otto/gasoline particulate filter.For installing the
slip-on system, the stock exhaust system has to be cut. Please read the instructions carefully before the start of the
installation.
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S-BM/T/9H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

E-TY/SS/2

Evolution Link pipe set (SS)
- for OPF/GPF

OP - Optional part

Evolution Link Pipe Set (Titanium) was tested and developed together with the Slip-On or the Evolution Line (Titanium)
system.The Evolution link pipe set upgrades the Slip-On system to the Evolution system. The Evolution link pipe set is
constructed from high-quality austenitic stainless steel. It features an arrangement of two central link pipes for the best flow of
the exhaust gases from the engine. It is designed to increase power and torque and reduce overall weight, while delivering a
deep and sporty sound with no unwanted drone or streaming.When installing the Akrapovič Evolution link pipe set,
remapping the ECU is mandatory in order to prevent potential “check engine light” warning signals.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.
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OP - Optional part

Downpipe w Cat (SS) was tested and developed together with Evolution Line (Titanium) system.The high-flow downpipe is
constructed using high-quality stainless steel and, once fitted to the Evolution Line exhaust, it creates a complete system
from the manifold to the tailpipes that will further enhance the performance figures: both the torque and power outputs. It
incorporates a sporty catalytic converter. This optional downpipe produces an enhanced sound that delivers a pure racing
emotion and fantastic feedback at high revs, without unwanted drone, making it suitable for everyday use.When installing the
Akrapovič downpipe, remapping the ECU is mandatory in order to prevent potential “check engine light” warning
signals.Downpipe is optional product to the following evolution systems:Toyota Supra (A90) with OPF/GPF: Slip-On Line
(Titanium) + Evolution Link pipe (SS) - S-TY/T/1H + E-TY/SS/2BMW Z4 M40i (G29) with OPF/GPF: Slip-On Line (Titanium) +
Evolution Link pipe (SS) - S-BM/T/9H + E-TY/SS/2THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.
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SO - Slip-On

Manufactured to exacting specifications from high-grade titanium – with parts cast in Akrapovič’s in-house foundry – this
system utilises lightweight materials to reduce overall vehicle weight and optimize power and torque through the entire rev
range. Meeting ECE type approval, the design of the system fully adapts to the lines of the car, and the single-muffler layout
with four superb hand-crafted carbon-fibre round tailpipes give a distinctive look to the rear of the car. Various sound modes
add to the experience, with a sporty and animated roar from the six-cylinder engine when the revs rise, and a more pleasing
experience in comfort mode, ideal for cruising with the roof down.An optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is available to control the
various sound settings, and optional tuning opportunities exist through the addition of the stainless-steel Evolution Link Pipe
set. As with the Sound Kit, fitting the Link Pipe will negate the ECE type approval.Fitment and EC type-approval are valid for
engine type B58B30C. ECE type approval is only valid for cars equipped with otto/gasoline particulate filter.For installing the
slip-on system, the stock exhaust system has to be cut. Please read the instructions carefully before the start of the
installation.
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S-BM/T/9H

Downpipe w Cat (SS)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

ECE Type Approval

ECE Type Approval

S-CO/TI/3

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

This exhaust has been designed to deliver performance, exhilarating sound, and driving enjoyment, with no compromise on
comfort. Constructed from high-grade, lightweight titanium, the Slip-On Line (Titanium) is more than 47% lighter than the
stock sport exhaust. Two beautifully finished sets of square titanium tailpipes, with a black interior, are coated for better
durability and scratch resistance and relay the sound from the lightweight system. The exhaust is tailored to control the gas
flow from the engine and provide a perfect sound: a V8 throb at low revs, which gradually evolves into a rich roar as the revs
rise, creating an aural delight. The two tubes that connect the left and right sides of the system have different diameters to
provide increased stiffness to the system and enhance the overall sound experience. The tubes are fully insulated to prevent
any excess heat from affecting other parts of the car.With a perfect throttle response and providing a power increase of 3.4
kW (4.6 hp) at 5,250 rpm and a torque gain of 8.2 Nm at 3,100 rpm – when tested on the Akrapovič dyno against a Corvette
Stingray with a stock sport exhaust system – the system has no need for remapping and is intended for use on racetracks
and closed courses only. Optional link pipe sets – with or without catalytic converters – are available to further upgrade the
Slip-On Line (Titanium) system.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

L-CO/SS/1

Link Pipe Set w Cat (SS)

OP - Optional part

Constructed from high-grade austenitic stainless steel, each link pipe contains a 200 cpsi catalytic converter and the set
weighs over 43% less than the stock equivalent. A tuned resonator – specially developed for the engine – provides a unique
deep, rich, and sporty sound with no drone. Designed for use with the Akrapovič Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system and
for use on racetracks and closed courses only, remapping is mandatory when installing this product.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.
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L-CO/SS/2

Link Pipe Set w/o Cat (SS)

OP - Optional part

Taking Akrapovič Slip-on Line (Titanium) exhaust tuning to the next stage, this link pipe set has no catalytic converters and
delivers an impressive increase in performance. Power is raised by 8.0 kW (10.9 hp), with a torque increase of 15.6 Nm, both
at 4,900 rpm, when installed with an Akrapovič Slip-On Line (Titanium) and tested on the Akrapovič dyno against a Corvette
Stingray with a stock sport exhaust system. Built using high-quality austenitic stainless steel and featuring a tuned resonator,
this link pipe set conveys pure racing emotion and great feedback at high revs, without any drone from the engine, and it
weighs in over 43% lighter than the standard stock version. Intended for racetrack and closed course use only, this product
requires mandatory remapping to prevent potential engine check light warning signals.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.
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EV - Evolution

The Akrapovič Evolution Line system takes exhaust tuning to the next level. Featuring mufflers and link-pipes made from highgrade titanium to dramatically reduce the overall weight, the system provides more power, lowers back pressure, enhances
throttle response, and increases torque. With four valves, the first pair operates in four-cylinder mode and the second set
comes into action following the driver’s specifications. With an electronic device developed by Akrapovič engineers for the five
standard GM modes—Weather, Eco, Tour, Sport, and Track—the system is perfectly matched to operate with the car’s drive
mode selector. This produces an even greater range of options for the driver to fully experience the amazing sound of the car.
The Evolution Line system, with a new X-pipe, provides even greater performance compared to the Slip-On Line system, and
provides a pure race-note soundtrack for this stunning engine, with the enhanced sound characteristics of the V8
configuration and without any drone—just pure enjoyment. Four large-diameter carbon fibre tailpipes with titanium inners
complete the appearance of the Evolution Line perfectly, making it stand out as something special.If the Akrapovič Evolution
Line system replaces the GM NPP exhaust system, the Evolution Line maintains the valve regulation of the NPP system.If the
Corvette C7 is not equipped with a GM Performance exhaust (NPP exhaust), then the Control Kit (P-HF886) and Valve
Actuator Kit (P-HF868) are mandatory. For Corvette C7s with a Performance exhaust (NPP exhaust), neither the Control Kit (PHF886) nor the Valve Actuator Kit (P-HF868) is needed.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.
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The Akrapovič Slip-On Line system is the first step in exhaust tuning. Crafted from high-grade titanium, which considerably
reduces the weight in comparison to the stock system, it has been perfectly designed to fit directly onto the existing link
pipes. The system increases power, provides better throttle response, and improves torque, and also conjures up an amazing
sound from the naturally-aspirated V8 engine. The Slip-On Line system has four valves, designed for the first pair to operate
in four-cylinder mode and the second set to come into action according to the driver’s specifications. The system is developed
to be compatible with the car’s drive mode selector, and Akrapovič engineers have developed an electronic device to drive the
exhaust valves for each mode—Weather, Eco, Tour, Sport, and Track—giving the driver an even greater opportunity to enjoy
the sound of the Akrapovič Slip-On Line across the whole spectrum of the car’s performance. It’s topped off by four largediameter carbon fibre tailpipes with titanium inners, to make the Slip-On clearly recognizable as an exhaust that means
business.If the Akrapovič Slip-On system replaces the GM NPP exhaust system, the Slip-On Line maintains the valve
regulation of the NPP system.If the Corvette C7 is not equipped with a GM Performance exhaust (NPP exhaust), then the
Control Kit (P-HF886) and Valve Actuator Kit (P-HF868) are mandatory. For Corvette C7s with a Performance exhaust (NPP
exhaust), neither the Control Kit (P-HF886) nor the Valve Actuator Kit (P-HF868) is needed.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Chevrolet

Corvette
Stingray/Gra
nd Sport
(C7)

2014

2019

4962,73

EUR

S-CO/TI/1

Evolution Line (Titanium)

MTP-CO/TI/1

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

P-HF868

Valve Actuator Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The Valve Actuator Kit is only mandatory for Corvette C7s without a Performance exhaust (NPP exhaust). Corvette C7s
equipped with a GM Performance exhaust (NPP exhaust) do not need the Valve Actuator Kit (P-HF868). It consists of two
genuine GM electrical actuators, which operate the NPP valves in the tailpipes

Sports Coupe

Car

Chevrolet

Corvette
Stingray/Gra
nd Sport
(C7)

2014

2019

1038,29

EUR

P-HF886

Control Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The Control Kit gives the driver the option to control the Akrapovič rear exhaust valves through the Corvette C7 drive mode
selector. Once a simple installation process is completed, the electronic platform will automatically drive the exhaust's rear
valves based on the engine speed, gear, and selected drive mode. The Control Kit is only mandatory for Corvette C7s
without the Performance exhaust (NPP exhaust). Corvette C7s equipped with a GM Performance exhaust (NPP exhaust) do
not need the Control Kit (P-HF886).

Sports Coupe

Car

Chevrolet

Corvette
Stingray/Gra
nd Sport
(C7)

2014

2019

567,36

EUR

MTP-CO/TI/2

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

The Akrapovič Slip-On Line system is the first step in exhaust tuning. Crafted from high-grade titanium, which considerably
reduces the weight in comparison to the stock system, it has been perfectly designed to fit directly onto the existing link
pipes. The system increases power, provides better throttle response, and improves torque, and also conjures up an amazing
sound from the naturally-aspirated V8 engine. The Slip-On Line system has two valves. The system maintaines the valve
regulation of the NPP (Performance exhaust) system and is developed to be compatible with the car’s drive mode selector,
and Akrapovič engineers have developed an electronic device to drive the exhaust valves for each mode—Weather, Eco,
Tour, Sport, and Track—giving the driver an even greater opportunity to enjoy the sound of the Akrapovič Slip-On Line across
the whole spectrum of the car’s performance. It’s topped off by four large-diameter carbon fibre tailpipes with titanium inners,
to make the Slip-On clearly recognizable as an exhaust that means business.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Chevrolet

Corvette
Z06 (C7)

2014

2019

4841,39

EUR

Sports Coupe

Car

Chevrolet

Corvette
Z06 (C7)

2014

2019

6054,77

EUR

S-CO/TI/2

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

The Akrapovič Evolution Line system takes exhaust tuning to the next level. Featuring mufflers and link-pipes made from highgrade titanium to dramatically reduce the overall weight, the system provides more power, lowers back pressure, enhances
throttle response, and increases torque. The Slip-On Line system has two valves. The system maintaines the valve regulation
of the NPP (Performance exhaust) system. With an electronic device developed by Akrapovič engineers for the five standard
GM modes—Weather, Eco, Tour, Sport, and Track—the system is perfectly matched to operate with the car’s drive mode
selector. This produces an even greater range of options for the driver to fully experience the amazing sound of the car. The
Evolution Line system, with a new X-pipe, provides even greater performance compared to the Slip-On Line system, and
provides a pure race-note soundtrack for this stunning engine, with the enhanced sound characteristics of the V8
configuration and without any drone—just pure enjoyment. Four large-diameter carbon fibre tailpipes with titanium inners
complete the appearance of the Evolution Line perfectly, making it stand out as something special.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

TP-NIR35C

Tail pipe set (Carbon,dia
125 mm) Corvette

OP - Optional part

The tailpipes are the most visible part of the exhaust system, and that’s why we dedicate particular attention to them at
Akrapovič. In order to satisfy the most discriminating tastes, we’ve created handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes. To make our
tailpipes stand out from the rest even more, in addition to selecting the finest materials, we also made them larger.The
taipipes can only be mounted together wth Akrapovič slip-on or evolution system.

Super Sport

Car

Chevrolet

Corvette
ZO6/ZR1
(C6)

2006

2011

1476,11

EUR

TP-CT/1

Tail pipe set (Carbon,dia
115 mm)

OP - Optional part

The tailpipes are the most visible part of the exhaust system, and that’s why we dedicate particular attention to them at
Akrapovič. In order to satisfy the most discriminating tastes, we’ve created handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes.The taipipes can
only be mounted together wth Akrapovič slip-on or evolution system.

Super Sport

Car

Chevrolet

Corvette
ZO6/ZR1
(C6)

2006

2011

1504,52

EUR

L-FE/SS/2

Link Pipe Set w/o Cat (SS)

OP - Optional part

Link pipe set w/o Cat (SS) was tested and developed together with Slip-On Line (Titanium) system MTP-FE488HDesigned to
offer the ultimate in sound performance and sportiness. The sound is close to that of the 458 Italia and delivers a tone similar
to a normally aspirated V8 engine from a turbo power plant. It is constructed with larger-diameter straight tubes, designed to
reduce backpressure to a minimum and ensure that the highest engine tuning potential for optimal power increase is
achieved. When fitting the optional link pipe set without catalytic converters, remapping the car’s ECU is necessary.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Ferrari

488
GTB/488
Spider

2016

2019

2319,72

EUR

MTP-FE488H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Constructed using high-grade, ultra-lightweight special titanium alloys – with parts cast in Akrapovič’s in-house foundry –
providing a weight reduction of 35.2% over the stock exhaust. Larger-diameter tubes assist airflow and a different system
configuration lowers backpressure to increase performance and power outputs. It is ECE type-approved and comes with easyto-install instructions. It is finished with a carbon-fibre outer sleeve on the tailpipes. Especially when combining the Slip-On
system with the optional stainless-steel link pipe sets with or without catalytic converters, it emphasizes the character of the
Ferrari V8 (flat-crank engine) sound with the unique Akrapovič note.An optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is available to control the
different sound settings.When installing Akrapovič optional link pipe set with or without catalytic converters, remapping the
ECU is mandatory.

Super Sport

Car

Ferrari

488
GTB/488
Spider

2016

2019

6728,59

EUR

L-FE/SS/1

Link Pipe Set w Cat (SS)

OP - Optional part

Link pipe set w/o Cat (SS) was tested and developed together with Slip-On Line (Titanium) system.Featuring 200 CPSI highflow high-quality metal cats and larger insulated tubes. The set increases performance due to less restricted flow through the
cats and lowered backpressure, resulting in increased power. Sound levels will also be enhanced, with an increase of 10 dB
in external sound performance, emphasizing the character of the engine to provide more of the traditional V8 flat crank feel.
When fitting the optional link pipe set with catalytic converters, remapping the car’s ECU is necessary.This product has been
developed in combination with our Slip-On Line MTP-FE488H. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Ferrari

488
GTB/488
Spider

2016

2019

4214,37

EUR

P-HF1082

Akrapovič Sound Kit

XX - Other

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves. In this case,
the ECE homologation is not valid anymore.Pictures are symbolic.

Super Sport

Car

Ferrari

488
GTB/488
Spider

2016

2019

453,39

EUR

L-LA/T/1

Link pipe set (Inconel)

OP - Optional part

This set of high-quality, lightweight link pipes is offered as an option for the Lamborghini Aventador to further enhance the
performance of this stunning car. Manufactured from Inconel, the link pipes are designed to utilize the Akrapovič Slip-On
system. When installed with the Slip-On system, these pipes will increase power, reduce the weight by over 50% from the
stock setup, and add even more V12–Grand Prix Racing sound enjoyment. Designed with insulating material to prevent heat
transfer from the exhaust area, the addition of catless link pipes will require remapping the ECU.
When installing
Akrapovič aftermarket optional link pipes with sports catalytic converters or without catalytic converters, which are developed
for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU is mandatory. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Lamborghini

Aventador
LP 700-4
Coupé/Road
ster

2011

2017

4417,5

EUR

P-HF880

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.Pictures are
symbolic.

Super Sport

Car

Lamborghini

Gallardo LP
550-2
Coupé

2009

2014

537,94

EUR

Super Sport

Car

Lamborghini

Gallardo LP
550-2
Coupé

2009

2014

6284,55

EUR

ECE Type Approval

W/O Approval

M-LA/T/4

Slip-On Line (Titanium)
550/560

SO - Slip-On

The precision-engineered titanium alloy Slip-On performance exhaust system reduces the weight of this supercar and
improves handling. We’ve extracted additional power through improved gas-flow dynamics and a drop in back pressure. To
complement our muffler design, we’ve added our well-known cast titanium dual-mode exhaust valves to create a virtual
symphony from the large displacement V10. If no optional Akrapovic sound kit for adjustable sound is used, at lower engine
speeds and during cruise operation the valves are closed and produce a deeper and sharper exhaust note. At wide-open
throttle the valves open, releasing the full fury of the engine. The driver can control the sound with the Akrapovic sound kit.
Complete the look with a set of four exquisite tailpipes in carbon fibre.When installing Akrapovič aftermarket exhaust system
that was developed for use on closed tracks, we recommend remapping the ECU in order to prevent potential »check engine
light« warning signals. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

TP-CT/7

Tail pipe set (Carbon)
550/560

OP - Optional part

The tail pipes are the most visible part of the exhaust system, and that’s why we dedicate particular attention to them at
Akrapovič. In order to satisfy the most discriminating tastes, we’ve created handcrafted carbon-fiber tail pipes.

Super Sport

Car

Lamborghini

Gallardo LP
550-2
Coupé

2009

2014

1316,84

EUR

TP-CT/7

Tail pipe set (Carbon)
550/560

OP - Optional part

The tail pipes are the most visible part of the exhaust system, and that’s why we dedicate particular attention to them at
Akrapovič. In order to satisfy the most discriminating tastes, we’ve created handcrafted carbon-fiber tail pipes.

Super Sport

Car

Lamborghini

Gallardo LP
560-4
Coupé/Spyd
er

2008

2014

1316,84

EUR

M-LA/T/4

Slip-On Line (Titanium)
550/560

SO - Slip-On

The precision-engineered titanium alloy Slip-On performance exhaust system reduces the weight of this supercar and
improves handling. We’ve extracted additional power through improved gas-flow dynamics and a drop in back pressure. To
complement our muffler design, we’ve added our well-known cast titanium dual-mode exhaust valves to create a virtual
symphony from the large displacement V10. If no optional Akrapovic sound kit for adjustable sound is used, at lower engine
speeds and during cruise operation the valves are closed and produce a deeper and sharper exhaust note. At wide-open
throttle the valves open, releasing the full fury of the engine. The driver can control the sound with the Akrapovic sound kit.
Complete the look with a set of four exquisite tailpipes in carbon fibre.When installing Akrapovič aftermarket exhaust system
that was developed for use on closed tracks, we recommend remapping the ECU in order to prevent potential »check engine
light« warning signals. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Lamborghini

Gallardo LP
560-4
Coupé/Spyd
er

2008

2014

6284,55

EUR

P-HF880

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.Pictures are
symbolic.

Super Sport

Car

Lamborghini

Gallardo LP
560-4
Coupé/Spyd
er

2008

2014

537,94

EUR

P-HF880

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.Pictures are
symbolic.

Super Sport

Car

Lamborghini

Gallardo LP
570-4
Coupé/Spyd
er

2010

2014

537,94

EUR

Super Sport

Car

Lamborghini

Gallardo LP
570-4
Coupé/Spyd
er

2010

2014

6284,55

EUR

M-LA/T/4

Slip-On Line (Titanium) 5704

SO - Slip-On

The precision-engineered titanium alloy Slip-On performance exhaust system reduces the weight of this supercar and
improves handling. We’ve extracted additional power through improved gas-flow dynamics and a drop in back pressure. To
complement our muffler design, we’ve added our well-known cast titanium dual-mode exhaust valves to create a virtual
symphony from the large displacement V10. If no optional Akrapovic sound kit for adjustable sound is used, at lower engine
speeds and during cruise operation the valves are closed and produce a deeper and sharper exhaust note. At wide-open
throttle the valves open, releasing the full fury of the engine. The driver can control the sound with the Akrapovic sound kit.
Complete the look with a set of four exquisite tailpipes in carbon fibre.When installing Akrapovič aftermarket exhaust system
that was developed for use on closed tracks, we recommend remapping the ECU in order to prevent potential »check engine
light« warning signals. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

TP-CT/8

Tail pipe set (Carbon) 570

OP - Optional part

The tailpipes are the most visible part of the exhaust system, and that’s why we dedicate particular attention to them at
Akrapovič. In order to satisfy the most discriminating tastes, we’ve created handcrafted carbon-fibre tailpipes.

Super Sport

Car

Lamborghini

Gallardo LP
570-4
Coupé/Spyd
er

2010

2014

1316,84

EUR

SO - Slip-On

Following the success and experience gained from the Slip-On Line exhaust system that Akrapovič developed for the
Lamborghini Gallardo, the new system for the Lamborghini Huracán takes this stunning car to new levels. Precision
engineered from a high-grade titanium alloy, which is designed to significantly reduce weight and improve handling, the SlipOn Line has bigger main pipes than the standard system and a specially designed X-part (for cross-flow) in the muffler to
reduce back-pressure, increasing power and torque levels right across the rev range. The unique growl from the naturally
aspirated V10 engine is improved as the performance grows, delivering a distinctive note that thrills the senses, without any
unwanted cabin noise. At lower revs and during cruise operation the valves are closed, producing a deeper and sharper
exhaust note, but when the revs rise and the valves open, the full passionate soundtrack of the engine is released to show
that the Huracán means business. This exquisite system is perfectly finished with four carbon fibre tailpipes, ensuring that
this exhaust looks as good as it sounds and performs. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Lamborghini

Huracán LP
580-2
Coupé/Spyd
er

2016

2016

9909,49

EUR

SO - Slip-On

Following the success and experience gained from the Slip-On Line exhaust system that Akrapovič developed for the
Lamborghini Gallardo, the new system for the Lamborghini Huracán takes this stunning car to new levels. Precision
engineered from a high-grade titanium alloy, which is designed to significantly reduce weight and improve handling, the SlipOn Line has bigger main pipes than the standard system and a specially designed X-part (for cross-flow) in the muffler to
reduce back-pressure, increasing power and torque levels right across the rev range. The unique growl from the naturally
aspirated V10 engine is improved as the performance grows, delivering a distinctive note that thrills the senses, without any
unwanted cabin noise. At lower revs and during cruise operation the valves are closed, producing a deeper and sharper
exhaust note, but when the revs rise and the valves open, the full passionate soundtrack of the engine is released to show
that the Huracán means business. This exquisite system is perfectly finished with four carbon fibre tailpipes, ensuring that
this exhaust looks as good as it sounds and performs. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Lamborghini

Huracán LP
610-4
Coupé/Spyd
er

2014

2018

9909,49

EUR

MTP-LA/TI/2

MTP-LA/TI/2

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

S-MC/TI/1

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

The performance exhaust for the McLaren MP4-12C is a high-tech system crafted from a special durable and heat-resistant
titanium alloy with bigger tubes and unique solutions to improve torque and power at all rpms, especially in the most-used
middle range. Our uncompromising approach uses the best materials and design. Light systems save weight and lower the
center of gravity, leading to better handling as well. A special coating guarantees a state-of-the-art look. The 12C with the
Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system sounds deeper in the low rpms and serves up a delicious racing sound as the revs get
higher. Slip-On systems contain special sound solutions to tune the sound frequencies: every element of the system was
designed for maximum sound output, and offers everything needed for pleasant cabin comfort and to make the V8 sing out
for true car enthusiasts at all rpms in all gears. On top of all this, the carbon fibre tailpipes create the striking visual
impression that this is no ordinary McLaren.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

S-MC/TI/3

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

An exquisite car deserves an exquisite exhaust, and the Slip-On Line (Titanium) for the McLaren is certainly that. It is made of
special, lightweight, durable, and heat-resistant titanium alloys, all perfectly formed and shaped to fit the car. Bigger tubes
deliver optimised gas flow, and the use of ultra-lightweight materials will significantly reduce the vehicle’s weight and enhance
its handling. A distinctive coating offers an enhanced appearance, and the parts most exposed to heat feature special
insulation for protection. With two flawlessly styled and finished handmade carbon-fibre tailpipes, which beautifully
complement the titanium pipes, this exhaust is a work of art. It comes complete with a soundtrack that perfectly matches the
car’s performance, ideally tuned to produce a unique sound colour and the celebrated Akrapovič signature sound.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

McLaren

540C

2016

2020

6633,79

EUR

S-MC/TI/3

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

An exquisite car deserves an exquisite exhaust, and the Slip-On Line (Titanium) for the McLaren is certainly that. It is made of
special, lightweight, durable, and heat-resistant titanium alloys, all perfectly formed and shaped to fit the car. Bigger tubes
deliver optimised gas flow, and the use of ultra-lightweight materials will significantly reduce the vehicle’s weight and enhance
its handling. A distinctive coating offers an enhanced appearance, and the parts most exposed to heat feature special
insulation for protection. With two flawlessly styled and finished handmade carbon-fibre tailpipes, which beautifully
complement the titanium pipes, this exhaust is a work of art. It comes complete with a soundtrack that perfectly matches the
car’s performance, ideally tuned to produce a unique sound colour and the celebrated Akrapovič signature sound.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

McLaren

570S/570S
SPIDER /
570GT

2016

2020

6633,79

EUR

Super Sport

Car

McLaren

650S / 650S
SPIDER

2014

2019

5879,23

EUR

Super Sport

Car

McLaren

12C / 12C
SPIDER

2012

2014

5511,81

EUR

S-MC/TI/2

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

The performance exhaust for the McLaren 650S is a high-tech system crafted from a special durable and heat-resistant
titanium alloy with bigger tubes and unique solutions to improve torque and power at all rpms, especially in the most-used
middle range. Our uncompromising approach uses the best materials and design. Light systems save weight and lower the
center of gravity, leading to better handling as well. A special coating guarantees a state-of-the-art look. The 650S with the
Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system sounds deeper in the low rpms and serves up a delicious racing sound as the revs get
higher. Slip-On systems contain special sound solutions to tune the sound frequencies: every element of the system was
designed for maximum sound output, and offers everything needed for pleasant cabin comfort and to make the V8 sing out
for true car enthusiasts at all rpms in all gears. On top of all this, the carbon fibre tailpipes create the striking visual
impression that this is no ordinary McLaren.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

E-ME/SS/1

Evolution Link pipe set (SS)

OP - Optional part

Evolution Link Pipe Set (SS) was tested and developed together with the Slip-On Line (Titanium) system.Offering an ideal
upgrade to further the tuning potential of the car, the link pipe set is primarily designed for track use and will release the
sporty sound that the engine has to offer. With the elimination of the OPF, the sound levels are increased and the frequency
content is improved, providing increased sound, leading to an exhilarating tone, with cracking and burbling being an
enjoyable and addictive aural assault on over-run. The change in performance is a noticeable factor when compared to the
stock exhaust system configuration, and the difference is perceptible from the driver’s and passenger’s point of view.When
installing the Akrapovič Evolution Link pipe set, which is developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU is
mandatory in order to prevent potential “check engine light” warning signals.

Hot Hatch

Car

MercedesAMG

A 35 (V177)

2019

2020

940,66

EUR

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

Providing a stunning sensory experience, this lightweight exhaust is beautifully crafted from high-grade titanium and finished
with an eye-catching design of two pairs of titanium and carbon-fibre tailpipes. The exhaust valve – with its housing cast in
the in-house foundry – gives the sound from the exhaust a richer and higher frequency than stock, especially when shifting
through the gears, all allied to a smooth sound that enhances the car’s engine tones without any discomfort or drone for the
occupants. A specially designed perforated manifold tube on the valve side eliminates streaming without any compromise to
the pressure pulse distribution, thus offering a stronger sound. Lighter than stock due to the use of titanium and a different
configuration, the design and construction of the exhaust leads to optimization in the power and torque levels throughout the
entire rev range. The optimized flow path of exhaust gases provides greater tuning potential, something that can be realized
further with the addition of the optional Evolution Link pipe set (SS). When installing the optional Evolution Link pipe set (SS),
the ECE type approval for the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system is no longer valid. ECE type approval is only valid for
cars equipped with otto/gasoline particulate filter. For installing the Slip-On system, the stock exhaust system must be cut.
Please read the instructions carefully before starting installation.

Sports Coupe

Car

MercedesAMG

A 35 (V177)

2019

2020

3798,9

EUR

ECE Type Approval

Providing a stunning sensory experience, this lightweight exhaust is beautifully crafted from high-grade titanium and finished
with an eye-catching design of two pairs of titanium and carbon-fibre tailpipes. The exhaust valve – with its housing cast in
the in-house foundry – gives the sound from the exhaust a richer and higher frequency than stock, especially when shifting
through the gears, all allied to a smooth sound that enhances the car’s engine tones without any discomfort or drone for the
occupants. A specially designed perforated manifold tube on the valve side eliminates streaming without any compromise to
the pressure pulse distribution, thus offering a stronger sound. Lighter than stock due to the use of titanium and a different
configuration, the design and construction of the exhaust leads to optimization in the power and torque levels throughout the
entire rev range. The optimized flow path of exhaust gases provides greater tuning potential, something that can be realized
further with the addition of the optional Evolution Link pipe set (SS). When installing the optional Evolution Link pipe set (SS),
the ECE type approval for the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system is no longer valid. ECE type approval is only valid for
cars equipped with otto/gasoline particulate filter. For installing the Slip-On system, the stock exhaust system must be cut.
Please read the instructions carefully before starting installation.

Sports Coupe

Car

MercedesAMG

A 35 (V177) OPF/GPF

2019

2020

3798,9

EUR

Hot Hatch

Car

MercedesAMG

A 35 (V177) OPF/GPF

2019

2020

940,66

EUR

S-ME/TI/9H

S-ME/TI/9H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

E-ME/SS/1

Evolution Link pipe set (SS)

OP - Optional part

Evolution Link Pipe Set (SS) was tested and developed together with the Slip-On Line (Titanium) system.Offering an ideal
upgrade to further the tuning potential of the car, the link pipe set is primarily designed for track use and will release the
sporty sound that the engine has to offer. With the elimination of the OPF, the sound levels are increased and the frequency
content is improved, providing increased sound, leading to an exhilarating tone, with cracking and burbling being an
enjoyable and addictive aural assault on over-run. The change in performance is a noticeable factor when compared to the
stock exhaust system configuration, and the difference is perceptible from the driver’s and passenger’s point of view.When
installing the Akrapovič Evolution Link pipe set, which is developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU is
mandatory in order to prevent potential “check engine light” warning signals.

E-ME/SS/1

Evolution Link pipe set (SS)

OP - Optional part

Evolution Link Pipe Set (SS) was tested and developed together with the Slip-On Line (Titanium) system.Offering an ideal
upgrade to further the tuning potential of the car, the link pipe set is primarily designed for track use and will release the
sporty sound that the engine has to offer. With the elimination of the OPF, the sound levels are increased and the frequency
content is improved, providing increased sound, leading to an exhilarating tone, with cracking and burbling being an
enjoyable and addictive aural assault on over-run. The change in performance is a noticeable factor when compared to the
stock exhaust system configuration, and the difference is perceptible from the driver’s and passenger’s point of view.When
installing the Akrapovič Evolution Link pipe set, which is developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU is
mandatory in order to prevent potential “check engine light” warning signals.

Hot Hatch

Car

MercedesAMG

A 35 (W177)

2019

2020

940,66

EUR

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

The system fits only on hatchback version (W177).Providing a stunning sensory experience, this lightweight exhaust is
beautifully crafted from high-grade titanium and finished with an eye-catching design of two pairs of titanium and carbon-fibre
tailpipes. The exhaust valve – with its housing cast in the in-house foundry – gives the sound from the exhaust a richer and
higher frequency than stock, especially when shifting through the gears, all allied to a smooth sound that enhances the car’s
engine tones without any discomfort or drone for the occupants. A specially designed perforated manifold tube on the valve
side eliminates streaming without any compromise to the pressure pulse distribution, thus offering a stronger sound. Lighter
than stock due to the use of titanium and a different configuration, the design and construction of the exhaust leads to
optimization in the power and torque levels throughout the entire rev range. The optimized flow path of exhaust gases
provides greater tuning potential, something that can be realized further with the addition of the optional Evolution Link pipe
set (SS). When installing the optional Evolution Link pipe set (SS), the ECE type approval for the Slip-On Line (Titanium)
exhaust system is no longer valid. ECE type approval for cars equipped with Otto/gasoline particulate filter.For installing the
Slip-On system, the stock exhaust system must be cut. Please read the instructions carefully before starting installation.

Hot Hatch

Car

MercedesAMG

A 35 (W177)

2019

2020

3798,9

EUR

ECE Type Approval

The system fits only on hatchback version (W177).Providing a stunning sensory experience, this lightweight exhaust is
beautifully crafted from high-grade titanium and finished with an eye-catching design of two pairs of titanium and carbon-fibre
tailpipes. The exhaust valve – with its housing cast in the in-house foundry – gives the sound from the exhaust a richer and
higher frequency than stock, especially when shifting through the gears, all allied to a smooth sound that enhances the car’s
engine tones without any discomfort or drone for the occupants. A specially designed perforated manifold tube on the valve
side eliminates streaming without any compromise to the pressure pulse distribution, thus offering a stronger sound. Lighter
than stock due to the use of titanium and a different configuration, the design and construction of the exhaust leads to
optimization in the power and torque levels throughout the entire rev range. The optimized flow path of exhaust gases
provides greater tuning potential, something that can be realized further with the addition of the optional Evolution Link pipe
set (SS). When installing the optional Evolution Link pipe set (SS), the ECE type approval for the Slip-On Line (Titanium)
exhaust system is no longer valid. ECE type approval for cars equipped with Otto/gasoline particulate filter.For installing the
Slip-On system, the stock exhaust system must be cut. Please read the instructions carefully before starting installation.

Hot Hatch

Car

MercedesAMG

A 35 (W177)
- OPF/GPF

2019

2020

3798,9

EUR

S-ME/TI/6H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

S-ME/TI/6H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

E-ME/SS/1

Evolution Link pipe set (SS)

OP - Optional part

Evolution Link Pipe Set (SS) was tested and developed together with the Slip-On Line (Titanium) system.Offering an ideal
upgrade to further the tuning potential of the car, the link pipe set is primarily designed for track use and will release the
sporty sound that the engine has to offer. With the elimination of the OPF, the sound levels are increased and the frequency
content is improved, providing increased sound, leading to an exhilarating tone, with cracking and burbling being an
enjoyable and addictive aural assault on over-run. The change in performance is a noticeable factor when compared to the
stock exhaust system configuration, and the difference is perceptible from the driver’s and passenger’s point of view.When
installing the Akrapovič Evolution Link pipe set, which is developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU is
mandatory in order to prevent potential “check engine light” warning signals.

Hot Hatch

Car

MercedesAMG

A 35 (W177)
- OPF/GPF

2019

2020

940,66

EUR

E-ME/SS/1

Evolution Link pipe set (SS)

OP - Optional part

Evolution Link Pipe Set (SS) was tested and developed together with the Slip-On Line (Titanium) system.Offering an ideal
upgrade to further the tuning potential of the car, the link pipe set is primarily designed for track use and will release the
sporty sound that the engine has to offer. With the elimination of the OPF, the sound levels are increased and the frequency
content is improved, providing increased sound, leading to an exhilarating tone, with cracking and burbling being an
enjoyable and addictive aural assault on over-run. The change in performance is a noticeable factor when compared to the
stock exhaust system configuration, and the difference is perceptible from the driver’s and passenger’s point of view.When
installing the Akrapovič Evolution Link pipe set, which is developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU is
mandatory in order to prevent potential “check engine light” warning signals.

Hot Hatch

Car

MercedesAMG

A 35 L
(Z177)

2019

2020

940,66

EUR

Providing a stunning sensory experience, this lightweight exhaust is beautifully crafted from high-grade titanium and finished
with an eye-catching design of two pairs of titanium and carbon-fibre tailpipes. The exhaust valve – with its housing cast in
the in-house foundry – gives the sound from the exhaust a richer and higher frequency than stock, especially when shifting
through the gears, all allied to a smooth sound that enhances the car’s engine tones without any discomfort or drone for the
occupants. A specially designed perforated manifold tube on the valve side eliminates streaming without any compromise to
the pressure pulse distribution, thus offering a stronger sound. Lighter than stock due to the use of titanium and a different
configuration, the design and construction of the exhaust leads to optimization in the power and torque levels throughout the
entire rev range. The optimized flow path of exhaust gases provides greater tuning potential, something that can be realized
further with the addition of the optional Evolution Link pipe set (SS). For installing the Slip-On system, the stock exhaust
system must be cut. Please read the instructions carefully before starting installation.

Sports Coupe

Car

MercedesAMG

A 35 L
(Z177)

2019

2020

3870,69

EUR

Please be aware that both part numbers: S-ME/TI/13H and L-ME/SS/3 have to be ordered! The system is split in 2 codes only
because of packaging reasons.

Hot Hatch

Car

MercedesAMG

A 45 / A 45
S (W177)

2020

2022

678,7

EUR

S-ME/TI/11

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

L-ME/SS/3

Evolution Link pipe set (SS)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

S-ME/TI/13H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

Perfectly designed for a stunning sensory experience, this beautifully crafted lightweight exhaust system is constructed from
high-grade lightweight titanium and is finished with an eye-catching design featuring two pairs of titanium and carbon-fibre
tailpipes for a stunning visual impact. A specially designed exhaust valve – with its housing cast in the in-house foundry –
regulates the character of the sound and is adjusted through the use of Control Kit electronics developed in-house, allowing
the driver to select the level of sportiness with AMG Dynamic Select. The system is an aural delight for all, with settings
ranging from the comfortable everyday car mode, with a smooth sound that enhances the car’s engine tones without any
discomfort or drone, to a sporty acoustic experience with deep midrange tones and a rich high-frequency sound at the top of
the rev range to elevate the gear-shifting experience, providing amazing crackles at over-run. A different design, build, and
configuration from the stock system means the exhaust saves weight and optimizes the engine’s power and torque levels,
increasing both throughout the entire rev range, with increases of 6.4 kW at 6,400 rpm and 9.1 Nm at 6,700 rpm as measured
in back-to-back runs on the Akrapovič dyno against a Mercedes-AMG A 45 using a standard stock exhaust. The flow path of
the exhaust gases provides tuning potential, which can be further enhanced with the addition of the optional Downpipe
(SS).The system is ECE type approved for cars equipped with an Otto/gasoline particulate filter, but, when installing the
optional Downpipe (SS), the ECE type approval for the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system is no longer valid.When
ordering, please be aware that both part numbers, S-ME/TI/13H and L-ME/SS/3, must be ordered because the system is split
into two codes for packaging reasons.

Hot Hatch

Car

MercedesAMG

A 45 / A 45
S (W177)

2020

2022

4829,25

EUR

W/O Approval

The Downpipe with Cat (SS) was tested and developed together with the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system and offers
an ideal upgrade to the Evolution Line (Titanium) system for further tuning. This addition is primarily designed for track use
and will create a pure racing sound for the engine. Equipped with a high-flow 200 CPSI sport catalytic converter, the
downpipe eliminates the OPF for a completely different sensory experience the moment the driver’s foot comes down! The
sound level is noticeably increased and accompanied by a deep and powerful tone in the low and mid rev ranges, developing
into a pure race-derived acoustic delight in high revs, which the occupants simply won’t get enough of! Every gear shift is full
of crackling sounds, and the exhilarating tone is accompanied by an addictive burbling on every over-run in the sportiest
settings. Despite being a track-oriented system, it retains all the comfort when you want it in Comfort mode, with no unwanted
sounds or drone in the cabin.When installing the Akrapovič Downpipe with Cat, remapping the ECU is mandatory to prevent
potential “check engine light” warning signals.FITMENT NOTICE: This product does not fit 2021 vehicles equipped with an
Otto/gasoline particulate filter.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

MercedesAMG

A 45 / A 45
S (W177)

2020

2022

2226,61

EUR

DP-ME/SS/3

Downpipe w Cat (SS)

OP - Optional part

P-HF1296

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

MercedesAMG

A 45 / A 45
S (W177)

2020

2022

420,55

EUR

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The Downpipe with Cat (SS) was tested and developed together with the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system and offers
an ideal upgrade to the Evolution Line (Titanium) system for further tuning. This addition is primarily designed for track use
and will create a pure racing sound for the engine. Equipped with a high-flow 200 CPSI sport catalytic converter, the
downpipe eliminates the OPF for a completely different sensory experience the moment the driver’s foot comes down! The
sound level is noticeably increased and accompanied by a deep and powerful tone in the low and mid rev ranges, developing
into a pure race-derived acoustic delight in high revs, which the occupants simply won’t get enough of! Every gear shift is full
of crackling sounds, and the exhilarating tone is accompanied by an addictive burbling on every over-run in the sportiest
settings. Despite being a track-oriented system, it retains all the comfort when you want it in Comfort mode, with no unwanted
sounds or drone in the cabin.When installing the Akrapovič Downpipe with Cat, remapping the ECU is mandatory to prevent
potential “check engine light” warning signals.FITMENT NOTICE: This product does not fit 2021 vehicles equipped with an
Otto/gasoline particulate filter.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

MercedesAMG

A 45 / A 45
S (W177) OPF/GPF

2020

2020

2226,61

EUR

ECE Type Approval

Perfectly designed for a stunning sensory experience, this beautifully crafted lightweight exhaust system is constructed from
high-grade lightweight titanium and is finished with an eye-catching design featuring two pairs of titanium and carbon-fibre
tailpipes for a stunning visual impact. A specially designed exhaust valve – with its housing cast in the in-house foundry –
regulates the character of the sound and is adjusted through the use of Control Kit electronics developed in-house, allowing
the driver to select the level of sportiness with AMG Dynamic Select. The system is an aural delight for all, with settings
ranging from the comfortable everyday car mode, with a smooth sound that enhances the car’s engine tones without any
discomfort or drone, to a sporty acoustic experience with deep midrange tones and a rich high-frequency sound at the top of
the rev range to elevate the gear-shifting experience, providing amazing crackles at over-run. A different design, build, and
configuration from the stock system means the exhaust saves weight and optimizes the engine’s power and torque levels,
increasing both throughout the entire rev range, with increases of 6.4 kW at 6,400 rpm and 9.1 Nm at 6,700 rpm as measured
in back-to-back runs on the Akrapovič dyno against a Mercedes-AMG A 45 using a standard stock exhaust. The flow path of
the exhaust gases provides tuning potential, which can be further enhanced with the addition of the optional Downpipe
(SS).The system is ECE type approved for cars equipped with an Otto/gasoline particulate filter, but, when installing the
optional Downpipe (SS), the ECE type approval for the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system is no longer valid.When
ordering, please be aware that both part numbers, S-ME/TI/13H and L-ME/SS/3, must be ordered because the system is split
into two codes for packaging reasons.

Hot Hatch

Car

MercedesAMG

A 45 / A 45
S (W177) OPF/GPF

2020

2022

4829,25

EUR

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

MercedesAMG

A 45 / A 45
S (W177) OPF/GPF

2020

2022

420,55

EUR

ECE Type Approval

Please be aware that both part numbers: S-ME/TI/13H and L-ME/SS/3 have to be ordered! The system is split in 2 codes only
because of packaging reasons.

Hot Hatch

Car

MercedesAMG

A 45 / A 45
S (W177) OPF/GPF

2020

2022

678,7

EUR

Sports Coupe

Car

MercedesAMG

A 45 / A 45
S (W177) OPF/GPF

2021

2022

2357,59

EUR

DP-ME/SS/3

Downpipe w Cat (SS)

S-ME/TI/13H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

P-HF1296

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

L-ME/SS/3

Evolution Link pipe set (SS)

EV - Evolution

DP-ME/SS/3/1

Downpipe w Cat (SS)

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The Downpipe with Cat (SS) was tested and developed together with the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system and
offers an ideal upgrade to the Evolution Line (Titanium) system for further tuning. This addition is primarily designed for track
use and will create a pure racing sound for the engine. Equipped with a high-flow 200 CPSI sport catalytic converter, the
downpipe eliminates the OPF for a completely different sensory experience the moment the driver’s foot comes down! The
sound level is noticeably increased and accompanied by a deep and powerful tone in the low and mid rev ranges, developing
into a pure race-derived acoustic delight in high revs, which the occupants simply won’t get enough of! Every gear shift is full
of crackling sounds, and the exhilarating tone is accompanied by an addictive burbling on every over-run in the sportiest
settings. Despite being a track-oriented system, it retains all the comfort when you want it in Comfort mode, with no unwanted
sounds or drone in the cabin.When installing the Akrapovič Downpipe with Cat, remapping the ECU is mandatory to prevent
potential “check engine light” warning signals.FITMENT NOTICE: This product fits 2021 vehicles equipped with an
Otto/gasoline particulate filter.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

E-ME/T/3

Evolution Link Pipe Set
(Titanium)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

Because of packaging requirements, the EVO system has been split into two codes. Please be aware that both part numbers
(MTP-ME/T/2H/1 or MTP-ME/T/3H and E-ME/T/3) must be ordered.If the Akrapovič Evolution Line system replaces the
Mercedes-AMG performance exhaust system, the Valve Actuator Kit (P-HF985) is not needed. The valves on the exhaust can
be controlled from the car cabin. The Akrapovič Sound Kit (P-HF949) can be purchased as an optional part.If the car is not
equipped with a performance exhaust but with the basic Mercedes-AMG exhaust system, then the Valve Actuator Kit (PHF985) is mandatory. The Akrapovič Sound Kit (P-HF949) is also highly recommended for complete control over exhaust
sound regulation.

Sports Coupe

Car

MercedesAMG

C 63 Coupé
(C205)

2016

2018

2016,09

EUR

P-HF949

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The Akrapovič Sound Kit allows the driver to easily adjust the sound of the exhaust from inside the car’s cockpit. Using the
latest innovative technology and working with the car’s own electronics, the Akrapovič Sound Kit provides different sound
characteristics through the control of the active X-connection built into this superb Evolution Line (Titanium) system.For a car
equipped with the base Mercedes-AMG exhaust system – with no exhaust system button inside the cabin – the Akrapovič
Sound Kit (P-HF949) is a highly recommended upgrade to take complete control over the exhaust sounds.If the car is already
equipped with exhaust valve button inside the cabin, sound kit is not needed.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

MercedesAMG

C 63 Coupé
(C205)

2016

2018

393,89

EUR

P-HF985

Valve Actuator Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

For vehicles with the base Mercedes-AMG exhaust system, which is then replaced by the Akrapovič Evolution Line system,
the Valve Actuator Kit (P-HF985) is a mandatory upgrade. If the Evolution Line system replaces the Mercedes-AMG
performance exhaust system, the Valve Actuator Kit (P-HF985) is not required.

Sports Coupe

Car

MercedesAMG

C 63 Coupé
(C205)

2016

2018

710,5

EUR

Sports Coupe

Car

MercedesAMG

C 63 Coupé
(C205)

2016

2018

5359,01

EUR

MTP-ME/T/3H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

Perfectly formed using specially developed ultra-lightweight titanium alloys and finished with hand-crafted matte carbon-fibre
tailpipes. The system replaces both the base and performance exhausts fitted to the Mercedes-AMG C 63 and C 63 S. This
stunning system includes parts cast in the company’s in-house foundry, featuring an active X connection and an additional
pair of exhaust valves behind the rear mufflers, designed to provide optimal control of the exhaust sound for the best aural
enjoyment. With two defined sound characteristics and three different driving sound settings, the system has been perfectly
tuned to deliver the very best sound in all modes. The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit controller allows the user to choose the
exhaust tone regardless of the chosen mode of the vehicle and is a recommended upgrade when replacing the base exhaust
system. An increase in performance and torque and a huge weight savings in excess of 45% makes this a very serious
performance upgrade. Because it is ECE type approved with no need to remap the ECU or add any other parts, it is just a
simple plug-and-play installation. The exquisite Akrapovič Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system adds performance and
style, along with an amazing soundtrack.Because of packaging requirements, the EVO system has been split into two codes.
Please be aware that both part numbers (MTP-ME/T/3H and E-ME/T/3) must be ordered.If the Akrapovič Evolution Line
system replaces the Mercedes-AMG performance exhaust system, the Valve Actuator Kit (P-HF985) is not needed. The valves
on the exhaust can be controlled from the car cabin. The Akrapovič Sound Kit (P-HF949) can be purchased as an optional
part. If the car is not equipped with a performance exhaust but with the basic Mercedes-AMG exhaust system, then the Valve
Actuator Kit (P-HF985) is mandatory. The Akrapovič Sound Kit (P-HF949) is also highly recommended for complete control
over exhaust sound regulation. If the car is already equipped with exhaust valve button inside the cabin, sound kit is not
needed.&#65279;Fittment notice:This system does not fit on vehicles equipped with Otto particulate filter (OPF).&#65279;

P-HF985

Valve Actuator Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

For vehicles with the base Mercedes-AMG exhaust system, which is then replaced by the Akrapovič Evolution Line system,
the Valve Actuator Kit (P-HF985) is a mandatory upgrade. If the Evolution Line system replaces the Mercedes-AMG
performance exhaust system, the Valve Actuator Kit (P-HF985) is not required.

Sports Coupe

Car

MercedesAMG

C 63 Estate
(S205)

2015

2018

710,5

EUR

P-HF949

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The Akrapovič Sound Kit allows the driver to easily adjust the sound of the exhaust from inside the car’s cockpit. Using the
latest innovative technology and working with the car’s own electronics, the Akrapovič Sound Kit provides different sound
characteristics through the control of the active X-connection built into this superb Evolution Line (Titanium) system.For a car
equipped with the base Mercedes-AMG exhaust system – with no exhaust system button inside the cabin – the Akrapovič
Sound Kit (P-HF949) is a highly recommended upgrade to take complete control over the exhaust sounds.If the car is already
equipped with exhaust valve button inside the cabin, sound kit is not needed.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

MercedesAMG

C 63 Estate
(S205)

2015

2018

393,89

EUR

Sports Coupe

Car

MercedesAMG

C 63 Estate
(S205)

2015

2018

5359,01

EUR

Sports Coupe

Car

MercedesAMG

C 63 Estate
(S205)

2015

2018

2016,09

EUR

MTP-ME/T/2H/1

Evolution Line (Titanium)
S205

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

Perfectly formed using specially developed ultra-lightweight titanium alloys and finished with hand-crafted matte carbon-fibre
tailpipes. The system replaces both the base and performance exhausts fitted to the Mercedes-AMG C 63 and C 63 S. This
stunning system includes parts cast in the company’s in-house foundry, featuring an active X connection and an additional
pair of exhaust valves behind the rear mufflers, designed to provide optimal control of the exhaust sound for the best aural
enjoyment. With two defined sound characteristics and three different driving sound settings, the system has been perfectly
tuned to deliver the very best sound in all modes. The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit controller allows the user to choose the
exhaust tone regardless of the chosen mode of the vehicle and is a recommended upgrade when replacing the base exhaust
system. An increase in performance and torque and a huge weight savings in excess of 45% makes this a very serious
performance upgrade. Because it is ECE type approved with no need to remap the ECU or add any other parts, it is just a
simple plug-and-play installation. The exquisite Akrapovič Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system adds performance and
style, along with an amazing soundtrack.Because of packaging requirements, the EVO system has been split into two codes.
Please be aware that both part numbers (MTP-ME/T/2H/1 and E-ME/T/3) must be ordered.If the Akrapovič Evolution Line
system replaces the Mercedes-AMG performance exhaust system, the Valve Actuator Kit (P-HF985) is not needed. The valves
on the exhaust can be controlled from the car cabin. The Akrapovič Sound Kit (P-HF949) can be purchased as an optional
part. If the car is not equipped with a performance exhaust but with the basic Mercedes-AMG exhaust system, then the Valve
Actuator Kit (P-HF985) is mandatory. The Akrapovič Sound Kit (P-HF949) is also highly recommended for complete control
over exhaust sound regulation. If the car is already equipped with exhaust valve button inside the cabin, sound kit is not
needed.Fittment notice:This system does not fit on vehicles equipped with Otto particulate filter (OPF).

E-ME/T/3

Evolution Link Pipe Set
(Titanium)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

Because of packaging requirements, the EVO system has been split into two codes. Please be aware that both part numbers
(MTP-ME/T/2H/1 or MTP-ME/T/3H and E-ME/T/3) must be ordered.If the Akrapovič Evolution Line system replaces the
Mercedes-AMG performance exhaust system, the Valve Actuator Kit (P-HF985) is not needed. The valves on the exhaust can
be controlled from the car cabin. The Akrapovič Sound Kit (P-HF949) can be purchased as an optional part.If the car is not
equipped with a performance exhaust but with the basic Mercedes-AMG exhaust system, then the Valve Actuator Kit (PHF985) is mandatory. The Akrapovič Sound Kit (P-HF949) is also highly recommended for complete control over exhaust
sound regulation.

E-ME/T/3

Evolution Link Pipe Set
(Titanium)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

Because of packaging requirements, the EVO system has been split into two codes. Please be aware that both part numbers
(MTP-ME/T/2H/1 or MTP-ME/T/3H and E-ME/T/3) must be ordered.If the Akrapovič Evolution Line system replaces the
Mercedes-AMG performance exhaust system, the Valve Actuator Kit (P-HF985) is not needed. The valves on the exhaust can
be controlled from the car cabin. The Akrapovič Sound Kit (P-HF949) can be purchased as an optional part.If the car is not
equipped with a performance exhaust but with the basic Mercedes-AMG exhaust system, then the Valve Actuator Kit (PHF985) is mandatory. The Akrapovič Sound Kit (P-HF949) is also highly recommended for complete control over exhaust
sound regulation.

Sports Coupe

Car

MercedesAMG

C 63 Sedan
(W205)

2015

2018

2016,09

EUR

P-HF949

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The Akrapovič Sound Kit allows the driver to easily adjust the sound of the exhaust from inside the car’s cockpit. Using the
latest innovative technology and working with the car’s own electronics, the Akrapovič Sound Kit provides different sound
characteristics through the control of the active X-connection built into this superb Evolution Line (Titanium) system.For a car
equipped with the base Mercedes-AMG exhaust system – with no exhaust system button inside the cabin – the Akrapovič
Sound Kit (P-HF949) is a highly recommended upgrade to take complete control over the exhaust sounds.If the car is already
equipped with exhaust valve button inside the cabin, sound kit is not needed.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

MercedesAMG

C 63 Sedan
(W205)

2015

2018

393,89

EUR

P-HF985

Valve Actuator Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

For vehicles with the base Mercedes-AMG exhaust system, which is then replaced by the Akrapovič Evolution Line system,
the Valve Actuator Kit (P-HF985) is a mandatory upgrade. If the Evolution Line system replaces the Mercedes-AMG
performance exhaust system, the Valve Actuator Kit (P-HF985) is not required.

Sports Coupe

Car

MercedesAMG

C 63 Sedan
(W205)

2015

2018

710,5

EUR

ECE Type Approval

Perfectly formed using specially developed ultra-lightweight titanium alloys and finished with hand-crafted matte carbon-fibre
tailpipes. The system replaces both the base and performance exhausts fitted to the Mercedes-AMG C 63 and C 63 S. This
stunning system includes parts cast in the company’s in-house foundry, featuring an active X connection and an additional
pair of exhaust valves behind the rear mufflers, designed to provide optimal control of the exhaust sound for the best aural
enjoyment. With two defined sound characteristics and three different driving sound settings, the system has been perfectly
tuned to deliver the very best sound in all modes. The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit controller allows the user to choose the
exhaust tone regardless of the chosen mode of the vehicle and is a recommended upgrade when replacing the base exhaust
system. An increase in performance and torque and a huge weight savings in excess of 45% makes this a very serious
performance upgrade. Because it is ECE type approved with no need to remap the ECU or add any other parts, it is just a
simple plug-and-play installation. The exquisite Akrapovič Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system adds performance and
style, along with an amazing soundtrack.Because of packaging requirements, the EVO system has been split into two codes.
Please be aware that both part numbers (MTP-ME/T/2H/1 and E-ME/T/3) must be ordered.If the Akrapovič Evolution Line
system replaces the Mercedes-AMG performance exhaust system, the Valve Actuator Kit (P-HF985) is not needed. The valves
on the exhaust can be controlled from the car cabin. The Akrapovič Sound Kit (P-HF949) can be purchased as an optional
part. If the car is not equipped with a performance exhaust but with the basic Mercedes-AMG exhaust system, then the Valve
Actuator Kit (P-HF985) is mandatory. The Akrapovič Sound Kit (P-HF949) is also highly recommended for complete control
over exhaust sound regulation. If the car is already equipped with exhaust valve button inside the cabin, sound kit is not

Sports Coupe

Car

MercedesAMG

C 63 Sedan
(W205)

2015

2018

5359,01

EUR

ECE Type Approval

Providing a stunning sensory experience, this lightweight exhaust is beautifully crafted from high-grade titanium and finished
with an eye-catching design of two pairs of titanium and carbon-fibre tailpipes. The exhaust valve – with its housing cast in
the in-house foundry – gives the sound from the exhaust a richer and higher frequency than stock, especially when shifting
through the gears, all allied to a smooth sound that enhances the car’s engine tones without any discomfort or drone for the
occupants. A specially designed perforated manifold tube on the valve side eliminates streaming without any compromise to
the pressure pulse distribution, thus offering a stronger sound. Lighter than stock due to the use of titanium and a different
configuration, the design and construction of the exhaust leads to optimization in the power and torque levels throughout the
entire rev range. The optimized flow path of exhaust gases provides greater tuning potential, something that can be realized
further with the addition of the optional Evolution Link pipe set (SS). When installing the optional Evolution Link pipe set (SS),
the ECE type approval for the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system is no longer valid. ECE type approval is only valid for
cars equipped with otto/gasoline particulate filter. For installing the Slip-On system, the stock exhaust system must be cut.
Please read the instructions carefully before starting installation.Fitment notice: This product can be fitted on CLA 35 S
Shooting Brake models.

Sports Coupe

Car

MercedesAMG

CLA 35
(C118/X118)

2019

2020

4025,7

EUR

MTP-ME/T/2H/1

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

S-ME/TI/10H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

E-ME/SS/1

Evolution Link pipe set (SS)

OP - Optional part

Evolution Link Pipe Set (SS) was tested and developed together with the Slip-On Line (Titanium) system.Offering an ideal
upgrade to further the tuning potential of the car, the link pipe set is primarily designed for track use and will release the
sporty sound that the engine has to offer. With the elimination of the OPF, the sound levels are increased and the frequency
content is improved, providing increased sound, leading to an exhilarating tone, with cracking and burbling being an
enjoyable and addictive aural assault on over-run. The change in performance is a noticeable factor when compared to the
stock exhaust system configuration, and the difference is perceptible from the driver’s and passenger’s point of view.When
installing the Akrapovič Evolution Link pipe set, which is developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU is
mandatory in order to prevent potential “check engine light” warning signals.

Hot Hatch

Car

MercedesAMG

CLA 35
(C118/X118)

2019

2020

940,66

EUR

E-ME/SS/1

Evolution Link pipe set (SS)

OP - Optional part

Evolution Link Pipe Set (SS) was tested and developed together with the Slip-On Line (Titanium) system.Offering an ideal
upgrade to further the tuning potential of the car, the link pipe set is primarily designed for track use and will release the
sporty sound that the engine has to offer. With the elimination of the OPF, the sound levels are increased and the frequency
content is improved, providing increased sound, leading to an exhilarating tone, with cracking and burbling being an
enjoyable and addictive aural assault on over-run. The change in performance is a noticeable factor when compared to the
stock exhaust system configuration, and the difference is perceptible from the driver’s and passenger’s point of view.When
installing the Akrapovič Evolution Link pipe set, which is developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU is
mandatory in order to prevent potential “check engine light” warning signals.

Hot Hatch

Car

MercedesAMG

CLA 35
(C118/X118)
- OPF/GPF

2019

2020

940,66

EUR

Sports Coupe

Car

MercedesAMG

CLA 35
(C118/X118)
- OPF/GPF

2019

2020

4025,7

EUR

S-ME/TI/10H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

Providing a stunning sensory experience, this lightweight exhaust is beautifully crafted from high-grade titanium and finished
with an eye-catching design of two pairs of titanium and carbon-fibre tailpipes. The exhaust valve – with its housing cast in
the in-house foundry – gives the sound from the exhaust a richer and higher frequency than stock, especially when shifting
through the gears, all allied to a smooth sound that enhances the car’s engine tones without any discomfort or drone for the
occupants. A specially designed perforated manifold tube on the valve side eliminates streaming without any compromise to
the pressure pulse distribution, thus offering a stronger sound. Lighter than stock due to the use of titanium and a different
configuration, the design and construction of the exhaust leads to optimization in the power and torque levels throughout the
entire rev range. The optimized flow path of exhaust gases provides greater tuning potential, something that can be realized
further with the addition of the optional Evolution Link pipe set (SS). When installing the optional Evolution Link pipe set (SS),
the ECE type approval for the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system is no longer valid. ECE type approval is only valid for
cars equipped with otto/gasoline particulate filter. For installing the Slip-On system, the stock exhaust system must be cut.
Please read the instructions carefully before starting installation.Fitment notice: This product can be fitted on CLA 35 S
Shooting Brake models.

L-ME/SS/3

Evolution Link pipe set (SS)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

Please be aware that both part numbers: S-ME/TI/12H and L-ME/SS/3 have to be ordered! The system is split in 2 codes only
because of packaging reasons.

Hot Hatch

Car

MercedesAMG

CLA 45 /
CLA 45 S
(C118/X118)

2020

2021

678,7

EUR

P-HF1296

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

MercedesAMG

CLA 45 /
CLA 45 S
(C118/X118)

2020

2022

420,55

EUR

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The Downpipe with Cat (SS) was tested and developed together with the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system and offers
an ideal upgrade to the Evolution Line (Titanium) system for further tuning. This addition is primarily designed for track use
and will create a pure racing sound for the engine. Equipped with a high-flow 200 CPSI sport catalytic converter, the
downpipe eliminates the OPF for a completely different sensory experience the moment the driver’s foot comes down! The
sound level is noticeably increased and accompanied by a deep and powerful tone in the low and mid rev ranges, developing
into a pure race-derived acoustic delight in high revs, which the occupants simply won’t get enough of! Every gear shift is full
of crackling sounds, and the exhilarating tone is accompanied by an addictive burbling on every over-run in the sportiest
settings. Despite being a track-oriented system, it retains all the comfort when you want it in Comfort mode, with no unwanted
sounds or drone in the cabin.When installing the Akrapovič Downpipe with Cat, remapping the ECU is mandatory to prevent
potential “check engine light” warning signals.FITMENT NOTICE: This product does not fit 2021 vehicles equipped with an
Otto/gasoline particulate filter.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

MercedesAMG

CLA 45 /
CLA 45 S
(C118/X118)

2020

2022

2226,61

EUR

ECE Type Approval

Perfectly designed for a stunning sensory experience, this beautifully crafted lightweight exhaust system is constructed from
high-grade lightweight titanium and is finished with an eye-catching design featuring two pairs of titanium and carbon-fibre
tailpipes for a stunning visual impact. A specially designed exhaust valve – with its housing cast in the in-house foundry –
regulates the character of the sound and is adjusted through the use of Control Kit electronics developed in-house, allowing
the driver to select the level of sportiness with AMG Dynamic Select. The system is an aural delight for all, with settings
ranging from the comfortable everyday car mode, with a smooth sound that enhances the car’s engine tones without any
discomfort or drone, to a sporty acoustic experience with deep midrange tones and a rich high-frequency sound at the top of
the rev range to elevate the gear-shifting experience, providing amazing crackles at over-run. A different design, build, and
configuration from the stock system means the exhaust saves weight and optimizes the engine’s power and torque levels,
increasing both throughout the entire rev range, with increases of 6.4 kW at 6,400 rpm and 9.1 Nm at 6,700 rpm as measured
in back-to-back runs on the Akrapovič dyno against a Mercedes-AMG A 45 using a standard stock exhaust. The flow path of
the exhaust gases provides tuning potential, which can be further enhanced with the addition of the optional Downpipe
(SS).The system is ECE type approved for cars equipped with an Otto/gasoline particulate filter, but, when installing the
optional Downpipe (SS), the ECE type approval for the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system is no longer valid.When
ordering, please be aware that both part numbers, S-ME/TI/12H and L-ME/SS/3, must be ordered because the system is split
into two codes for packaging reasons.Fitment notice: This product can be fitted on CLA 45 S Shooting Brake models.

Sports Coupe

Car

MercedesAMG

CLA 45 /
CLA 45 S
(C118/X118)

2020

2022

4829,25

EUR

Sports Coupe

Car

MercedesAMG

CLA 45 /
CLA 45 S
(C118/X118)
- OPF/GPF

2020

2020

2226,61

EUR

DP-ME/SS/3

S-ME/TI/12H

Downpipe w Cat (SS)

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

DP-ME/SS/3

Downpipe w Cat (SS)

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The Downpipe with Cat (SS) was tested and developed together with the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system and offers
an ideal upgrade to the Evolution Line (Titanium) system for further tuning. This addition is primarily designed for track use
and will create a pure racing sound for the engine. Equipped with a high-flow 200 CPSI sport catalytic converter, the
downpipe eliminates the OPF for a completely different sensory experience the moment the driver’s foot comes down! The
sound level is noticeably increased and accompanied by a deep and powerful tone in the low and mid rev ranges, developing
into a pure race-derived acoustic delight in high revs, which the occupants simply won’t get enough of! Every gear shift is full
of crackling sounds, and the exhilarating tone is accompanied by an addictive burbling on every over-run in the sportiest
settings. Despite being a track-oriented system, it retains all the comfort when you want it in Comfort mode, with no unwanted
sounds or drone in the cabin.When installing the Akrapovič Downpipe with Cat, remapping the ECU is mandatory to prevent
potential “check engine light” warning signals.FITMENT NOTICE: This product does not fit 2021 vehicles equipped with an
Otto/gasoline particulate filter.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

L-ME/SS/3

Evolution Link pipe set (SS)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

Please be aware that both part numbers: S-ME/TI/12H and L-ME/SS/3 have to be ordered! The system is split in 2 codes only
because of packaging reasons.

Hot Hatch

Car

MercedesAMG

CLA 45 /
CLA 45 S
(C118/X118)
- OPF/GPF

2020

2021

678,7

EUR

P-HF1296

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

MercedesAMG

CLA 45 /
CLA 45 S
(C118/X118)
- OPF/GPF

2020

2022

420,55

EUR

EV - Evolution

Perfectly designed for a stunning sensory experience, this beautifully crafted lightweight exhaust system is constructed from
high-grade lightweight titanium and is finished with an eye-catching design featuring two pairs of titanium and carbon-fibre
tailpipes for a stunning visual impact. A specially designed exhaust valve – with its housing cast in the in-house foundry –
regulates the character of the sound and is adjusted through the use of Control Kit electronics developed in-house, allowing
the driver to select the level of sportiness with AMG Dynamic Select. The system is an aural delight for all, with settings
ranging from the comfortable everyday car mode, with a smooth sound that enhances the car’s engine tones without any
discomfort or drone, to a sporty acoustic experience with deep midrange tones and a rich high-frequency sound at the top of
the rev range to elevate the gear-shifting experience, providing amazing crackles at over-run. A different design, build, and
configuration from the stock system means the exhaust saves weight and optimizes the engine’s power and torque levels,
increasing both throughout the entire rev range, with increases of 6.4 kW at 6,400 rpm and 9.1 Nm at 6,700 rpm as measured
in back-to-back runs on the Akrapovič dyno against a Mercedes-AMG A 45 using a standard stock exhaust. The flow path of
the exhaust gases provides tuning potential, which can be further enhanced with the addition of the optional Downpipe
(SS).The system is ECE type approved for cars equipped with an Otto/gasoline particulate filter, but, when installing the
optional Downpipe (SS), the ECE type approval for the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system is no longer valid.When
ordering, please be aware that both part numbers, S-ME/TI/12H and L-ME/SS/3, must be ordered because the system is split
into two codes for packaging reasons.Fitment notice: This product can be fitted on CLA 45 S Shooting Brake models.

Sports Coupe

Car

MercedesAMG

CLA 45 /
CLA 45 S
(C118/X118)
- OPF/GPF

2020

2022

4829,25

EUR

S-ME/TI/12H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

ECE Type Approval

DP-ME/SS/3/1

Downpipe w Cat (SS)

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The Downpipe with Cat (SS) was tested and developed together with the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system and
offers an ideal upgrade to the Evolution Line (Titanium) system for further tuning. This addition is primarily designed for track
use and will create a pure racing sound for the engine. Equipped with a high-flow 200 CPSI sport catalytic converter, the
downpipe eliminates the OPF for a completely different sensory experience the moment the driver’s foot comes down! The
sound level is noticeably increased and accompanied by a deep and powerful tone in the low and mid rev ranges, developing
into a pure race-derived acoustic delight in high revs, which the occupants simply won’t get enough of! Every gear shift is full
of crackling sounds, and the exhilarating tone is accompanied by an addictive burbling on every over-run in the sportiest
settings. Despite being a track-oriented system, it retains all the comfort when you want it in Comfort mode, with no unwanted
sounds or drone in the cabin.When installing the Akrapovič Downpipe with Cat, remapping the ECU is mandatory to prevent
potential “check engine light” warning signals.FITMENT NOTICE: This product fits 2021 vehicles equipped with an
Otto/gasoline particulate filter.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

MercedesAMG

CLA 45 /
CLA 45 S
(C118/X118)
- OPF/GPF

2021

2022

2357,59

EUR

Sports Coupe

Car

MercedesAMG

Coupé GT /
GT S / GT C

2015

2018

9694,91

EUR

S-ME/TI/1H/1

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

The Evolution Line (Titanium) takes these cars to heightened levels of auditory excitement, enhanced performance, and
stunning good looks, all with a perfectly sculpted exhaust made from ultra-lightweight titanium alloys that reduce the weight
from the stock exhaust by over 46%. Finished with hand-crafted carbon-fibre tailpipes, this exhaust has a stunning
soundtrack and that unique Akrapovič signature. The sound is controlled by a complex X-connection, cast in the in-house
titanium foundry, with a precisely machined valve flap to alter the tones, which can be controlled with a console button inside
the cabin or by the Sound Remote Controller of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit. When the X-connection valve is open, the
exhaust system delivers a more continuous, smooth, and harmonic sound for a more comfortable ride, and in closed mode
the acoustics have been maximised to give the cars a pure sporty and intense muscle-car V8 roar. Power and torque levels
are increased throughout the entire rev range. It is ECE approved, so no re-map or other parts are needed and it is a simple
plug-and-play installation.Fitting information for GT/GT Roadster models: the Evolution system only fits cars equipped with
the AMG Performance exhaust.Fittment notice:This system does not fit on vehicles equipped with Otto particulate filter (OPF).

P-HF1044

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The Akrapovič Sound Kit allows the driver to easily adjust the sound of the exhaust from inside the car’s cockpit. Using the
latest innovative technology and working with the car’s own electronics, the Akrapovič Sound Kit provides different sound
characteristics through the control of the active X-connection built into this superb Evolution Line (Titanium) system.If the car
is already equipped with exhaust valve button inside the cabin, sound kit is not needed.Pictures are symbolic.

Super Sport

Car

MercedesAMG

Coupé GT /
GT S / GT C

2015

2018

417,72

EUR

Sports Coupe

Car

MercedesAMG

E 63/E 63 S
Sedan/Estat
e
(W213/S213
)

2017

2020

4880,28

EUR

MTP-ME/T/5H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

Because of packaging requirements, the EVO system has been split into two codes. Please be aware that both part numbers
(MTP-ME/T/5H and E-ME/T/5) must be ordered. The mandatory tail pipe set needs to be ordered separately.Perfectly formed
using specially developed ultra-lightweight titanium alloys, this Akrapovič Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust is designed to
replace the performance exhaust fitted to the Mercedes-AMG E 63 and E 63 S. It is finished with hand-crafted carbon-fibre
tailpipes in matte or high gloss finish, visually split with a newly designed cast titanium part. This stunning system also
includes other parts cast at the in-house foundry, featuring an active X connection and an additional pair of exhaust valves
behind the rear mufflers, designed to provide optimal control of the exhaust sound for the best listening enjoyment. The
system retains the signature AMG sound, while making it even throatier and richer, and it provides great acoustic feedback
both inside and outside the cabin. An increase in performance and torque through a broad rpm range and a significant weight
savings of over 45% makes this a very serious performance upgrade. With optimized gas flow and reduced back pressure, it
allows limitless tuning options. Because it is ECE type-approved with no need to remap the ECU or add any other parts, it
has a simple plug-and-play installation.Fitment notice: The evolution system is designed to replace the AMG Performance
Exhaust System.This system does not fit on vehicles equipped with Otto particulate filter (OPF).

E-ME/T/5

Evolution Link Pipe Set
(Titanium)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

Because of packaging requirements, the EVO system has been split into two codes. Please be aware that both part numbers
(MTP-ME/T/5H and E-ME/T/5) must be ordered.

Sports Coupe

Car

MercedesAMG

E 63/E 63 S
Sedan/Estat
e
(W213/S213
)

2017

2020

2250,43

EUR

TP-CT/46/M

Tail pipe set (Carbon) Matte

OP - Optional part

ECE Type Approval

Show the system off to its full extent with a pair of carbon fibre tailpipes in matte or high gloss finish. The mandatory tail pipe
set needs to be ordered separately.

Sports Coupe

Car

MercedesAMG

E 63/E 63 S
Sedan/Estat
e
(W213/S213
)

2017

2020

1274,05

EUR

TP-CT/46/G

Tail pipe set (Carbon) High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ECE Type Approval

Show the system off to its full extent with a pair of carbon fibre tailpipes in matte or high gloss finish. The mandatory tail pipe
set needs to be ordered separately.

Sports Coupe

Car

MercedesAMG

E 63/E 63 S
Sedan/Estat
e
(W213/S213
)

2017

2020

1322,59

EUR

P-HF1129

Fitting kit (for mounting on
G500)

OP - Optional part

Mandatory needed fitting kit, used for mounting the S-ME/TI/2H evolution system to Mercedes G500 model.

Suv

Car

MercedesAMG

G 500
(W463)

2012

2017

586,77

EUR

The Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system for the Mercedes G 500 is Akrapovič’s first venture into the high-performance
off-road market. It is constructed with high-grade durable lightweight titanium to reduce weight. This system is beautifully
finished with specially-designed tailpipes exiting on either side of the vehicle, perfectly routed to fit within limited space. It
delivers a unique sound for a sporty edge, specially programmed by the Akrapovič Sound Engineers, with a pair of exhaust
valves behind the rear mufflers to provide optimal control of the exhaust tones while increasing power and torque levels. This
system is ECE type approved.An optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is available to control the different sound settings. Fittment
notice: Mandatory fitting kit P-HF1129 is needed for mounting the S-ME/TI/2H evolution system to Mercedes G500
model. Optional downpipes do not fit to G500.This system does not fit on vehicles equipped with Otto particulate filter (OPF).

Suv

Car

MercedesAMG

G 500
(W463)

2012

2017

9243,69

EUR

S-ME/TI/2H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

P-HF841/2

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves. With the use of optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE homologation is not valid
anymore.Pictures are symbolic.

Suv

Car

MercedesAMG

G 500
(W463)

2012

2017

150,13

EUR

Suv

Car

MercedesAMG

G 500 / G
550
(W463A)

2019

2022

7753,16

EUR

S-ME/TI/5

Evolution line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

The Evolution Line (Titanium) for the Mercedes-AMG G 500 has been created with durability in mind as well as performance
using high-grade durable lightweight titanium, making the system 45% lighter than the stock system. It is finished with
specially-designed tailpipes – fashioned in the Akrapovič foundry – exiting on either side of the vehicle, complementing the
car’s robust look, perfectly routed to fit within limited space. This system – with a pair of exhaust valves behind the rear
mufflers to provide optimal control of the exhaust tones – delivers a unique sound that is distinctly deeper and sportier,
especially during acceleration and shifting. Power and torque levels are increased through the entire rpm range.Fittment
notice: For mounting Akrapovič exhaust S-ME/TI/5 on Mercedes G500/G550 the car has to be equipped with Mercedes
stainless steel package (code PA3) or step boards on the left and right sides (code T84 or T86 or T87).In addition to that
Akrapovič fitting kit P-HF1225 and additional original Mercedes parts have to be bought: - A 901 492 00 44 -&gt; 4 pieces A 463 490 05 02 -&gt; 1 piece - A 463 490 06 02 -&gt; 1 piece

P-HF1225

Fitting kit (for mounting on
G500 / G550)

OP - Optional part

Fittment notice: Mandatory needed fitting kit, used for mounting the S-ME/TI/5 evolution system to Mercedes G500 / G550.

Suv

Car

MercedesAMG

G 500 / G
550
(W463A)

2019

2022

48,29

EUR

P-HF1235

Akrapovič Sound Kit

EV - Evolution

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer valid.The
Akrapovič Sound Kit is an optional product for S-ME/TI/4 and S-ME/TI/5 exhaust systems.Pictures are symbolic.

Suv

Car

MercedesAMG

G 500 / G
550
(W463A)

2019

2022

834,65

EUR

EV - Evolution

The Evolution Line (Titanium) for the Mercedes-AMG G 500 has been created with durability in mind as well as performance
using high-grade durable lightweight titanium, making the system 45% lighter than the stock system. It is finished with
specially-designed tailpipes – fashioned in the Akrapovič foundry – exiting on either side of the vehicle, complementing the
car’s robust look, perfectly routed to fit within limited space. This system – with a pair of exhaust valves behind the rear
mufflers to provide optimal control of the exhaust tones – delivers a unique sound that is distinctly deeper and sportier,
especially during acceleration and shifting. Power and torque levels are increased through the entire rpm range.Fittment
notice: For mounting Akrapovič exhaust S-ME/TI/5 on Mercedes G500/G550 the car has to be equipped with Mercedes
stainless steel package (code PA3) or step boards on the left and right sides (code T84 or T86 or T87).In addition to that
Akrapovič fitting kit P-HF1225 and additional original Mercedes parts have to be bought: - A 901 492 00 44 -&gt; 4 pieces A 463 490 05 02 -&gt; 1 piece - A 463 490 06 02 -&gt; 1 piece
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S-ME/TI/5/1

Evolution line (Titanium)

S-ME/TI/5/1

Evolution line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

The Evolution Line (Titanium) for the Mercedes-AMG G 500 has been created with durability in mind as well as performance
using high-grade durable lightweight titanium, making the system 45% lighter than the stock system. It is finished with
specially-designed tailpipes – fashioned in the Akrapovič foundry – exiting on either side of the vehicle, complementing the
car’s robust look, perfectly routed to fit within limited space. This system – with a pair of exhaust valves behind the rear
mufflers to provide optimal control of the exhaust tones – delivers a unique sound that is distinctly deeper and sportier,
especially during acceleration and shifting. Power and torque levels are increased through the entire rpm range.Fittment
notice: For mounting Akrapovič exhaust S-ME/TI/5 on Mercedes G500/G550 the car has to be equipped with Mercedes
stainless steel package (code PA3) or step boards on the left and right sides (code T84 or T86 or T87).In addition to that
Akrapovič fitting kit P-HF1225 and additional original Mercedes parts have to be bought: - A 901 492 00 44 -&gt; 4 pieces A 463 490 05 02 -&gt; 1 piece - A 463 490 06 02 -&gt; 1 piece

P-HF1225

Fitting kit (for mounting on
G500 / G550)

OP - Optional part

Fittment notice: Mandatory needed fitting kit, used for mounting the S-ME/TI/5 evolution system to Mercedes G500 / G550.
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S-ME/TI/5

Evolution line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

The Evolution Line (Titanium) for the Mercedes-AMG G 500 has been created with durability in mind as well as performance
using high-grade durable lightweight titanium, making the system 45% lighter than the stock system. It is finished with
specially-designed tailpipes – fashioned in the Akrapovič foundry – exiting on either side of the vehicle, complementing the
car’s robust look, perfectly routed to fit within limited space. This system – with a pair of exhaust valves behind the rear
mufflers to provide optimal control of the exhaust tones – delivers a unique sound that is distinctly deeper and sportier,
especially during acceleration and shifting. Power and torque levels are increased through the entire rpm range.Fittment
notice: For mounting Akrapovič exhaust S-ME/TI/5 on Mercedes G500/G550 the car has to be equipped with Mercedes
stainless steel package (code PA3) or step boards on the left and right sides (code T84 or T86 or T87).In addition to that
Akrapovič fitting kit P-HF1225 and additional original Mercedes parts have to be bought: - A 901 492 00 44 -&gt; 4 pieces A 463 490 05 02 -&gt; 1 piece - A 463 490 06 02 -&gt; 1 piece

P-HF1235

Akrapovič Sound Kit

EV - Evolution

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer valid.The
Akrapovič Sound Kit is an optional product for S-ME/TI/4 and S-ME/TI/5 exhaust systems.Pictures are symbolic.
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P-HF841/2

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves. With the use of optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE homologation is not valid
anymore.Pictures are symbolic.
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S-ME/TI/2H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

S-ME/TI/5

Evolution line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

The Evolution Line (Titanium) for the Mercedes-AMG G 63 has been created with durability in mind as well as performance
using high-grade durable lightweight titanium, making the system 45% lighter than the stock system. It is finished with
specially-designed tailpipes – fashioned in the Akrapovič foundry – exiting on either side of the vehicle, complementing the
car’s robust look, perfectly routed to fit within limited space. This system – with a pair of exhaust valves behind the rear
mufflers to provide optimal control of the exhaust tones – delivers a unique sound that is distinctly deeper and sportier,
especially during acceleration and shifting. Power and torque levels are increased through the entire rpm range.Fittment
notice: This system does not fit on vehicles equipped with Otto particulate filter (OPF).THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.
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P-HF1235

Akrapovič Sound Kit

EV - Evolution

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer valid.The
Akrapovič Sound Kit is an optional product for S-ME/TI/4 and S-ME/TI/5 exhaust systems.Pictures are symbolic.
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S-ME/TI/5/1

Evolution line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

The Evolution Line (Titanium) for the Mercedes-AMG G 63 has been created with durability in mind as well as performance
using high-grade durable lightweight titanium, making the system 45% lighter than the stock system. It is finished with
specially-designed tailpipes – fashioned in the Akrapovič foundry – exiting on either side of the vehicle, complementing the
car’s robust look, perfectly routed to fit within limited space. This system – with a pair of exhaust valves behind the rear
mufflers to provide optimal control of the exhaust tones – delivers a unique sound that is distinctly deeper and sportier,
especially during acceleration and shifting. Power and torque levels are increased through the entire rpm range.Fittment
notice: This system does not fit on vehicles equipped with Otto particulate filter (OPF).THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.
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S-ME/TI/4/1

Evolution Line (Titanium) for OPF/GPF

EV - Evolution

The Evolution Line (Titanium) for the Mercedes-AMG G 63 has been created with durability in mind as well as performance
using high-grade durable lightweight titanium, making the system 45% lighter than the stock system. It is finished with
specially-designed tailpipes – fashioned in the Akrapovič foundry – exiting on either side of the vehicle, complementing the
car’s robust look, perfectly routed to fit within limited space and coated for increased durability. This system – with a pair of
exhaust valves behind the rear mufflers to provide optimal control of the exhaust tones – delivers a unique sound that is
distinctly deeper and sportier, especially during acceleration and shifting. Power and torque levels are increased through the
entire rpm range.Optional front link pipe set is also offered to provide full exhaust-tuning capabilities.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.
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Akrapovič Sound Kit

EV - Evolution

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer valid.The
Akrapovič Sound Kit is an optional product for S-ME/TI/4 and S-ME/TI/5 exhaust systems.Pictures are symbolic.
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S-ME/TI/4

Evolution Line (Titanium) for OPF/GPF

EV - Evolution

The Evolution Line (Titanium) for the Mercedes-AMG G 63 has been created with durability in mind as well as performance
using high-grade durable lightweight titanium, making the system 45% lighter than the stock system. It is finished with
specially-designed tailpipes – fashioned in the Akrapovič foundry – exiting on either side of the vehicle, complementing the
car’s robust look, perfectly routed to fit within limited space and coated for increased durability. This system – with a pair of
exhaust valves behind the rear mufflers to provide optimal control of the exhaust tones – delivers a unique sound that is
distinctly deeper and sportier, especially during acceleration and shifting. Power and torque levels are increased through the
entire rpm range.Optional front link pipe set is also offered to provide full exhaust-tuning capabilities.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.
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OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The Downpipe with Cat (SS) was tested and developed together with the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system and offers
an ideal upgrade to the Evolution Line (Titanium) system for further tuning. This addition is primarily designed for track use
and will create a pure racing sound for the engine. Equipped with a high-flow 200 CPSI sport catalytic converter, the
downpipe eliminates the OPF for a completely different sensory experience the moment the driver’s foot comes down! The
sound level is noticeably increased and accompanied by a deep and powerful tone in the low and mid rev ranges, developing
into a pure race-derived acoustic delight in high revs, which the occupants simply won’t get enough of! Every gear shift is full
of crackling sounds, and the exhilarating tone is accompanied by an addictive burbling on every over-run in the sportiest
settings. Despite being a track-oriented system, it retains all the comfort when you want it in Comfort mode, with no unwanted
sounds or drone in the cabin.When installing the Akrapovič Downpipe with Cat, remapping the ECU is mandatory to prevent
potential “check engine light” warning signals.FITMENT NOTICE: This product does not fit 2021 vehicles equipped with an
Otto/gasoline particulate filter.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.
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ECE Type Approval

Perfectly designed for a stunning sensory experience, this beautifully crafted lightweight exhaust system is constructed from
high-grade lightweight titanium and is finished with an eye-catching design featuring two pairs of titanium and carbon-fibre
tailpipes for a stunning visual impact. A specially designed exhaust valve – with its housing cast in the in-house foundry –
regulates the character of the sound and is adjusted through the use of Control Kit electronics developed in-house, allowing
the driver to select the level of sportiness with AMG Dynamic Select. The system is an aural delight for all, with settings
ranging from the comfortable everyday car mode, with a smooth sound that enhances the car’s engine tones without any
discomfort or drone, to a sporty acoustic experience with deep midrange tones and a rich high-frequency sound at the top of
the rev range to elevate the gear-shifting experience, providing amazing crackles at over-run. A different design, build, and
configuration from the stock system means the exhaust saves weight and optimizes the engine’s power and torque levels,
increasing both throughout the entire rev range, with increases of 6.4 kW at 6,400 rpm and 9.1 Nm at 6,700 rpm as measured
in back-to-back runs on the Akrapovič dyno against a Mercedes-AMG A 45 using a standard stock exhaust. The flow path of
the exhaust gases provides tuning potential, which can be further enhanced with the addition of the optional Downpipe
(SS).The system is ECE type approved for cars equipped with an Otto/gasoline particulate filter, but, when installing the
optional Downpipe (SS), the ECE type approval for the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system is no longer valid.When
ordering, please be aware that both part numbers, S-ME/TI/13H and L-ME/SS/3, must be ordered because the system is split
into two codes for packaging reasons.
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The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.
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DP-ME/SS/3

Downpipe w Cat (SS)

ECE Type Approval

The Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system for the Mercedes-AMG G 63 is Akrapovič’s first venture into the highperformance off-road market. It is constructed with high-grade durable lightweight titanium to reduce weight. This system is
beautifully finished with specially-designed tailpipes exiting on either side of the vehicle, perfectly routed to fit within limited
space. It delivers a unique sound for a sporty edge, specially programmed by the Akrapovič Sound Engineers, with a pair of
exhaust valves behind the rear mufflers to provide optimal control of the exhaust tones while increasing power and torque
levels. This system is ECE type approved.An optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is available to control the different sound settings.
Optional downpipes are also offered to provide full exhaust-tuning capabilities. Fittment notice: This system does not fit on
vehicles equipped with Otto particulate filter (OPF).

S-ME/TI/13H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

P-HF1296

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

L-ME/SS/3

Evolution Link pipe set (SS)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

Please be aware that both part numbers: S-ME/TI/13H and L-ME/SS/3 have to be ordered! The system is split in 2 codes only
because of packaging reasons.
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L-ME/SS/3

Evolution Link pipe set (SS)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

Please be aware that both part numbers: S-ME/TI/13H and L-ME/SS/3 have to be ordered! The system is split in 2 codes only
because of packaging reasons.
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W/O Approval

The Downpipe with Cat (SS) was tested and developed together with the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system and
offers an ideal upgrade to the Evolution Line (Titanium) system for further tuning. This addition is primarily designed for track
use and will create a pure racing sound for the engine. Equipped with a high-flow 200 CPSI sport catalytic converter, the
downpipe eliminates the OPF for a completely different sensory experience the moment the driver’s foot comes down! The
sound level is noticeably increased and accompanied by a deep and powerful tone in the low and mid rev ranges, developing
into a pure race-derived acoustic delight in high revs, which the occupants simply won’t get enough of! Every gear shift is full
of crackling sounds, and the exhilarating tone is accompanied by an addictive burbling on every over-run in the sportiest
settings. Despite being a track-oriented system, it retains all the comfort when you want it in Comfort mode, with no unwanted
sounds or drone in the cabin.When installing the Akrapovič Downpipe with Cat, remapping the ECU is mandatory to prevent
potential “check engine light” warning signals.FITMENT NOTICE: This product fits 2021 vehicles equipped with an
Otto/gasoline particulate filter.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET
OR HIGHWAY USE.
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Downpipe w Cat (SS)

OP - Optional part

P-HF1296

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.
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EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

Perfectly designed for a stunning sensory experience, this beautifully crafted lightweight exhaust system is constructed from
high-grade lightweight titanium and is finished with an eye-catching design featuring two pairs of titanium and carbon-fibre
tailpipes for a stunning visual impact. A specially designed exhaust valve – with its housing cast in the in-house foundry –
regulates the character of the sound and is adjusted through the use of Control Kit electronics developed in-house, allowing
the driver to select the level of sportiness with AMG Dynamic Select. The system is an aural delight for all, with settings
ranging from the comfortable everyday car mode, with a smooth sound that enhances the car’s engine tones without any
discomfort or drone, to a sporty acoustic experience with deep midrange tones and a rich high-frequency sound at the top of
the rev range to elevate the gear-shifting experience, providing amazing crackles at over-run. A different design, build, and
configuration from the stock system means the exhaust saves weight and optimizes the engine’s power and torque levels,
increasing both throughout the entire rev range, with increases of 6.4 kW at 6,400 rpm and 9.1 Nm at 6,700 rpm as measured
in back-to-back runs on the Akrapovič dyno against a Mercedes-AMG A 45 using a standard stock exhaust. The flow path of
the exhaust gases provides tuning potential, which can be further enhanced with the addition of the optional Downpipe
(SS).The system is ECE type approved for cars equipped with an Otto/gasoline particulate filter, but, when installing the
optional Downpipe (SS), the ECE type approval for the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system is no longer valid.When
ordering, please be aware that both part numbers, S-ME/TI/13H and L-ME/SS/3, must be ordered because the system is split
into two codes for packaging reasons.
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S-ME/TI/13H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

S-ME/TI/16H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

This product is made from high-grade lightweight titanium for a weight saving of 34.2% over the AMG Performance exhaust
system. The fully sandblasted exterior is completed with a new tailpipe design constructed from hand-crafted carbon fibre
with a titanium inner sleeve.Power gains of 6.3 kW (8.6 hp) and torque increases of 21.3 Nm, both at 2,800 rpm, have been
achieved when tested on the Akrapovič dyno against the Mercedes-AMG GLE 63 S Coupé with an AMG Performance exhaust
system.There are three exhaust valves, operated by a specially developed control kit: one on either side of the muffler and
one in the active X-connection in the link pipe to create a perfect sound experience. The housings for the valves, the Xconnection, and the reinforcement – or central pillar – of the tailpipes are all cast in the in-house foundry. This produces a
pure and deep distinctive tone, with a full-bodied sound at idle, and a well-defined and strong burble as the revs rise, leading
to a high-frequency sound full of sporty character at higher rpms.No remapping is needed on installation. An optional
Akrapovič Sound Kit is also available to provide full control over the spectrum of sound emitted from the exhaust.The
Evolution Line (Titanium) is ECE type approved for cars with an Otto Particulate Filter (OPF).Designed to fit as a direct
replacement to cars which have an AMG Performance exhaust and will only fit on vehicles with a stock hitch installed.ECE
type approval certificate of the Evolution Line (Titanium) is not valid if the Akrapovič Sound Kit is installed.

P-HF1411

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.
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P-HF1411

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.
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S-ME/TI/14H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

This product is made from high-grade lightweight titanium for a weight saving of 34.2% over the AMG Performance exhaust
system. The fully sandblasted exterior is completed with a new tailpipe design constructed from hand-crafted carbon fibre
with a titanium inner sleeve.Power gains of 6.3 kW (8.6 hp) and torque increases of 21.3 Nm, both at 2,800 rpm, have been
achieved when tested on the Akrapovič dyno against the Mercedes-AMG GLE 63 S Coupé with an AMG Performance exhaust
system.There are three exhaust valves, operated by a specially developed control kit: one on either side of the muffler and
one in the active X-connection in the link pipe to create a perfect sound experience. The housings for the valves, the Xconnection, and the reinforcement – or central pillar – of the tailpipes are all cast in the in-house foundry. This produces a
pure and deep distinctive tone, with a full-bodied sound at idle, and a well-defined and strong burble as the revs rise, leading
to a high-frequency sound full of sporty character at higher rpms.No remapping is needed on installation. An optional
Akrapovič Sound Kit is also available to provide full control over the spectrum of sound emitted from the exhaust.The
Evolution Line (Titanium) is ECE type approved for cars with an Otto Particulate Filter (OPF).Designed to fit as a direct
replacement to cars which have an AMG Performance exhaust and will only fit on vehicles with a stock hitch installed.ECE
type approval certificate of the Evolution Line (Titanium) is not valid if the Akrapovič Sound Kit is installed.

P-HF1411

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.
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ECE Type Approval

This product is made from high-grade lightweight titanium for a weight saving of 34.2% over the AMG Performance exhaust
system. The fully sandblasted exterior is completed with a new tailpipe design constructed from hand-crafted carbon fibre
with a titanium inner sleeve.Power gains of 6.3 kW (8.6 hp) and torque increases of 21.3 Nm, both at 2,800 rpm, have been
achieved when tested on the Akrapovič dyno against the Mercedes-AMG GLE 63 S Coupé with an AMG Performance exhaust
system.There are three exhaust valves, operated by a specially developed control kit: one on either side of the muffler and
one in the active X-connection in the link pipe to create a perfect sound experience. The housings for the valves, the Xconnection, and the reinforcement – or central pillar – of the tailpipes are all cast in the in-house foundry. This produces a
pure and deep distinctive tone, with a full-bodied sound at idle, and a well-defined and strong burble as the revs rise, leading
to a high-frequency sound full of sporty character at higher rpms.No remapping is needed on installation. An optional
Akrapovič Sound Kit is also available to provide full control over the spectrum of sound emitted from the exhaust.The
Evolution Line (Titanium) is ECE type approved for cars with an Otto Particulate Filter (OPF).Designed to fit as a direct
replacement to cars which have an AMG Performance exhaust and will only fit on vehicles with a stock hitch installed.ECE
type approval certificate of the Evolution Line (Titanium) is not valid if the Akrapovič Sound Kit is installed.
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Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution
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Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

The Evolution Line (Titanium) takes these cars to heightened levels of auditory excitement, enhanced performance, and
stunning good looks, all with a perfectly sculpted exhaust made from ultra-lightweight titanium alloys that reduce the weight
from the stock exhaust by over 46%. Finished with hand-crafted carbon-fibre tailpipes, this exhaust has a stunning
soundtrack and that unique Akrapovič signature. The sound is controlled by a complex X-connection, cast in the in-house
titanium foundry, with a precisely machined valve flap to alter the tones, which can be controlled with a console button inside
the cabin or by the Sound Remote Controller of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit. When the X-connection valve is open, the
exhaust system delivers a more continuous, smooth, and harmonic sound for a more comfortable ride, and in closed mode
the acoustics have been maximised to give the cars a pure sporty and intense muscle-car V8 roar. Power and torque levels
are increased throughout the entire rev range. It is ECE approved, so no re-map or other parts are needed and it is a simple
plug-and-play installation.Fitting information for GT/GT Roadster models: the Evolution system only fits cars equipped with
the AMG Performance exhaust.Fittment notice:This system does not fit on vehicles equipped with Otto particulate filter (OPF).

P-HF1044

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The Akrapovič Sound Kit allows the driver to easily adjust the sound of the exhaust from inside the car’s cockpit. Using the
latest innovative technology and working with the car’s own electronics, the Akrapovič Sound Kit provides different sound
characteristics through the control of the active X-connection built into this superb Evolution Line (Titanium) system.If the car
is already equipped with exhaust valve button inside the cabin, sound kit is not needed.Pictures are symbolic.

Super Sport

Car

MercedesAMG

Roadster
GT / GT S /
GT C

2017

2018

417,72

EUR

TP-MINR56/57-CA

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

OP - Optional part

The tailpipes are the most visible part of the exhaust system, and that’s why we dedicate particular attention to them at
Akrapovič. In order to satisfy the most discriminating tastes, we’ve created handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes. To make our
tailpipes stand out from the rest even more, in addition to selecting the finest materials, we also made them larger.

Hot Hatch

Car

MINI

Cooper S
(R56) /
Cooper S
Cabrio (R57)

2007

2014

581,52

EUR

ME-MIN/TI/1H

Evolution Line (SS) Cooper
S

EV - Evolution

The team behind the MINI is widely acknowledged as having done a great job bringing this iconic car up to date. The
Evolution exhaust system made of high-quality stainless steel adds even more to the performance and fun to be had. This
system consists of an optimized link pipe with a resonator and rear muffler. It improves performance, adds power and torque,
and improves the responsiveness of the four-cylinder engine, especially in the rpm mid-range. The performance exhaust
system has a sporty and aggressive tone, without any unwanted droning, that’s in keeping with the character of the car it’s
designed for. Complete the look with a set of two exquisite 95 mm tailpipes in titanium or carbon fibre. Optional down pipe
with sports catalytic converter for even greater power. EC type-approval is valid for engine type N18B16A and N14B16A.

Hot Hatch

Car

MINI

Cooper S
(R56) /
Cooper S
Cabrio (R57)

2007

2014

1132,87

EUR

DP-MINR56/57

Downpipe (SS)

OP - Optional part

For those of you that demand the maximum in power output and weight reduction, we offer an optional down pipe with a
sport catalyst (100cpsi). When installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional down pipes with sports catalytic converters or without
catalytic converters, which are developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU is mandatory. When installing
Akrapovič aftermarket exhaust system that was developed for use on closed tracks, we recommend remapping the ECU in
order to prevent potential »check engine light« warning signals. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Hot Hatch

Car

MINI

Cooper S
(R56) /
Cooper S
Cabrio (R57)

2007

2014

1059,73

EUR

DP-MINR56/57

Downpipe (SS)

OP - Optional part

For those of you that demand the maximum in power output and weight reduction, we offer an optional down pipe with a
sport catalyst (100cpsi). When installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional down pipes with sports catalytic converters or without
catalytic converters, which are developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU is mandatory. When installing
Akrapovič aftermarket exhaust system that was developed for use on closed tracks, we recommend remapping the ECU in
order to prevent potential »check engine light« warning signals. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Hot Hatch

Car

MINI

Cooper S
Coupé
(R58)

2011

2014

1059,73

EUR

ME-MIN/TI/1H

Evolution Line (SS) Cooper
S

EV - Evolution

The team behind the MINI is widely acknowledged as having done a great job bringing this iconic car up to date. The
Evolution exhaust system made of high-quality stainless steel adds even more to the performance and fun to be had. This
system consists of an optimized link pipe with a resonator and rear muffler. It improves performance, adds power and torque,
and improves the responsiveness of the four-cylinder engine, especially in the rpm mid-range. The performance exhaust
system has a sporty and aggressive tone, without any unwanted droning, that’s in keeping with the character of the car it’s
designed for. Complete the look with a set of two exquisite 95 mm tailpipes in titanium or carbon fibre. Optional down pipe
with sports catalytic converter for even greater power. EC type-approval is valid for engine type N18B16A and N14B16A.

Hot Hatch

Car

MINI

Cooper S
Coupé
(R58)

2011

2014

1132,87

EUR

TP-MINR56/57-CA

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

OP - Optional part

The tailpipes are the most visible part of the exhaust system, and that’s why we dedicate particular attention to them at
Akrapovič. In order to satisfy the most discriminating tastes, we’ve created handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes. To make our
tailpipes stand out from the rest even more, in addition to selecting the finest materials, we also made them larger.

Hot Hatch

Car

MINI

Cooper S
Coupé
(R58)

2011

2014

581,52

EUR

TP-MINR56/57-CA

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

OP - Optional part

The tailpipes are the most visible part of the exhaust system, and that’s why we dedicate particular attention to them at
Akrapovič. In order to satisfy the most discriminating tastes, we’ve created handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes. To make our
tailpipes stand out from the rest even more, in addition to selecting the finest materials, we also made them larger.

Hot Hatch

Car

MINI

Cooper S
Roadster
(R59)

2012

2014

581,52

EUR

ME-MIN/TI/1H

Evolution Line (SS) Cooper
S

EV - Evolution

The team behind the MINI is widely acknowledged as having done a great job bringing this iconic car up to date. The
Evolution exhaust system made of high-quality stainless steel adds even more to the performance and fun to be had. This
system consists of an optimized link pipe with a resonator and rear muffler. It improves performance, adds power and torque,
and improves the responsiveness of the four-cylinder engine, especially in the rpm mid-range. The performance exhaust
system has a sporty and aggressive tone, without any unwanted droning, that’s in keeping with the character of the car it’s
designed for. Complete the look with a set of two exquisite 95 mm tailpipes in titanium or carbon fibre. Optional down pipe
with sports catalytic converter for even greater power. EC type-approval is valid for engine type N18B16A and N14B16A.

Hot Hatch

Car

MINI

Cooper S
Roadster
(R59)

2012

2014

1132,87

EUR

DP-MINR56/57

Downpipe (SS)

OP - Optional part

For those of you that demand the maximum in power output and weight reduction, we offer an optional down pipe with a
sport catalyst (100cpsi). When installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional down pipes with sports catalytic converters or without
catalytic converters, which are developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU is mandatory. When installing
Akrapovič aftermarket exhaust system that was developed for use on closed tracks, we recommend remapping the ECU in
order to prevent potential »check engine light« warning signals. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Hot Hatch

Car

MINI

Cooper S
Roadster
(R59)

2012

2014

1059,73

EUR

DP-MINR56/57

Downpipe (SS)

OP - Optional part

For those of you that demand the maximum in power output and weight reduction, we offer an optional down pipe with a
sport catalyst (100cpsi). When installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional down pipes with sports catalytic converters or without
catalytic converters, which are developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU is mandatory. When installing
Akrapovič aftermarket exhaust system that was developed for use on closed tracks, we recommend remapping the ECU in
order to prevent potential »check engine light« warning signals. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Hot Hatch

Car

MINI

JCW (R56) /
JCW Cabrio
(R57)

2009

2014

1059,73

EUR

ME-MIN/TI/1H

Evolution Line (SS) JCW

EV - Evolution

The team behind the MINI is widely acknowledged as having done a great job bringing this iconic car up to date. The
Evolution system made of high-quality stainless steel adds even more to the performance and fun to be had. This system
consists of an optimized link pipe with a resonator and rear muffler. It improves performance, adds power and torque, and
improves the responsiveness of the four-cylinder engine, especially in the rpm mid-range. The system has a sporty and
aggressive tone, without any unwanted droning, that’s in keeping with the character of the car it’s designed for. Complete the
look with a set of two exquisite 95 mm tailpipes in titanium or carbon fibre. Optional down pipe with sports catalytic converter
for even greater power. EC type-approval is valid for engine type N18B16A and N14B16A.

Hot Hatch

Car

MINI

JCW (R56) /
JCW Cabrio
(R57)

2009

2014

1132,87

EUR

TP-MINR56/57-CA

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

OP - Optional part

The tailpipes are the most visible part of the exhaust system, and that’s why we dedicate particular attention to them at
Akrapovič. In order to satisfy the most discriminating tastes, we’ve created handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes. To make our
tailpipes stand out from the rest even more, in addition to selecting the finest materials, we also made them larger.

Hot Hatch

Car

MINI

JCW (R56) /
JCW Cabrio
(R57)

2009

2014

581,52

EUR

OP - Optional part

The Evolution Link pipe set (SS) was tested and developed together with the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system to
provide an ideal upgrade and greater exhaust tuning potential. The use of this configuration is designed for the racetrack and
will offer a sporty sound and higher performance. With the elimination of the OPF, the sound levels and frequency content
are emphasized, providing an increased sound, leading to an exhilarating tone with crackling and burbling as an enjoyable
and addictive aural assault on over-run and when downshifting through gears. The change in performance is a noticeable
factor: compared in back-to-back runs on the Akrapovič dyno against a BMW M135i using a standard stock exhaust, there a
5.1 kW (6.9 hp) increase in power at 4,250 rpm and 11.5 Nm of torque is added at 4,250 rpm.When installing the Evolution
Link pipe set (SS), which is developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping of the ECU is mandatory to prevent potential
“check engine light” warning signals.Fitment notice: This product can only be installed on vehicles with the V-clamp
connection between the stock downpipe and link pipe. For further information, please read the installation instructions
below.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

MINI

JCW
Clubman
ALL4 (F54)

2019

2022

333,68

EUR

Beautifully crafted from high-grade titanium, this lightweight exhaust system is finished with eye-catching carbon-fibre
tailpipes and is a full-on sensory delight. The exhaust valve – with its housing cast in the in-house foundry – gives the
exhaust a rich sound with an emphasis on high frequencies, especially when shifting through the gears, all allied to a deep
tone that enhances the car’s engine without any discomfort or drone for the occupants. A specially engineered Ysplit reduces the flow noise without any compromise to the pressure pulse distribution, thus offering a strong sound and
optimal flow path. The use of lightweight materials and a different configuration reduces the overall weight of the exhaust by
9.4 kg, a saving of 55.6% on the stock version. The design and construction of the exhaust optimize the power and torque
levels throughout the rev range, with performance increased by 3.3 kW (4.5 hp) at 5,350 rpm and torque up by 5.9 Nm at
5,300 rpm. This was achieved during in-house tests with back-to-back runs on the Akrapovič dyno against a BMW M135i
using a standard stock exhaust. For a further upgrade of the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system, an optional Evolution
Link pipe set (SS) is available.The exhaust system is ECE type approved for cars equipped with an Otto/gasoline particulate
filter.To install the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system, the stock exhaust system must be cut; please read the
instructions carefully before the start of the installation.

Sports Coupe

Car

MINI

JCW
Clubman
ALL4 (F54)

2019

2022

3581,9

EUR

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

MINI

JCW
Clubman
ALL4 (F54)

2019

2022

420,55

EUR

E-BM/SS/6

Evolution Link pipe set (SS)

S-BM/T/15H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

P-HF1312

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

EC Type Approval

EC Type Approval

EC Type Approval

EC Type Approval

ECE Type Approval

P-HF1312

S-BM/T/15H

E-BM/SS/6

E-BM/SS/6

Akrapovič Sound Kit

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Evolution Link pipe set (SS)

Evolution Link pipe set (SS)

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

MINI

JCW
Clubman
ALL4 (F54) OPF/GPF

2019

2020

420,55

EUR

SO - Slip-On

Beautifully crafted from high-grade titanium, this lightweight exhaust system is finished with eye-catching carbon-fibre
tailpipes and is a full-on sensory delight. The exhaust valve – with its housing cast in the in-house foundry – gives the
exhaust a rich sound with an emphasis on high frequencies, especially when shifting through the gears, all allied to a deep
tone that enhances the car’s engine without any discomfort or drone for the occupants. A specially engineered Ysplit reduces the flow noise without any compromise to the pressure pulse distribution, thus offering a strong sound and
optimal flow path. The use of lightweight materials and a different configuration reduces the overall weight of the exhaust by
9.4 kg, a saving of 55.6% on the stock version. The design and construction of the exhaust optimize the power and torque
levels throughout the rev range, with performance increased by 3.3 kW (4.5 hp) at 5,350 rpm and torque up by 5.9 Nm at
5,300 rpm. This was achieved during in-house tests with back-to-back runs on the Akrapovič dyno against a BMW M135i
using a standard stock exhaust. For a further upgrade of the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system, an optional Evolution
Link pipe set (SS) is available.The exhaust system is ECE type approved for cars equipped with an Otto/gasoline particulate
filter.To install the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system, the stock exhaust system must be cut; please read the
instructions carefully before the start of the installation.

Sports Coupe

Car

MINI

JCW
Clubman
ALL4 (F54) OPF/GPF

2019

2020

3581,9

EUR

OP - Optional part

The Evolution Link pipe set (SS) was tested and developed together with the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system to
provide an ideal upgrade and greater exhaust tuning potential. The use of this configuration is designed for the racetrack and
will offer a sporty sound and higher performance. With the elimination of the OPF, the sound levels and frequency content
are emphasized, providing an increased sound, leading to an exhilarating tone with crackling and burbling as an enjoyable
and addictive aural assault on over-run and when downshifting through gears. The change in performance is a noticeable
factor: compared in back-to-back runs on the Akrapovič dyno against a BMW M135i using a standard stock exhaust, there a
5.1 kW (6.9 hp) increase in power at 4,250 rpm and 11.5 Nm of torque is added at 4,250 rpm.When installing the Evolution
Link pipe set (SS), which is developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping of the ECU is mandatory to prevent potential
“check engine light” warning signals.Fitment notice: This product can only be installed on vehicles with the V-clamp
connection between the stock downpipe and link pipe. For further information, please read the installation instructions
below.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

MINI

JCW
Clubman
ALL4 (F54) OPF/GPF

2019

2020

333,68

EUR

OP - Optional part

The Evolution Link pipe set (SS) was tested and developed together with the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system to
provide an ideal upgrade and greater exhaust tuning potential. The use of this configuration is designed for the racetrack and
will offer a sporty sound and higher performance. With the elimination of the OPF, the sound levels and frequency content
are emphasized, providing an increased sound, leading to an exhilarating tone with crackling and burbling as an enjoyable
and addictive aural assault on over-run and when downshifting through gears. The change in performance is a noticeable
factor: compared in back-to-back runs on the Akrapovič dyno against a BMW M135i using a standard stock exhaust, there a
5.1 kW (6.9 hp) increase in power at 4,250 rpm and 11.5 Nm of torque is added at 4,250 rpm.When installing the Evolution
Link pipe set (SS), which is developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping of the ECU is mandatory to prevent potential
“check engine light” warning signals.Fitment notice: This product can only be installed on vehicles with the V-clamp
connection between the stock downpipe and link pipe. For further information, please read the installation instructions
below.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Sports Coupe

Car

MINI

JCW
Countryman
ALL4 (F60)

2019

2022

333,68

EUR

Beautifully crafted from high-grade titanium, this lightweight exhaust system is finished with eye-catching carbon-fibre
tailpipes and is a full-on sensory delight. The exhaust valve – with its housing cast in the in-house foundry – gives the
exhaust a rich sound with an emphasis on high frequencies, especially when shifting through the gears, all allied to a deep
tone that enhances the car’s engine without any discomfort or drone for the occupants. A specially engineered Ysplit reduces the flow noise without any compromise to the pressure pulse distribution, thus offering a strong sound and
optimal flow path. The use of lightweight materials and a different configuration reduces the overall weight of the exhaust by
9.4 kg, a saving of 55.6% on the stock version. The design and construction of the exhaust optimize the power and torque
levels throughout the rev range, with performance increased by 3.3 kW (4.5 hp) at 5,350 rpm and torque up by 5.9 Nm at
5,300 rpm. This was achieved during in-house tests with back-to-back runs on the Akrapovič dyno against a BMW M135i
using a standard stock exhaust. For a further upgrade of the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system, an optional Evolution
Link pipe set (SS) is available.The exhaust system is ECE type approved for cars equipped with an Otto/gasoline particulate
filter.To install the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system, the stock exhaust system must be cut; please read the
instructions carefully before the start of the installation.

Sports Coupe

Car

MINI

JCW
Countryman
ALL4 (F60)

2019

2022

3581,9

EUR

ECE Type Approval

S-BM/T/15H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

P-HF1312

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

MINI

JCW
Countryman
ALL4 (F60)

2019

2022

420,55

EUR

P-HF1312

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer
valid.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

MINI

JCW
Countryman
ALL4 (F60) OPF/GPF

2019

2020

420,55

EUR

SO - Slip-On

Beautifully crafted from high-grade titanium, this lightweight exhaust system is finished with eye-catching carbon-fibre
tailpipes and is a full-on sensory delight. The exhaust valve – with its housing cast in the in-house foundry – gives the
exhaust a rich sound with an emphasis on high frequencies, especially when shifting through the gears, all allied to a deep
tone that enhances the car’s engine without any discomfort or drone for the occupants. A specially engineered Ysplit reduces the flow noise without any compromise to the pressure pulse distribution, thus offering a strong sound and
optimal flow path. The use of lightweight materials and a different configuration reduces the overall weight of the exhaust by
9.4 kg, a saving of 55.6% on the stock version. The design and construction of the exhaust optimize the power and torque
levels throughout the rev range, with performance increased by 3.3 kW (4.5 hp) at 5,350 rpm and torque up by 5.9 Nm at
5,300 rpm. This was achieved during in-house tests with back-to-back runs on the Akrapovič dyno against a BMW M135i
using a standard stock exhaust. For a further upgrade of the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system, an optional Evolution
Link pipe set (SS) is available.The exhaust system is ECE type approved for cars equipped with an Otto/gasoline particulate
filter.To install the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system, the stock exhaust system must be cut; please read the
instructions carefully before the start of the installation.

Sports Coupe

Car

MINI

JCW
Countryman
ALL4 (F60) OPF/GPF

2019

2020

3581,9

EUR

Sports Coupe

Car

MINI

JCW
Countryman
ALL4 (F60) OPF/GPF

2019

2020

333,68

EUR

S-BM/T/15H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

ECE Type Approval

ECE Type Approval

E-BM/SS/6

Evolution Link pipe set (SS)

OP - Optional part

The Evolution Link pipe set (SS) was tested and developed together with the Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system to
provide an ideal upgrade and greater exhaust tuning potential. The use of this configuration is designed for the racetrack and
will offer a sporty sound and higher performance. With the elimination of the OPF, the sound levels and frequency content
are emphasized, providing an increased sound, leading to an exhilarating tone with crackling and burbling as an enjoyable
and addictive aural assault on over-run and when downshifting through gears. The change in performance is a noticeable
factor: compared in back-to-back runs on the Akrapovič dyno against a BMW M135i using a standard stock exhaust, there a
5.1 kW (6.9 hp) increase in power at 4,250 rpm and 11.5 Nm of torque is added at 4,250 rpm.When installing the Evolution
Link pipe set (SS), which is developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping of the ECU is mandatory to prevent potential
“check engine light” warning signals.Fitment notice: This product can only be installed on vehicles with the V-clamp
connection between the stock downpipe and link pipe. For further information, please read the installation instructions
below.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

TP-MINR56/57-CA

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

OP - Optional part

The tailpipes are the most visible part of the exhaust system, and that’s why we dedicate particular attention to them at
Akrapovič. In order to satisfy the most discriminating tastes, we’ve created handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes. To make our
tailpipes stand out from the rest even more, in addition to selecting the finest materials, we also made them larger.

Hot Hatch

Car

MINI

JCW Coupé
(R58)

2011

2014

581,52

EUR

ME-MIN/TI/1H

Evolution Line (SS) JCW

EV - Evolution

The team behind the MINI is widely acknowledged as having done a great job bringing this iconic car up to date. The
Evolution system made of high-quality stainless steel adds even more to the performance and fun to be had. This system
consists of an optimized link pipe with a resonator and rear muffler. It improves performance, adds power and torque, and
improves the responsiveness of the four-cylinder engine, especially in the rpm mid-range. The system has a sporty and
aggressive tone, without any unwanted droning, that’s in keeping with the character of the car it’s designed for. Complete the
look with a set of two exquisite 95 mm tailpipes in titanium or carbon fibre. Optional down pipe with sports catalytic converter
for even greater power. EC type-approval is valid for engine type N18B16A and N14B16A.

Hot Hatch

Car

MINI

JCW Coupé
(R58)

2011

2014

1132,87

EUR

DP-MINR56/57

Downpipe (SS)

OP - Optional part

For those of you that demand the maximum in power output and weight reduction, we offer an optional down pipe with a
sport catalyst (100cpsi). When installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional down pipes with sports catalytic converters or without
catalytic converters, which are developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU is mandatory. When installing
Akrapovič aftermarket exhaust system that was developed for use on closed tracks, we recommend remapping the ECU in
order to prevent potential »check engine light« warning signals. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Hot Hatch

Car

MINI

JCW Coupé
(R58)

2011

2014

1059,73

EUR

ME-NI/SS/1

Evolution Line (SS)

EV - Evolution

Please be aware that picture is taken with Titanium Tail Pipes, which are not available anymore, we have only Carbon Tail
Pipes.The Evolution system for the 370Z uses the same muffler as the Slip-On system. However, it also includes highflow link
pipes with integrated resonators and a crossover tube that replace the entire exhaust system from the catalytic convertors
back. Made of high-grade stainless steel, this system is race-inspired with a more aggressive character, louder but still
perfectly acceptable for daily use with no droning to ruin the driving experience. There are power gains across the entire rpm
range, especially in the middle and high section. If you’re looking for most powerful Akrapovič performance exhaust for the
370Z, the Evolution is the solution. Complete the look with a set of two exquisite 125 mm tailpipes in sandblasted and coated
titanium or carbon fibre.Exhaust can also be mounted on NISMO model.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Nissan

370Z

2009

2020

2229,39

EUR

M-NIZ34H

Slip-On Line (SS)

SO - Slip-On

Please be aware that picture is taken with Titanium Tail Pipes, which are not available anymore. We have available Carbon
Tail Pipes.The 370Z from Nissan is a fine sports car in the tradition of Japanese muscle cars but benefits greatly from the
Akrapovič treatment. Our finely crafted Slip-On axle back exhaust system is made of high-grade stainless steel and fits the
original mounting points perfectly. Installation is a snap. There are power gains not just at or near redline, but across the
entire rpm range. The Slip-On sport exaust produces a boost in performance, as well as a weight reduction when compared
to stock. The Slip-On system generates a deeper-than-stock tone with the sporty sound you’d expect from the 3.7-liter highrevving engine. Complete the look with a set of two exquisite 125 mm tailpipes in sandblasted and coated titanium or carbon
fibre.Exhaust can also be mounted on NISMO model.

Super Sport

Car

Nissan

370Z

2009

2020

1195,91

EUR

TP-NIZ34-C

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

OP - Optional part

The tailpipes are the most visible part of the exhaust system, and that’s why we dedicate particular attention to them at
Akrapovič. In order to satisfy the most discriminating tastes, we’ve created handcrafted carbon-fiber tailpipes. To make our
tailpipes stand out from the rest even more, in addition to selecting the finest materials, we also made them larger.

Super Sport

Car

Nissan

370Z

2009

2020

730,74

EUR

TP-NIR35C

Tail pipe set (Carbon,dia
125 mm) GT-R

OP - Optional part

The tailpipes are the most visible part of the exhaust system, and that’s why we dedicate particular attention to them at
Akrapovič. In order to satisfy the most discriminating tastes, we’ve created handcrafted carbon-fibre tailpipes.

Super Sport

Car

Nissan

GT-R

2008

2022

1476,11

EUR

ME-NI/T/1

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

The Evolution performance exhaust, made of our proprietary titanium, is an even better match for the GT-R, complementing
its race-inspired looks. Substantial work by the R&amp;D team was required to achieve impressive horsepower and torque
output increase over stock, with gains being realized at the redline and throughout the entire rpm range. There are
substantial reductions in weight achieved through careful design and the use of light titanium. The power-to-weight ratio
improves on both fronts: power increase and weight reduction. The GT-R deserves a great sound and the Akrapovič Evolution
system delivers it: deep, loud, and aggressive but without droning. Complete the look with a set of four exquisite tailpipes in
carbon fibre.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY
USE.When replacing the stock exhaust that includes valves, then the ECU remapping is mandatory!

Super Sport

Car

Nissan

GT-R

2008

2022

5716,75

EUR

M-NI/T/1H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

The Nissan GT-R is one of the fastest cars to race on Germany’s famous Nürburgring Nordschleife (North Loop). To enhance
this already impressive performance, we offer our Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system made completely of our proprietary
titanium. This beautifully crafted sport exhaust achieves weight reduction and delivers power improvement, most noticeably at
the top of the rpm range. The sound is also improved, with a deeper, sportier sound delivered without droning, and this
perfectly complements the car. The attention to detail can be seen in every component. Even the exhaust tailpipes were
designed to resemble the trademark GT-R tail lights. Complete the look with a set of four exquisite tailpipes in carbon
fibre.When replacing the stock exhaust that includes valves, then the ECU remapping is mandatory!

Super Sport

Car

Nissan

GT-R

2008

2022

3436,14

EUR

EC Type Approval

EC Type Approval

EC Type Approval

S-NI/TI/1

Evolution Race Line
(Titanium)

EV - Evolution

This system has been developed to offer Nissan GT-R owners the opportunity to tune their car to its full potential. It is
constructed using high-grade lightweight titanium alloys, with individual parts cast in the in-house foundry. The one-piece
construction link pipe has an increased diameter, measuring 101.6 mm (4 inches) for optimized exhaust gas flow. It is
beautifully completed with larger handmade high-quality carbon-fibre tailpipes (135 mm in diameter) over titanium inners and
finished with an Akrapovič chicane design. With the addition of the mandatory Downpipe / Link Pipe Set (SS) or Link Pipe
(SS), the Evolution Race Line is converted to a full system.If stock turbos are not replaced or are replaced with turbos with the
same connection flanges between turbos and downpipes as on stock turbos, then the Downpipe / Link Pipe Set has to be
added to complete the exhaust system. If the turbochargers are changed, then the Link Pipe without Downpipes has to be
chosen. In any case, ECU remapping is mandatory.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

DP/L-NI/SS/1

Downpipe / Link pipe set
(SS) for stock turbochargers

OP - Optional part

Constructed from high-quality stainless steel, this front link pipe with downpipe set has been designed to fit perfectly onto
stock turbos (or turbos where the connection points between the turbos and downpipes have the same shape as on the stock
configuration. The Downpipe / Link Pipe Set was developed using technology directly from the racing world. Two larger 92.8
mm insulated downpipes provide optimal flow, and with flanges cast in-house provide a perfect fit. The front link pipe has a
stainless-steel collector with custom-made flex tubes. When combined with the Evolution Race Line exhaust, the full system
significantly reduces the back pressure and provides an optimized flow with more than a 40% increase for the exhaust gases,
while also offering limitless tuning options. ECU remapping is mandatory.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Nissan

GT-R

2008

2022

3441,13

EUR

L-NI/SS/4

Link pipe (SS) for
aftermarket turbochargers

OP - Optional part

Constructed using high-grade stainless steel and solutions from direct involvement in the racing world, the link pipe has a
collector featuring two custom-made flex tubes. Designed for vehicles that have had replacement turbochargers and
downpipes added with stock connection points between the downpipes and front link pipe, it offers opportunities to continue
tuning using aftermarket turbos. ECU remapping is mandatory.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Nissan

GT-R

2008

2022

1369,31

EUR

SO - Slip-On

Sound, design, and performance have combined to create this stunning exhaust. The Akrapovič sound engineers have
produced a rich, harmonic, high-frequency tone from the system in the upper rev range, which perfectly combines with the
deep sound in the lower range to provide an aural experience in the cabin with no drone and a sound that lingers long after
the throttle is released.Constructed from lightweight high-grade titanium, with parts made in the in-house foundry to create a
perfect fit within the limited space available, the three mufflers – two side and one central – are configured in a unique way,
perfectly engineered by the Akrapovič technicians. There is a choice between two different sets of round titanium tailpipes,
sandblasted and coated, and available in a natural titanium finish or black. The inner side of the tailpipes features a dynamic
relief surface for increased aesthetic value. An engraved logotype adds to the visual presence. Power gains of +4.8 kW at
3,000 rpm and a torque increase of +15.8 Nm at 2,900 rpm were recorded on the Akrapovič dyno, using a Porsche 718
Cayman GT4 with a stock exhaust system for comparison. This gives the system – which is designed for racing track use
only, and is not intended for street use – performance to match its looks and innovative design. Optional extras are available:
there is a Link pipe set in titanium for the Slip-On Line Race (Titanium) upgrade, and a carbon-fibre diffuser, in matte or high
gloss, can be added to emphasise the design of the Akrapovič exhaust tailpipes. For more control over the exhaust system’s
sound, the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is available to control the exhaust valves at any time and allow the driver to choose
the setting preferred.Fitment notice: A modification of fitting brackets done by Porsche on 718 GT4/Spyder produced
approximately after February 2020 was identified. Please turn to your Area sales manager for detailed explanation on
differences in order to choose the appropriate exhaust for your car.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GT4 /
Spyder

2020

2020

5563,35

EUR

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GT4 /
Spyder

2020

2020

1845,59

EUR

S-PO/TI/18

Slip-On Race Line
(Titanium)

Super Sport

Car

Nissan

GT-R

2008

2022

7152,87

EUR

L-PO/T/13

Link pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

Link pipe set (SS) was tested and developed together with Slip-On Race Line (Titanium) system.Constructed from high-grade
lightweight titanium, with flanges cast in the in-house foundry that perfectly fit the Slip-On Race Line (Titanium) exhaust
system, these pipes have been developed to create a full Akrapovič system offering increased performance and a thrilling
soundtrack. With the amalgamation of these two state-of-the-art products, the sound has a true racing character with a highfrequency sporty and enjoyable tone, fully in keeping with the performance of the vehicle. The combination of a Slip-On Race
Line (Titanium) and the Link pipe set (Titanium) have been tested on the Akrapovič dyno, using a Porsche 718 Cayman GT4
with a stock exhaust system for comparison, and the Akrapovič configuration delivers a power gain of +11.6 kW at 2,600 rpm
allied to a torque increase of +43.0 Nm at 2,600 rpm. The full arrangement of the exhaust and link pipes is intended for racing
track use only and is not intended for street use. For OPF: When installing the Link pipe set (Titanium), remapping the ECU
is mandatory.Fitment notice: A modification of fitting brackets done by Porsche on 718 Cayman GTS 4.0/Boxster GTS 4.0
produced approximately after February 2020 was identified. Please turn to your Area sales manager for detailed explanation
on differences in order to choose the appropriate exhaust for your car.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

TP-T/S/28

Tail pipe set (Titanium) Black

OP - Optional part

As the most visible part of an exhaust system, we pay the utmost attention to the tailpipes. There is a choice between two
different sets of round titanium tailpipes, sandblasted and coated, and available in a natural titanium finish or black. The inner
side of the tailpipes features a dynamic relief surface for increased aesthetic value.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GT4 /
Spyder

2020

2022

928,75

EUR

TP-T/S/27

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

As the most visible part of an exhaust system, we pay the utmost attention to the tailpipes. There is a choice between two
different sets of round titanium tailpipes, sandblasted and coated, and available in a natural titanium finish or black. The inner
side of the tailpipes features a dynamic relief surface for increased aesthetic value.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GT4 /
Spyder

2020

2022

928,75

EUR

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GT4 /
Spyder

2020

2022

5563,35

EUR

S-PO/TI/18/1

Slip-On Race Line
(Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Sound, design, and performance have combined to create this stunning exhaust. The Akrapovič sound engineers have
produced a rich, harmonic, high-frequency tone from the system in the upper rev range, which perfectly combines with the
deep sound in the lower range to provide an aural experience in the cabin with no drone and a sound that lingers long after
the throttle is released.Constructed from lightweight high-grade titanium, with parts made in the in-house foundry to create a
perfect fit within the limited space available, the three mufflers – two side and one central – are configured in a unique way,
perfectly engineered by the Akrapovič technicians. There is a choice between two different sets of round titanium tailpipes,
sandblasted and coated, and available in a natural titanium finish or black. The inner side of the tailpipes features a dynamic
relief surface for increased aesthetic value. An engraved logotype adds to the visual presence. Power gains of +4.8 kW at
3,000 rpm and a torque increase of +15.8 Nm at 2,900 rpm were recorded on the Akrapovič dyno, using a Porsche 718
Cayman GT4 with a stock exhaust system for comparison. This gives the system – which is designed for racing track use
only, and is not intended for street use – performance to match its looks and innovative design. Optional extras are available:
there is a Link pipe set in titanium for the Slip-On Line Race (Titanium) upgrade, and a carbon-fibre diffuser, in matte or high
gloss, can be added to emphasise the design of the Akrapovič exhaust tailpipes. For more control over the exhaust system’s
sound, the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is available to control the exhaust valves at any time and allow the driver to choose
the setting preferred.Fitment notice: A modification of fitting brackets done by Porsche on 718 GT4/Spyder produced
approximately after February 2020 was identified. Please turn to your Area sales manager for detailed explanation on
differences in order to choose the appropriate exhaust for your car.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

DI-PO/CA/8/M

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser Matte

OP - Optional part

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the GT4 a more aggressive and sporty feel.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GT4 /
Spyder

2020

2022

1965,34

EUR

DI-PO/CA/8/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the GT4 a more aggressive and sporty feel.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GT4 /
Spyder

2020

2022

2088,95

EUR

P-HF1293

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.Pictures are
symbolic.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GT4 /
Spyder

2020

2022

558,42

EUR

OP - Optional part

Link pipe set (SS) was tested and developed together with Slip-On Race Line (Titanium) system.Constructed from high-grade
lightweight titanium, with flanges cast in the in-house foundry that perfectly fit the Slip-On Race Line (Titanium) exhaust
system, these pipes have been developed to create a full Akrapovič system offering increased performance and a thrilling
soundtrack. With the amalgamation of these two state-of-the-art products, the sound has a true racing character with a highfrequency sporty and enjoyable tone, fully in keeping with the performance of the vehicle. The combination of a Slip-On Race
Line (Titanium) and the Link pipe set (Titanium) have been tested on the Akrapovič dyno, using a Porsche 718 Cayman GT4
with a stock exhaust system for comparison, and the Akrapovič configuration delivers a power gain of +11.6 kW at 2,600 rpm
allied to a torque increase of +43.0 Nm at 2,600 rpm. The full arrangement of the exhaust and link pipes is intended for racing
track use only and is not intended for street use. For OPF: When installing the Link pipe set (Titanium), remapping the ECU
is mandatory.Fitment notice: A modification of fitting brackets done by Porsche on 718 Cayman GTS 4.0/Boxster GTS
4.0 produced approximately after February 2020 was identified. Please turn to your Area sales manager for detailed
explanation on differences in order to choose the appropriate exhaust for your car.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GT4 /
Spyder

2020

2022

1845,59

EUR

SO - Slip-On

Sound, design, and performance have combined to create this stunning exhaust. The Akrapovič sound engineers have
produced a rich, harmonic, high-frequency tone from the system in the upper rev range, which perfectly combines with the
deep sound in the lower range to provide an aural experience in the cabin with no drone and a sound that lingers long after
the throttle is released.Constructed from lightweight high-grade titanium, with parts made in the in-house foundry to create a
perfect fit within the limited space available, the three mufflers – two side and one central – are configured in a unique way,
perfectly engineered by the Akrapovič technicians. There is a choice between two different sets of round titanium tailpipes,
sandblasted and coated, and available in a natural titanium finish or black. The inner side of the tailpipes features a dynamic
relief surface for increased aesthetic value. An engraved logotype adds to the visual presence. Power gains of +4.8 kW at
3,000 rpm and a torque increase of +15.8 Nm at 2,900 rpm were recorded on the Akrapovič dyno, using a Porsche 718
Cayman GT4 with a stock exhaust system for comparison. This gives the system – which is designed for racing track use
only, and is not intended for street use – performance to match its looks and innovative design. Optional extras are available:
there is a Link pipe set in titanium for the Slip-On Line Race (Titanium) upgrade, and a carbon-fibre diffuser, in matte or high
gloss, can be added to emphasise the design of the Akrapovič exhaust tailpipes. For more control over the exhaust system’s
sound, the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is available to control the exhaust valves at any time and allow the driver to choose
the setting preferred.Fitment notice: A modification of fitting brackets done by Porsche on 718 GT4/Spyder produced
approximately after February 2020 was identified. Please turn to your Area sales manager for detailed explanation on
differences in order to choose the appropriate exhaust for your car.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GT4 /
Spyder OPF/GPF

2020

2020

5563,35

EUR

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GT4 /
Spyder OPF/GPF

2020

2020

1845,59

EUR

L-PO/T/13/1

S-PO/TI/18

Link pipe set (Titanium)

Slip-On Race Line
(Titanium)

W/O Approval

L-PO/T/13

Link pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

Link pipe set (SS) was tested and developed together with Slip-On Race Line (Titanium) system.Constructed from high-grade
lightweight titanium, with flanges cast in the in-house foundry that perfectly fit the Slip-On Race Line (Titanium) exhaust
system, these pipes have been developed to create a full Akrapovič system offering increased performance and a thrilling
soundtrack. With the amalgamation of these two state-of-the-art products, the sound has a true racing character with a highfrequency sporty and enjoyable tone, fully in keeping with the performance of the vehicle. The combination of a Slip-On Race
Line (Titanium) and the Link pipe set (Titanium) have been tested on the Akrapovič dyno, using a Porsche 718 Cayman GT4
with a stock exhaust system for comparison, and the Akrapovič configuration delivers a power gain of +11.6 kW at 2,600 rpm
allied to a torque increase of +43.0 Nm at 2,600 rpm. The full arrangement of the exhaust and link pipes is intended for racing
track use only and is not intended for street use. For OPF: When installing the Link pipe set (Titanium), remapping the ECU
is mandatory.Fitment notice: A modification of fitting brackets done by Porsche on 718 Cayman GTS 4.0/Boxster GTS 4.0
produced approximately after February 2020 was identified. Please turn to your Area sales manager for detailed explanation
on differences in order to choose the appropriate exhaust for your car.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

TP-T/S/28

Tail pipe set (Titanium) Black

OP - Optional part

As the most visible part of an exhaust system, we pay the utmost attention to the tailpipes. There is a choice between two
different sets of round titanium tailpipes, sandblasted and coated, and available in a natural titanium finish or black. The inner
side of the tailpipes features a dynamic relief surface for increased aesthetic value.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GT4 /
Spyder OPF/GPF

2020

2022

928,75

EUR

TP-T/S/27

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

As the most visible part of an exhaust system, we pay the utmost attention to the tailpipes. There is a choice between two
different sets of round titanium tailpipes, sandblasted and coated, and available in a natural titanium finish or black. The inner
side of the tailpipes features a dynamic relief surface for increased aesthetic value.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GT4 /
Spyder OPF/GPF

2020

2022

928,75

EUR

Link pipe set (SS) was tested and developed together with Slip-On Race Line (Titanium) system.Constructed from high-grade
lightweight titanium, with flanges cast in the in-house foundry that perfectly fit the Slip-On Race Line (Titanium) exhaust
system, these pipes have been developed to create a full Akrapovič system offering increased performance and a thrilling
soundtrack. With the amalgamation of these two state-of-the-art products, the sound has a true racing character with a highfrequency sporty and enjoyable tone, fully in keeping with the performance of the vehicle. The combination of a Slip-On Race
Line (Titanium) and the Link pipe set (Titanium) have been tested on the Akrapovič dyno, using a Porsche 718 Cayman GT4
with a stock exhaust system for comparison, and the Akrapovič configuration delivers a power gain of +11.6 kW at 2,600 rpm
allied to a torque increase of +43.0 Nm at 2,600 rpm. The full arrangement of the exhaust and link pipes is intended for racing
track use only and is not intended for street use. For OPF: When installing the Link pipe set (Titanium), remapping the ECU
is mandatory.Fitment notice: A modification of fitting brackets done by Porsche on 718 Cayman GTS 4.0/Boxster GTS
4.0 produced approximately after February 2020 was identified. Please turn to your Area sales manager for detailed
explanation on differences in order to choose the appropriate exhaust for your car.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GT4 /
Spyder OPF/GPF

2020

2022

1845,59

EUR

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.Pictures are
symbolic.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GT4 /
Spyder OPF/GPF

2020

2022

558,42

EUR

L-PO/T/13/1

Link pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

P-HF1293

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

DI-PO/CA/8/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the GT4 a more aggressive and sporty feel.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GT4 /
Spyder OPF/GPF

2020

2022

2088,95

EUR

DI-PO/CA/8/M

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser Matte

OP - Optional part

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the GT4 a more aggressive and sporty feel.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GT4 /
Spyder OPF/GPF

2020

2022

1965,34

EUR

SO - Slip-On

Sound, design, and performance have combined to create this stunning exhaust. The Akrapovič sound engineers have
produced a rich, harmonic, high-frequency tone from the system in the upper rev range, which perfectly combines with the
deep sound in the lower range to provide an aural experience in the cabin with no drone and a sound that lingers long after
the throttle is released.Constructed from lightweight high-grade titanium, with parts made in the in-house foundry to create a
perfect fit within the limited space available, the three mufflers – two side and one central – are configured in a unique way,
perfectly engineered by the Akrapovič technicians. There is a choice between two different sets of round titanium tailpipes,
sandblasted and coated, and available in a natural titanium finish or black. The inner side of the tailpipes features a dynamic
relief surface for increased aesthetic value. An engraved logotype adds to the visual presence. Power gains of +4.8 kW at
3,000 rpm and a torque increase of +15.8 Nm at 2,900 rpm were recorded on the Akrapovič dyno, using a Porsche 718
Cayman GT4 with a stock exhaust system for comparison. This gives the system – which is designed for racing track use
only, and is not intended for street use – performance to match its looks and innovative design. Optional extras are available:
there is a Link pipe set in titanium for the Slip-On Line Race (Titanium) upgrade, and a carbon-fibre diffuser, in matte or high
gloss, can be added to emphasise the design of the Akrapovič exhaust tailpipes. For more control over the exhaust system’s
sound, the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is available to control the exhaust valves at any time and allow the driver to choose
the setting preferred.Fitment notice: A modification of fitting brackets done by Porsche on 718 GT4/Spyder produced
approximately after February 2020 was identified. Please turn to your Area sales manager for detailed explanation on
differences in order to choose the appropriate exhaust for your car.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GT4 /
Spyder OPF/GPF

2020

2022

5563,35

EUR

SO - Slip-On

Sound, design, and performance have combined to create this stunning exhaust. The Akrapovič sound engineers have
produced a rich, harmonic, high-frequency tone from the system in the upper rev range, which perfectly combines with the
deep sound in the lower range to provide an aural experience in the cabin with no drone and a sound that lingers long after
the throttle is released.Constructed from lightweight high-grade titanium, with parts made in the in-house foundry to create a
perfect fit within the limited space available, the three mufflers – two side and one central – are configured in a unique way,
perfectly engineered by the Akrapovič technicians. There is a choice between two different sets of round titanium tailpipes,
sandblasted and coated, and available in a natural titanium finish or black. The inner side of the tailpipes features a dynamic
relief surface for increased aesthetic value. An engraved logotype adds to the visual presence. Power gains of +4.8 kW at
3,000 rpm and a torque increase of +15.8 Nm at 2,900 rpm were recorded on the Akrapovič dyno, using a Porsche 718
Cayman GT4 with a stock exhaust system for comparison. This gives the system – which is designed for racing track use
only, and is not intended for street use – performance to match its looks and innovative design. Optional extras are available:
there is a Link pipe set in titanium for the Slip-On Line Race (Titanium) upgrade, and a carbon-fibre diffuser, in matte or high
gloss, can be added to emphasise the design of the Akrapovič exhaust tailpipes. For more control over the exhaust system’s
sound, the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is available to control the exhaust valves at any time and allow the driver to choose
the setting preferred.Fitment notice: A modification of fitting brackets done by Porsche on 718 Cayman GTS/Boxster GTS 4.0
produced approximately after February 2020 was identified. Please turn to your Area sales manager for detailed explanation
on differences in order to choose the appropriate exhaust for your car.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GTS 4.0 /
Boxster GTS
4.0

2020

2020

5563,35

EUR

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GTS 4.0 /
Boxster GTS
4.0

2020

2020

1845,59

EUR

S-PO/TI/18/1

S-PO/TI/18

Slip-On Race Line
(Titanium)

Slip-On Race Line
(Titanium)

W/O Approval

L-PO/T/13

Link pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

Link pipe set (SS) was tested and developed together with Slip-On Race Line (Titanium) system.Constructed from high-grade
lightweight titanium, with flanges cast in the in-house foundry that perfectly fit the Slip-On Race Line (Titanium) exhaust
system, these pipes have been developed to create a full Akrapovič system offering increased performance and a thrilling
soundtrack. With the amalgamation of these two state-of-the-art products, the sound has a true racing character with a highfrequency sporty and enjoyable tone, fully in keeping with the performance of the vehicle. The combination of a Slip-On Race
Line (Titanium) and the Link pipe set (Titanium) have been tested on the Akrapovič dyno, using a Porsche 718 Cayman GT4
with a stock exhaust system for comparison, and the Akrapovič configuration delivers a power gain of +11.6 kW at 2,600 rpm
allied to a torque increase of +43.0 Nm at 2,600 rpm. The full arrangement of the exhaust and link pipes is intended for racing
track use only and is not intended for street use. For OPF: When installing the Link pipe set (Titanium), remapping the ECU
is mandatory.Fitment notice: A modification of fitting brackets done by Porsche on 718 Cayman GTS 4.0/Boxster GTS 4.0
produced approximately after February 2020 was identified. Please turn to your Area sales manager for detailed explanation
on differences in order to choose the appropriate exhaust for your car.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

TP-T/S/28

Tail pipe set (Titanium) Black

OP - Optional part

As the most visible part of an exhaust system, we pay the utmost attention to the tailpipes. There is a choice between two
different sets of round titanium tailpipes, sandblasted and coated, and available in a natural titanium finish or black. The inner
side of the tailpipes features a dynamic relief surface for increased aesthetic value.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GTS 4.0 /
Boxster GTS
4.0

2020

2022

928,75

EUR

TP-T/S/27

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

As the most visible part of an exhaust system, we pay the utmost attention to the tailpipes. There is a choice between two
different sets of round titanium tailpipes, sandblasted and coated, and available in a natural titanium finish or black. The inner
side of the tailpipes features a dynamic relief surface for increased aesthetic value.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GTS 4.0 /
Boxster GTS
4.0

2020

2022

928,75

EUR

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GTS 4.0 /
Boxster GTS
4.0

2020

2022

5563,35

EUR

S-PO/TI/18/1

Slip-On Race Line
(Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Sound, design, and performance have combined to create this stunning exhaust. The Akrapovič sound engineers have
produced a rich, harmonic, high-frequency tone from the system in the upper rev range, which perfectly combines with the
deep sound in the lower range to provide an aural experience in the cabin with no drone and a sound that lingers long after
the throttle is released.Constructed from lightweight high-grade titanium, with parts made in the in-house foundry to create a
perfect fit within the limited space available, the three mufflers – two side and one central – are configured in a unique way,
perfectly engineered by the Akrapovič technicians. There is a choice between two different sets of round titanium tailpipes,
sandblasted and coated, and available in a natural titanium finish or black. The inner side of the tailpipes features a dynamic
relief surface for increased aesthetic value. An engraved logotype adds to the visual presence. Power gains of +4.8 kW at
3,000 rpm and a torque increase of +15.8 Nm at 2,900 rpm were recorded on the Akrapovič dyno, using a Porsche 718
Cayman GT4 with a stock exhaust system for comparison. This gives the system – which is designed for racing track use
only, and is not intended for street use – performance to match its looks and innovative design. Optional extras are available:
there is a Link pipe set in titanium for the Slip-On Line Race (Titanium) upgrade, and a carbon-fibre diffuser, in matte or high
gloss, can be added to emphasise the design of the Akrapovič exhaust tailpipes. For more control over the exhaust system’s
sound, the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is available to control the exhaust valves at any time and allow the driver to choose
the setting preferred.Fitment notice: A modification of fitting brackets done by Porsche on 718 Cayman/Boxster GTS 4.0
produced approximately after February 2020 was identified. Please turn to your Area sales manager for detailed explanation
on differences in order to choose the appropriate exhaust for your car.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

DI-PO/CA/8/M/1

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser Matte

OP - Optional part

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the GTS a more aggressive and sporty feel.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GTS 4.0 /
Boxster GTS
4.0

2020

2022

1792

EUR

P-HF1293

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.Pictures are
symbolic.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GTS 4.0 /
Boxster GTS
4.0

2020

2022

558,42

EUR

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GTS 4.0 /
Boxster GTS
4.0

2020

2022

1845,59

EUR

W/O Approval

L-PO/T/13/1

Link pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

Link pipe set (SS) was tested and developed together with Slip-On Race Line (Titanium) system.Constructed from high-grade
lightweight titanium, with flanges cast in the in-house foundry that perfectly fit the Slip-On Race Line (Titanium) exhaust
system, these pipes have been developed to create a full Akrapovič system offering increased performance and a thrilling
soundtrack. With the amalgamation of these two state-of-the-art products, the sound has a true racing character with a highfrequency sporty and enjoyable tone, fully in keeping with the performance of the vehicle. The combination of a Slip-On Race
Line (Titanium) and the Link pipe set (Titanium) have been tested on the Akrapovič dyno, using a Porsche 718 Cayman GT4
with a stock exhaust system for comparison, and the Akrapovič configuration delivers a power gain of +11.6 kW at 2,600 rpm
allied to a torque increase of +43.0 Nm at 2,600 rpm. The full arrangement of the exhaust and link pipes is intended for racing
track use only and is not intended for street use. For OPF: When installing the Link pipe set (Titanium), remapping the ECU
is mandatory.Fitment notice: A modification of fitting brackets done by Porsche on 718 Cayman GTS 4.0/Boxster GTS
4.0 produced approximately after February 2020 was identified. Please turn to your Area sales manager for detailed
explanation on differences in order to choose the appropriate exhaust for your car.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

DI-PO/CA/8/G/1

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the GTS a more aggressive and sporty feel.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GTS 4.0 /
Boxster GTS
4.0

2020

2022

1911,07

EUR

SO - Slip-On

Sound, design, and performance have combined to create this stunning exhaust. The Akrapovič sound engineers have
produced a rich, harmonic, high-frequency tone from the system in the upper rev range, which perfectly combines with the
deep sound in the lower range to provide an aural experience in the cabin with no drone and a sound that lingers long after
the throttle is released.Constructed from lightweight high-grade titanium, with parts made in the in-house foundry to create a
perfect fit within the limited space available, the three mufflers – two side and one central – are configured in a unique way,
perfectly engineered by the Akrapovič technicians. There is a choice between two different sets of round titanium tailpipes,
sandblasted and coated, and available in a natural titanium finish or black. The inner side of the tailpipes features a dynamic
relief surface for increased aesthetic value. An engraved logotype adds to the visual presence. Power gains of +4.8 kW at
3,000 rpm and a torque increase of +15.8 Nm at 2,900 rpm were recorded on the Akrapovič dyno, using a Porsche 718
Cayman GT4 with a stock exhaust system for comparison. This gives the system – which is designed for racing track use
only, and is not intended for street use – performance to match its looks and innovative design. Optional extras are available:
there is a Link pipe set in titanium for the Slip-On Line Race (Titanium) upgrade, and a carbon-fibre diffuser, in matte or high
gloss, can be added to emphasise the design of the Akrapovič exhaust tailpipes. For more control over the exhaust system’s
sound, the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is available to control the exhaust valves at any time and allow the driver to choose
the setting preferred.Fitment notice: A modification of fitting brackets done by Porsche on 718 Cayman GTS/Boxster GTS 4.0
produced approximately after February 2020 was identified. Please turn to your Area sales manager for detailed explanation
on differences in order to choose the appropriate exhaust for your car.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GTS 4.0 /
Boxster GTS
4.0 OPF/GPF

2020

2020

5563,35

EUR

S-PO/TI/18

Slip-On Race Line
(Titanium)

L-PO/T/13

Link pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

Link pipe set (SS) was tested and developed together with Slip-On Race Line (Titanium) system.Constructed from high-grade
lightweight titanium, with flanges cast in the in-house foundry that perfectly fit the Slip-On Race Line (Titanium) exhaust
system, these pipes have been developed to create a full Akrapovič system offering increased performance and a thrilling
soundtrack. With the amalgamation of these two state-of-the-art products, the sound has a true racing character with a highfrequency sporty and enjoyable tone, fully in keeping with the performance of the vehicle. The combination of a Slip-On Race
Line (Titanium) and the Link pipe set (Titanium) have been tested on the Akrapovič dyno, using a Porsche 718 Cayman GT4
with a stock exhaust system for comparison, and the Akrapovič configuration delivers a power gain of +11.6 kW at 2,600 rpm
allied to a torque increase of +43.0 Nm at 2,600 rpm. The full arrangement of the exhaust and link pipes is intended for racing
track use only and is not intended for street use. For OPF: When installing the Link pipe set (Titanium), remapping the ECU
is mandatory.Fitment notice: A modification of fitting brackets done by Porsche on 718 Cayman GTS 4.0/Boxster GTS 4.0
produced approximately after February 2020 was identified. Please turn to your Area sales manager for detailed explanation
on differences in order to choose the appropriate exhaust for your car.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

TP-T/S/28

Tail pipe set (Titanium) Black

OP - Optional part

As the most visible part of an exhaust system, we pay the utmost attention to the tailpipes. There is a choice between two
different sets of round titanium tailpipes, sandblasted and coated, and available in a natural titanium finish or black. The inner
side of the tailpipes features a dynamic relief surface for increased aesthetic value.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GTS 4.0 /
Boxster GTS
4.0 OPF/GPF

2020

2022

928,75

EUR

TP-T/S/27

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

As the most visible part of an exhaust system, we pay the utmost attention to the tailpipes. There is a choice between two
different sets of round titanium tailpipes, sandblasted and coated, and available in a natural titanium finish or black. The inner
side of the tailpipes features a dynamic relief surface for increased aesthetic value.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GTS 4.0 /
Boxster GTS
4.0 OPF/GPF

2020

2022

928,75

EUR

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GTS 4.0 /
Boxster GTS
4.0 OPF/GPF

2020

2022

5563,35

EUR

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GTS 4.0 /
Boxster GTS
4.0 OPF/GPF

2020

2020

1845,59

EUR

S-PO/TI/18/1

Slip-On Race Line
(Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Sound, design, and performance have combined to create this stunning exhaust. The Akrapovič sound engineers have
produced a rich, harmonic, high-frequency tone from the system in the upper rev range, which perfectly combines with the
deep sound in the lower range to provide an aural experience in the cabin with no drone and a sound that lingers long after
the throttle is released.Constructed from lightweight high-grade titanium, with parts made in the in-house foundry to create a
perfect fit within the limited space available, the three mufflers – two side and one central – are configured in a unique way,
perfectly engineered by the Akrapovič technicians. There is a choice between two different sets of round titanium tailpipes,
sandblasted and coated, and available in a natural titanium finish or black. The inner side of the tailpipes features a dynamic
relief surface for increased aesthetic value. An engraved logotype adds to the visual presence. Power gains of +4.8 kW at
3,000 rpm and a torque increase of +15.8 Nm at 2,900 rpm were recorded on the Akrapovič dyno, using a Porsche 718
Cayman GT4 with a stock exhaust system for comparison. This gives the system – which is designed for racing track use
only, and is not intended for street use – performance to match its looks and innovative design. Optional extras are available:
there is a Link pipe set in titanium for the Slip-On Line Race (Titanium) upgrade, and a carbon-fibre diffuser, in matte or high
gloss, can be added to emphasise the design of the Akrapovič exhaust tailpipes. For more control over the exhaust system’s
sound, the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is available to control the exhaust valves at any time and allow the driver to choose
the setting preferred.Fitment notice: A modification of fitting brackets done by Porsche on 718 Cayman/Boxster GTS 4.0
produced approximately after February 2020 was identified. Please turn to your Area sales manager for detailed explanation
on differences in order to choose the appropriate exhaust for your car.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

DI-PO/CA/8/M/1

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser Matte

OP - Optional part

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the GTS a more aggressive and sporty feel.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GTS 4.0 /
Boxster GTS
4.0 OPF/GPF

2020

2022

1792

EUR

DI-PO/CA/8/G/1

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the GTS a more aggressive and sporty feel.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GTS 4.0 /
Boxster GTS
4.0 OPF/GPF

2020

2022

1911,07

EUR

Link pipe set (SS) was tested and developed together with Slip-On Race Line (Titanium) system.Constructed from high-grade
lightweight titanium, with flanges cast in the in-house foundry that perfectly fit the Slip-On Race Line (Titanium) exhaust
system, these pipes have been developed to create a full Akrapovič system offering increased performance and a thrilling
soundtrack. With the amalgamation of these two state-of-the-art products, the sound has a true racing character with a highfrequency sporty and enjoyable tone, fully in keeping with the performance of the vehicle. The combination of a Slip-On Race
Line (Titanium) and the Link pipe set (Titanium) have been tested on the Akrapovič dyno, using a Porsche 718 Cayman GT4
with a stock exhaust system for comparison, and the Akrapovič configuration delivers a power gain of +11.6 kW at 2,600 rpm
allied to a torque increase of +43.0 Nm at 2,600 rpm. The full arrangement of the exhaust and link pipes is intended for racing
track use only and is not intended for street use. For OPF: When installing the Link pipe set (Titanium), remapping the ECU
is mandatory.Fitment notice: A modification of fitting brackets done by Porsche on 718 Cayman GTS 4.0/Boxster GTS
4.0 produced approximately after February 2020 was identified. Please turn to your Area sales manager for detailed
explanation on differences in order to choose the appropriate exhaust for your car.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GTS 4.0 /
Boxster GTS
4.0 OPF/GPF

2020

2022

1845,59

EUR

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.Pictures are
symbolic.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

718 Cayman
GTS 4.0 /
Boxster GTS
4.0 OPF/GPF

2020

2022

558,42

EUR

L-PO/T/13/1

Link pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

P-HF1293

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

P-HF1065

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.Fitment notice:
Akrapovič Sound Kit is mandatory part needed for mounting the Akrapovič exhaust system (slip-on, link pipe set and diffuser)
to Porsche Carrera 991.2 models, equipped with non sport standard systems without valves. In case the vehicle is equipped
with non sport system with valves, then the Sound Kit is not needed. Please read the instructions carefully before the start of
the installation.Pictures are symbolic.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Carrera
/S/4/4S/GTS
(991.2)

2016

2019

853,5

EUR

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Carrera
/S/4/4S/GTS
(991.2)

2016

2019

5568,67

EUR

W/O Approval

S-PO/TI/5H

Slip-On Line (Titanium) - for
OE non sport exhaust

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

Built from high-grade, heat-resistant, ultra-lightweight titanium alloys – which are sandblasted and coated for durability – the
Slip-On Line is the first step in exhaust modification. Delivering weight savings in excess of 35% over stock, while increasing
performance, the exhaust uses the latest innovative technologies in its construction, including parts cast in Akrapovič’s inhouse foundry. It is perfectly tuned to give a unique sound to the turbocharged boxer engine and is finished with two
beautiful tailpipes to add to the aesthetic pleasure. Fitment notice: The system is designed to replace the Porsche non sport
standard exhaust system without valves and has to be installed together with Akrapovič Link Pipe Set w Cat, Rear Carbon
fiber diffuser, Akrapovič Sound Kit and certain Porsche original parts that are specified in installation manual (page 85). In
case the vehicle is equipped with non sport system with valves, then the Sound Kit is not needed. Please read the
instructions carefully before the start of the installation. This system does not fit on vehicles equipped with Otto particulate
filter (OPF).

DI-PO/CA/3/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The diffuser is perfectly styled to add a stunning visual touch to the rear of the Porsche 911. Made from hand-crafted, highgrade carbon fibre, the rear diffuser is available in either a matte or high-gloss finish to complement the twin centrally located
tailpipes.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Carrera
/S/4/4S/GTS
(991.2)

2016

2019

1536,01

EUR

S-PO/TI/5H

Slip-On Line (Titanium) - for
OE sport exhaust

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

Built from high-grade, heat-resistant, ultra-lightweight titanium alloys – which are sandblasted and coated for durability – the
Slip-On Line is the first step in exhaust modification. Delivering weight savings in excess of 35% over stock, while increasing
performance, the exhaust uses the latest innovative technologies in its construction, including parts cast in Akrapovič’s inhouse foundry. It is perfectly tuned to give a unique sound to the turbocharged boxer engine and is finished with two
beautiful tailpipes to add to the aesthetic pleasure. Designed to replace the Porsche sport system, the Slip-On Line can also
be used with the optional stainless-steel link pipe set to further improve sound and performance.Fitment notice: The system is
designed to replace the Porsche sport exhaust system. This system does not fit on vehicles equipped with Otto particulate
filter (OPF).

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Carrera
/S/4/4S/GTS
(991.2)

2016

2019

5568,67

EUR

L-PO/SS/1H

Link Pipe Set w Cat (SS)

OP - Optional part

Link pipe set w Cat (SS) was tested and developed together with Slip-On Line (Titanium) system.Constructed from highquality stainless steel, this optional addition to the Slip-On Line will enhance the sound of the exhaust, and power will be
taken to greater heights. Fitted with sporty catalytic converters, installing this option increases the engine’s performance and
adds an aural improvement for all to appreciate. Providing improved flow for the exhaust gases, the link pipes take the 911 to
greater heights.When installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional down pipes with sports catalytic converters or without catalytic
converters, which are developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU is mandatory. When installing Akrapovič
aftermarket exhaust system that was developed for use on closed tracks, we recommend remapping the ECU in order to
prevent potential »check engine light« warning signals.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Carrera
/S/4/4S/GTS
(991.2)

2016

2019

3708,18

EUR

DI-PO/CA/3

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser Matte

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The diffuser is perfectly styled to add a stunning visual touch to the rear of the Porsche 911. Made from hand-crafted, highgrade carbon fibre, the rear diffuser is available in either a matte or high-gloss finish to complement the twin centrally located
tailpipes.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Carrera
/S/4/4S/GTS
(991.2)

2016

2019

1345,5

EUR

S-PO991SO-HT/1

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

It's a challenge to develop an aftermarket exhaust for the great 911. The Akrapovič engineers have prepared a superb system
with a dual nature. By using the optional Akrapovic sound kit, the driver can fully control the exhaust valves, which are
controlled by the car’s electronics if no optional part is used. When the valves are closed, the 911 sounds deeper than stock,
but not louder. When the valves are open, expect a completely opposite, pure racing sound, with adrenaline-pumping bangs.
Keeping the drone effect away was one of the main tasks. The Slip-On is made of special heat-resistant durable titanium
alloy, with computer-designed premufflers, main mufflers, and pipes to deliver more power, more torque, weight reduction,
and improved throttle reponse.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Carrera
/S/4/4S/GTS
(991)

2012

2015

9513,72

EUR

P-HF874

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.Pictures are
symbolic.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Carrera
/S/4/4S/GTS
(991)

2012

2015

537,94

EUR

P-HF870

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.Pictures are
symbolic.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Carrera
/S/4/4S/GTS
(997 DFI)

2008

2012

702,89

EUR

S-PO/TI/14

L-PO/SS/3

L-PO/SS/3

Slip-On Race Line
(Titanium)

Link Pipe Set w Cat (SS)

Link Pipe Set w Cat (SS)

SO - Slip-On

Taking design to new limits, the Slip-On Race Line (Titanium) is beautifully finished with unique tailpipes to showcase a
variety of surfaces, emphasizing the latest in exhaust technology and production. From the outer part, which is sandblasted
and coated for increased durability and longevity, and incorporates a laser-engraved Akrapovič logo, to the inner tubing,
which is polished on the outside and has a black-coated interior, all set within the bumper inserts, this system fully
complements the lines of the car. Constructed from lightweight, high-grade titanium alloys, which reduce weight by 60% over
the sports stock system, the addition of this system will add power and torque comparable to the sports stock system
(measurements are presented in the technical data). To add to the sensory enjoyment, the sound offers aural pleasure from
the moment the ignition is turned on, with special care being taken to provide acoustic feedback with a deep and harmonic
nature, creating a great sound with absolutely no compromise on comfort.The Slip-On Race system can be optionally
combined with Link Pipe Set (Titanium). The addition of link pipes will require remapping the ECU.Fitment notice: The system
is designed to replace the Porsche sport exhaust system. In case you would like to install Akrapovič exhaust system on
vehicles with non-sport stock exhaust, please check the installation instructions or request more information at official
Akrapovič dealers.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Carrera
/S/4/4S/GTS
/Cabriolet
(992)

2019

2022

4586,58

EUR

OP - Optional part

Link pipe set (SS) was tested and developed together with Slip-On Race Line (Titanium) system.To take the Slip-On Race
Line (Titanium) to the next level of its tuning potential, the Link Pipe Set w Cat (SS) is a high-flow set of link pipes with 300
cpsi sport catalytic converters to provide increased performance and add a soundtrack that is truly enthralling. Made from
high-quality stainless steel, the addition of these pipes makes remapping the ECU mandatory to get the full potential from the
system. With this pairing the sound becomes not just captivating to listen to, but one that gives other senses a thorough
workout. The symphonic aural experience gives the engine a broader spectrum of sound, letting the occupants of the car fully
enjoy the sporty character of the engine through the exhaust tones.When installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional link pipes
with sports catalytic converters or without catalytic converters, which are developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping
the ECU is mandatory. When installing Akrapovič aftermarket exhaust system that was developed for use on closed tracks,
we recommend remapping the ECU in order to prevent potential »check engine light« warning signals.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Carrera
/S/4/4S/GTS
/Cabriolet
(992)

2019

2022

4146,98

EUR

OP - Optional part

Link pipe set (SS) was tested and developed together with Slip-On Race Line (Titanium) system.To take the Slip-On Race
Line (Titanium) to the next level of its tuning potential, the Link Pipe Set w Cat (SS) is a high-flow set of link pipes with 300
cpsi sport catalytic converters to provide increased performance and add a soundtrack that is truly enthralling. Made from
high-quality stainless steel, the addition of these pipes makes remapping the ECU mandatory to get the full potential from the
system. With this pairing the sound becomes not just captivating to listen to, but one that gives other senses a thorough
workout. The symphonic aural experience gives the engine a broader spectrum of sound, letting the occupants of the car fully
enjoy the sporty character of the engine through the exhaust tones.When installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional link pipes
with sports catalytic converters or without catalytic converters, which are developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping
the ECU is mandatory. When installing Akrapovič aftermarket exhaust system that was developed for use on closed tracks,
we recommend remapping the ECU in order to prevent potential »check engine light« warning signals.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Carrera
/S/4/4S/GTS
/Cabriolet
(992) OPF/GPF

2019

2022

4146,98

EUR

Taking design to new limits, the Slip-On Race Line (Titanium) is beautifully finished with unique tailpipes to showcase a
variety of surfaces, emphasizing the latest in exhaust technology and production. From the outer part, which is sandblasted
and coated for increased durability and longevity, and incorporates a laser-engraved Akrapovič logo, to the inner tubing,
which is polished on the outside and has a black-coated interior, all set within the bumper inserts, this system fully
complements the lines of the car. Constructed from lightweight, high-grade titanium alloys, which reduce weight by 60% over
the sports stock system, the addition of this system will add power and torque comparable to the sports stock system
(measurements are presented in the technical data). To add to the sensory enjoyment, the sound offers aural pleasure from
the moment the ignition is turned on, with special care being taken to provide acoustic feedback with a deep and harmonic
nature, creating a great sound with absolutely no compromise on comfort.The Slip-On Race system can be optionally
combined with Link Pipe Set (Titanium). The addition of link pipes will require remapping the ECU.Fitment notice: The system
is designed to replace the Porsche sport exhaust system. In case you would like to install Akrapovič exhaust system on
vehicles with non-sport stock exhaust, please check the installation instructions or request more information at official
Akrapovič dealers.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Carrera
/S/4/4S/GTS
/Cabriolet
(992) OPF/GPF

2019

2022

4586,58

EUR

S-PO/TI/14

Slip-On Race Line
(Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

P-HF874

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.Pictures are
symbolic.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Carrera
Cabriolet
/S/4/4S/GTS
(991)

2012

2015

537,94

EUR

S-PO991SO-HT/1

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

It's a challenge to develop an aftermarket exhaust for the great 911. The Akrapovič engineers have prepared a superb system
with a dual nature. By using the optional Akrapovic sound kit, the driver can fully control the exhaust valves, which are
controlled by the car’s electronics if no optional part is used. When the valves are closed, the 911 sounds deeper than stock,
but not louder. When the valves are open, expect a completely opposite, pure racing sound, with adrenaline-pumping bangs.
Keeping the drone effect away was one of the main tasks. The Slip-On is made of special heat-resistant durable titanium
alloy, with computer-designed premufflers, main mufflers, and pipes to deliver more power, more torque, weight reduction,
and improved throttle reponse.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Carrera
Cabriolet
/S/4/4S/GTS
(991)

2012

2015

9513,72

EUR

ECE Type Approval

Built from high-grade, heat-resistant, ultra-lightweight titanium alloys – which are sandblasted and coated for durability – the
Slip-On Line is the first step in exhaust modification. Delivering weight savings in excess of 35% over stock, while increasing
performance, the exhaust uses the latest innovative technologies in its construction, including parts cast in Akrapovič’s inhouse foundry. It is perfectly tuned to give a unique sound to the turbocharged boxer engine and is finished with two
beautiful tailpipes to add to the aesthetic pleasure. Fitment notice: The system is designed to replace the Porsche non sport
standard exhaust system without valves and has to be installed together with Akrapovič Link Pipe Set w Cat, Rear Carbon
fiber diffuser, Akrapovič Sound Kit and certain Porsche original parts that are specified in installation manual (page 85). In
case the vehicle is equipped with non sport system with valves, then the Sound Kit is not needed. Please read the
instructions carefully before the start of the installation. This system does not fit on vehicles equipped with Otto particulate
filter (OPF).

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Carrera
Cabriolet
/S/4/4S/GTS
(991.2)

2016

2019

5568,67

EUR

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.Fitment notice:
Akrapovič Sound Kit is mandatory part needed for mounting the Akrapovič exhaust system (slip-on, link pipe set and diffuser)
to Porsche Carrera 991.2 models, equipped with non sport standard systems without valves. In case the vehicle is equipped
with non sport system with valves, then the Sound Kit is not needed. Please read the instructions carefully before the start of
the installation.Pictures are symbolic.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Carrera
Cabriolet
/S/4/4S/GTS
(991.2)

2016

2019

853,5

EUR

The diffuser is perfectly styled to add a stunning visual touch to the rear of the Porsche 911. Made from hand-crafted, highgrade carbon fibre, the rear diffuser is available in either a matte or high-gloss finish to complement the twin centrally located
tailpipes.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Carrera
Cabriolet
/S/4/4S/GTS
(991.2)

2016

2019

1345,5

EUR

Link pipe set w Cat (SS) was tested and developed together with Slip-On Line (Titanium) system.Constructed from highquality stainless steel, this optional addition to the Slip-On Line will enhance the sound of the exhaust, and power will be
taken to greater heights. Fitted with sporty catalytic converters, installing this option increases the engine’s performance and
adds an aural improvement for all to appreciate. Providing improved flow for the exhaust gases, the link pipes take the 911 to
greater heights.When installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional down pipes with sports catalytic converters or without catalytic
converters, which are developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU is mandatory. When installing Akrapovič
aftermarket exhaust system that was developed for use on closed tracks, we recommend remapping the ECU in order to
prevent potential »check engine light« warning signals.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Carrera
Cabriolet
/S/4/4S/GTS
(991.2)

2016

2019

3708,18

EUR

S-PO/TI/5H

Slip-On Line (Titanium) - for
OE non sport exhaust

SO - Slip-On

P-HF1065

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

DI-PO/CA/3

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser Matte

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

L-PO/SS/1H

Link Pipe Set w Cat (SS)

OP - Optional part

S-PO/TI/5H

Slip-On Line (Titanium) - for
OE sport exhaust

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

Built from high-grade, heat-resistant, ultra-lightweight titanium alloys – which are sandblasted and coated for durability – the
Slip-On Line is the first step in exhaust modification. Delivering weight savings in excess of 35% over stock, while increasing
performance, the exhaust uses the latest innovative technologies in its construction, including parts cast in Akrapovič’s inhouse foundry. It is perfectly tuned to give a unique sound to the turbocharged boxer engine and is finished with two
beautiful tailpipes to add to the aesthetic pleasure. Designed to replace the Porsche sport system, the Slip-On Line can also
be used with the optional stainless-steel link pipe set to further improve sound and performance.Fitment notice: The system is
designed to replace the Porsche sport exhaust system. This system does not fit on vehicles equipped with Otto particulate
filter (OPF).

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Carrera
Cabriolet
/S/4/4S/GTS
(991.2)

2016

2019

5568,67

EUR

DI-PO/CA/3/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

The diffuser is perfectly styled to add a stunning visual touch to the rear of the Porsche 911. Made from hand-crafted, highgrade carbon fibre, the rear diffuser is available in either a matte or high-gloss finish to complement the twin centrally located
tailpipes.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Carrera
Cabriolet
/S/4/4S/GTS
(991.2)

2016

2019

1536,01

EUR

P-HF870

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.Pictures are
symbolic.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Carrera
Cabriolet
/S/4/4S/GTS
(997 DFI)

2008

2012

702,89

EUR

DI-PO/CA/1

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

Designed to make the GT3 stand out from the crowd even more, the visual delight of Akrapovič exhaust systems can be
further enhanced with the addition of an optional carbon fibre rear diffuser. It’s beautifully handcrafted from the finest
materials and is designed to enhance the exclusive look of the titanium tailpipes. The ABE type-approved diffuser is a musthave extra for any discerning owner and shows that the GT3 means business, even when it’s standing still.REAR CARBON
DIFFUSER DOES NOT FIT ON GT3 RS models!

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3
(991)

2014

2017

1688,17

EUR

MTP-PO997GT3H/1

Slip-On Line (Titanium) 991

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

Akrapovič’s Slip-On Line represents the first step in the exhaust system tuning process and the muffler can easily be
installed onto the Porsche GT3’s original system. Built from hi-grade titanium and finished with two eye-catching double
round tailpipes, this entry system makes the GT3 more powerful and lighter, and gives the car that unique Akrapovič sound,
while still meeting ECE specifications. Designed to make the car stand out from the crowd and increase its appeal even more,
the visual delight of the Akrapovič Slip-On can be further enhanced with the addition of an optional carbon- fibre rear diffuser.
Beautifully handcrafted from the finest materials and designed to enrich the exclusive look of the titanium exhaust system, the
diffuser is a must-have extra for any discerning owner.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3
(991)

2014

2017

4303,44

EUR

TP-PO997GT3H

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

XX - Other

EC Type Approval

Finish the system with a pair of eye-catching double round tailpipes, made of high - grade titanium.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3
(991)

2014

2017

1192,49

EUR

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3
(991)

2014

2017

1657,82

EUR

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3
(991)

2014

2017

1202,61

EUR

TP-PO991GT3/BOX

Akrapovič dB reducer
(Titanium)

OP - Optional part

Designed and constructed exclusively for the Porsche 911 GT3 (991) and GT3 RS (991), the Akrapovič dB reducer (Titanium)
is aimed at driving enthusiasts who need to keep the noise of the exhaust within approved levels during track-day use. Made
from high-grade lightweight titanium, the dB reducer works like an additional muffler to allow extra expansion of the exhaust
gases. It is easily fitted by simply removing the Akrapovič tailpipe set and then mounting the dB reducer in place. After
installation, the Akrapovič dB reducer (Titanium) reduces dynamic sound levels* by approximately two or three decibels**
while still retaining the unique Akrapovič sound and character. It is designed to fit and reduce the measured dynamic sound
levels of all Akrapovič systems for the Porsche 911 GT3 (991) and GT3 RS: the Slip-On Line (Titanium), Evolution Line
(Titanium), Sports Cup Line (Titanium), and Evolution Race Line (Titanium). The Akrapovič dB reducer (Titanium) is also
totally compatible with the optional Akrapovič carbon-fibre diffuser, which is available for the Porsche 911 GT3 (991).The
Akrapovič dB reducer (Titanium) fits also to the stock exhaust system of the 911 GT3 (991) and GT3 RS
(991).&nbsp;*Dynamic sound levels apply to a moving vehicle and not the volume from a static vehicle.**Noise reduction
value is relative (or may vary) due to various noise-measuring methods used and external conditions at different racetracks.

TP-T/S/19

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

Top the system off with a pair of eye-catching double round tailpipes, made of high-grade titanium. Made specifically for the
GT3 RS (991.2) version.

L-PO997GT3CSET

E-PO/T/5

Link Pipe Set (Titanium)

Evolution Race Header Set
(Titanium)

EV - Evolution

Link pipe set (Titanium)was tested and developed together with Slip-On Race Line (Titanium) system.Adding the link pipe set
is the second step in the exhaust tuning process. Combination with Slip-On Race Line retains the original Porsche GT3 RS
exhaust manifold, utilizing the existing integrated catalytic convertors. The perfectly balanced titanium slip-on system and
superbly fitting link pipes are all set off with a pair of beautiful titanium tailpipes. Developed primarily for track use, the SlipOn Race Line with Link Pipe Set (Titanium) increases power and torque levels and with the huge reduction in weight in the
area behind the engine and the rear axle (in comparison to the original system) handling is improved to make the car and
exhaust work in perfect harmony.When installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional link pipes with sports catalytic converters or
without catalytic converters, which are developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU is mandatory. When
installing Akrapovič aftermarket exhaust system that was developed for use on closed tracks, we recommend remapping the
ECU in order to prevent potential »check engine light« warning signals.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3
(991)

2014

2017

1130,34

EUR

OP - Optional part

Evolution Race Header Set converts the slip-on system into a full system, built for the track and gives the Porsche GT3 the
extra performance to match. Beautifully made from hi-grade titanium and with a coating, the Evolution Race Line is as striking
to look at as it is use. From the handcrafted titanium headers with 100 cpsi sports catalytic convertors and titanium
flanges—cast in Akrapovič’s own foundry—right through to the superbly finished round titanium tailpipes, the Evolution Race
Line is pure quality. The system offers a perfect power curve right from 3,000 rpm to the very top of the power band, designed
to continually increase performance as the revs rise. Along with improved torque and the maximum weight savings to
enhance handling, the Evolution Race Line exhaust system will have the car performing like a true cup racer—with a deep,
loud, and powerful Akrapovič racing sound to match its performance. The assault on the senses from the Evolution Race Line
system can be boosted even further with the addition of the perfectly handcrafted optional carbon- fibre diffuser. Made
exclusively for the Porsche GT3, this beautiful add-on will make a statement both on and off the track.When installing
Akrapovič aftermarket optional link pipes with sports catalytic converters or without catalytic converters, which are developed
for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU is mandatory. When installing Akrapovič aftermarket exhaust system that
was developed for use on closed tracks, we recommend remapping the ECU in order to prevent potential »check engine
light« warning signals.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3
(991)

2014

2017

6155,88

EUR

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3
(991)

2014

2017

8862,61

EUR

E-PO/T/4

Evolution Header Set
(Titanium)

OP - Optional part

Evolution Header Set converts the slip-on system into a full Evolution Line system designed to give noticeably increased
power at higher revs. With superb attention to detail, including parts cast in Akrapovič’s own titanium foundry, the
craftsmanship and coating finish on the system is a joy to behold. With a newly developed exhaust manifold, incorporating
100 cpsi sports catalytic convertors and side mufflers—all designed to increase power and torque—the Evolution Line utilizes
integrated catalytic convertors and the functionality of the new exhaust valves to deliver an out-and-out attack on the senses.
With the valves in the open position, the Evolution Line sounds like the top-performing Evolution Race system, but also has
the option of a lower sound level when the valves are closed, perfect for use in more everyday locations. Offering an
increased weight savings in the area behind the engine and the rear axle, the reduction will enhance the handling and
improve performance. The Evolution Line is also tuned to deliver a sportier and hard-hitting sound—in open valve mode, the
more the engine is revved the better the sound gets—as well as increasing performance, all to provide an even greater
sensory experience. With the addition of the handcrafted high-quality optional carbon- fibre rear diffuser, the Evolution Line
will show that the GT3 means business even when it’s standing still.When installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional link pipes
with sports catalytic converters or without catalytic converters, which are developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping
the ECU is mandatory. When installing Akrapovič aftermarket exhaust system that was developed for use on closed tracks,
we recommend remapping the ECU in order to prevent potential »check engine light« warning signals.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

S-PO/TI/8

Slip-On Race Line
(Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Akrapovič’s Slip-On Race Line represents the first step in the exhaust system tuning process and it can easily be installed
onto the Porsche GT3's original system. Built from hi-grade titanium and finished with two eye-catching double round
tailpipes, this entry system makes the GT3 more powerful and lighter, and gives the car that unique, sporty Akrapovič
sound.The mandatory tail pipe set TP-T/S/19 needs to be ordered separately.The Slip-On Race system can be optionally
combined with Link Pipe Set (Titanium) that retains stock headers and removes stock side mufflers, or it can be upgraded into
a full Akrapovič exhaust system, either with combining it with Evolution Race Header Set without valves or Evolution Header
Set with side mufflers and valves.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3
(991)

2014

2017

2357,59

EUR

TP-T/S/17/H

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

ECE Type Approval

Top the system off with a pair of eye-catching double round tailpipes, made of high-grade titanium.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 /
GT3 Touring
(991.2)

2018

2019

1202,61

EUR

ECE Type Approval

Akrapovič’s Slip-On Line represents the first step in the exhaust system tuning process and the muffler can easily be installed
onto the Porsche GT3’s original system. Built from hi-grade titanium and finished with two eye-catching double round
tailpipes, this entry system makes the GT3 more powerful and lighter, and gives the car that unique Akrapovič sound, while
still meeting ECE specifications.The mandatory tail pipe set TP-T/S/17/H needs to be ordered separately.The Slip-On system
can be optionally combined with Link Pipe Set (Titanium) that retains stock headers and removes stock side mufflers, or it can
be upgraded into a full Akrapovič exhaust system, either with combining it with Evolution Race Header Set without valves or
Evolution Header Set with side mufflers and valves. If the system is upgraded with link pipe or evolution sets, the ECE type
approval is not valid anymore.The look of this system can be further enhanced with the addition of the superbly handcrafted
high-quality optional carbon- fibre rear diffuser in matte and high gloss finish to give even more exclusivity to the Porsche 911
GT3 (991.2).

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 /
GT3 Touring
(991.2)

2018

2019

4393,69

EUR

Akrapovič’s Slip-On Race Line represents the first step in the exhaust system tuning process and it can easily be installed
onto the Porsche GT3's original system. Built from hi-grade titanium and finished with two eye-catching double round
tailpipes, this entry system makes the GT3 more powerful and lighter, and gives the car that unique, sporty Akrapovič
sound.The mandatory tail pipe set TP-T/S/17 needs to be ordered separately.The Slip-On Race system can be optionally
combined with Link Pipe Set (Titanium) that retains stock headers and removes stock side mufflers, or it can be upgraded into
a full Akrapovič exhaust system, either with combining it with Evolution Race Header Set without valves or Evolution Header
Set with side mufflers and valves.The look of this system can be further enhanced with the addition of the superbly
handcrafted high-quality optional carbon- fibre rear diffuser in matte and high gloss finish to give even more exclusivity to the
Porsche 911 GT3 (991.2).THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 /
GT3 Touring
(991.2)

2018

2019

2357,59

EUR

S-PO/TI/10H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

S-PO/TI/8

Slip-On Race Line
(Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

DI-PO/CA/6/M

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser Matte

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

Designed to make the GT3 stand out from the crowd even more, the visual delight of Akrapovič exhaust systems can be
further enhanced with the addition of an optional, ABE type-approved carbon fibre rear diffuser. It’s beautifully handcrafted
from the finest materials and is designed to enhance the exclusive look of the titanium tailpipes. Available in matte or high
gloss finish.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 /
GT3 Touring
(991.2)

2018

2019

1774,15

EUR

DI-PO/CA/6/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

Designed to make the GT3 stand out from the crowd even more, the visual delight of Akrapovič exhaust systems can be
further enhanced with the addition of an optional, ABE type-approved carbon fibre rear diffuser. It’s beautifully handcrafted
from the finest materials and is designed to enhance the exclusive look of the titanium tailpipes. Available in matte or high
gloss finish.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 /
GT3 Touring
(991.2)

2018

2019

1893,22

EUR

OP - Optional part

Evolution Header Set converts the slip-on system into a full system designed to give noticeably increased power at higher
revs. Handcrafted titanium headers incorporate 100 cpsi sports catalytic convertors and side mufflers—all designed to
increase power and torque—the Evolution Header Set utilizes integrated catalytic convertors and the functionality of the
exhaust valves to deliver an out-and-out attack on the senses. With the valves in the open position, it delivers a sportier and
hard-hitting sound, but also has the option of a lower sound level when the valves are closed, perfect for use in more
everyday locations. Offering an increased weight savings in the area behind the engine and the rear axle, the reduction will
enhance the handling and improve performance.When installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional link pipes with sports catalytic
converters or without catalytic converters, which are developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU is
mandatory. When installing Akrapovič aftermarket exhaust system that was developed for use on closed tracks, we
recommend remapping the ECU in order to prevent potential »check engine light« warning signals.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 /
GT3 Touring
(991.2)

2018

2019

8862,61

EUR

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 /
GT3 Touring
(991.2)

2018

2019

6155,88

EUR

E-PO/T/4

Evolution Header Set
(Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

E-PO/T/5

Evolution Race Header Set
(Titanium)

OP - Optional part

Evolution Race Header Set converts the slip-on system into a full system, built for the track and gives the Porsche GT3 the
extra performance to match. Handcrafted titanium headers incorporate 100 cpsi sports catalytic convertors and titanium
flanges—cast in Akrapovič’s own foundry. The system offers a perfect power curve right from 3,000 rpm to the very top of the
power band, designed to continually increase performance as the revs rise. Along with improved torque and the maximum
weight savings to enhance handling, adding the Evolution Race Header (Set) will have the car performing like a true cup
racer—with a deep, loud, and powerful Akrapovič racing sound to match its performance.When installing Akrapovič
aftermarket optional link pipes with sports catalytic converters or without catalytic converters, which are developed for use on
closed tracks only, remapping the ECU is mandatory. When installing Akrapovič aftermarket exhaust system that was
developed for use on closed tracks, we recommend remapping the ECU in order to prevent potential »check engine light«
warning signals.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.

L-PO997GT3CSET

Link Pipe Set (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

Link pipe set (Titanium)was tested and developed together with Slip-On Race Line (Titanium) system.Adding the link pipe set
is the second step in the exhaust tuning process. Combination with Slip-On Race Line retains the original Porsche GT3
exhaust manifold, utilizing the existing integrated catalytic convertors. The perfectly balanced titanium slip-on system and
superbly fitting link pipes are all set off with a pair of beautiful titanium tailpipes. Developed primarily for track use, the SlipOn Race Line with Link Pipe Set (Titanium) increases power and torque levels and with the huge reduction in weight in the
area behind the engine and the rear axle (in comparison to the original system) handling is improved to make the car and
exhaust work in perfect harmony.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 /
GT3 Touring
(991.2)

2018

2019

1130,34

EUR

TP-T/S/17

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

Top the system off with a pair of eye-catching double round tailpipes, made of high-grade titanium.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 /
GT3 Touring
(991.2)

2018

2019

1202,61

EUR

OP - Optional part

Designed and constructed exclusively for the Porsche 911 GT3 (991) and GT3 RS (991), the Akrapovič dB reducer (Titanium)
is aimed at driving enthusiasts who need to keep the noise of the exhaust within approved levels during track-day use. Made
from high-grade lightweight titanium, the dB reducer works like an additional muffler to allow extra expansion of the exhaust
gases. It is easily fitted by simply removing the Akrapovič tailpipe set and then mounting the dB reducer in place. After
installation, the Akrapovič dB reducer (Titanium) reduces dynamic sound levels* by approximately two or three decibels**
while still retaining the unique Akrapovič sound and character. It is designed to fit and reduce the measured dynamic sound
levels of all Akrapovič systems for the Porsche 911 GT3 (991) and GT3 RS: the Slip-On Line (Titanium), Evolution Line
(Titanium), Sports Cup Line (Titanium), and Evolution Race Line (Titanium). The Akrapovič dB reducer (Titanium) is also
totally compatible with the optional Akrapovič carbon-fibre diffuser, which is available for the Porsche 911 GT3 (991).The
Akrapovič dB reducer (Titanium) fits also to the stock exhaust system of the 911 GT3 (991) and GT3 RS
(991).&nbsp;*Dynamic sound levels apply to a moving vehicle and not the volume from a static vehicle.**Noise reduction
value is relative (or may vary) due to various noise-measuring methods used and external conditions at different racetracks.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 /
GT3 Touring
(991.2)

2018

2019

1657,82

EUR

Akrapovič’s Slip-On Race Line represents the first step in the exhaust system tuning process and it can easily be installed
onto the Porsche GT3's (992) stock system. Built from hi-grade titanium and finished with two eye-catching double round
tailpipes, this entry system makes the GT3 (992) more powerful and lighter, and gives the car that unique, sporty Akrapovič
sound. These are the two options Akrapovič offers to Porsche GT3 (992) owners:- For those customers who want to keep the
stock headers, the mandatory Slip-On Race Line Adapter (SS) P-CP034 must to be ordered separately.- For those clients
aiming to install Akrapovič complete Evolution exhaust system, the Evolution Header Set (Titanium) E-PO/T/7 must be
ordered separately.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR
HIGHWAY USE.Please notice that the product shown in the picture above is the Slip-On Race Line (Titanium) in combination
with Evolution Header Set (Titanium).

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 /
GT3
TOURING
(992)

2021

2022

3985

EUR

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the Porsche GT3 (992) a more aggressive and
sporty feel. It shows off the tailpipes to their full extent while giving an extra racing look with the new carefully designed
titanium inserts on it.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 /
GT3
TOURING
(992)

2021

2022

1565

EUR

TP-PO991GT3/BOX

Akrapovič dB reducer
(Titanium)

S-PO/TI/23

Slip-On Race Line
(Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

DI-PO/CA/9/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

DI-PO/CA/9/M

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser Matte

E-PO/T/7

Evolution Header Set
(Titanium)

P-CP034

Slip-On Race Line Adapter
Set (SS)

TP-PO991GT3/BOX

E-PO/T/4

E-PO/T/5

Akrapovič dB reducer
(Titanium)

Evolution Header Set
(Titanium) RS

Evolution Race Header Set
(Titanium) RS

The stunning carbon-fibre diffuser is offered as an option with the choice of a high-gloss or matt finish. It is a completely new
design from the one that comes as standard on the car, and it gives the rear of the Porsche GT3 (992) a more aggressive and
sporty feel. It shows off the tailpipes to their full extent while giving an extra racing look with the new carefully designed
titanium inserts on it.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 /
GT3
TOURING
(992)

2021

2022

1395

EUR

EV - Evolution

Akrapovič’s Slip-On Race Line represents the first step in the exhaust system tuning process and it can easily be installed
onto the Porsche GT3's (992) stock system. Built from hi-grade titanium and finished with two eye-catching double round
tailpipes, this entry system makes the GT3 (992) more powerful and lighter, and gives the car that unique, racing Akrapovič
sound.Those clients aiming to install a complete Evolution exhaust system must order separately the Evolution Header Set
(Titanium) E-PO/T/7.When installing the Akrapovič Evolution Header Set on OPF/GPF vehicles, remapping the ECU is
mandatory in order to prevent potential “check engine light” warning signals. When installing the Akrapovič Evolution Header
Set on NON-OPF/GPF vehicles, remapping the ECU is recommended.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 /
GT3
TOURING
(992)

2021

2022

8435

EUR

SO - Slip-On

Akrapovič’s Slip-On Race Line represents the first step in the exhaust system tuning process and it can easily be installed
onto the Porsche GT3's (992) stock system. Built from hi-grade titanium and finished with two eye-catching double round
tailpipes, this entry system makes the GT3 (992) more powerful and lighter, and gives the car that unique, sporty Akrapovič
sound.For those customers who want to keep the stock headers, the mandatory Slip-On Race Line Adapter (SS) P-CP034
must to be ordered separately.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 /
GT3
TOURING
(992)

2021

2022

1475

EUR

OP - Optional part

Designed and constructed exclusively for the Porsche 911 GT3 (991) and GT3 RS (991), the Akrapovič dB reducer (Titanium)
is aimed at driving enthusiasts who need to keep the noise of the exhaust within approved levels during track-day use. Made
from high-grade lightweight titanium, the dB reducer works like an additional muffler to allow extra expansion of the exhaust
gases. It is easily fitted by simply removing the Akrapovič tailpipe set and then mounting the dB reducer in place. After
installation, the Akrapovič dB reducer (Titanium) reduces dynamic sound levels* by approximately two or three decibels**
while still retaining the unique Akrapovič sound and character. It is designed to fit and reduce the measured dynamic sound
levels of all Akrapovič systems for the Porsche 911 GT3 (991) and GT3 RS: the Slip-On Line (Titanium), Evolution Line
(Titanium), Sports Cup Line (Titanium), and Evolution Race Line (Titanium). The Akrapovič dB reducer (Titanium) is also
totally compatible with the optional Akrapovič carbon-fibre diffuser, which is available for the Porsche 911 GT3 (991).The
Akrapovič dB reducer (Titanium) fits also to the stock exhaust system of the 911 GT3 (991) and GT3 RS
(991).&nbsp;*Dynamic sound levels apply to a moving vehicle and not the volume from a static vehicle.**Noise reduction
value is relative (or may vary) due to various noise-measuring methods used and external conditions at different racetracks.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 RS
(991)

2014

2017

1657,82

EUR

OP - Optional part

Evolution Header Set converts the slip-on system into a full Evolution Line system designed to give noticeably increased
power at higher revs. With superb attention to detail, including parts cast in Akrapovič’s own titanium foundry, the
craftsmanship and coating finish on the system is a joy to behold. With a newly developed exhaust manifold, incorporating
100 cpsi sports catalytic convertors and side mufflers—all designed to increase power and torque—the Evolution Line utilizes
integrated catalytic convertors and the functionality of the new exhaust valves to deliver an out-and-out attack on the senses.
With the valves in the open position, the Evolution Line sounds like the top-performing Evolution Race system, but also has
the option of a lower sound level when the valves are closed, perfect for use in more everyday locations. Offering an
increased weight savings in the area behind the engine and the rear axle, the reduction will enhance the handling and
improve performance. The Evolution Line is also tuned to deliver a sportier and hard-hitting sound—in open valve mode, the
more the engine is revved the better the sound gets—as well as increasing performance, all to provide an even greater
sensory experience. When installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional link pipes with sports catalytic converters or without
catalytic converters, which are developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU is mandatory. When installing
Akrapovič aftermarket exhaust system that was developed for use on closed tracks, we recommend remapping the ECU in
order to prevent potential »check engine light« warning signals.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 RS
(991)

2014

2017

8862,61

EUR

OP - Optional part

Evolution Race Header Set converts the slip-on system into a full system, built for the track and gives the Porsche GT3 RS
the extra performance to match. Beautifully made from hi-grade titanium and with a coating, the Evolution Race Line is as
striking to look at as it is use. From the handcrafted titanium headers with 100 cpsi sports catalytic convertors and titanium
flanges—cast in Akrapovič’s own foundry—right through to the superbly finished round titanium tailpipes, the Evolution Race
Line is pure quality. The system offers a perfect power curve right from 3,000 rpm to the very top of the power band, designed
to continually increase performance as the revs rise. Along with improved torque and the maximum weight savings to
enhance handling, the Evolution Race Line exhaust system will have the car performing like a true cup racer—with a deep,
loud, and powerful Akrapovič racing sound to match its performance.When installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional link pipes
with sports catalytic converters or without catalytic converters, which are developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping
the ECU is mandatory. When installing Akrapovič aftermarket exhaust system that was developed for use on closed tracks,
we recommend remapping the ECU in order to prevent potential »check engine light« warning signals.THIS PRODUCT
DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 RS
(991)

2014

2017

6155,88

EUR

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 RS
(991)

2014

2017

1130,34

EUR

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

L-PO997GT3CSET

Link Pipe Set (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

Link pipe set (Titanium)was tested and developed together with Slip-On Race Line (Titanium) system.Adding the link pipe set
is the second step in the exhaust tuning process. Combination with Slip-On Race Line retains the original Porsche GT3 RS
exhaust manifold, utilizing the existing integrated catalytic convertors. The perfectly balanced titanium slip-on system and
superbly fitting link pipes are all set off with a pair of beautiful titanium tailpipes. Developed primarily for track use, the SlipOn Race Line with Link Pipe Set (Titanium) increases power and torque levels and with the huge reduction in weight in the
area behind the engine and the rear axle (in comparison to the original system) handling is improved to make the car and
exhaust work in perfect harmony.When installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional link pipes with sports catalytic converters or
without catalytic converters, which are developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU is mandatory. When
installing Akrapovič aftermarket exhaust system that was developed for use on closed tracks, we recommend remapping the
ECU in order to prevent potential »check engine light« warning signals.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

MTP-PO997GT3H/1

Slip-On Line (Titanium) 991
RS

SO - Slip-On

Akrapovič’s Slip-On Line represents the first step in the exhaust system tuning process and the muffler can easily be installed
onto the Porsche GT3 RS’s original system. Built from hi-grade titanium and finished with two eye-catching double round
tailpipes, this entry system makes the GT3 RS more powerful and lighter, and gives the car that unique Akrapovič
sound.&nbsp;

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 RS
(991)

2014

2017

4303,44

EUR

TP-PO991RS/H/T

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

XX - Other

W/O Approval

Top the system off with a pair of eye-catching double round tailpipes, made of high-grade titanium. Made specifically for the
GT3 RS (991) version to withstand the higher temperatures at this distance from the bumper.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 RS
(991)

2014

2017

1192,49

EUR

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 RS
(991.2)

2018

2020

4393,69

EUR

S-PO/TI/10H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

Akrapovič’s Slip-On Line represents the first step in the exhaust system tuning process and the muffler can easily be installed
onto the Porsche GT3 RS’s original system. Built from hi-grade titanium and finished with two eye-catching double round
tailpipes, this entry system makes the GT3 RS more powerful and lighter, and gives the car that unique Akrapovič sound,
while still meeting ECE specifications.The mandatory tail pipe set TP-T/S/19/H needs to be ordered separately. When
combining the slip-on system with optional carbon fibre diffuser DI-PO/CA/7/G, you must use tail pipe set TP-T/S/17/H or TPT/S/17.The Slip-On system can be optionally combined with Link Pipe Set (Titanium) that retains stock headers and removes
stock side mufflers, or it can be upgraded into a full Akrapovič exhaust system, either with combining it with Evolution Race
Header Set without valves or Evolution Header Set with side mufflers and valves. If the system is upgraded with link pipe or
evolution sets, the ECE type approval is not valid anymore.

TP-T/S/19/H

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

ECE Type Approval

Top the system off with a pair of eye-catching double round tailpipes, made of high-grade titanium. Made specifically for the
GT3 RS (991.2) version.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 RS
(991.2)

2018

2020

1202,61

EUR

S-PO/TI/8

Slip-On Race Line
(Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Akrapovič’s Slip-On Race Line represents the first step in the exhaust system tuning process and it can easily be installed
onto the Porsche GT3 RS's original system. Built from hi-grade titanium and finished with two eye-catching double round
tailpipes, this entry system makes the GT3 RS more powerful and lighter, and gives the car that unique, sporty Akrapovič
sound.The mandatory tail pipe set TP-T/S/19 needs to be ordered separately. When combining the slip-on system with
optional carbon fibre diffuser DI-PO/CA/7/G, you must use tail pipe set TP-T/S/17/H or TP-T/S/17.The Slip-On Race system
can be optionally combined with Link Pipe Set (Titanium) that retains stock headers and removes stock side mufflers, or it can
be upgraded into a full Akrapovič exhaust system, either with combining it with Evolution Race Header Set without valves or
Evolution Header Set with side mufflers and valves.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 RS
(991.2)

2018

2020

2357,59

EUR

EV - Evolution

Link pipe set (Titanium)was tested and developed together with Slip-On Race Line (Titanium) system.Adding the link pipe set
is the second step in the exhaust tuning process. Combination with Slip-On Race Line retains the original Porsche GT3 RS
exhaust manifold, utilizing the existing integrated catalytic convertors. The perfectly balanced titanium slip-on system and
superbly fitting link pipes are all set off with a pair of beautiful titanium tailpipes. Developed primarily for track use, the SlipOn Race Line with Link Pipe Set (Titanium) increases power and torque levels and with the huge reduction in weight in the
area behind the engine and the rear axle (in comparison to the original system) handling is improved to make the car and
exhaust work in perfect harmony.When installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional link pipes with sports catalytic converters or
without catalytic converters, which are developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU is mandatory. When
installing Akrapovič aftermarket exhaust system that was developed for use on closed tracks, we recommend remapping the
ECU in order to prevent potential »check engine light« warning signals.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 RS
(991.2)

2018

2020

1130,34

EUR

OP - Optional part

Evolution Race Header Set converts the slip-on system into a full system, built for the track and gives the Porsche GT3 RS
the extra performance to match. Handcrafted titanium headers incorporate 100 cpsi sports catalytic convertors and titanium
flanges—cast in Akrapovič’s own foundry. The system offers a perfect power curve, designed to continually increase
performance as the revs rise. Along with improved torque and the maximum weight savings to enhance handling, adding the
Evolution Race Header (Set) will have the car performing like a true cup racer—with a deep, loud, and powerful Akrapovič
racing sound to match its performance.When installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional link pipes with sports catalytic
converters or without catalytic converters, which are developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU is
mandatory. When installing Akrapovič aftermarket exhaust system that was developed for use on closed tracks, we
recommend remapping the ECU in order to prevent potential »check engine light« warning signals.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 RS
(991.2)

2018

2020

6155,88

EUR

OP - Optional part

Evolution Header Set converts the slip-on system into a full system designed to give noticeably increased power at higher
revs. Handcrafted titanium headers incorporate 100 cpsi sports catalytic convertors and side mufflers—all designed to
increase power and torque—the Evolution Header Set utilizes integrated catalytic convertors and the functionality of the
exhaust valves to deliver an out-and-out attack on the senses. With the valves in the open position, it delivers a sportier and
hard-hitting sound, but also has the option of a lower sound level when the valves are closed, perfect for use in more
everyday locations. Offering an increased weight savings in the area behind the engine and the rear axle, the reduction will
enhance the handling and improve performance.When installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional link pipes with sports catalytic
converters or without catalytic converters, which are developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU is
mandatory. When installing Akrapovič aftermarket exhaust system that was developed for use on closed tracks, we
recommend remapping the ECU in order to prevent potential »check engine light« warning signals.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 RS
(991.2)

2018

2020

8862,61

EUR

L-PO997GT3CSET

Link Pipe Set (Titanium)

E-PO/T/5

Evolution Race Header Set
(Titanium)

E-PO/T/4

Evolution Header Set
(Titanium)

TP-PO991GT3/BOX

Akrapovič dB reducer
(Titanium)

OP - Optional part

Designed and constructed exclusively for the Porsche 911 GT3 (991) and GT3 RS (991), the Akrapovič dB reducer (Titanium)
is aimed at driving enthusiasts who need to keep the noise of the exhaust within approved levels during track-day use. Made
from high-grade lightweight titanium, the dB reducer works like an additional muffler to allow extra expansion of the exhaust
gases. It is easily fitted by simply removing the Akrapovič tailpipe set and then mounting the dB reducer in place. After
installation, the Akrapovič dB reducer (Titanium) reduces dynamic sound levels* by approximately two or three decibels**
while still retaining the unique Akrapovič sound and character. It is designed to fit and reduce the measured dynamic sound
levels of all Akrapovič systems for the Porsche 911 GT3 (991) and GT3 RS: the Slip-On Line (Titanium), Evolution Line
(Titanium), Sports Cup Line (Titanium), and Evolution Race Line (Titanium). The Akrapovič dB reducer (Titanium) is also
totally compatible with the optional Akrapovič carbon-fibre diffuser, which is available for the Porsche 911 GT3 (991).The
Akrapovič dB reducer (Titanium) fits also to the stock exhaust system of the 911 GT3 (991) and GT3 RS
(991).&nbsp;*Dynamic sound levels apply to a moving vehicle and not the volume from a static vehicle.**Noise reduction
value is relative (or may vary) due to various noise-measuring methods used and external conditions at different racetracks.

TP-T/S/19

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

Top the system off with a pair of eye-catching double round tailpipes, made of high-grade titanium. Made specifically for the
GT3 RS (991.2) version.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 RS
(991.2)

2018

2020

1202,61

EUR

DI-PO/CA/7/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

Designed to make the GT3 RS stand out from the crowd even more, the visual delight of Akrapovič exhaust systems can be
further enhanced with the addition of an optional, ABE type-approved carbon fibre rear diffuser. It’s beautifully handcrafted
from the finest materials and is designed to enhance the exclusive look of the titanium tailpipes. Available in high gloss
finish.Fitment notice: Diffuser DI-PO/CA/7/G has to be used with tail pipe set TP-T/S/17 or TP-T/S/17/H.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 RS
(991.2)

2018

2020

2202,8

EUR

TP-T/S/17/H

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

ECE Type Approval

Top the system off with a pair of eye-catching double round tailpipes, made of high-grade titanium.Fitment notice for GT3 RS
model: This tail pipe set is to be used with optional carbon diffuser DI-PO/CA/7/G only.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 RS
(991.2)

2018

2020

1202,61

EUR

TP-T/S/17

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

Top the system off with a pair of eye-catching double round tailpipes, made of high-grade titanium.Fitment notice for GT3 RS
model: This tail pipe set is to be used with optional carbon diffuser DI-PO/CA/7/G only.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 RS
(991.2)

2018

2020

1202,61

EUR

TP-T/S/17

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

Top the system off with a pair of eye-catching double round tailpipes, made of high-grade titanium.Fitment notice for GT3 RS
model: This tail pipe set is to be used with optional carbon diffuser DI-PO/CA/7/G only.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 RS
(991.2) OPF/GPF

2019

2020

1202,61

EUR

DI-PO/CA/7/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

Designed to make the GT3 RS stand out from the crowd even more, the visual delight of Akrapovič exhaust systems can be
further enhanced with the addition of an optional, ABE type-approved carbon fibre rear diffuser. It’s beautifully handcrafted
from the finest materials and is designed to enhance the exclusive look of the titanium tailpipes. Available in high gloss
finish.Fitment notice: Diffuser DI-PO/CA/7/G has to be used with tail pipe set TP-T/S/17 or TP-T/S/17/H.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 RS
(991.2) OPF/GPF

2019

2020

2202,8

EUR

SO - Slip-On

Slip-on system (S-PO/TI/15) for GT3 RS / Speedster OPF model must be mandatory combined with:- Evolution Header Set (EPO/T/6/1)- Tail pipe set TP-T/S/19. When combining the slip-on system with optional carbon fibre diffuser DI-PO/CA/7/G (fits
on GT3 RS), you must use tail pipe set TP-T/S/17.- An additional original Porsche stock bracket (Porsche p/n: 99111147391)
is required for mounting the Akrapovič exhaust system. Please read the instructions carefully before the start of the
installation.This Slip-On system (S-PO/TI/15) must be upgraded into a full Akrapovič Evolution Line exhaust system by
combining it with the Evolution Header Set (E-PO/T/6) with side mufflers and valves, which is designed to unleash the
system’s full potential and enhance the performance of the car as the revs rise. With superb attention to detail, including
parts cast in Akrapovič’s own titanium foundry, the craftsmanship and coating finish on the system is a joy to behold. With an
exhaust manifold incorporating 100 cpsi sports catalytic convertors and side mufflers, the Evolution Line utilizes integrated
catalytic convertors and the functionality of the exhaust valves to deliver an out-and-out attack on the senses. It offers
increased weight savings in the area behind the engine and rear axle. The Evolution Line is also tuned to deliver a sporty and
hard-hitting sound. The more the engine is revved and the acceleration builds, the six-cylinder engine sound delivers a rich,
harmonic, and high-frequency soundtrack, making every journey a memorable experience and one that continues even after
the throttle is released, providing a full and rewarding sensory experience. When installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional link
pipes with sports catalytic converters or without catalytic converters, which are developed for use on closed tracks only,
remapping the ECU is mandatory. When installing Akrapovič aftermarket exhaust system that was developed for use on
closed tracks, we recommend remapping the ECU in order to prevent potential »check engine light« warning signals.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 RS
(991.2) OPF/GPF

2019

2020

4393,69

EUR

SO - Slip-On

Slip-on system (S-PO/TI/15) for GT3 RS / Speedster OPF model must be mandatory combined with:- Evolution Header Set (EPO/T/6/1)- Tail pipe set TP-T/S/19. When combining the slip-on system with optional carbon fibre diffuser DI-PO/CA/7/G, you
must use tail pipe set TP-T/S/17.- An additional original Porsche stock bracket (Porsche p/n: 99111147391) is required for
mounting the Akrapovič exhaust system. Please read the instructions carefully before the start of the installation.This Slip-On
Race system (S-PO/TI/8) must be upgraded into a full Akrapovič Evolution Race Line exhaust system by combining it with the
Evolution Header Set (E-PO/T/6) with side mufflers and valves, which is designed to supplement the performance at higher
revs. With complex parts cast in Akrapovič’s own titanium foundry, the expertise used in this system, and the coating finish,
the system demonstrates the highest standard of workmanship and technology. Incorporating 100 cpsi sports catalytic
convertors in the exhaust manifold and side mufflers, the Evolution Race Line utilizes integrated catalytic convertors and the
functionality of the exhaust valves to deliver a complete workout for the senses. The system offers a near-perfect power curve,
along with an altered torque distribution, all designed to continually deliver performance as the revs rise. The use of
lightweight materials results in big weight savings, and the addition of the Evolution Race Line will have the car performing
like a true cup racer, with a powerful racing sound that resonates with every push of the accelerator pedal, producing a deep,
pure racing growl to match the performance.The mandatory tail pipe set TP-T/S/19 needs to be ordered separately. When
combining the slip-on system with optional carbon fibre diffuser DI-PO/CA/7/G, you must use tail pipe set TP-T/S/17.An
additional original Porsche stock bracket (Porsche p/n: 99111147391) is required for mounting the Akrapovič exhaust system.
Please read the instructions carefully before the start of the installation.When installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional link
pipes with sports catalytic converters or without catalytic converters, which are developed for use on closed tracks only,
remapping the ECU is mandatory. When installing Akrapovič aftermarket exhaust system that was developed for use on
closed tracks, we recommend remapping the ECU in order to prevent potential »check engine light« warning signals.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 RS
(991.2) OPF/GPF

2019

2020

2357,59

EUR

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 RS
(991.2) OPF/GPF

2019

2020

8862,61

EUR

S-PO/TI/15

S-PO/TI/8

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

Slip-On Race Line
(Titanium)

ABE Type Approval

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 RS
(991.2)

2018

2020

1657,82

EUR

E-PO/T/6/1

Evolution Header Set
(Titanium)

OP - Optional part

Evolution Header Set (Titanium) must be mounted together with Slip-On Line (Titanium) system S-PO/TI/15 or Slip-On Race
Line (Titanium) system S-PO/TI/8. An additional original Porsche stock bracket (Porsche p/n: 99111147391) is required for
mounting the Akrapovič exhaust system. Please read the instructions carefully before the start of the installation.Evolution
Header Set converts the slip-on system into a full system designed to give noticeably increased power at higher revs.
Handcrafted titanium headers incorporate 100 cpsi sports catalytic convertors and side mufflers—all designed to increase
power and torque—the Evolution Header Set utilizes integrated catalytic convertors and the functionality of the exhaust valves
to deliver an out-and-out attack on the senses. With the valves in the open position, it delivers a sportier and hard-hitting
sound, but also has the option of a lower sound level when the valves are closed, perfect for use in more everyday locations.
Offering an increased weight savings in the area behind the engine and the rear axle, the reduction will enhance the handling
and improve performance.When installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional link pipes with sports catalytic converters or without
catalytic converters, which are developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU is mandatory. When installing
Akrapovič aftermarket exhaust system that was developed for use on closed tracks, we recommend remapping the ECU in
order to prevent potential »check engine light« warning signals.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

TP-T/S/19

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

Top the system off with a pair of eye-catching double round tailpipes, made of high-grade titanium. Made specifically for the
GT3 RS (991.2) version.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3 RS
(991.2) OPF/GPF

2019

2020

1202,61

EUR

MTP-PO997GT3H/1

Slip-On Line (Titanium)
997FL

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

The Akrapovič Slip-On system is based on the same layout as the original exhaust system of the GT3 with valve control. The
Slip-On contains a titanium muffler with two double round tailpipes. The muffler is easily installed on the original exhaust
system. The Akrapovič Slip-On makes the GT3 more powerful and lighter, even though the exhaust system is not replaced
entirely. The sound of its six-valve engine is also noticeably improved. The Slip-On exhaust system offers weight reduction in
the rear of the Porsche and an increase in power. Two tailpipes, 100 mm in diameter, make it clear that the Akrapovič Slip-On
system is no ordinary exhaust. The unique look is completed with a mandatory rear carbon fibre lip.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3/RS
(997 FL) 3.8

2009

2012

4303,44

EUR

TP-PO997GT3H

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

XX - Other

EC Type Approval

Finish the system with a pair of eye-catching double round tailpipes, made of high - grade titanium.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3/RS
(997 FL) 3.8

2009

2012

1192,49

EUR

01-08-28-0001

Rear Carbon fiber lip

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

Requires proper installation of the optional Akrapovič carbon fibre lip to avoid any possible heat damage to the rear
bumper. For installing the lip, the rear bumper has to be cut.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3/RS
(997 FL) 3.8

2009

2012

517,14

EUR

01-08-28-0001

Rear Carbon fiber lip

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

Requires proper installation of the optional Akrapovič carbon fibre lip to avoid any possible heat damage to the rear
bumper. For installing the lip, the rear bumper has to be cut.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3/RS
(997 FL) 4.0

2011

2012

517,14

EUR

TP-PO997GT3H

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

XX - Other

EC Type Approval

Finish the system with a pair of eye-catching double round tailpipes, made of high - grade titanium.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3/RS
(997 FL) 4.0

2011

2012

1192,49

EUR

MTP-PO997GT3H/1

Slip-On Line (Titanium)
997FL

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

The Akrapovič Slip-On system is based on the same layout as the original exhaust system of the GT3 with valve control. The
Slip-On contains a titanium muffler with two double round tailpipes. The muffler is easily installed on the original exhaust
system. The Akrapovič Slip-On makes the GT3 more powerful and lighter, even though the exhaust system is not replaced
entirely. The sound of its six-valve engine is also noticeably improved. The Slip-On exhaust system offers weight reduction in
the rear of the Porsche and an increase in power. Two tailpipes, 100 mm in diameter, make it clear that the Akrapovič Slip-On
system is no ordinary exhaust. The unique look is completed with a mandatory rear carbon fibre lip.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3/RS
(997 FL) 4.0

2011

2012

4303,44

EUR

TP-PO997GT3H

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

XX - Other

EC Type Approval

Finish the system with a pair of eye-catching double round tailpipes, made of high - grade titanium.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3/RS
(997) 3.6

2006

2009

1192,49

EUR

MTP-PO997GT3H/1

Slip-On Line (Titanium) 997

SO - Slip-On

EC Type Approval

The Akrapovič Slip-On system is based on the same layout as the original exhaust system of the GT3 with valve control. The
Slip-On contains a titanium muffler with two double round tailpipes. The muffler is easily installed on the original exhaust
system. The 911 GT3 equipped with an Akrapovič Slip-On exhaust system is more powerful and lighter, even though the
exhaust system is not replaced entirely. The sound of its six-valve engine is also noticeably improved. A look at the numbers
reveals that the Slip-On offers weight reduction in the rear of the Porsche and an increase in power. Two tailpipes, 100 mm in
diameter, make it clear that the Akrapovič Slip-On system is no ordinary exhaust.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 GT3/RS
(997) 3.6

2006

2009

4303,44

EUR

TP-T/S/19

E-PO/T/6/1

S-PO/TI/8

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

Evolution Header Set
(Titanium)

Slip-On Race Line
(Titanium)

OP - Optional part

Top the system off with a pair of eye-catching double round tailpipes, made of high-grade titanium. Made specifically for the
GT3 RS (991.2) version.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911
Speedster OPF/GPF

2019

2020

1202,61

EUR

OP - Optional part

Evolution Header Set (Titanium) must be mounted together with Slip-On Line (Titanium) system S-PO/TI/15 or Slip-On Race
Line (Titanium) system S-PO/TI/8. An additional original Porsche stock bracket (Porsche p/n: 99111147391) is required for
mounting the Akrapovič exhaust system. Please read the instructions carefully before the start of the installation.Evolution
Header Set converts the slip-on system into a full system designed to give noticeably increased power at higher revs.
Handcrafted titanium headers incorporate 100 cpsi sports catalytic convertors and side mufflers—all designed to increase
power and torque—the Evolution Header Set utilizes integrated catalytic convertors and the functionality of the exhaust valves
to deliver an out-and-out attack on the senses. With the valves in the open position, it delivers a sportier and hard-hitting
sound, but also has the option of a lower sound level when the valves are closed, perfect for use in more everyday locations.
Offering an increased weight savings in the area behind the engine and the rear axle, the reduction will enhance the handling
and improve performance.When installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional link pipes with sports catalytic converters or without
catalytic converters, which are developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU is mandatory. When installing
Akrapovič aftermarket exhaust system that was developed for use on closed tracks, we recommend remapping the ECU in
order to prevent potential »check engine light« warning signals.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911
Speedster OPF/GPF

2019

2020

8862,61

EUR

SO - Slip-On

Slip-on system (S-PO/TI/15) for GT3 RS / Speedster OPF model must be mandatory combined with:- Evolution Header Set (EPO/T/6/1)- Tail pipe set TP-T/S/19. When combining the slip-on system with optional carbon fibre diffuser DI-PO/CA/7/G, you
must use tail pipe set TP-T/S/17.- An additional original Porsche stock bracket (Porsche p/n: 99111147391) is required for
mounting the Akrapovič exhaust system. Please read the instructions carefully before the start of the installation.This Slip-On
Race system (S-PO/TI/8) must be upgraded into a full Akrapovič Evolution Race Line exhaust system by combining it with the
Evolution Header Set (E-PO/T/6) with side mufflers and valves, which is designed to supplement the performance at higher
revs. With complex parts cast in Akrapovič’s own titanium foundry, the expertise used in this system, and the coating finish,
the system demonstrates the highest standard of workmanship and technology. Incorporating 100 cpsi sports catalytic
convertors in the exhaust manifold and side mufflers, the Evolution Race Line utilizes integrated catalytic convertors and the
functionality of the exhaust valves to deliver a complete workout for the senses. The system offers a near-perfect power curve,
along with an altered torque distribution, all designed to continually deliver performance as the revs rise. The use of
lightweight materials results in big weight savings, and the addition of the Evolution Race Line will have the car performing
like a true cup racer, with a powerful racing sound that resonates with every push of the accelerator pedal, producing a deep,
pure racing growl to match the performance.The mandatory tail pipe set TP-T/S/19 needs to be ordered separately. When
combining the slip-on system with optional carbon fibre diffuser DI-PO/CA/7/G, you must use tail pipe set TP-T/S/17.An
additional original Porsche stock bracket (Porsche p/n: 99111147391) is required for mounting the Akrapovič exhaust system.
Please read the instructions carefully before the start of the installation.When installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional link
pipes with sports catalytic converters or without catalytic converters, which are developed for use on closed tracks only,
remapping the ECU is mandatory. When installing Akrapovič aftermarket exhaust system that was developed for use on
closed tracks, we recommend remapping the ECU in order to prevent potential »check engine light« warning signals.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911
Speedster OPF/GPF

2019

2020

2357,59

EUR

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911
Speedster OPF/GPF

2019

2020

4393,69

EUR

S-PO/TI/15

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Slip-on system (S-PO/TI/15) for GT3 RS / Speedster OPF model must be mandatory combined with:- Evolution Header Set (EPO/T/6/1)- Tail pipe set TP-T/S/19. When combining the slip-on system with optional carbon fibre diffuser DI-PO/CA/7/G (fits
on GT3 RS), you must use tail pipe set TP-T/S/17.- An additional original Porsche stock bracket (Porsche p/n: 99111147391)
is required for mounting the Akrapovič exhaust system. Please read the instructions carefully before the start of the
installation.This Slip-On system (S-PO/TI/15) must be upgraded into a full Akrapovič Evolution Line exhaust system by
combining it with the Evolution Header Set (E-PO/T/6) with side mufflers and valves, which is designed to unleash the
system’s full potential and enhance the performance of the car as the revs rise. With superb attention to detail, including
parts cast in Akrapovič’s own titanium foundry, the craftsmanship and coating finish on the system is a joy to behold. With an
exhaust manifold incorporating 100 cpsi sports catalytic convertors and side mufflers, the Evolution Line utilizes integrated
catalytic convertors and the functionality of the exhaust valves to deliver an out-and-out attack on the senses. It offers
increased weight savings in the area behind the engine and rear axle. The Evolution Line is also tuned to deliver a sporty and
hard-hitting sound. The more the engine is revved and the acceleration builds, the six-cylinder engine sound delivers a rich,
harmonic, and high-frequency soundtrack, making every journey a memorable experience and one that continues even after
the throttle is released, providing a full and rewarding sensory experience. When installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional link
pipes with sports catalytic converters or without catalytic converters, which are developed for use on closed tracks only,
remapping the ECU is mandatory. When installing Akrapovič aftermarket exhaust system that was developed for use on
closed tracks, we recommend remapping the ECU in order to prevent potential »check engine light« warning signals.THIS
PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

TP-T/S/17

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

Top the system off with a pair of eye-catching double round tailpipes, made of high-grade titanium.Fitment notice for GT3 RS
model: This tail pipe set is to be used with optional carbon diffuser DI-PO/CA/7/G only.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911
Speedster OPF/GPF

2019

2020

1202,61

EUR

P-HF870

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.Pictures are
symbolic.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Targa
4/4S (997)

2008

2012

702,89

EUR

S-PO/TI/6H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

The Akrapovič Slip-On Line for the Porsche 911 Turbo / Turbo S (991.2) is the first stage in the exhaust tuning process and
gives this already outstanding car a further step in performance. Complete the slip-on system with titanium tailpipes in
combination with carbon fiber diffuser in matte or high gloss finish.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Turbo /
Turbo S
(991.2)

2016

2019

4738,99

EUR

Link pipe set w Cat (SS) was tested and developed together with Slip-On Line (Titanium) system.Constructed from highquality stainless steel , this optional addition to the Slip-On Line will enhance the sound of the exhaust, and power will be
taken to greater heights. Fitted with sporty catalytic converters, installing this option increases the engine’s performance and
adds an aural improvement for all to appreciate. Providing improved flow for the exhaust gases, the link pipes take the 911 to
greater heights.When installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional down pipes with sports catalytic converters or without catalytic
converters, which are developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU is mandatory. When installing Akrapovič
aftermarket exhaust system that was developed for use on closed tracks, we recommend remapping the ECU in order to
prevent potential »check engine light« warning signals.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Turbo /
Turbo S
(991.2)

2016

2019

4511,62

EUR

L-PO/SS/2H

Link Pipe Set w Cat (SS)

OP - Optional part

DI-PO/CA/4/M

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser Matte

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

A Porsche Turbo / Turbo S fitted with the Akrapovič exhaust system is further enhanced with the mandatory hand-crafted
carbon fiber rear diffuser in matte or high gloss finish, incorporating two sets of side located titanium tailpipes.Designed
exclusively for the car, this stunning handcrafted diffuser takes the look of the rear of the vehicle to a whole new level and
shows off the Akrapovič Slip-On line system’s tailpipes to their full extent.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Turbo /
Turbo S
(991.2)

2016

2019

2447,4

EUR

DI-PO/CA/4/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

A Porsche Turbo / Turbo S fitted with the Akrapovič exhaust system is further enhanced with the mandatory hand-crafted
carbon fiber rear diffuser in matte or high gloss finish , incorporating two sets of side located titanium tailpipes.Designed
exclusively for the car, this stunning handcrafted diffuser takes the look of the rear of the vehicle to a whole new level and
shows off the Akrapovič Slip-On line system’s tailpipes to their full extent.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Turbo /
Turbo S
(991.2)

2016

2019

2793,5

EUR

P-X277

Optional Titanium Lip

OP - Optional part

Manufactured in high-grade titanium, this is an optional product that covers the stock heat insulation, visible from the rear of
the Porsche 911 Turbo (992). The Titanium Lip follows the lines of the car and complements the overall visual appearance.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Turbo /
Turbo S
(992)

2020

2022

300,06

EUR

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Turbo /
Turbo S
(992)

2020

2022

4655,64

EUR

L-PO/SS/4

Link Pipe Set w Cat (SS)

OP - Optional part

Developed and tested in combination with the Slip-On Race (Titanium) exhaust, this product was designed to upgrade the
Akrapovič system for further tuning. The link pipe set has an instant sharpness and depth that is delivered from the moment
the engine is started. Pure sound is achieved with specially developed link pipes incorporating high-flow performance 200
CPSI catalytic converters, eliminating OPFs/GPFs. Driving at a low RPM fills the senses with a deep and raw iconic flat-six
rumble, and the powerful mid-range provides a rich, strong, and high-frequency acoustic sensation at high revs, ideally suited
for fast upshifts to experience the thrilling acoustics in the next higher gear, while downshifts are accompanied by sharp, raceinspired burbles. Developed for use on closed-course competition circuits, comfort within the cockpit is retained throughout
the rev range, with no drone or unwanted flow noise. Power and torque delivery are greatly increased, with gains of +25.2 kW
(34.2 hp) of power and +74.9 Nm torque at 3,200 rpm recorded in back-to-back runs on the Akrapovič dyno against a Porsche
911 Turbo (992) using a Porsche stock sports exhaust system. The increased torque curve offers a perfect response from low
down engine speed. This exhaust system is not EC/ECE type approved. ECU tuning is mandatory due to elimination of
OPF/GPF.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY
USE.

TP-T/S/33

Tail pipe set (Titanium) Black

OP - Optional part

There is a choice between two different sets of round titanium tailpipes for the most visible part of the exhaust system,
available in sandblasted and coated, and with a natural titanium finish or in black. The inner side of the tailpipes features a
dynamic relief surface for a unique visual impact.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Turbo /
Turbo S
(992)

2020

2022

1195,18

EUR

TP-T/S/34

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

There is a choice between two different sets of round titanium tailpipes for the most visible part of the exhaust system,
available in sandblasted and coated, and with a natural titanium finish or in black. The inner side of the tailpipes features a
dynamic relief surface for a unique visual impact.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Turbo /
Turbo S
(992)

2020

2022

1131

EUR

SO - Slip-On

All of the knowledge and experience gained while working with various engines from the sports car manufacturer from
Stuttgart was poured into this outstanding aftermarket exhaust system. Produced from lightweight titanium, the system uses
complex parts meticulously crafted using the in-house titanium foundry to offer perfect acoustics. An instant deepness
prevails from the moment the engine is started and as the revs rise, and so does the sensory involvement. At low rpms the
exhaust emits a deep, iconic flat-six rumble, moving through a powerful mid-range, which then develops into a rich, strong,
and high-frequency acoustic sensation at high revs, perfectly tuned to upshifts, providing a thrilling experience as the higher
gears are selected and exhilarating, race-inspired burbles through the downshifts. This sound pattern is achieved with a
carefully calculated H-link between the main pipes, which is precisely welded at a selected position. The system has been
developed for use on closed-course competition circuits, but there is no compromise on comfort because the tuning of the
system eliminates any drone or unwanted flow noise. Power and torque increases have been recorded at +16.6 kW (22.5 hp)
and +46.8 Nm at 3,400 rpm when tested in back-to-back runs on the Akrapovič dyno against a Porsche 911 Turbo (992) using
the Porsche stock sports exhaust system, with the torque curve offering a perfect response from low down engine speed. The
system is not EC/ECE type approved.Fitment notice: The system is designed to replace the Porsche sport exhaust system. If
you would like to install the Akrapovič exhaust system on vehicles with a non-sport stock exhaust, please check the
installation instructions or request more information from official Akrapovič dealers.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Turbo /
Turbo S
(992)

2020

2022

3700,81

EUR

SO - Slip-On

All of the knowledge and experience gained while working with various engines from the sports car manufacturer from
Stuttgart was poured into this outstanding aftermarket exhaust system. Produced from lightweight titanium, the system uses
complex parts meticulously crafted using the in-house titanium foundry to offer perfect acoustics. An instant deepness
prevails from the moment the engine is started and as the revs rise, and so does the sensory involvement. At low rpms the
exhaust emits a deep, iconic flat-six rumble, moving through a powerful mid-range, which then develops into a rich, strong,
and high-frequency acoustic sensation at high revs, perfectly tuned to upshifts, providing a thrilling experience as the higher
gears are selected and exhilarating, race-inspired burbles through the downshifts. This sound pattern is achieved with a
carefully calculated H-link between the main pipes, which is precisely welded at a selected position. The system has been
developed for use on closed-course competition circuits, but there is no compromise on comfort because the tuning of the
system eliminates any drone or unwanted flow noise. Power and torque increases have been recorded at +16.6 kW (22.5 hp)
and +46.8 Nm at 3,400 rpm when tested in back-to-back runs on the Akrapovič dyno against a Porsche 911 Turbo (992) using
the Porsche stock sports exhaust system, with the torque curve offering a perfect response from low down engine speed. The
system is not EC/ECE type approved.Fitment notice: The system is designed to replace the Porsche sport exhaust system. If
you would like to install the Akrapovič exhaust system on vehicles with a non-sport stock exhaust, please check the
installation instructions or request more information from official Akrapovič dealers.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Turbo /
Turbo S
(992) OPF/GPF

2020

2022

3700,81

EUR

S-PO/TI/19

S-PO/TI/19

Slip-On Race Line
(Titanium)

Slip-On Race Line
(Titanium)

TP-T/S/34

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

There is a choice between two different sets of round titanium tailpipes for the most visible part of the exhaust system,
available in sandblasted and coated, and with a natural titanium finish or in black. The inner side of the tailpipes features a
dynamic relief surface for a unique visual impact.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Turbo /
Turbo S
(992) OPF/GPF

2020

2022

1131

EUR

TP-T/S/33

Tail pipe set (Titanium) Black

OP - Optional part

There is a choice between two different sets of round titanium tailpipes for the most visible part of the exhaust system,
available in sandblasted and coated, and with a natural titanium finish or in black. The inner side of the tailpipes features a
dynamic relief surface for a unique visual impact.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Turbo /
Turbo S
(992) OPF/GPF

2020

2022

1195,18

EUR

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Turbo /
Turbo S
(992) OPF/GPF

2020

2022

4655,64

EUR

L-PO/SS/4

Link Pipe Set w Cat (SS)

OP - Optional part

Developed and tested in combination with the Slip-On Race (Titanium) exhaust, this product was designed to upgrade the
Akrapovič system for further tuning. The link pipe set has an instant sharpness and depth that is delivered from the moment
the engine is started. Pure sound is achieved with specially developed link pipes incorporating high-flow performance 200
CPSI catalytic converters, eliminating OPFs/GPFs. Driving at a low RPM fills the senses with a deep and raw iconic flat-six
rumble, and the powerful mid-range provides a rich, strong, and high-frequency acoustic sensation at high revs, ideally suited
for fast upshifts to experience the thrilling acoustics in the next higher gear, while downshifts are accompanied by sharp, raceinspired burbles. Developed for use on closed-course competition circuits, comfort within the cockpit is retained throughout
the rev range, with no drone or unwanted flow noise. Power and torque delivery are greatly increased, with gains of +25.2 kW
(34.2 hp) of power and +74.9 Nm torque at 3,200 rpm recorded in back-to-back runs on the Akrapovič dyno against a Porsche
911 Turbo (992) using a Porsche stock sports exhaust system. The increased torque curve offers a perfect response from low
down engine speed. This exhaust system is not EC/ECE type approved. ECU tuning is mandatory due to elimination of
OPF/GPF.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY
USE.

P-X277

Optional Titanium Lip

OP - Optional part

Manufactured in high-grade titanium, this is an optional product that covers the stock heat insulation, visible from the rear of
the Porsche 911 Turbo (992). The Titanium Lip follows the lines of the car and complements the overall visual appearance.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911 Turbo /
Turbo S
(992) OPF/GPF

2020

2022

300,06

EUR

S-PO991TSO-HT

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

ECE Type Approval

The Akrapovič Slip-On Line for the Porsche 911 Turbo / Turbo S is the first stage in the exhaust tuning process and gives this
already outstanding car a further step in performance. Made from a high-grade titanium alloy and finished with exquisitely
handcrafted carbon fibre and titanium tailpipes, the Slip-On Line reduces weight to aid with handling. Akrapovič’s sound
engineers have also created a deep and unique sound to make the Porsche 911 Turbo / Turbo S stand out even more. The
Slip-On Line can also be used in conjunction with the optional Akrapovič link pipes—with or without cats—which can be
added to the system to take the performance to another level. The Slip-On Line is superbly finished with a coating to give
greater durability, without altering the look or performance of the system.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911
Turbo/Turbo
S (991)

2014

2015

6122,74

EUR

DI-PO/CA/2

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

A Porsche Turbo / Turbo S fitted with the Akrapovič exhaust system can be further enhanced with an optional hand-crafted
carbon fiber rear diffuser. Designed exclusively for the car, this stunning handcrafted diffuser takes the look of the rear of the
vehicle to a whole new level and shows off the Akrapovič Slip-On line system’s tailpipes to their full extent.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911
Turbo/Turbo
S (991)

2014

2015

1688,79

EUR

L-PO991T/2

Link-Pipe Set w/o Cat
(Titanium)

OP - Optional part

The next step from Akrapovič for the Porsche 911 Turbo / Turbo S is the optional titanium link pipe set without cats, perfectly
finished with a coating to offer greater durability without altering the look. Designed to create the best exhaust flow and
offering a huge weight saving over stock—when used in conjunction with the Slip-On—the link pipes increase power and give
the car a sporty racing sound. Enhancing the tuning opportunities of this superb car, the link pipes without cats are an easyto-install performance upgrade. When installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional link pipes without catalytic converters, which
are developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU is mandatory. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911
Turbo/Turbo
S (991)

2014

2015

2435,45

EUR

L-PO997TFLS-100

Link pipe set (100 cpsi cats,
Titanium)

OP - Optional part

The next option is to replace the stock link pipes with the Akrapovič variant made from titanium and incorporating 100 cpsi
high-flow catalysts. These link pipes, when coupled with our titanium center muffler, produce a total weight savings of 8 kg
compared with the stock system.When installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional down pipes with sports catalytic converters or
without catalytic converters, which are developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU is mandatory. When
installing Akrapovič aftermarket exhaust system that was developed for use on closed tracks, we recommend remapping the
ECU in order to prevent potential »check engine light« warning signals. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

911
Turbo/Turbo
S (997 FL)

2010

2013

5134,24

EUR

P-HF964

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves. If stock
system has exhaust valves integrated (Porsche sport exhaust) no wireless kit is needed.Pictures are symbolic.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

Boxster
(981)

2012

2015

483,26

EUR

P-HF964

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves. If stock
system has exhaust valves integrated (Porsche sport exhaust) no wireless kit is needed.Pictures are symbolic.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

Boxster GTS
(981)

2015

2015

483,26

EUR

P-HF964

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves. If stock
system has exhaust valves integrated (Porsche sport exhaust) no wireless kit is needed.Pictures are symbolic.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

Boxster S
(981)

2012

2015

483,26

EUR

L-PO/T/7

Link pipe Cayenne
(Titanium)

OP - Optional part

This fully titanium mandatory part is necessary for Cayenne models for mounting the M-PO/T/1H Slip-On exhaust system.
Easy to install and a perfect fit with the stock system.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne
(958)

2010

2014

724,67

EUR

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne /
Coupé (536)

2018

2021

5836,36

EUR

S-PO/TI/12

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

Fitment notice: This system does not fit on vehicles equipped with an Otto particulate filter (OPF). It does not fit on Cayenne
S (V6), Turbo (V8) and Turbo S E-Hybrid (V8).This exhaust is constructed from high-grade lightweight titanium and features a
central muffler that expands to produce two sets of tailpipes, with a choice of either a titanium or carbon-fibre finish designed
to complement the lines of the car. Two valves on either side of the muffler control the airflow and are contained in valve
housings cast in the Akrapovič in-house foundry. The Evolution Line (Titanium) will reduce overall vehicle weight while
delivering extra power and torque through the whole rev range. With a specially developed and tuned sound, the system
delivers a very high-frequency and sporty tone, especially when the car is in the higher rev range. In the normal mode, the
sound is quiet and ideal for town driving and cruising, but it still has the unmistakable Akrapovič feel.An optional Akrapovič
Sound Kit is available, which will increase the aural pleasure at lower revs and further supplement the sound as the revs rise,
adding a thrill to the launch of the car from a standstill. Installation is plug&amp;play, with no need to remap the ECU.For
installing the evolution system, the stock exhaust system must be cut. Please read the instructions carefully before
installation.

P-HF1199

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

Further control over the sound of the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system can be achieved by installing the optional
Akrapovič Sound Kit. This gives the occupants of the car the option to regulate the exhaust tone by switching between the
quiet mode and a sportier sound. This is facilitated through the use of a Sound Remote Controller or the smartphone app (for
iOS and Android), which regulates the valves to drive the actuators that open or close them through the use of a receiver in
the system. When fitted with the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, ECE type approval is no longer valid.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne /
Coupé (536)

2018

2021

381,95

EUR

TP-CT/53

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

EV - Evolution

Top the system off with two pairs of eye-catching handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne /
Coupé (536)

2018

2021

1565,27

EUR

TP-T/S/23

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

Top the system off with a two pairs of eye-catching double round tailpipes, made of high-grade titanium, sandblasted and
coated for even greater look and durability.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne /
Coupé (536)

2018

2021

1565,27

EUR

TP-T/S/23

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

Top the system off with a two pairs of eye-catching double round tailpipes, made of high-grade titanium, sandblasted and
coated for even greater look and durability.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne /
Coupé (536)
- OPF/GPF

2019

2021

1565,27

EUR

TP-CT/53

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

EV - Evolution

Top the system off with two pairs of eye-catching handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne /
Coupé (536)
- OPF/GPF

2019

2021

1565,27

EUR

P-HF1199

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

Further control over the sound of the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system can be achieved by installing the optional
Akrapovič Sound Kit. This gives the occupants of the car the option to regulate the exhaust tone by switching between the
quiet mode and a sportier sound. This is facilitated through the use of a Sound Remote Controller or the smartphone app (for
iOS and Android), which regulates the valves to drive the actuators that open or close them through the use of a receiver in
the system. When fitted with the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, ECE type approval is no longer valid.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne /
Coupé (536)
- OPF/GPF

2019

2021

381,95

EUR

This exhaust is constructed from high-grade lightweight titanium and features a central muffler that expands to produce two
sets of tailpipes, with a choice of either a titanium or carbon-fibre finish designed to complement the lines of the car. Two
valves on either side of the muffler control the airflow and are contained in valve housings cast in the Akrapovič in-house
foundry. Fully ECE type approved, the Evolution Line (Titanium) will reduce overall vehicle weight while delivering extra power
and torque through the whole rev range. With a specially developed and tuned sound, the system delivers a very highfrequency and sporty tone, especially when the car is in the higher rev range. In the normal mode, the sound is quiet and
ideal for town driving and cruising, but it still has the unmistakable Akrapovič feel. Installation is plug&amp;play, with no need
to remap the ECU.An optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is available, which will increase the aural pleasure at lower revs and
further supplement the sound as the revs rise, adding a thrill to the launch of the car from a standstill. With the use of the
optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer valid.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne /
Coupé (536)
- OPF/GPF

2019

2021

6054,77

EUR

S-PO/TI/11H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

L-PO/T/3

Link pipe Diesel (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

This fully titanium mandatory part is necessary for Cayenne models for mounting the M-PO/T/1H Slip-On exhaust system.
Easy to install and a perfect fit with the stock system.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne
Diesel (958)

2010

2014

724,67

EUR

P-HF1199

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

Further control over the sound of the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system can be achieved by installing the optional
Akrapovič Sound Kit. This gives the occupants of the car the option to regulate the exhaust tone by switching between the
quiet mode and a sportier sound. This is facilitated through the use of a Sound Remote Controller or the smartphone app (for
iOS and Android), which regulates the valves to drive the actuators that open or close them through the use of a receiver in
the system. When fitted with the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, ECE type approval is no longer valid.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne EHybrid /
Coupé (536)

2018

2021

381,95

EUR

TP-CT/53

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

EV - Evolution

Top the system off with two pairs of eye-catching handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne EHybrid /
Coupé (536)

2018

2021

1565,27

EUR

TP-T/S/23

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

Top the system off with a two pairs of eye-catching double round tailpipes, made of high-grade titanium, sandblasted and
coated for even greater look and durability.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne EHybrid /
Coupé (536)

2018

2021

1565,27

EUR

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne EHybrid /
Coupé (536)

2018

2021

5836,36

EUR

S-PO/TI/12

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

Fitment notice: This system does not fit on vehicles equipped with an Otto particulate filter (OPF).This exhaust is constructed
from high-grade lightweight titanium and features a central muffler that expands to produce two sets of tailpipes, with a
choice of either a titanium or carbon-fibre finish designed to complement the lines of the car. Two valves on either side of the
muffler control the airflow and are contained in valve housings cast in the Akrapovič in-house foundry. The Evolution Line
(Titanium) will reduce overall vehicle weight while delivering extra power and torque through the whole rev range. With a
specially developed and tuned sound, the system delivers a very high-frequency and aggressive tone in Sport+ mode. The
sound is quiet when starting the engine and then becomes ideal for town driving and cruising, but it still has the unmistakable
Akrapovič feel. An optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is available, which will increase the aural pleasure at lower revs and further
supplement the sound as the revs rise, adding a thrill to the launch of the car from a standstill. Installation is plug&amp;play,
with no need to remap the ECU.For installing the slip-on system, the stock exhaust system must be cut. Please read the
instructions carefully before installation.

TP-T/S/23

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

Top the system off with a two pairs of eye-catching double round tailpipes, made of high-grade titanium, sandblasted and
coated for even greater look and durability.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne EHybrid /
Coupé (536)
- OPF/GPF

2019

2021

1565,27

EUR

TP-CT/53

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

EV - Evolution

Top the system off with two pairs of eye-catching handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne EHybrid /
Coupé (536)
- OPF/GPF

2019

2021

1565,27

EUR

P-HF1199

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

Further control over the sound of the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system can be achieved by installing the optional
Akrapovič Sound Kit. This gives the occupants of the car the option to regulate the exhaust tone by switching between the
quiet mode and a sportier sound. This is facilitated through the use of a Sound Remote Controller or the smartphone app (for
iOS and Android), which regulates the valves to drive the actuators that open or close them through the use of a receiver in
the system. When fitted with the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, ECE type approval is no longer valid.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne EHybrid /
Coupé (536)
- OPF/GPF

2019

2021

381,95

EUR

EV - Evolution

This exhaust is constructed from high-grade lightweight titanium and features a central muffler that expands to produce two
sets of tailpipes, with a choice of either a titanium or carbon-fibre finish designed to complement the lines of the car. Two
valves on either side of the muffler control the airflow and are contained in valve housings cast in the Akrapovič in-house
foundry. Fully ECE type approved, the Evolution Line (Titanium) will reduce overall vehicle weight while delivering extra power
and torque through the whole rev range. With a specially developed and tuned sound, the system delivers a very highfrequency and sporty tone, especially when the car is in the higher rev range. In the normal mode, the sound is quiet and
ideal for town driving and cruising, but it still has the unmistakable Akrapovič feel. Installation is plug&amp;play, with no need
to remap the ECU.An optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is available, which will increase the aural pleasure at lower revs and
further supplement the sound as the revs rise, adding a thrill to the launch of the car from a standstill. With the use of the
optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type approval is no longer valid.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne EHybrid /
Coupé (536)
- OPF/GPF

2019

2021

6054,77

EUR

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne
GTS (958
FL)

2015

2017

1688,79

EUR

S-PO/TI/11H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

ECE Type Approval

E-PO/T/3

Evolution Link Pipe Set
(Titanium)

EV - Evolution

Evolution Link Pipe Set (Titanium) was tested and developed together with Slip-On Line (Titanium).The Evolution delivers
more power, improves responsiveness, and keeps weight down. The uniquely designed muffler from the Slip-On with an
added lightweight and exhaust flow–optimized link pipe set with bigger tubes fully represents the titanium Evolution. This
performance exhaust has been created to produce a deep sound that transforms the Turbo into a real machine. This is
especially the case after removing the point-welded block in the link pipe that prevents bypassing the muffler. The dual-mode
system can be also used with the factory button to regulate the exhaust valves. Complete the look with a set of exquisite
tailpipes in carbon fibre.If the car is equipped with performance exhaust with electronic valve actuators than actuator set PHF1006 is required and the Akrapovic sound kit P-HF1003 can not be used.If the car is not equipped with performance
exhaust and you want to use the Akrapovic sound kit than Akrapovic sound kit P-HF1003 together with Actuator set P-HF1006
has to be ordered.Evolution Link Pipe Set only fits in combination with Akrapovič exhaust system. THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

P-HF1199

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

Further control over the sound of the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system can be achieved by installing the optional
Akrapovič Sound Kit. This gives the occupants of the car the option to regulate the exhaust tone by switching between the
quiet mode and a sportier sound. This is facilitated through the use of a Sound Remote Controller or the smartphone app (for
iOS and Android), which regulates the valves to drive the actuators that open or close them through the use of a receiver in
the system. When fitted with the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, ECE type approval is no longer valid.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne S /
Coupé (536)

2019

2021

381,95

EUR

TP-CT/53

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

EV - Evolution

Top the system off with two pairs of eye-catching handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne S /
Coupé (536)

2019

2021

1565,27

EUR

TP-T/S/23

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

Top the system off with a two pairs of eye-catching double round tailpipes, made of high-grade titanium, sandblasted and
coated for even greater look and durability.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne S /
Coupé (536)

2019

2021

1565,27

EUR

EV - Evolution

This exhaust is constructed from high-grade lightweight titanium and features a central muffler that expands to produce two
sets of tailpipes, with a choice of either a titanium or carbon-fibre finish designed to complement the lines of the car. Two
valves on either side of the muffler control the airflow and are contained in valve housings cast in the Akrapovič in-house
foundry. The Evolution Line (Titanium) will reduce overall vehicle weight while delivering extra power and torque through the
whole rev range. With a specially developed and tuned sound, the system delivers a very high-frequency and sporty tone,
especially when the car is in the higher rev range. In the normal mode, the sound is quiet and ideal for town driving and
cruising, but it still has the unmistakable Akrapovič feel. This is achieved through a carefully designed X-crossing element in
the link pipes that influences the sound. This allows the exhaust gases to mix from both sides of the engine, placing the
resulting combination on par with a finely tuned musical instrument and creating incredible high-frequency overtones as the
revs rise, all without any compromise to aural clarity and comfort.An optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is available, which will
increase the aural pleasure at lower revs and further supplement the sound as the revs rise, adding a thrill to the launch of
the car from a standstill. Installation is plug&amp;play, with no need to remap the ECU.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne S /
Coupé (536)

2019

2021

6406,65

EUR

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne S /
Coupé (536)
- OPF/GPF

2019

2021

6406,65

EUR

S-PO/TI/20

Evolution Line (Titanium)

S-PO/TI/20

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

This exhaust is constructed from high-grade lightweight titanium and features a central muffler that expands to produce two
sets of tailpipes, with a choice of either a titanium or carbon-fibre finish designed to complement the lines of the car. Two
valves on either side of the muffler control the airflow and are contained in valve housings cast in the Akrapovič in-house
foundry. The Evolution Line (Titanium) will reduce overall vehicle weight while delivering extra power and torque through the
whole rev range. With a specially developed and tuned sound, the system delivers a very high-frequency and sporty tone,
especially when the car is in the higher rev range. In the normal mode, the sound is quiet and ideal for town driving and
cruising, but it still has the unmistakable Akrapovič feel. This is achieved through a carefully designed X-crossing element in
the link pipes that influences the sound. This allows the exhaust gases to mix from both sides of the engine, placing the
resulting combination on par with a finely tuned musical instrument and creating incredible high-frequency overtones as the
revs rise, all without any compromise to aural clarity and comfort.An optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is available, which will
increase the aural pleasure at lower revs and further supplement the sound as the revs rise, adding a thrill to the launch of
the car from a standstill. Installation is plug&amp;play, with no need to remap the ECU.

TP-T/S/23

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

Top the system off with a two pairs of eye-catching double round tailpipes, made of high-grade titanium, sandblasted and
coated for even greater look and durability.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne S /
Coupé (536)
- OPF/GPF

2019

2021

1565,27

EUR

TP-CT/53

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

EV - Evolution

Top the system off with two pairs of eye-catching handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne S /
Coupé (536)
- OPF/GPF

2019

2021

1565,27

EUR

P-HF1199

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

Further control over the sound of the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system can be achieved by installing the optional
Akrapovič Sound Kit. This gives the occupants of the car the option to regulate the exhaust tone by switching between the
quiet mode and a sportier sound. This is facilitated through the use of a Sound Remote Controller or the smartphone app (for
iOS and Android), which regulates the valves to drive the actuators that open or close them through the use of a receiver in
the system. When fitted with the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, ECE type approval is no longer valid.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne S /
Coupé (536)
- OPF/GPF

2019

2021

381,95

EUR

L-PO/T/4

Link pipe S Version
(Titanium)

OP - Optional part

This fully titanium mandatory part is necessary for Cayenne models for mounting the M-PO/T/1H Slip-On exhaust system.
Easy to install and a perfect fit with the stock system.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne S /
GTS (958)

2010

2014

724,67

EUR

L-PO/T/4

Link pipe S Version
(Titanium)

OP - Optional part

This fully titanium mandatory part is necessary for Cayenne models for mounting the M-PO/T/1H Slip-On exhaust system.
Easy to install and a perfect fit with the stock system.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne S
Hybrid (958)

2010

2013

724,67

EUR

P-HF872

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.Pictures are
symbolic.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne S
Hybrid (958)

2010

2013

1129,29

EUR

P-HF1003

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.If the car is not
equipped with Porsche performance exhaust and you want to use the Akrapovic sound kit than Akrapovic sound kit P-HF1003
with Actuator set P-HF1006 has to be ordered.If the car is equipped with Porsche performance exhaust with electric valve
actuators than actuator set P-HF1006 is required and the Akrapovic sound kit P-HF1003 can not be used. The valves are
opened or closed with the valve button inside the car.Pictures are symbolic.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne
Turbo (958
FL)

2015

2017

1181,83

EUR

W/O Approval

Evolution Link Pipe Set (Titanium) was tested and developed together with Slip-On Line (Titanium).The Evolution delivers
more power, improves responsiveness, and keeps weight down. The uniquely designed muffler from the Slip-On with an
added lightweight and exhaust flow–optimized link pipe set with bigger tubes fully represents the titanium Evolution. This
performance exhaust has been created to produce a deep sound that transforms the Turbo into a real machine. This is
especially the case after removing the point-welded block in the link pipe that prevents bypassing the muffler. The dual-mode
system can be also used with the factory button to regulate the exhaust valves. Complete the look with a set of exquisite
tailpipes in carbon fibre.If the car is equipped with performance exhaust with electronic valve actuators than actuator set PHF1006 is required and the Akrapovic sound kit P-HF1003 can not be used.If the car is not equipped with performance
exhaust and you want to use the Akrapovic sound kit than Akrapovic sound kit P-HF1003 together with Actuator set P-HF1006
has to be ordered.Optional high-flow front link pipe set without cats for more power, further tuning potential, and an
aggressive racing sound are available. When installing Akrapovič aftermarket optional front link pipe set , which are
developed for use on closed tracks only, remapping the ECU is mandatory.When optional Evolution Link Pipe Set (Titanium)
is installed EC approval is not valid.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne
Turbo (958
FL)

2015

2017

1688,79

EUR

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.Pictures are
symbolic.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne
Turbo (958)

2010

2014

1129,29

EUR

E-PO/T/3

Evolution Link Pipe Set
(Titanium)

EV - Evolution

P-HF872

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

P-HF1199

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

Further control over the sound of the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system can be achieved by installing the optional
Akrapovič Sound Kit. This gives the occupants of the car the option to regulate the exhaust tone by switching between the
quiet mode and a sportier sound. This is facilitated through the use of a Sound Remote Controller or the smartphone app (for
iOS and Android), which regulates the valves to drive the actuators that open or close them through the use of a receiver in
the system. When fitted with the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, ECE type approval is no longer valid.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne
Turbo /
Coupé /
GTS (536)

2018

2021

381,95

EUR

TP-CT/53

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

EV - Evolution

Top the system off with two pairs of eye-catching handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne
Turbo /
Coupé /
GTS (536)

2018

2021

1565,27

EUR

TP-T/S/23

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

Top the system off with a two pairs of eye-catching double round tailpipes, made of high-grade titanium, sandblasted and
coated for even greater look and durability.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne
Turbo /
Coupé /
GTS (536)

2018

2021

1565,27

EUR

This stunning system is constructed entirely from lightweight high-grade titanium. Its beautiful and sleek design is finished
with a central muffler with two pairs of eye-catching double round tailpipes – available in either handmade carbon fibre or
sandblasted and coated titanium for increased durability – and it incorporates exhaust-valve housings cast in the Akrapovič inhouse foundry. The sound has been tuned to deliver a fulfilling acoustic statement every time the car fires to life. The
Evolution Line (Titanium) produces a deep, strong growl from the V8 turbo engine, giving the driver and passengers a true
feeling of the immense torque the engine has to offer. This is achieved through a carefully designed X-crossing element in
the link pipes that influences the sound. This allows the exhaust gases to mix from both sides of the engine, placing the
resulting combination on par with a finely tuned musical instrument and creating incredible high-frequency overtones as the
revs rise, all without any compromise to aural clarity and comfort. Fully ECE-compliant and with a simple plug-and-play
installation, with no need to remap the ECU, the Evolution Line (Titanium) also adds increased performance to the stunning
visual appeal. Test gains achieved by the Akrapovič technicians in controlled conditions show both power and torque gains
over the Porsche sport exhaust system of +8.2 kW at 5,600 rpm and +16.6 Nm at 2,400 rpm, respectively, making the system
an impressive addition to the Porsche Cayenne Turbo (536).The sound can be further controlled with the addition of the
optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, which offers increased operational features over the exhaust system. When fitted with the
optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, ECE type approval is no longer valid.ECE type approval is only valid for cars equipped with
otto/gasoline particulate filter.FITMENT NOTICE: This Evolution LIne (Titanium) fits on Cayenne GTS and Cayenne GTS
Coupé (except for Porsche Cayenne GTS Coupé with lightweight package / sport system). The ECE type approval certificate
is not valid for these models.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne
Turbo /
Coupé /
GTS (536)

2018

2021

6054,77

EUR

W/O Approval

S-PO/TI/17H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

TP-T/S/23

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

Top the system off with a two pairs of eye-catching double round tailpipes, made of high-grade titanium, sandblasted and
coated for even greater look and durability.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne
Turbo /
Coupé /
GTS (536) OPF/GPF

2019

2021

1565,27

EUR

TP-CT/53

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

EV - Evolution

Top the system off with two pairs of eye-catching handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne
Turbo /
Coupé /
GTS (536) OPF/GPF

2019

2021

1565,27

EUR

This stunning system is constructed entirely from lightweight high-grade titanium. Its beautiful and sleek design is finished
with a central muffler with two pairs of eye-catching double round tailpipes – available in either handmade carbon fibre or
sandblasted and coated titanium for increased durability – and it incorporates exhaust-valve housings cast in the Akrapovič inhouse foundry. The sound has been tuned to deliver a fulfilling acoustic statement every time the car fires to life. The
Evolution Line (Titanium) produces a deep, strong growl from the V8 turbo engine, giving the driver and passengers a true
feeling of the immense torque the engine has to offer. This is achieved through a carefully designed X-crossing element in
the link pipes that influences the sound. This allows the exhaust gases to mix from both sides of the engine, placing the
resulting combination on par with a finely tuned musical instrument and creating incredible high-frequency overtones as the
revs rise, all without any compromise to aural clarity and comfort. Fully ECE-compliant and with a simple plug-and-play
installation, with no need to remap the ECU, the Evolution Line (Titanium) also adds increased performance to the stunning
visual appeal. Test gains achieved by the Akrapovič technicians in controlled conditions show both power and torque gains
over the Porsche sport exhaust system of +8.2 kW at 5,600 rpm and +16.6 Nm at 2,400 rpm, respectively, making the system
an impressive addition to the Porsche Cayenne Turbo (536).The sound can be further controlled with the addition of the
optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, which offers increased operational features over the exhaust system. When fitted with the
optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, ECE type approval is no longer valid.ECE type approval is only valid for cars equipped with
otto/gasoline particulate filter.FITMENT NOTICE: This Evolution LIne (Titanium) fits on Cayenne GTS and Cayenne GTS
Coupé (except for Porsche Cayenne GTS Coupé with lightweight package / sport system). The ECE type approval certificate
is not valid for these models.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne
Turbo /
Coupé /
GTS (536) OPF/GPF

2019

2021

6054,77

EUR

Further control over the sound of the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system can be achieved by installing the optional
Akrapovič Sound Kit. This gives the occupants of the car the option to regulate the exhaust tone by switching between the
quiet mode and a sportier sound. This is facilitated through the use of a Sound Remote Controller or the smartphone app (for
iOS and Android), which regulates the valves to drive the actuators that open or close them through the use of a receiver in
the system. When fitted with the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, ECE type approval is no longer valid.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne
Turbo /
Coupé /
GTS (536) OPF/GPF

2019

2021

381,95

EUR

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.Pictures are
symbolic.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne
Turbo S
(958)

2013

2014

1129,29

EUR

S-PO/TI/17H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

P-HF1199

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

P-HF872

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

P-HF1199

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

Further control over the sound of the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system can be achieved by installing the optional
Akrapovič Sound Kit. This gives the occupants of the car the option to regulate the exhaust tone by switching between the
quiet mode and a sportier sound. This is facilitated through the use of a Sound Remote Controller or the smartphone app (for
iOS and Android), which regulates the valves to drive the actuators that open or close them through the use of a receiver in
the system. When fitted with the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, ECE type approval is no longer valid.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne
Turbo S-EHybrid /
Coupé (536)

2019

2021

381,95

EUR

TP-CT/53

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

EV - Evolution

Top the system off with two pairs of eye-catching handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne
Turbo S-EHybrid /
Coupé (536)

2019

2021

1565,27

EUR

TP-T/S/23

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

Top the system off with a two pairs of eye-catching double round tailpipes, made of high-grade titanium, sandblasted and
coated for even greater look and durability.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne
Turbo S-EHybrid /
Coupé (536)

2019

2021

1565,27

EUR

This stunning system is constructed entirely from lightweight high-grade titanium. Its beautiful and sleek design is finished
with a central muffler with two pairs of eye-catching double round tailpipes – available in either handmade carbon fibre or
sandblasted and coated titanium for increased durability – and it incorporates exhaust-valve housings cast in the Akrapovič inhouse foundry. The sound has been tuned to deliver a fulfilling acoustic statement every time the car fires to life. The
Evolution Line (Titanium) produces a deep, strong growl from the V8 turbo engine, giving the driver and passengers a true
feeling of the immense torque the engine has to offer. This is achieved through a carefully designed X-crossing element in
the link pipes that influences the sound. This allows the exhaust gases to mix from both sides of the engine, placing the
resulting combination on par with a finely tuned musical instrument and creating incredible high-frequency overtones as the
revs rise, all without any compromise to aural clarity and comfort. Fully ECE-compliant and with a simple plug-and-play
installation, with no need to remap the ECU, the Evolution Line (Titanium) also adds increased performance to the stunning
visual appeal. Test gains achieved by the Akrapovič technicians in controlled conditions show both power and torque gains
over the Porsche sport exhaust system of +8.2 kW at 5,600 rpm and +16.6 Nm at 2,400 rpm, respectively, making the system
an impressive addition to the Porsche Cayenne Turbo (536).The sound can be further controlled with the addition of the
optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, which offers increased operational features over the exhaust system. When fitted with the
optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, ECE type approval is no longer valid.ECE type approval is only valid for cars equipped with
otto/gasoline particulate filter.FITMENT NOTICE: This Evolution LIne (Titanium) fits on Cayenne GTS and Cayenne GTS
Coupé (except for Porsche Cayenne GTS Coupé with lightweight package / sport system). The ECE type approval certificate
is not valid for these models.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne
Turbo S-EHybrid /
Coupé (536)

2019

2021

6054,77

EUR

W/O Approval

S-PO/TI/17H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

TP-T/S/23

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

Top the system off with a two pairs of eye-catching double round tailpipes, made of high-grade titanium, sandblasted and
coated for even greater look and durability.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne
Turbo S-EHybrid /
Coupé (536)
- OPF/GPF

2019

2021

1565,27

EUR

TP-CT/53

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

EV - Evolution

Top the system off with two pairs of eye-catching handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne
Turbo S-EHybrid /
Coupé (536)
- OPF/GPF

2019

2021

1565,27

EUR

EV - Evolution

The Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system for the Porsche Cayenne Turbo S E-Hybrid (536) has a stunning soundtrack
that makes the most of the car’s V8 turbocharged engine, providing an acoustic performance wherever the car might travel.
The deep, strong growl offers a true feeling of the immense torque the engine has to offer, and as the revs rise high
frequency overtones add to the enjoyment. This has been achieved with intelligent design of the X-crossing element in the
link pipes, allowing the exhaust gases to mix from both sides of the engine and influence the overall sound, all without any
compromise to aural comfort. Constructed from high-grade titanium and finished with a choice of eye-catching double round
tailpipes in either handmade carbon fibre or sandblasted and coated titanium, this system looks as good as it sounds. The
performance has been measured by the Akrapovič technicians, showing an increase in power of +11.5 kW at 3,150 rpm and
an enhanced torque return of +35.0. Nm at 3,100 rpm. Full ECE compliance and plug-and-play installation, requiring no need
to remap the ECU, make the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system for Porsche Cayenne Turbo S E-Hybrid (536) an
impressive product.For increased aural enjoyment, an optional Akrapovič Sound Kit can be added to offer the user greater
flexibility and control over the system’s sound. When fitted with the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, ECE type approval is no
longer valid.ECE type approval is only valid for cars equipped with otto/gasoline particulate filter.FITMENT NOTICE: This
Evolution LIne (Titanium) fits on Cayenne GTS and Cayenne GTS Coupé (except for Porsche Cayenne GTS Coupé with
lightweight package / sport system). The ECE type approval certificate is not valid for these models.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne
Turbo S-EHybrid /
Coupé (536)
- OPF/GPF

2019

2021

6054,77

EUR

S-PO/TI/17H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

ECE Type Approval

ECE Type Approval

Further control over the sound of the Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system can be achieved by installing the optional
Akrapovič Sound Kit. This gives the occupants of the car the option to regulate the exhaust tone by switching between the
quiet mode and a sportier sound. This is facilitated through the use of a Sound Remote Controller or the smartphone app (for
iOS and Android), which regulates the valves to drive the actuators that open or close them through the use of a receiver in
the system. When fitted with the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, ECE type approval is no longer valid.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Cayenne
Turbo S-EHybrid /
Coupé (536)
- OPF/GPF

2019

2021

381,95

EUR

W/O Approval

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves. If stock
system has exhaust valves integrated (Porsche sport exhaust) no wireless kit is needed.Pictures are symbolic.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

Cayman
(981)

2013

2015

483,26

EUR

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves. If stock
system has exhaust valves integrated (Porsche sport exhaust) no wireless kit is needed.Pictures are symbolic.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

Cayman
GTS (981)

2015

2015

483,26

EUR

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves. If stock
system has exhaust valves integrated (Porsche sport exhaust) no wireless kit is needed.Pictures are symbolic.

Super Sport

Car

Porsche

Cayman S
(981)

2013

2015

483,26

EUR

S-PO/TI/7H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

Built from high-grade lightweight titanium to reduce weight, with valve housings cast in the in-house foundry, the Evolution
Line (Titanium) exhaust system fits directly onto the Macan’s stock downpipes. Developed to deliver both power and torque
gains throughout the range and significantly reduce the back pressure, it is finished with hand-crafted carbon-fibre tailpipes
to enrich the visual enjoyment of the exhaust. The tailpipes have been perfectly crafted and designed to fit beautifully within
the optional carbon-fibre diffuser. The system is a simple plug-and-play operation to fit, and has been designed to meet ECE
type approval. The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is also available.Product images are taken on GTS model.Fitment notice:
The system is designed to replace the Porsche sport exhaust system.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Macan GTS
(95B)

2014

2018

6798,33

EUR

DI-PO/CA/5/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

Beautifully crafted hand-laid high-quality carbon fibre diffuser is perfectly styled to enrich the Akrapovič tailpipes and the rear
of the car. The sporty design adds an extra dimension to the whole package and shows the exhaust system off to its best.
Available in high-gloss finish.Fitment notice: The diffuser cannot fit with genuine trailer tow hitch.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Macan GTS
(95B)

2014

2018

1829,37

EUR

DI-PO/CA/5/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

Beautifully crafted hand-laid high-quality carbon fibre diffuser is perfectly styled to enrich the Akrapovič tailpipes and the rear
of the car. The sporty design adds an extra dimension to the whole package and shows the exhaust system off to its best.
Available in high-gloss finish.Fitment notice: The diffuser cannot fit with genuine trailer tow hitch.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Macan S
(95B)

2014

2018

1829,37

EUR

P-HF1228

Fitting kit (for mounting on
Macan S / Turbo Non-Sport)

OP - Optional part

Mandatory needed fitting kit, used for mounting the S-PO/TI/7H evolution system to Porsche Macan S and Macan Turbo with
Non-Sport exhaust System.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Macan S
(95B)

2014

2018

420,26

EUR

S-PO/TI/7H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

Built from high-grade lightweight titanium to reduce weight, with valve housings cast in the in-house foundry, the Evolution
Line (Titanium) exhaust system fits directly onto the Macan’s stock downpipes. Developed to deliver both power and torque
gains throughout the range and significantly reduce the back pressure, it is finished with hand-crafted carbon-fibre tailpipes
to enrich the visual enjoyment of the exhaust. The tailpipes have been perfectly crafted and designed to fit beautifully within
the optional carbon-fibre diffuser. The system is a simple plug-and-play operation to fit, and has been designed to meet ECE
type approval. The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is also available.Product images are taken on GTS model.Fittment
notice:Mandatory fitting kit P-HF1228 is needed for mounting the S-PO/TI/7H evolution system to Macan S (95B) model. 

Suv

Car

Porsche

Macan S
(95B)

2014

2018

6798,33

EUR

DI-PO/CA/5/G

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser High Gloss

OP - Optional part

ABE Type Approval

Beautifully crafted hand-laid high-quality carbon fibre diffuser is perfectly styled to enrich the Akrapovič tailpipes and the rear
of the car. The sporty design adds an extra dimension to the whole package and shows the exhaust system off to its best.
Available in high-gloss finish.Fitment notice: The diffuser cannot fit with genuine trailer tow hitch.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Macan
Turbo (95B)

2014

2018

1829,37

EUR

S-PO/TI/7H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

Built from high-grade lightweight titanium to reduce weight, with valve housings cast in the in-house foundry, the Evolution
Line (Titanium) exhaust system fits directly onto the Macan’s stock downpipes. Developed to deliver both power and torque
gains throughout the range and significantly reduce the back pressure, it is finished with hand-crafted carbon-fibre tailpipes
to enrich the visual enjoyment of the exhaust. The tailpipes have been perfectly crafted and designed to fit beautifully within
the optional carbon-fibre diffuser. The system is a simple plug-and-play operation to fit, and has been designed to meet ECE
type approval. The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is also available.Product images are taken on GTS model.Fitment
notice: The system is designed to replace the Porsche sport exhaust system.For mounting the exhaust system S-PO/TI/7H on
Porsche Macan Turbo with Non-Sport exhaust system fitting kit P-HF1228 is mandatory.

Suv

Car

Porsche

Macan
Turbo (95B)

2014

2018

6798,33

EUR

P-HF641

Fitting kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

This fully titanium mandatory part is necessary for Panamera models for mounting the Evolution exhaust system. Easy to
install and a perfect fit with the stock system.

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera
(970)

2009

2013

174,12

EUR

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera /
4 / Sport
Turismo
(971)

2017

2020

4186,17

EUR

P-HF1199

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

P-HF964

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

P-HF964

Akrapovič Sound Kit

P-HF964

S-PO/TI/13

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

This stunning system is made completely from high-grade titanium. It includes parts cast in the company’s in-house foundry,
featuring an additional pair of exhaust valves behind the rear mufflers, designed to provide optimal control of the exhaust
sound for the best aural enjoyment. The system has been perfectly tuned to deliver the very best sound experience in all
modes – enormous effort was invested to give it a rich higher-frequency V6 sound with a sporty racing note, while keeping it
smooth and eliminating any drone for maximum everyday comfort. By using the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the driver can
choose between a loud racy sound or a quieter note for long-distance driving, regardless of the mode chosen for the vehicle.
The look of the Slip-On system can also be further enhanced by adding four round titanium or carbon-fibre tailpipes.An
increase in performance and torque through a broad rpm range and a significant weight savings makes this a very serious
performance upgrade. With optimized gas flow and reduced back pressure, it allows limitless tuning options.It is a simple
plug-and-play installation with no need for remapping. The exquisite Akrapovič Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system adds
performance and style, along with an amazing soundtrack inside and outside cabin.Fittment notice: This system does not fit
on vehicles equipped with Otto particulate filter (OPF). This product will not fit on Executive models.

TP-CT/48

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

OP - Optional part

Top the system off with two pairs of eye-catching handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes.

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera /
4 / Sport
Turismo
(971)

2017

2020

1565,27

EUR

P-HF1149

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves. With the use of optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE homologation is not valid
anymore.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera /
4 / Sport
Turismo
(971)

2017

2020

381,95

EUR

TP-T/S/18

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

Top the system off with a two pairs of eye-catching double round tailpipes, made of high-grade titanium, sandblasted and
coated for even greater look and durability.

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera /
4 / Sport
Turismo
(971)

2017

2020

1565,27

EUR

P-HF641

Fitting kit

OP - Optional part

This fully titanium mandatory part is necessary for Panamera models for mounting the Evolution exhaust system. Easy to
install and a perfect fit with the stock system.

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera 4
(970)

2009

2013

174,12

EUR

TP-T/S/18

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

Top the system off with a two pairs of eye-catching double round tailpipes, made of high-grade titanium, sandblasted and
coated for even greater look and durability.

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera 4
E-Hybrid /
Sport
Turismo
(971)

2017

2020

1565,27

EUR

P-HF1149

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves. With the use of optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE homologation is not valid
anymore.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera 4
E-Hybrid /
Sport
Turismo
(971)

2017

2020

381,95

EUR

TP-CT/48

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

OP - Optional part

Top the system off with two pairs of eye-catching handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes.

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera 4
E-Hybrid /
Sport
Turismo
(971)

2017

2020

1565,27

EUR

SO - Slip-On

This stunning system is made completely from high-grade titanium. It includes parts cast in the company’s in-house foundry,
featuring an additional pair of exhaust valves behind the rear mufflers, designed to provide optimal control of the exhaust
sound for the best aural enjoyment. The system has been perfectly tuned to deliver the very best sound experience in all
modes – enormous effort was invested to give it a rich higher-frequency V6 sound with a sporty racing note, while keeping it
smooth and eliminating any drone for maximum everyday comfort. By using the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the driver can
choose between a loud racy sound or a quieter note for long-distance driving, regardless of the mode chosen for the vehicle.
The look of the Slip-On system can also be further enhanced by adding four round titanium or carbon-fibre tailpipes.An
increase in performance and torque through a broad rpm range and a significant weight savings makes this a very serious
performance upgrade. With optimized gas flow and reduced back pressure, it allows limitless tuning options.It is a simple
plug-and-play installation with no need for remapping. The exquisite Akrapovič Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system adds
performance and style, along with an amazing soundtrack inside and outside cabin.FITMENT NOTICE:This system does not
fit on vehicles equipped with Otto particulate filter (OPF). This product will not fit on Executive models and on vehicles
equipped with Porsche non-sport exhaust system.

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera 4
E-Hybrid /
Sport
Turismo
(971)

2017

2020

4186,17

EUR

S-PO/TI/16

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

W/O Approval

This fully titanium mandatory part is necessary for Panamera models for mounting the Evolution exhaust system. Easy to
install and a perfect fit with the stock system.

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera
4S (970)

2009

2013

174,12

EUR

OP - Optional part

Top the system off with two pairs of eye-catching handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes.

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera
4S / Sport
Turismo
(971)

2017

2020

1565,27

EUR

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves. With the use of optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE homologation is not valid
anymore.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera
4S / Sport
Turismo
(971)

2017

2020

381,95

EUR

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

Top the system off with a two pairs of eye-catching double round tailpipes, made of high-grade titanium, sandblasted and
coated for even greater look and durability.

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera
4S / Sport
Turismo
(971)

2017

2020

1565,27

EUR

This stunning system is made completely from high-grade titanium. It includes parts cast in the company’s in-house foundry,
featuring an additional pair of exhaust valves behind the rear mufflers, designed to provide optimal control of the exhaust
sound for the best aural enjoyment. The system has been perfectly tuned to deliver the very best sound experience in all
modes – enormous effort was invested to give it a rich higher-frequency V6 sound with a sporty racing note, while keeping it
smooth and eliminating any drone for maximum everyday comfort. By using the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the driver can
choose between a loud racy sound or a quieter note for long-distance driving, regardless of the mode chosen for the vehicle.
The look of the Slip-On system can also be further enhanced by adding four round titanium or carbon-fibre tailpipes.An
increase in performance and torque through a broad rpm range and a significant weight savings makes this a very serious
performance upgrade. With optimized gas flow and reduced back pressure, it allows limitless tuning options.It is a simple
plug-and-play installation with no need for remapping. The exquisite Akrapovič Slip-On Line (Titanium) exhaust system adds
performance and style, along with an amazing soundtrack inside and outside cabin.FITMENT NOTICE:This system does not
fit on vehicles equipped with Otto particulate filter (OPF). This product will not fit on Executive models and on vehicles
equipped with Porsche non-sport exhaust system.

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera
4S / Sport
Turismo
(971)

2017

2020

4186,17

EUR

This fully titanium mandatory part is necessary for Panamera models for mounting the Evolution exhaust system. Easy to
install and a perfect fit with the stock system.

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera
GTS (970)

2011

2013

174,12

EUR

P-HF641

Fitting kit

OP - Optional part

TP-CT/48

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

P-HF1149

TP-T/S/18

W/O Approval

S-PO/TI/16

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

P-HF641

Fitting kit

OP - Optional part

TP-T/S/18

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

Top the system off with a two pairs of eye-catching double round tailpipes, made of high-grade titanium, sandblasted and
coated for even greater look and durability.

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera
GTS / Sport
Turismo
(971)

2019

2020

1565,27

EUR

P-HF1149

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves. With the use of optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE homologation is not valid
anymore.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera
GTS / Sport
Turismo
(971)

2019

2020

381,95

EUR

TP-CT/48

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

OP - Optional part

Top the system off with two pairs of eye-catching handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes.

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera
GTS / Sport
Turismo
(971)

2019

2020

1565,27

EUR

P-HF1170

Middle Valve Actuator Kit

OP - Optional part

For vehicles with the base Porsche exhaust system, which is then replaced by the Akrapovič Evolution Line system, the
Middle Valve Actuator Kit (P-HF1170) is a mandatory upgrade. If the Evolution Line system replaces the Porsche sports
exhaust system, the Middle Valve Actuator Kit (P-HF1170) is not required.

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera
GTS / Sport
Turismo
(971)

2019

2020

211,29

EUR

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera
GTS / Sport
Turismo
(971)

2019

2020

6321,72

EUR

W/O Approval

S-PO/TI/9H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

This stunning system is made completely from high-grade titanium. It includes parts cast in the company’s in-house foundry,
featuring an active X connection and an additional pair of exhaust valves behind the rear mufflers, designed to provide
optimal control of the exhaust sound for the best aural enjoyment. The system has been perfectly tuned to deliver the very
best sound experience in all modes – enormous effort was invested to give it a sporty, deep higher-frequency V8 sound with
an unmistakable Akrapovič character, while keeping it smooth and eliminating any drone for maximum everyday comfort. By
using the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the driver can choose between a loud racy sound or a quieter note for long-distance
driving, regardless of the mode chosen for the vehicle. The look of the Evolution system can also be further enhanced by
adding four round titanium or carbon-fibre tailpipes.An increase in performance and torque through a broad rpm range and a
significant weight savings of 40% makes this a very serious performance upgrade. With optimized gas flow and reduced back
pressure, it allows limitless tuning options.Because it is ECE type approved with no need to remap the ECU or add any other
parts, it is just a simple plug-and-play installation. The exquisite Akrapovič Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system adds
performance and style, along with an amazing soundtrack.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type
approval is no longer valid.For vehicles with the base (non sport) Porsche exhaust system, which is then replaced by the
Akrapovič Evolution Line system, the Middle Valve Actuator Kit (P-HF1170) is a mandatory upgrade.Fittment notice: This
system does not fit on vehicles equipped with Otto particulate filter (OPF). This product will not fit on Executive models.

P-HF641

Fitting kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

This fully titanium mandatory part is necessary for Panamera models for mounting the Evolution exhaust system. Easy to
install and a perfect fit with the stock system.

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera S
(970)

2009

2013

174,12

EUR

P-HF871

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.Pictures are
symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera
Turbo (970
FL)

2014

2016

689,1

EUR

P-HF871

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.Pictures are
symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera
Turbo (970)

2009

2013

689,1

EUR

P-HF1170

Middle Valve Actuator Kit

OP - Optional part

For vehicles with the base Porsche exhaust system, which is then replaced by the Akrapovič Evolution Line system, the
Middle Valve Actuator Kit (P-HF1170) is a mandatory upgrade. If the Evolution Line system replaces the Porsche sports
exhaust system, the Middle Valve Actuator Kit (P-HF1170) is not required.

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera
Turbo /
Sport
Turismo
(971)

2017

2020

211,29

EUR

This stunning system is made completely from high-grade titanium. It includes parts cast in the company’s in-house foundry,
featuring an active X connection and an additional pair of exhaust valves behind the rear mufflers, designed to provide
optimal control of the exhaust sound for the best aural enjoyment. The system has been perfectly tuned to deliver the very
best sound experience in all modes – enormous effort was invested to give it a sporty, deep higher-frequency V8 sound with
an unmistakable Akrapovič character, while keeping it smooth and eliminating any drone for maximum everyday comfort. By
using the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the driver can choose between a loud racy sound or a quieter note for long-distance
driving, regardless of the mode chosen for the vehicle. The look of the Evolution system can also be further enhanced by
adding four round titanium or carbon-fibre tailpipes.An increase in performance and torque through a broad rpm range and a
significant weight savings of 40% makes this a very serious performance upgrade. With optimized gas flow and reduced back
pressure, it allows limitless tuning options.Because it is ECE type approved with no need to remap the ECU or add any other
parts, it is just a simple plug-and-play installation. The exquisite Akrapovič Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system adds
performance and style, along with an amazing soundtrack.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type
approval is no longer valid.For vehicles with the base (non sport) Porsche exhaust system, which is then replaced by the
Akrapovič Evolution Line system, the Middle Valve Actuator Kit (P-HF1170) is a mandatory upgrade.Fittment notice: This
system does not fit on vehicles equipped with Otto particulate filter (OPF). This product will not fit on Executive models.

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera
Turbo /
Sport
Turismo
(971)

2017

2020

6321,72

EUR

S-PO/TI/9H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

TP-CT/48

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

OP - Optional part

Top the system off with two pairs of eye-catching handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes.

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera
Turbo /
Sport
Turismo
(971)

2017

2020

1565,27

EUR

P-HF1149

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves. With the use of optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE homologation is not valid
anymore.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera
Turbo /
Sport
Turismo
(971)

2017

2020

381,95

EUR

TP-T/S/18

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

Top the system off with a two pairs of eye-catching double round tailpipes, made of high-grade titanium, sandblasted and
coated for even greater look and durability.

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera
Turbo /
Sport
Turismo
(971)

2017

2020

1565,27

EUR

P-HF871

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.Pictures are
symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera
Turbo S
(970 FL)

2014

2016

689,1

EUR

P-HF871

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

W/O Approval

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at the end of the exhaust system, drivers
can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and Android) to regulate the valves.Pictures are
symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera
Turbo S
(970)

2010

2013

689,1

EUR

TP-T/S/18

Tail pipe set (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

Top the system off with a two pairs of eye-catching double round tailpipes, made of high-grade titanium, sandblasted and
coated for even greater look and durability.

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera
Turbo S EHybrid /
Sport
Turismo
(971)

2017

2020

1565,27

EUR

P-HF1149

Akrapovič Sound Kit

OP - Optional part

The optional Akrapovič Sound Kit enables owners of selected Akrapovič car exhausts to control the sound of the system from
the cockpit of their machine. Using Akrapovič technology, drivers can easily switch between the quiet mode and a sportier
sound. With the use of a receiver (already included in evolution system) to drive the actuators that open or close the valves at
the end of the exhaust system, drivers can use the Sound Remote Controller or the new smartphone app (for iOS and
Android) to regulate the valves. With the use of optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE homologation is not valid
anymore.Pictures are symbolic.

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera
Turbo S EHybrid /
Sport
Turismo
(971)

2017

2020

381,95

EUR

TP-CT/48

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

OP - Optional part

Top the system off with two pairs of eye-catching handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes.

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera
Turbo S EHybrid /
Sport
Turismo
(971)

2017

2020

1565,27

EUR

P-HF1170

Middle Valve Actuator Kit

OP - Optional part

For vehicles with the base Porsche exhaust system, which is then replaced by the Akrapovič Evolution Line system, the
Middle Valve Actuator Kit (P-HF1170) is a mandatory upgrade. If the Evolution Line system replaces the Porsche sports
exhaust system, the Middle Valve Actuator Kit (P-HF1170) is not required.

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera
Turbo S EHybrid /
Sport
Turismo
(971)

2017

2020

211,29

EUR

This stunning system is made completely from high-grade titanium. It includes parts cast in the company’s in-house foundry,
featuring an active X connection and an additional pair of exhaust valves behind the rear mufflers, designed to provide
optimal control of the exhaust sound for the best aural enjoyment. The system has been perfectly tuned to deliver the very
best sound experience in all modes – enormous effort was invested to give it a sporty, deep higher-frequency V8 sound with
an unmistakable Akrapovič character, while keeping it smooth and eliminating any drone for maximum everyday comfort. By
using the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the driver can choose between a loud racy sound or a quieter note for long-distance
driving, regardless of the mode chosen for the vehicle. The look of the Evolution system can also be further enhanced by
adding four round titanium or carbon-fibre tailpipes.An increase in performance and torque through a broad rpm range and a
significant weight savings of 40% makes this a very serious performance upgrade. With optimized gas flow and reduced back
pressure, it allows limitless tuning options.Because it is ECE type approved with no need to remap the ECU or add any other
parts, it is just a simple plug-and-play installation. The exquisite Akrapovič Evolution Line (Titanium) exhaust system adds
performance and style, along with an amazing soundtrack.With the use of the optional Akrapovič Sound Kit, the ECE type
approval is no longer valid.Fitment notice: For vehicles with the base (non sport) Porsche exhaust system, which is then
replaced by the Akrapovič Evolution Line system, the Middle Valve Actuator Kit (P-HF1170) is a mandatory upgrade.Fittment
notice: This system does not fit on vehicles equipped with Otto particulate filter (OPF). This product will not fit on Executive
models.

Sports Coupe

Car

Porsche

Panamera
Turbo S EHybrid /
Sport
Turismo
(971)

2017

2020

6321,72

EUR

Take the performance even further with adding an additional stainless steel link pipe with an integrated resonator to the SlipOn system. The impact on weight loss and performance versus the stock system of the Renault Clio R.S. is even more
dramatic. There are real power delivery gains, and the engine, which is already primed for high-rev action, spins even more
effectively, which in practical terms means that it’s noticeably more responsive. The sound is deeper, sportier, and louder,
akin to racing in the Clio Cup, but without droning. The look of Clio R.S. with the Evolution system is completed with
distinctive precision-crafted carbon fibre tailpipes.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Hot Hatch

Car

Renault

Clio III RS
200

2009

2012

304,48

EUR

The Clio R.S. is known as a real “hot hatch” among small cars. Akrapovič offers a Slip-On exhaust system in stainless steel
with a two-muffler design and exquisitely designed and manufactured tailpipes. The Slip-On gives the Clio R.S. additional
power and torque, and reduces the weight. The system also improves the driving characteristics at practically all rpms and
gives the 2-liter engine that distinctive Akrapovič sound. In addition to the power gains resulting from weight reduction and a
better power-to-weight ratio, leading to increased power, a Clio RS with an Akrapovič exhaust system can be distinguished
even from afar thanks to its precision-crafted carbon fibre tailpipes. The Akrapovič Slip-On markedly improves the driving
experience.

Hot Hatch

Car

Renault

Clio III RS
200

2009

2012

1132,87

EUR

The Akrapovič Evolution Line performance exhaust system takes the performance of the Renault Mégane R.S. to even greater
heights. The lower weight of the system over stock improves the car’s handling, and together with the increase in power and
torque makes this impressive hot hatch an even more thrilling experience. Beautifully crafted from titanium and finished with a
unique carbon fibre tailpipe, the Evolution Line system will make the Mégane R.S. stand out from the crowd. When the highrevving engine lets out that distinctive deep and sporty Akrapovič sound, the whole package becomes one for all the senses
to enjoy. THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Hot Hatch

Car

Renault

Mégane III
Coupé RS

2010

2016

2316,22

EUR

The Akrapovič Slip-On Line exhaust system is made from titanium with a distinctive precision-crafted carbon fibre tailpipe to
give the Mégane R.S added appeal before its sporty engine kicks into life. Once the high-revving engine starts to spin, the
Slip-On Line gives the Mégane R.S. increased sportiness and responsiveness with additional power and torque, and also
reduces the weight to assist with overall handling. The system also gives the engine a deeper Akrapovič sound to further
enhance the driver’s enjoyment.ECE type approval is only valid for cars equipped with otto/gasoline particulate filter.For
installing the slip-on system, the stock exhaust system has to be cut. Please read the instructions carefully before the start of
the installation.Fitment notice: This system does not fit on Megane R.S. Line, Trophy and Trophy-R models.

Hot Hatch

Car

Renault

Mégane IV
RS

2017

2022

3027,38

EUR

S-PO/TI/9H

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

ECE Type Approval

L-RECL3RS/1

Evolution Link pipe set (SS)

XX - Other

MTP-RECL3RSH

Slip-On Line (SS)

SO - Slip-On

S-RE/T/1

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

S-RE/T/4H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

L-RE/T/2

Evolution Link pipe set
(Titanium)

OP - Optional part

Evolution Link pipe set (Titanium) was tested and developed together with Slip-On Line (Titanium) system.The titanium
Evolution link pipe set upgrades the Slip-On system to the Evolution system, that takes the performance of the Renault
Mégane R.S. to even greater heights. The lower weight of the system over stock improves the car’s handling, and together
with the increase in power and torque makes this impressive hot hatch an even more thrilling experience. When the highrevving engine lets out that distinctive deep and sporty Akrapovič sound, the whole package becomes one for all the senses
to enjoy.For installing the evolution link pipe set, the stock exhaust system has to be cut. Please read the instructions
carefully before the start of the installation.For OPF: When installing the Akrapovič Evolution link pipe set, remapping the
ECU is mandatory in order to prevent potential “check engine light” warning signals.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Hot Hatch

Car

Renault

Mégane IV
RS

2017

2022

512,01

EUR

L-RE/T/2

Evolution Link pipe set
(Titanium)

OP - Optional part

Evolution Link pipe set (Titanium) was tested and developed together with Slip-On Line (Titanium) system.The titanium
Evolution link pipe set upgrades the Slip-On system to the Evolution system, that takes the performance of the Renault
Mégane R.S. to even greater heights. The lower weight of the system over stock improves the car’s handling, and together
with the increase in power and torque makes this impressive hot hatch an even more thrilling experience. When the highrevving engine lets out that distinctive deep and sporty Akrapovič sound, the whole package becomes one for all the senses
to enjoy.For installing the evolution link pipe set, the stock exhaust system has to be cut. Please read the instructions
carefully before the start of the installation.For OPF: When installing the Akrapovič Evolution link pipe set, remapping the
ECU is mandatory in order to prevent potential “check engine light” warning signals.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET
EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Hot Hatch

Car

Renault

Mégane IV
RS OPF/GPF

2019

2020

512,01

EUR

S-RE/T/4H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

The Akrapovič Slip-On Line exhaust system is made from titanium with a distinctive precision-crafted carbon fibre tailpipe to
give the Mégane R.S added appeal before its sporty engine kicks into life. Once the high-revving engine starts to spin, the
Slip-On Line gives the Mégane R.S. increased sportiness and responsiveness with additional power and torque, and also
reduces the weight to assist with overall handling. The system also gives the engine a deeper Akrapovič sound to further
enhance the driver’s enjoyment.ECE type approval is only valid for cars equipped with otto/gasoline particulate filter.For
installing the slip-on system, the stock exhaust system has to be cut. Please read the instructions carefully before the start of
the installation.Fitment notice: This system does not fit on Megane R.S. Line, Trophy and Trophy-R models.

Hot Hatch

Car

Renault

Mégane IV
RS OPF/GPF

2019

2020

3027,38

EUR

Hot Hatch

Car

Toyota

GR Yaris

2021

2022

2744,28

EUR

EC Type Approval

ECE Type Approval

ECE Type Approval

S-TY/T/2

Slip-On Race Line
(Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

This exhaust is produced using race-proven, high-grade titanium for the entire system and features megaphone-shaped
tailpipes. A collector centred between the rear resonators has been cast in the in-house foundry; this collector optimizes and
balances the gas flow to produce an acoustically tuned sound with no drone. Three resonators – two at the back of the
collector and one in the middle pipe – further tune the sound experience to create a sporty racing tone, fully enhancing the
engine’s characteristics with a deep and enthusiastic sound, to give the occupants a feeling of exhilaration that is never
interrupted by excess noise. The engineers have placed a special emphasis on the acoustics in the middle and high rev
range, with a high-frequency tone at higher rpms and more sound at idle and revving. This sound is managed by two
megaphone-shaped titanium tailpipes that are welded to the exhaust and specially coated to resist any colour changes at
high temperatures. The shape of the tailpipes influences the sound. They are bigger than stock, measuring in at 110 mm,
and have a similar profile to the Akrapovič exhaust for the Toyota GR Supra. Developed to decrease back pressure, the
system weighs in at 7,8 kg, which is 37 % lighter than stock and yields power gains of 9.5 kW (12.9 hp) at 6,950 rpm and
torque increases of 13.0 Nm at 6,950 rpm when tested on the Akrapovič dyno against a Toyota GR Yaris with a standard
stock exhaust. This exhaust is designed for use on racetracks and closed courses only. It is necessary to cut the stock
exhaust system when installing this product, but no ECU remapping is needed for this configuration.An optional Evolution link
pipe is available for customers looking to extend the exhaust tuning possibilities for even better performance of the Akrapovič
Slip-On Race Line (Titanium) system.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR

E-TY/SS/3

Evolution Link Pipe (SS)

OP - Optional part

This exhaust is constructed with high-grade austenitic stainless steel and designed to be installed with the Akrapovič Slip-On
Race Line (Titanium) exhaust system. The sound is further enhanced by a tuned resonator in the middle part of the link pipe,
calculated to deliver a perfect sound experience, serving up a deep, rich, and sporty sound with no drone or streaming, to
create a pure three-cylinder racing sound from the engine. It delivers power and torque increases of 13.5 kW (18.4 hp) at
5,900 rpm and 21.8 Nm at 5,900 rpm when using a combination of the Slip-On Race Line (Titanium) with an Evolution Link
Pipe (SS) and tested on the Akrapovič dyno against a GR Yaris with a standard stock exhaust. Designed for racetracks and
closed courses only and requiring mandatory remapping of the ECU, the link pipe weighs in at 19,6 % lighter than stock and
removes the standard OPF/GPF.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Hot Hatch

Car

Toyota

GR Yaris

2021

2022

436,59

EUR

OP - Optional part

Downpipe w Cat (SS) was tested and developed together with Evolution Line (Titanium) system.The high-flow downpipe is
constructed using high-quality stainless steel and, once fitted to the Evolution Line exhaust, it creates a complete system
from the manifold to the tailpipes that will further enhance the performance figures: both the torque and power outputs. It
incorporates a sporty catalytic converter. This optional downpipe produces an enhanced sound that delivers a pure racing
emotion and fantastic feedback at high revs, without unwanted drone, making it suitable for everyday use.When installing the
Akrapovič downpipe, remapping the ECU is mandatory in order to prevent potential “check engine light” warning
signals.Downpipe is optional product to the following evolution systems:Toyota Supra (A90) without OPF: Slip-On Line
(Titanium) + Evolution Link pipe (SS) - S-TY/T/1H + E-TY/SS/1BMW Z4 M40i (G29) without OPF: Slip-On Line (Titanium) +
Evolution Link pipe (SS) - S-BM/T/9H + E-TY/SS/1THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Toyota

Supra (A90)

2019

2022

2202,8

EUR

This ECE type-approved system is constructed entirely from high-grade titanium and features an exhaust valve with a
housing cast in the in-house foundry. The single muffler arrangement has a unique set of titanium tailpipes, utilising a design
not previously seen on an aftermarket exhaust. Fully adapted to the lines of the car, the outer side of the tailpipe has been
coated for increased durability, while the inner surface has a bluish-purple natural titanium colour achieved by annealing,
plus a stylish and sporty imprint design to give the system a very special and exclusive finish. Through the use of lightweight
materials, the system will reduce overall vehicle weight, optimising power and torque through the entire rev range. Different
sound modes offer a pleasant experience in comfort mode – without any intrusive drone – and, when the driving gets more
dynamic and enthusiastic, the exhaust produces a vibrant and deep roar from the six-cylinder engine, which the Supra is well
known for, and adds an exciting and exhilarating sensation as the revs rise.An optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is available to
control the various sound settings, and optional tuning opportunities exist through the addition of the stainless-steel Evolution
Link Pipe set. As with the Sound Kit, fitting the Link Pipe will negate the ECE type approval.Fitment and ECE type-approval
are valid for engine type B58B30C. ECE type approval is only valid for cars equipped with otto/gasoline particulate filter. For
installing the slip-on system, the stock exhaust system has to be cut. Please read the instructions carefully before the start of
the installation.

Super Sport

Car

Toyota

Supra (A90)

2019

2022

3264

EUR

Evolution Link Pipe Set (Titanium) was tested and developed together with the Slip-On Line (Titanium) system.The Evolution
link pipe set upgrades the Slip-On system to the Evolution system. The Evolution link pipe set is constructed from highquality austenitic stainless steel. It features an arrangement of two central link pipes for the best flow of the exhaust gases
from the engine. It is designed to increase power and torque and reduce overall weight, while delivering a deep and sporty
sound with no unwanted drone or streaming.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.This evolution link pipe set does not fit on vehicles equipped with Otto particulate filter
(OPF).

Super Sport

Car

Toyota

Supra (A90)

2019

2022

1166,89

EUR

DP-TY/SS/1

Downpipe w Cat (SS)

S-TY/T/1H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

E-TY/SS/1

Evolution Link pipe set (SS)

OP - Optional part

ECE Type Approval

E-TY/SS/2

S-TY/T/1H

Evolution Link pipe set (SS)
- for OPF/GPF

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

OP - Optional part

Evolution Link Pipe Set (Titanium) was tested and developed together with the Slip-On or the Evolution Line (Titanium)
system.The Evolution link pipe set upgrades the Slip-On system to the Evolution system. The Evolution link pipe set is
constructed from high-quality austenitic stainless steel. It features an arrangement of two central link pipes for the best flow of
the exhaust gases from the engine. It is designed to increase power and torque and reduce overall weight, while delivering a
deep and sporty sound with no unwanted drone or streaming.When installing the Akrapovič Evolution link pipe set,
remapping the ECU is mandatory in order to prevent potential “check engine light” warning signals.THIS PRODUCT DOES
NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Super Sport

Car

Toyota

Supra (A90) OPF/GPF

2019

2020

1166,89

EUR

SO - Slip-On

This ECE type-approved system is constructed entirely from high-grade titanium and features an exhaust valve with a
housing cast in the in-house foundry. The single muffler arrangement has a unique set of titanium tailpipes, utilising a design
not previously seen on an aftermarket exhaust. Fully adapted to the lines of the car, the outer side of the tailpipe has been
coated for increased durability, while the inner surface has a bluish-purple natural titanium colour achieved by annealing,
plus a stylish and sporty imprint design to give the system a very special and exclusive finish. Through the use of lightweight
materials, the system will reduce overall vehicle weight, optimising power and torque through the entire rev range. Different
sound modes offer a pleasant experience in comfort mode – without any intrusive drone – and, when the driving gets more
dynamic and enthusiastic, the exhaust produces a vibrant and deep roar from the six-cylinder engine, which the Supra is well
known for, and adds an exciting and exhilarating sensation as the revs rise.An optional Akrapovič Sound Kit is available to
control the various sound settings, and optional tuning opportunities exist through the addition of the stainless-steel Evolution
Link Pipe set. As with the Sound Kit, fitting the Link Pipe will negate the ECE type approval.Fitment and ECE type-approval
are valid for engine type B58B30C. ECE type approval is only valid for cars equipped with otto/gasoline particulate filter. For
installing the slip-on system, the stock exhaust system has to be cut. Please read the instructions carefully before the start of
the installation.

Super Sport

Car

Toyota

Supra (A90) OPF/GPF

2019

2020

3264

EUR

Super Sport

Car

Toyota

Supra (A90) OPF/GPF

2019

2020

2202,8

EUR

Golf (VI)
GTD

2009

2012

675,49

EUR

ECE Type Approval

DP-TY/SS/2

Downpipe w Cat (SS)

OP - Optional part

Downpipe w Cat (SS) was tested and developed together with Evolution Line (Titanium) system.The high-flow downpipe is
constructed using high-quality stainless steel and, once fitted to the Evolution Line exhaust, it creates a complete system
from the manifold to the tailpipes that will further enhance the performance figures: both the torque and power outputs. It
incorporates a sporty catalytic converter. This optional downpipe produces an enhanced sound that delivers a pure racing
emotion and fantastic feedback at high revs, without unwanted drone, making it suitable for everyday use.When installing the
Akrapovič downpipe, remapping the ECU is mandatory in order to prevent potential “check engine light” warning
signals.Downpipe is optional product to the following evolution systems:Toyota Supra (A90) with OPF/GPF: Slip-On Line
(Titanium) + Evolution Link pipe (SS) - S-TY/T/1H + E-TY/SS/2BMW Z4 M40i (G29) with OPF/GPF: Slip-On Line (Titanium) +
Evolution Link pipe (SS) - S-BM/T/9H + E-TY/SS/2THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

TP-VWGMK6-CA

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

OP - Optional part

The tailpipes are the most visible part of the exhaust system, and that’s why we dedicate particular attention to them at
Akrapovič. In order to satisfy the most discriminating tastes, we’ve created handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes. To make our
tailpipes stand out from the rest even more, in addition to selecting the finest materials, we also made them larger. This gives
you car an even more dynamic look, which can be either elegantly sporty. Installing the tailpipes on the stock system is
simple.

Hot Hatch

Car

Volkswagen

TP-VWGMK6-CA

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

OP - Optional part

The tailpipes are the most visible part of the exhaust system, and that’s why we dedicate particular attention to them at
Akrapovič. In order to satisfy the most discriminating tastes, we’ve created handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes. To make our
tailpipes stand out from the rest even more, in addition to selecting the finest materials, we also made them larger. This gives
you car an even more dynamic look, which can be either elegantly sporty. Installing the tailpipes on the stock system is
simple.

Hot Hatch

Car

Volkswagen Golf (VI) GTI

2009

2012

675,49

EUR

TP-VWGMK6-CA

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

OP - Optional part

The tailpipes are the most visible part of the exhaust system, and that’s why we dedicate particular attention to them at
Akrapovič. In order to satisfy the most discriminating tastes, we’ve created handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes. To make our
tailpipes stand out from the rest even more, in addition to selecting the finest materials, we also made them larger. This gives
you car an even more dynamic look, which can be either elegantly sporty. Installing the tailpipes on the stock system is
simple.

Hot Hatch

Car

Volkswagen

Golf (VI) TSI
1,4 (118KW)

2008

2012

675,49

EUR

TP-VWGMK6-CA

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

OP - Optional part

The tailpipes are the most visible part of the exhaust system, and that’s why we dedicate particular attention to them at
Akrapovič. In order to satisfy the most discriminating tastes, we’ve created handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes. To make our
tailpipes stand out from the rest even more, in addition to selecting the finest materials, we also made them larger. This gives
you car an even more dynamic look, which can be either elegantly sporty. Installing the tailpipes on the stock system is
simple.

Hot Hatch

Car

Volkswagen

Golf (VI) TSI
1,4 (90KW)

2008

2012

675,49

EUR

TP-VWGMK6-CA

Tail pipe set (Carbon)

OP - Optional part

The tailpipes are the most visible part of the exhaust system, and that’s why we dedicate particular attention to them at
Akrapovič. In order to satisfy the most discriminating tastes, we’ve created handcrafted carbon fibre tailpipes. To make our
tailpipes stand out from the rest even more, in addition to selecting the finest materials, we also made them larger. This gives
you car an even more dynamic look, which can be either elegantly sporty. Installing the tailpipes on the stock system is
simple.

Hot Hatch

Car

Volkswagen

Golf (VI) TSI
1,8

2009

2009

675,49

EUR

MTP-VW/T/1H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Akrapovič revolutionizes the hot hatch segment with full-titanium Slip-On exhaust systems for the VW Golf GTI. Sustainable,
light, and performance-oriented proprietary titanium alloys, a feature of Akrapovič performance exhaust systems for supercars
and winners of 24-hour races, offer exclusivity to owners of the new GTI. Akrapovič’s unique lightweight Slip-On Line exhaust
system for the Golf GTI delivers a premium touch through that deep sporty Akrapovič sound, performance, and exclusive
design, emphasized by two exquisite carbon fibre tailpipes. Race-proven materials. The perfectly crafted system provides
additional performance gains over the stock system. The Slip-On’s optimized exhaust flow gives the GTI a great platform for
further tuning.

Hot Hatch

Car

Volkswagen

Golf (VII)
GTI

2013

2016

1967,87

EUR

The Evolution systems for the GTI retain all the exclusivity of the titanium Slip-On exhaust systems, including stunning
carbon fiber tailpipes, and display further potential through additional link and down pipes made from high-grade stainless
steel for even greater strength and enhanced temperature and corrosion resistance. With its sports catalytic converter, bigger
tubes, and optimized gas flow and back pressure, Evolution unleashes additional power and improves the torque and
responsiveness of the GTI’s four-cylinder engine. Akrapovič’s state-of-the-art technology and innovative solutions provide an
exciting exhaust system for the latest Golf GTI with even more tuning potential. Engineers have spent countless hours finetuning the sound too, to give you that deep sporty Akrapovič sound throughout all revs.When installing Akrapovič aftermarket
optional down pipes with sports catalytic converters or without catalytic converters, which are developed for use on closed
tracks only, remapping the ECU is mandatory. When installing Akrapovič aftermarket exhaust system that was developed for
use on closed tracks, we recommend remapping the ECU in order to prevent potential »check engine light« warning signals.
THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Hot Hatch

Car

Volkswagen

Golf (VII)
GTI

2013

2016

3748,3

EUR

Complete the look of the Akrapovič Evolution and Slip-On line exhaust systems with an optional carbon fibre rear diffuser.
Handcrafted by Akrapovič from finest carbon fibre, to emphasize the exclusivity of the titanium exhaust system on the GTI.

Hot Hatch

Car

Volkswagen

Golf (VII)
GTI

2013

2016

1100,1

EUR

Akrapovič revolutionizes the hot hatch segment with full-titanium Slip-On Race exhaust systems for the VW Golf GTI.
Sustainable, light, and performance-oriented proprietary titanium alloys, a feature of Akrapovič performance exhaust systems
for supercars and winners of 24-hour races, offer exclusivity to owners of the new GTI. Akrapovič’s unique lightweight SlipOn Race Line exhaust system for the Golf GTI delivers a premium touch through that deep sporty Akrapovič sound,
performance, and exclusive design, emphasized by two exquisite carbon fibre tailpipes. Race-proven materials. The perfectly
crafted system provides additional performance gains over the stock system. The Slip-On Race’s optimized exhaust flow
gives the GTI a great platform for further tuning. Slip-On Race exhaust system was developed for the manual GTI, but can
also be used with the DSG version. It’s meant for drivers that enjoy sports driving on race tracks.THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
MEET EMISSION COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STREET OR HIGHWAY USE.

Hot Hatch

Car

Volkswagen

Golf (VII)
GTI

2013

2016

1967,87

EUR

Akrapovič revolutionizes the hot hatch segment with full-titanium Slip-On exhaust systems for the VW Golf GTI. Sustainable,
light, and performance-oriented proprietary titanium alloys, a feature of Akrapovič performance exhaust systems for supercars
and winners of 24-hour races, offer exclusivity to owners of the new GTI. Akrapovič’s unique lightweight Slip-On Line exhaust
system for the Golf GTI delivers a premium touch through that deep sporty Akrapovič sound, performance, and exclusive
design, emphasized by two exquisite carbon fibre tailpipes. Race-proven materials. The perfectly crafted system provides
additional performance gains over the stock system. The Slip-On’s optimized exhaust flow gives the GTI a great platform for
further tuning.ECE type approval is valid only for Golf GTI FL (169 kW) model.

Hot Hatch

Car

Golf (VII)
Volkswagen GTI FL (169
kW)

2017

2019

2093,62

EUR

ECE Type Approval

S-VW/T/1

Evolution Line (Titanium)

EV - Evolution

DI-VW/CA/1

Rear Carbon Fiber Diffuser

OP - Optional part

MTP-VW/T/2

Slip-On Race Line
(Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

MTP-VW/T/3H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

MTP-VW/T/4H

Slip-On Race Line
(Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Akrapovič revolutionizes the hot hatch segment with full-titanium Slip-On Race exhaust systems for the VW Golf GTI.
Sustainable, light, and performance-oriented proprietary titanium alloys, a feature of Akrapovič performance exhaust systems
for supercars and winners of 24-hour races, offer exclusivity to owners of the new GTI. Akrapovič’s unique lightweight Slip-On
Race Line exhaust system for the Golf GTI delivers a premium touch through that deep sporty Akrapovič sound, performance,
and exclusive design, emphasized by two exquisite carbon fibre tailpipes. Race-proven materials. The perfectly crafted
system provides additional performance gains over the stock system. The Slip-On Race’s optimized exhaust flow gives the
GTI a great platform for further tuning. It’s meant for drivers that enjoy sports driving on race tracks.ECE type approval is
valid only for Golf GTI Performance Pack (180 kW) model.

Hot Hatch

Car

Golf (VII)
Volkswagen GTI FL (169
kW)

2017

2019

2093,62

EUR

MTP-VW/T/4H

Slip-On Race Line
(Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

Akrapovič revolutionizes the hot hatch segment with full-titanium Slip-On Race exhaust systems for the VW Golf GTI.
Sustainable, light, and performance-oriented proprietary titanium alloys, a feature of Akrapovič performance exhaust systems
for supercars and winners of 24-hour races, offer exclusivity to owners of the new GTI. Akrapovič’s unique lightweight Slip-On
Race Line exhaust system for the Golf GTI delivers a premium touch through that deep sporty Akrapovič sound, performance,
and exclusive design, emphasized by two exquisite carbon fibre tailpipes. Race-proven materials. The perfectly crafted
system provides additional performance gains over the stock system. The Slip-On Race’s optimized exhaust flow gives the
GTI a great platform for further tuning. It’s meant for drivers that enjoy sports driving on race tracks.Mounting the Slip-On
Race Line (Titanium) with the Downpipe / Link pipe (SS) is not recommended due to unsuitable sound. ECE type approval is
valid only for Golf GTI Performance Pack (180 kW) model. This Slip-On fits on Golf VII GTI Clubsport, while the ECE typeapproval certificate is not valid for this model.

Hot Hatch

Car

Volkswagen

Golf (VII)
GTI FL
Performanc
e (180 kW)

2017

2019

2093,62

EUR

Akrapovič revolutionizes the hot hatch segment with full-titanium Slip-On exhaust systems for the VW Golf GTI. Sustainable,
light, and performance-oriented proprietary titanium alloys, a feature of Akrapovič performance exhaust systems for supercars
and winners of 24-hour races, offer exclusivity to owners of the new GTI. Akrapovič’s unique lightweight Slip-On Line exhaust
system for the Golf GTI delivers a premium touch through that deep sporty Akrapovič sound, performance, and exclusive
design, emphasized by two exquisite carbon fibre tailpipes. Race-proven materials. The perfectly crafted system provides
additional performance gains over the stock system. The Slip-On’s optimized exhaust flow gives the GTI a great platform for
further tuning.ECE type approval is valid only for Golf GTI FL (169 kW) model.Fitment notice: Mounting only the Slip-On Line
(Titanium) to the Performance (180 kW) model is not recommended due to unsuitable sound and performance. That is why
the slip-on system MTP-VW/T/3H must be mounted together with the Downpipe / Link pipe (SS) DP/L-VW/SS/2.

Hot Hatch

Car

Volkswagen

Golf (VII)
GTI FL
Performanc
e (180 kW)

2017

2019

2093,62

EUR

MTP-VW/T/3H

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

SO - Slip-On

ABE Type Approval

ECE Type Approval

ECE Type Approval

